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ABSTRACT 
The last decade has witnessed rapid development in technologies designed to monitor and 
assess surgical performance objectively. Arguably, the greatest developments have occurred 
in the arena of technical surgical performance. Dexterity parameters and tissue handling 
characteristics can be used as objective criteria upon which to determine technical surgical 
acumen. The feasibility and reliability of objective assessment has now been demonstrated 
both inside and outside the operating theatre. Notwithstanding these developments, there 
remain significant gaps in understanding exactly how complex visuomotor behaviours are 
internalised in surgical trainees. Evaluating evolving patterns of cortical brain function across 
learning may provide a means of understanding technical skills acquisition in surgery. 
Moreover, assessments at brain level may help bridge the gap between technical and cognitive 
aspects of surgical performance. 
The purpose of this thesis is to determine the value of assessments of cortical function in 
surgeons as a novel method for understanding technical skills acquisition and surgical 
learning. In this thesis, an assessment of direct and indirect neuroimaging modalities is 
conducted. The feasibility of functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) as a tool for non-
invasively probing the cortex during surgery is tested. A surgical knot-tying task paradigm is 
used to demonstrate the differences in prefrontal behaviour in a cohort with different surgical 
expertise. Transient within-trial learning effects are demonstrated in surgical novices. A non-
linear dimensionality reduction technique known as Isomap is employed to explore 
differences in cortical function based on surgical expertise and reveals longer term learning-
related evolution in cortical behaviour. A non-surgical control task and fatigue (across a 
simulated night shift) are used to confirm the lack of prefrontal engagement in trained 
surgeons during a surgically relevant task. Finally, Markov modelling is used to demonstrate 
learning related changes in frontoparietal behaviour during Minimally Invasive Surgery. The 
results of these findings provide important insights into the cognitive aspects of surgical skills 
learning. These may be used to monitor departures form typical learning patterns, to assess 
the cortical signature of errors in surgery and explore the internal effects of different training 
regimens. Developments such as these may have significant implications for surgical training 
and patient safety. 
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cingulate area (upper row) associated with strong learning, and the anterior 
cingulate area (bottom row) associated with poor learning ability. Columns 
(left to right) represent transaxial, sagittal and coronal planes respectively. 	141 
Figure 3.22 A cortical brain hypothesis for technical skills training in surgery. Early 
phases of learning are associated with widespread and disorganised PFC 
excitation. The magnitude of the response is expected to diminish in response 
to training. Expert surgeons are not anticipated to recruit the PFC to the 
same extent as novices. This transition is expected to be due to progressive 
enhancement in neuronal efficiency. 	 144 
Figure 4.1 Formation of a surgical reef knot using an open bimanual knot-tying 
technique. To form the first throw (left panel) the operator is required to 
place the suture material across the anterior aspect of the palm and 
articulate a loop using the middle finger (a-c). The suture is released and the 
loop snagged down (d-f). Forming the second throw requires a similar set of 
manoeuvres using the index finger to form the loop (g-i). Again, the suture 
material is released and the two reef knots are snagged down (j-I) 	 151 
Figure 4.2 Time course changes in cortical haemodynamic data following a knot-tying 
stimulus (yellow shaded window). NIR responses typical of cortical activation 
consist of an increase in oxygenated haemoglobin and total haemoglobin, 
coupled to decreases in deoxygenated haemoglobin. 	 151 
Figure 4.3 Schematic illustration of Optical Topography optode placement. A set of two 
3x3 cm probes was used. For each probe array NIR light emitters (red) and 
detectors (blue) were positioned according to the International 10-20 system 
for electrode placement. This arrangement provided 24 measuring positions 
or 'channels'. Channels 1-12 were positioned over the right prefrontal cortex 
and channels 13-24 mirrored their positions on the left prefrontal cortex. 
Electromagnetic tracking sensors are worn over the dorsum of each hand as 
illustrated. 	 155 
Figure 4.4 Screen shot from the Hitachi ETG-4000 display console. Images capture the 
approximate 3D locations of channels centred on (a) the right prefrontal 
cortex and (b) the left prefrontal cortex, with respect to fixed reference points 
such as the nasion (red circle), and bilateral pre-auricular points (blue 
circles). 	 156 
Figure 4.5 Correspondence between overlying channel data and underlying cortical 
anatomy. Topographic data were transferred to a 3D maximum probability 
MRI atlas. The figure illustrates the approximate locations of NIR light 
sources (solid red circles), detectors (solid blue circles) and channels (solid 
pink circles/green numbers) on the cortical surface. 	 156 
Figure 4.6 Haemodynamic timecourse plots illustrating changes in HbO2 (red line) and 
HHb (blue line) (a) prior to baseline correction depicting linear drifts and (b) 
following baseline correction and linear detrending. 	 157 
Figure 4.7 The results of knot-tying performance versus the level of surgical experience. 
The Boxplots illustrate the variation in the time, total number of movements 
(TM) and total pathlength (TPL) required to complete knot-tying trials. 
Outliers are denoted by a black star 	 160 
Figure 4.8 Plots illustrating the variation in technical performance across knot-tying 
trials according to the level of surgical experience. Subplots (left to right) 
correspond to the time, total pathlength and total number of movements 
required to complete knot-tying trials 	 161 
Figure 4.9 Dynamic topographic maps of oxygenated haemoglobin intensity change 
observed in a typical novice (upper row) and expert surgeon (lower row). 
Columns represent baseline rest, 2, 6 and 10 seconds into a surgical knot- 
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tying trial. Emitters (red circles), detectors (blue circles) and channels (pink 
circles) are overlaid onto a high resolution T1 weighted MRI image. 	161 
Figure 4.10 Grand average waveforms of haemoglobin concentration change across left 
PFC measuring positions in (a) Consultant surgeons and (b) Novices. Data 
represent Hb02 (red line), HHb (blue line) and HbT (green line). These 
figures were constructing by normalising the stimulus period to average 
knot-tying time for each group (vertical blue shaded bars). 	 162 
Figure 4.11 Colour maps summarising the patterns of haemodynamic change in 
Consultant surgeons (upper row), surgical trainees (middle row) and surgical 
novices (bottom row). Columns correspond to right and left prefrontal 
hemispheres. Channels are numbered sequentially according to their 
approximate cranial location. Channel colours reflect the different patterns 
of task related haemodynamic change. The pattern consistent with cortical 
activation is labelled red/pink. 	 163 
Figure 4.12 (a) Thermal intensity plots represent the results of the correlation analysis 
between Hb02 and HHb change during knot-tying trials. Rows represent 
data for Consultants (upper row), Surgical Trainees (middle row) and 
Novices (bottom row). Colour intensity relates to magnitude of the 
correlation coefficient (r2). Inverse correlations are labelled red. (b) An 
example channel showing a haemodynamic response pattern, that typifies 
cortical activation. The scatter plot demonstrates an inverse correlation 
relationship between chromophores in an activated channel 	 164 
Figure 4.13 Panels (a-c) illustrate the variation in mean AHb02 (red line) and LHHb 
(blue line) averaged across all 24 prefrontal channels for five knot-tying trials 
depending upon surgical experience. Subplots correspond to data for (a) 
Consultant surgeons, (b) Surgical Trainees and (c) Novices. Error bars 
represent the 95% Confidence Intervals from the mean 	 165 
Figure 4.14 Time course haemodynamic changes for 24 prefrontal cortical channels (ch) 
in a typical novice subject. Variable stimulus knot-tying episodes (vertical 
green shaded bars) are interspersed with fixed rest periods (vertical white 
windows). Units of haemoglobin change are given as AM cm. A more 
profound NIR response was observed during the second knot-tying trial 
compared to the first (indicated by the size of the vertical red arrow). 	166 
Figure 4.15 Charts illustrate a subset of the correlation matrix comparing (a) Allb02 
versus time and (b) HbT versus total number of movements (TM). 	169 
Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration demonstrating how Isomap exploits geodesic paths for 
non linear dimensionality reduction. For two arbitrary points on a non linear 
manifold (red circles), their Euclidean distance in the high dimensional input 
space (green line) may not accurately reflect their intrinsic similarity as 
measured by the geodesic distance along the linear fold (blue line). 
Construction of a neighbourhood graph enables an approximation to the true 
geodesic distance by taking short hops across the data (blue line). Embedding 
(floor of the graph) recovered by Isomap, preserves the shortest path 
distances. Straight lines in the embedding (green line) now represent simpler 
approximations to the true geodesic paths 	 176 
Figure 5.2 The ability of Isomap to resolve the intrinsic dimensionality of complex high 
dimensional data and to resolve a meaningful global co-ordinate system. 
Original input signals were faces (n=698) with different poses and lighting 
direction. The two dimensional projection illustrates the correlation between 
each co-ordinate axis and one degree of freedom of the underlying data (left 
to right pose, X axis), (up-down pose, Y axis), and lighting direction (slider). 
Image redrawn from Tenenbaum et al. [308]. 	 177 
Figure 5.3 Photographic images of the medical student cohort recruited for the 
longitudinal study (study B), capturing one of the practice sessions. During 
practice sessions subjects received individual feedback regarding surgical 
knot-tying technique from expert surgeon trainers. Practice sessions were 
conducted within the Clinical Skills Centre Laboratory at Imperial College 
London (St Mary's Hospital Campus). 	 182 
Figure 5.4 illustration of NIR optode placement across the bilateral PFC. The position 
of NIR light sources (red), detectors (blue) and corresponding channels are 
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numerically labelled in shaded boxes. One 3x3 cm array encompassed the 
right PFC and the other the left PFC. The approximate International 10-20 
and 10-10 system cranial locations of each optode array are labelled 	183 
Figure 5.5 3D MRI images capture cortical regions surveyed at (a) session I and (b) 
session 2 Columns represent left PFC and right PFC optode arrays 
respectively. 	 183 
Figure 5.6 A schematic illustration demonstrating the application and flow of the FR- 
Isomap data embedding technique. 	 185 
Figure 5.7 Manifold embedding results showing the distribution of channel response 
and how it varies along the first two principal dimensions for all subjects in 
study (A). The locations of the original haemodynamic signals (a-f) are 
marked on the embedded space, demonstrating the intrinsic trend captured 
by the embedding technique (subplots). Sampling across the dashed line 
demonstrates how the original signals vary across the first two components of 
the projection 	 189 
Figure 5.8 Colour intensity plot of intensity change in (a) AlIbT and (b) CBF. It is 
evident that the extent of NIR haemodynamic responses vary according to 
the region of the embedding space. The region of the embedding associated 
with the greatest haemodynamic response appears to be the left upper 
quadrant. This region is densely populated by novice data (see Figure 5.7) 	190 
Figure 5.9 Illustration of inter-hemispheric channel pair symmetry as quantified using 
EMD. 	 191 
Figure 5.10 Task induced haemoglobin changes across all 24 channels. Significant (p < 
0.05) increases in Hb02 and decreases in HHb were assigned 1.0, all other 
patterns of change were assigned 0.25, except for non-significant Hb02 
changes, which were assigned 0.5. 	 191 
Figure 5.11 Channel-wise manifold embedding results, where novice data are labelled as 
plus signs, trainees as green squares and consultants as open blue triangles. 
The abscissa correspond to component 1 and the ordinate to component 2. 	192 
Figure 5.12 Prefrontal oxygenation change (mM x mm) after brief instruction (upper 
row) and following extended training and practice (lower row). Columns 
represent baseline rest — one second prior to task / stimulus onset, 2, 6 and 
lOs into a knot-tying trial. 	 193 
Figure 5.13 Manifold embedding results depicting practice dependent reorganisation of 
cortical behaviour in surgical novices (study B). Data represent 74-D trial 
Hb02 and HHb values for a given channel and subject. Trajectories (dotted 
black lines) represent the transition from session I data before deliberate 
practice (closed pink crosses) and session 2 data after practice (closed green 
circles). 	 193 
Figure 5.14 Using the k-means algorithm, the central point (centroid) for each group was 
located in the embedded space. The average distance between each centroid 
and all other points for that group was calculated (coloured spheres), and the 
distance to the farthest point (cross) is shown as a solid line 	 194 
Figure 5.15 Chart depicting the EMD results comparing NIR responses between all 
experience groups. Medical student subjects recruited to the longitudinal 
investigation (study B) are labelled according to whether data was prior to 
(1st) or following (2") deliberate practice. Medical student subjects recruited 
for the cross-sectional investigation (study A) are labelled as ((A)Novs). 	194 
Figure 5.16 Chart depicting the results of channel-wise statistical analysis of Hb02 after 
limited training (a) and extended practice (b). Statistically significant (p < 
0.05) task induced increases in Hb02 are labelled (red circles). Channels not 
reaching threshold are also labelled (white circles) 	 196 
Figure 5.17 Chart depicting the results of channel-wise statistical analysis of HHb after 
limited training. Statistically significant (p < 0.05) task induced decreases in 
HHb are labelled (blue circles). Channels not reaching threshold are also 
labelled (white circles). Note following extended training, HHb decreases did 
not reach threshold in any of the 24 NIRS channels. 	 197 
Figure 6.1 The suprachiasmic nucleus in the hypothalamus sets the internal body clock 
to 24 hours with light exposure and external schedule cues being entrained 
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into the cycle. At night, the pineal gland is stimulated to produce melatonin, 
which diminishes alertness and stimulates a drive to sleep. 	 200 
Figure 6.2 Dr Ryuta Kawashima's Brain Training programme on the Nintendo-DS 
console (a) The 3-2-1 countdown utilised to accurately mark the cognitive 
trials. (b) Left to right - the visual display illustrates a correct response 
(green tick), an incorrect response (red cross), and the end of trial results 
displaying time taken, penalties and total time compensated for errors 	204 
Figure 6.3 Photographic illustration of (a) the experimental set-up and (b) the 
arrangement of NIR optodes and headgear. 	 206 
Figure 6.4 Boxplots illustrating the trend in introspective fatigue across a simulated 
night shift. Black lines represent medians, boxes represent the upper and 
lower interquartile ranges, and whiskers represent the data range. Outliers 
are depicted by black circles. The abnormal ESS level, known to be 
associated with errors is denoted by an interrupted horizontal black line. 	209 
Figure 6.5 Charts illustrating trends in knot-tying dexterity data. Dexterity data are 
time, total movements (TM), and total path length (TPL). 	 211 
Figure 6.6 Mathematical performance data across a simulated night shift. The time 
taken to answer the calculations and number of errors (penalty) were used as 
surrogates of cognitive skill. 	 211 
Figure 6.7 Charts illustrating the variation in mean AH1302 (red line), AHHb (blue line) 
and AHbT (green line) for knot-tying trials (left chart) and cognitive drills 
(right chart). The standard error bars represent the variation across 24 
prefrontal channels. 	 212 
Figure 6.8 Topograms representing global AH12022 averaged across all subjects for the 
surgical knot-tying task (upper panel) and the cognitive task (lower panel). 
Data correspond to changes in cortical haemodynamics at 2200 hours (a), 
0000 hours (b), 0200 hours (c), 0400 hours (d), 0600 hours (e) and 0800 hours 
(f) respectively. Topograms created using cubic interpolation between 
channel data 	 213 
Figure 6.9 Topograms representing global AHbT averaged across all subjects for the 
surgical knot-tying task (upper panel) and the cognitive task (lower panel). 
Data correspond to changes in cortical haemodynamics at 2200 hours (a), 
0000 hours (b), 0200 hours (c), 0400 hours (d), 0600 hours (e) and 0800 hours 
(f) respectively. Topograms created using cubic interpolation between 
channel data 	 214 
Figure 6.10 Evolving locus of the 'activation centre' across time intervals for knot-tying 
trials (upper panel) and mathematical calculations (lower panel). The 
`activation centre' is denoted by a black circle. Channels obeying the 
statistical trend of activation were classified as on (yellow), whilst channels 
not obeying the typical pattern of activation were considered off (blue). The 
colour intensity map is derived from cubic interpolation of HbDiff values. 	217 
Figure 7.1 	A simple spatial interaction. Two geographical zones i and j, are 
represented by two centroids i and j. A vector T. links the two centroids, and 
represents the flow of information 	 223 
Figure 7.2 The figure illustrates a series of spatial interactions occurring between three 
different locations, from which it is possible to construct a matrix of 
information flow 	 223 
Figure 7.3 (a) Experimental setup and videoscopic views of the minimally invasive 
surgical procedure (b) and (c), corresponding to accurate localisation of the 
left and right points respectively 	 227 
Figure 7.4 Approximate UI 10/10 positions for (a) left PFC and (b) right PC optode 
arrays with the corresponding location of each NIR channel (pink circles / 
green numbers) overlaid onto anatomical MRI images 	 228 
Figure 7.5 Example illustrations of the embedded space, partitioned to aid visualisation. 
Accompanying plots of averaged Hb02 and HHb change for highlighted 
quadrants of interest. Plots reflect regions of (a) greatest activity (increase in 
Hb02 and decrease in HHb), (b) attenuated Hb02 responses and (c) minimal 
signal amplitude at the geospace centre. 	 229 
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Figure 7.6 Topographic Hb02 change during N1 (upper panel) and N4 (lower panel) for 
one novice subject. Columns represent data for motor rest, 8, 16 and 
20seconds into an MIS surgical task 	 231 
Figure 7.7 (a) Principal mode of the flow across the entire experiment and for each 
transition (b) N1—>N2, (c) N2—*N3, and (d) N3—)N4, respectively. 
Background colour intensity plots represent total volume for ./14-, 	 232 
Figure 7.8 Approximate channel locations for the right PC (a) and left PFC (b), overlaid 
onto T1 weighted MRI images. Subplots illustrate haemodynamic flow for 
each labelled NIR channel with respect to the centremost cell (red triangle) in 
the geospace. Where a particular flow is peripheral, the centremost cell has 
been highlighted as (o). Location for a given condition is calculated as the k-
means centroid of all subjects. Greater flow similarity is observed in the PC 
versus the PFC 	 233 
Figure 7.9 Colour matrix reflecting pairwise channel flow similarity (upper left plot). 
The strongest flow similarity are labelled red, whilst dissimilar flows are 
labelled blue. The accompanying subplots represent groups of channels 
exhibiting comparatively high flow similarity. 	 234 
Figure 7.10 Individual subject learning curves, comparing fronto-parietal haemodynamic 
distributions at each time interval to the stationary distribution. Plots are 
classified by those subjects who (a) progress towards the steady state at each 
transition, (b) are closer to steady state at the end of practice but not 
necessarily at each transition and (c) are further from steady state at the end 
of training. (d) Empirically determined stationary distribution where 
intensity of shading represents the probability of each cell acting as the final 
geospace location. The darkest represents the most likely destination cell and 
the lightest the least likely 	 235 
Figure 8.1 Current challenges associated with surgical skills training, skills assessment 
and trainee selection. The targets and motivations for the current thesis are 
highlighted in the blue boxes 	 239 
Figure 8.2 Figure to illustrate the transition in eye-hand/tool behaviour across MIS 
learning [image courtesy of Mr Julian Leong]. 	 242 
Figure 8.3 (a) The ear worn activity recognition sensor (e-AR) which consists of a 
sensor, processing unit, wireless transmitter and battery pack. (b) 
Application of the e-AR sensor during an fNIRS investigation. The e-AR 
sensor is discrete and unobtrusive enough to be easily worn below the fNIRS 
headgear. The sensor captures and processes the data, then wirelessly 
transmits the data to a local processing unit, shown as a tablet data recorder, 
conveniently positioned on the ETG-4000 console. 	 244 
Figure 8.4 Graph illustrating the variation in systemic heart rate response during knot- 
tying trials (vertical green window) and episodes of motor rest (vertical white 
windows), before (15t session) and after deliberate practice (2nd session). 	244 
Figure A.1 Diagrammatic representation of the "Circle of Willis" illustrating the main 
branches of the internal carotid (anterior, middle and posterior cerebral 
artery) and vertebrobasilar system. 	 246 
Figure A.2 A graphical illustration of the shape of the oxygen-dissociation curve. 	248 
Figure B.1. Flap monitoring NIRS probe attached to the skin via adhesive device of a 
disposable shield [reproduced from Repez et al. [361]]. 	 252 
Figure B.2. Mammograms of a patient with a multicentric ductal carcinoma, indicated 
by the arrows. (a) Optical mammogram of the left breast in Craniocaudal 
projection. (b) Corresponding Mediolateral projection. (c) MR mammogram, 
(transversal slice). (d) X-ray mammogram, of the left breast in Mediolateral 
projection. The optical mammograms display inverse photon counts 1/Ntot at 
670nm. The x-ray mammogram does not show the carcinoma close to the 
chest wall. [reproduced from Grosenick et al. [366] 	 252 
Figure D.1 (a) A schematic diagram illustrating the approximate positions of the NIRS 
light sources (red), detectors (blue) and locations of corresponding measuring 
positions / channels (shaded boxes). One 3 x 3 array was centred on the 
frontopolar region (Fp), the other on the left motor cortex (C3). (b) 
Experimental setup showing a subject performing the surgical knot-tying 
task. Motion tracking sensors are attached to the dorsum of both hands 	260 
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Figure D.2 Views of a surgical novices at (a) rest and (b-e) at various stage of bimanual 
knot tying. Images demonstrate (b) failed articulation of the knot, (c) 
unnecessary back and forth hand motions, (d) and (e) lengthy distances 
between hands and target. 	 261 
Figure D.3 Time course of changes in haemoglobin parameters for one medical novice 
during 2/0 vicryl knot-tying trials (blue windows), in a channel overlying the 
left primary motor cortex. Rapid increases were observed in Hb02 (red line) 
and HbT (green line) in each of the five knot-tying episodes. Following both 
the fourth and fifth knot tying blocks, a post stimulus undershoot in both 
Hb02 and HbT was observed. Changes in HHb (blue line) were less 
consistent; although low amplitude task induced reductions can be seen in 
the third knot-tying block 	 262 
Figure D.4 An illustration of averaged Hb02 change in two prefrontal channels, across 
(a) the first and (b) the third cord knot-tying trials, for one medical student 
subject. The highlighted regions represent averaged change in Hb02 during 
the knot-tying intervals. We observed consistent task induced changes in 
Hb02 which were repeatable on completely separate occasions. 	 262 
Figure E.1 The central panel show the time course of the Hb species. HHb: Blue line; 
Hb02: Red line. Abscise axis represent time courses in minutes. Pictures 
show different snapshots of the video recording in different conditions: Top: 
row, left to right: Head tilting, probe set 1 being moved by a second 
researcher, probe set 2 being moved by second researcher, probe set 1 being 
moved by a second researcher, probe set 2 being moved by second 
researcher; bottom row; left to right: Rest, movement of head upwards, brisk 
lateral head motion, and two pictures of tool changing. Instances of optode 
movement artefact resulting in sudden raise or drops coincide with manual 
optode movement (green shaded areas), or very brisk head motion (yellow 
shaded area) which is thought to be accompanied by a small optode 
movement 	 266 
Figure E.2 Optode movement artefact detection and correction. Vertical dashed black 
lines mark the locations where optode movement has been detected. It can be 
seen how the detection algorithm accurately marks the occurrence of the 
artefacts when it is present in cases (a) and (b) and correctly does not show 
any marks on the clean channel in case (c). For cases (a) and (b) the corrected 
versions of the Hb signals as reconstructed by the correction algorithm have 
also been represented 	 267 
Figure E.3 Saturation artefacts. Example of experimental data showing changes in 
haemoglobin species HHb (blue line) and Hb02 (red line) affected by 
saturation artefacts. The shaded patches correspond to self-pace knot-tying 
task blocks. The first stage is only affected by the saturation affecting one 
wavelength, and mirroring artefact is clearly observable. From there 
onwards, the detector also gets saturated at the second wavelength and a 
"non-recording" effect appears. 	 268 
Figure E.4 Detection of mirroring artefact in random signal pairs using a multi-scale 
windowed cross-correlation algorithm. The top plot illustrates a time course 
of the random signals, with mirroring episodes artificially introduced (green 
vertical windows). The bottom plot is a colour representation of a binary 
matrix where red triangles indicate the detected mirroring activity and 
yellow circles correspond to the largest window size at each episode 	 269 
Figure Fl. The diagrams represent sample tasks on the MISTTm-VR® laparoscopic 
trainer. a acquire place; b traversal; c manipulate diathermy; d stretch 
diathermy [4] Reprinted from American Journal of Surgery, Volume 191, 
Aggarwal R, Grantcharov T, Moorthy K, Hance J, Darzi A. A competency-
based virtual reality training curriculum for the acquisition of laparoscopic 
psychomotor skill, pages 128- 133.Copyright (2006), with permission from 
Excerpta Medica Inc 	 272 
Figure F2. A virtual reality-training curriculum for acquisition of basic laparoscopic 
skills [4] Reprinted from American Journal of Surgery, Volume 191, 
Aggarwal R, Grantcharov T, Moorthy K, Hance J, Darzi A. A competency-
based virtual reality training curriculum for the acquisition of laparoscopic 
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psychomotor skill, pages 128-133.Copyright (2006), with permission from 
Excerpta Medica Inc. 	 273 
Figure F.3 Figure illustrates performance variation in (a) total error scores and (b) total 
time taken to perform CS 1 task across the 'week of nights' assessment and 
follow-up. Mean values are given for each session: Median proficiency (pre-
nights baseline performance), seven night shifts, and the follow-up session. 
Error bars represent 95% Confidence Intervals of the mean. Statistically 
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by participants using the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS). A horizontal 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Among the many desirable attributes of any aspiring surgeon, technical skill remains 
important. Inevitably, the well practiced, technically astute surgeon will have better outcomes 
in terms of mortality and morbidity. For over a decade, leading educators have suggested that 
the traditional apprenticeship model of teaching and testing technical skills is biased and that 
assessments must become more objective [1]. A recent paradigm shift in technical skills 
training means that trainees learn basic skills in safe simulated surroundings, rather than for 
the first time in the operating theatre. The new model of technical skills training is based on 
established motor learning theories, regarding the manner in which skills are acquired and 
expertise developed. At the same time, innovative technological solutions have emerged to 
help quantify technical skill, including the use of motion analysis systems and virtual reality 
simulation [2]. Current tools have helped to measure technical skill in terms of quantifiable 
metrics, but have led to interesting questions regarding technical skills acquisition in surgery 
that have yet to be addressed. In particular, objective assessment tools have demonstrated a 
wide range of technical abilities among surgeons with parallel operative experience, as well as 
overlapping performance between surgeons of different grades. Existing methods are not 
designed to rationalise performance variability amongst surgeons, or to demonstrate whether 
technical manoeuvres have been adequately internalised by surgical trainees. Registrars 
acquire skills at different rates, and some be unable to attain a stable task performance [3]. 
Yet, the reasons why some trainees make rapid progress whilst others struggle still remain a 
mystery. Gaining a greater understanding of variability in technical performance may have 
tremendous implications for the delivery of technical skills training and selection of future 
trainees. 
Recognition of poor progress may enable interventions that improve technical skills training 
[4]. Early identification of technically competent Foundation Year (FY) trainees might assist 
trainers in the selection of would-be surgeons, vital in an era of condensed training times and 
shorter working hours. Selection procedures remain highly controversial. For example, in the 
United Kingdom (UK), despite recent drastic reforms to selection procedures at no point are 
technical skills routinely evaluated. Consequently, there is a lack of data regarding technical 
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skill at selection and final performance in training programmes. Instead, investigators have 
attempted to explore surrogate markers of technical performance in the hope that of 
improving surgical selection if strong correlations could be identified. Theoretically, 
technically more efficient individuals have an innate advantage or 'aptitude' over poorly 
performing counterparts. Unfortunately, attempts to understand surgical aptitude in terms of 
pure manual dexterity, visuospatial or perceptual ability, personality and intelligence have 
largely failed, owing to the fact that tests of technical skill correlate poorly with abstract 
perceptual and neuropyschometric tests [5]. For example, consultants have performed worse 
than registrars on tests of pure manual dexterity. With a few notable exceptions, tests of 
visuospatial and perceptual ability have failed to be markers of surgical prowess. Even where 
correlations between abstracts tests and surgical skill have been demonstrated, they have often 
relied upon poor indicators of surgical quality, such as task completion times. 
How then to rationalise the disparity in technical skills acquisition in surgery to improve 
training and selection? Differences in innate motor learning capability may account for 
diversity in technical skills. Just as surgeons and educators have made significant 
improvements in the understanding of objective assessment of technical skill, 
neuroanatomists, neurophysiologists and behavioural psychologists have made similar 
advances to the understanding of motor skills acquisition at brain level. As will be discussed 
in this thesis, consummate motor performance relies upon a distributed network of cortical 
and subcortical brain activations. To achieve a skilled performance, connections or 
ramifications exist between related brain regions, each with a unique role in motor execution. 
However, these connections are not static. Rather, the brain is dynamic, and capable of 
modifying neuronal connections in response to injury and changes in environmental stimuli, a 
property commonly referred to as `neuroplasticity'. Activation foci may vary predictably 
according to the stage or phase or motor skills learning. Therefore, different phases of motor 
learning may be inferred from patterns of brain activation, quantified using non-invasive 
neuroimaging technologies. Idiosyncratic changes in cortical activation patterns may prove 
indicative of differences in motor learning capability. Monitoring brain function may help 
assess the effect of practice schedules, track a trainee's progression through the learning 
process, and identify cognitive strategies associated with technical success or failure. 
Furthermore the 'surgical brain' may be a useful model for studying evolving perceptual-
motor interactions given both the complexity of the stimulus and length of exposure to the 
stimulus. 
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In practice, it is not trivial to design robust experiments to monitor brain function in ambulant 
subjects performing complex technical tasks, let alone track responses across practice sessions 
and training. In particular, the practical constraints of traditional scanning environments must 
somehow be overcome. This is compounded by the lack of prior evidence relating to 
measuring brain function in surgeons to inform the current thesis. An overview of the 
principles of functional neuroimaging and technology is provided in Chapter 3, to inform the 
reader with the options available to the researcher at the outset. The relative merits and 
potential pitfalls of each of the available neuroimaging hardware options are discussed, with 
an explanation provided for rejection in each case. Justification for the final pursuit of 
functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) is provided along with a description of the 
theoretical background of technology, available hardware options, and systematic review of 
the use of fNIRS in the study of visuomotor tasks. 
The first study investigating cortical brain function during a surgically relevant technical task 
is presented in Chapter 4. The aim of the study is to determine whether the cortical response 
to a bimanual knot-tying task varies depending upon expertise and phase of skills acquisition. 
By studying bilateral prefrontal responses in a cross sectional study of master surgeons, 
surgical trainees and novice surgeons, it has been possible to demonstrate transient 
improvements in technical performance supported by fluctuations in prefrontal 
haemodynamics and lateralised (left) prefrontal responses in surgical novices not mirrored in 
expert surgeons. Consistent technical performance and minimal fluctuation in prefrontal 
haemodynamic responses appear to define expert performance. 
The effect of technical skills training and practice on the evolution in prefrontal 
haemodynamic responses is evaluated in Chapter 5. In addition, a novel approach to 
visualising and analysing high dimensional fNIRS data is presented. Using a non-linear 
manifold embedding technique known as Isomap and an Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) 
analysis, the differences in prefrontal brain responses to a surgical task are observed and 
quantified. Through longitudinal evaluations of a second cohort of surgical novices, practice 
dependent changes in prefrontal behaviour or `neuroplasticity' have been observed and 
quantified. Improvements in technical performance as a result of deliberate practice are 
demonstrated to be coupled with attenuation in prefrontal haemodynamic responses. 
Concerning well-learned technical routines, the brain is forced to adapt to environmental 
factors, such as fatigue and sleep deprivation in order to maintain technical performance. This 
has practical significance for trainees caring for patients at night. In Chapter 6, the affects of 
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acute sleep deprivation on prefrontal excitation is explored. Comparisons between an 
arithmetic problem solving task and a surgical task reveal greater excitation on the cognitive 
task. The results provide more evidence to support the relative lack of prefrontal recruitment 
required to perform a well rehearsed visuomotor task. Fatigue-related enhancement in 
prefrontal excitation is observed and is thought to reflect cognitive compensation to sleep 
deprivation. This suggests that whilst fatigued during night duty, trainees may have to 
concentrate harder to achieve the same level of performance. 
Operating on patients through small incisions using endoscopic cameras is becoming more 
common. This type of surgery, also known as Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), leads to a 
different set of spatial challenges versus traditional open surgery. Chapter 7 explores the 
parietal and prefrontal brain responses associated with learning a basic MIS procedure. By 
using spatial interaction analysis in the form of trip distribution and gravity modelling, the 
flow toward attenuated haemodynamic signals has been demonstrated, highlighting learning-
related neuroplasticity. A framework for the analysis of dynamic fNIRS data acquired from 
two distinct brain regions is provided. Through Markov modelling, inter-subject variability in 
MIS learning is revealed. Assessing inter-subject variability in learning using brain imaging 
may help to identify those trainees with a specific aptitude for MIS and those in need of 
training remedi ati on. 
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 8, with a summary of the findings and a discussion about 
the potential limitations and future directions of this research project. 
The major contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
1) To identify a valid, feasible, and repeatable non-invasive neuroimaging methodology 
for measuring functional brain activation in expert and novice surgeons. Additionally, 
to identify a suitable framework for the visualisation and analysis of functional brain 
data in surgeons and trainees. This thesis represents the first systematic scientific 
assessment of cortical function in novice and expert surgeons. As part of this thesis, I 
have demonstrated that fNIRS is a practical and reliable method for studying brain 
function in expert and novice surgeons. I have quantified cortical excitation patterns 
using a number of approaches including traditional statistics, statistical modelling, 
non-linear dimensionality reduction, spatial interaction modelling and Markovian 
modelling. 
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2) To generate a hypothesis statement based on current best evidence regarding the 
anticipated patterns of learning related changes in brain activation in surgical trainees. 
I have generated a working hypothesis for this thesis based upon a systematic review 
of the neuroimaging literature pertaining to motor skills learning. This can be 
summarised as widespread prefrontal activation associated with novel error-prone 
performance to minimal prefrontal activation associated with highly skilled expert 
performance. 
3) To investigate the disparity between expert and novice surgeons in terms of 
functional brain activation during a technical surgical task, and to evaluate learning-
related changes in functional brain behaviour. Differences in the prefrontal response 
patterns between experts and novices to the same surgical task have been observed 
and quantified and are in agreement with the working hypothesis. Predicted transient 
and long-term changes in prefrontal processing have, for the first time, been shown to 
accompany technical skills improvement. 
4) To explore the effects of acute sleep deprivation in terms of changes in brain 
behaviour during technical procedural and cognitive tasks in surgical trainees. It has 
been demonstrated that well-rehearsed visuomotor skills appear to recruit the 
prefrontal cortex to a lesser extent than do more cognitive / problem solving tasks. 
This thesis contains the first examination of the effects of sleep deprivation in 
surgical trainees using objective measures of technical performance and brain 
function. Maintaining technical and cognitive performance at night is likely to depend 
upon cognitive compensation to fatigue, which may consist of enhanced prefrontal 
activation. 
5) To investigate the dynamic relationship between two discrete brain regions during the 
acquisition of a minimally invasive surgical (MIS) task. The flow of haemodynamic 
responses across a fronto-parietal network have been observed and quantified using 
spatial interaction analysis. This is the first time that spatial interaction modelling has 
been applied to fNIRS neuroimaging data. Attenuation in fronto-parietal 
haemodynamic responses accompanies learning on a basic MIS procedure. Inter-
subject variability with respect to learning MIS has been demonstrated and may be 
suggestive of innate ability. 
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Chapter 2 
Assessing Technical Surgical Skill 
and Motor Skills Learning 
2.1 Introduction 
Of the many desirable attributes of a competent surgeon, technical ability is one of the most 
important. After all, it is the technical craft that distinguishes the surgeon from his or her 
medical counterparts. Within the framework of a traditional apprenticeship model, an 
apprentice's technical skills would have been evaluated by his surgical mentor. The surgical 
community has accepted that this model of assessment is subjective and prone to bias. The 
desire to improve methods to evaluate technical skills has been at a helm of surgical education 
for well over a decade, with the overall aim of ensuring objectivity in any assessment. This 
drive has been fuelled by high profile cases of medical error, in which perceived inadequacy 
of technical proficiency was deemed to be a contributing factor [6]. Additionally, the 
introduction of the European Working Time Directive (EWTD) [7] in the United Kingdom 
(UK) has resulted in a reduced exposure to surgical cases [8] and means that trainees have 
less time in which to gain technical proficiency, enhancing requirements for quality 
assurance. Additionally, an entirely new system of specialty training is currently being 
implemented under the guise of Modernising Medical Careers (MMC) [9]. A facet of this 
system is progress based upon defined competency and not on years of service. Objective 
assessment of technical skills will help support new competency based surgical curricula and 
training [10]. Assessment tools may provide a means to identify specific strengths and 
weaknesses in trainees and to enable prescription of remediation or enhanced training where 
necessary. Specifically, information gleaned through the assessment process may identify 
individuals at risk for failure and may be used by assessor as feedback to support performance 
improvements. 
2.2 Surgical Selection 
2.2.1 Modernising Medical Careers and Surgical Selection 
Effective selection of personnel is crucial for any organisation. For the National Health 
Service (NHS) this selection process takes on an added dimension, since these personnel are 
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responsible for the health of the nation. At the time of writing, the process of selecting 
candidates for specialty surgical training in the UK is currently undergoing drastic change 
following the introduction of MMC [11]. The previous hierarchical training grades have been 
abolished and replaced with new foundation and specialty training programs. In this system, 
newly qualified doctors rotate through specialties as a part of a two-year foundation training 
program designed to focus on the General Medical Councils' (GMC) requirement for good 
medical practice. The philosophy of broad exposure that underpins foundation training means 
that surgical exposure in these years is likely to be limited. Despite the introduction of 
multiple forms of assessment for foundation trainees, only one of these focuses on technical 
skills. The Direct Observation of Procedural Skills (DOPS) allows the trainee to select the 
task to be evaluated, the timing of the assessment and the identity of the assessor is potentially 
biased, possibly leading to a biased evaluation. Additionally, the results of DOPS are not used 
as the basis for surgical selection. Instead, selection of foundation year 2 (FY2) trainees into 
specialty training programs continues to be based upon referees comments, volume of 
publications and presentations, a semi-structured interview, and the candidates responses to a 
series of generic questions. Even with respect to the selection of trainees for senior positions 
of specialty training (ST3 and beyond), at no point are the technical skills of the candidate 
evaluated. 
It is apparent that as trainees are exposed to fewer surgical cases in a climate of reduced 
working hours, evaluating their potential as future surgeons is a great challenge for selectors. 
Organisations outside medicine and surgery have streamlined their selection process based 
upon psychometric testing [12] that can be broadly classified into two major categories: (1) 
ability testing — tests of cognitive ability and specific aptitudes, and (2) personality tests —
tests of behaviour, interests and motivation. Theoretically, measures of an individual's innate 
technical ability might prove valuable for surgical selectors. 
2.2.2 Innate Aptitude — Implications for Surgical Selection 
Obtaining a greater understanding of the innate characteristics that enable certain individuals 
to rapidly learn technical surgical skills may have implications for surgical selection. Early 
identification of technically competent foundation year (FY) trainees might assist trainers in 
the selection of future surgeons, vital in an era of condensed training times. Several 
investigators have attempted to explore the potential link between technical skills in surgery 
and tasks of pure manual dexterity [13, 14] and visuospatial ability [5], as well as evaluations 
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of personality traits, in the hope of streamlining the selection process if strong links could be 
identified. 
2.2.3 Manual Dexterity 
Several investigators have failed to demonstrate that innate psychomotor ability (manual 
dexterity) predicts performance in surgery [13, 15]. In a study by Squire D et al. [13], surgical 
consultants performed significantly worse than residents on a series of manual dexterity tests 
such as the Minnesota Manipulation Test and Purdue Peg-Board Test illustrated in Figure 2.1 
[13]. The authors concluded that manual dexterity should not be used to assess candidates for 
surgical residency training. Steele et al. [14] found negative correlations between 
psychomotor ability (Crawford Small Parts Test) and cumulative error scores during technical 
performance on a series of small bowel anastomoses. Subjects performing manual dexterity 
tasks relatively quickly performed worse on surgical simulations. The authors advised that 
tests of pure manual dexterity may be misleading. Schueneman et al. [15] reached a similar 
conclusions, on the basis that 'pure psychomotor skill' is not the major dimension 
distinguishing the proficient surgical performance from the mediocre. 
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Figure 2.1 Tests of pure manual dexterity; (a) the Minnesota Manipulation Test and (b) the Purdue 
Pegboard Test. 
Notwithstanding the above, more recent studies suggest a link between psychomotor aptitude 
and highly specific surgical abilities. Murdoch et al. [16] demonstrated that performance on a 
wire loop dexterity test correlated well with microsurgical ability. Dashfield et al. [17] 
demonstrated a good correlation between a microprocessor controlled tracking task 
(MICROPAT) designed to assess hand-eye coordination and the ability to learn a surgical reef 
knot in a group of basic surgical trainees, suggesting that psychomotor ability may account 
for at least some of the variation in knot tying ability. Similarly, McClusky DA et al. [18] 
demonstrated that psychomotor ability correlated well with the duration of training required 
by medical students to reach performance goals on the MIST-VR simulator. Despite these 
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findings, the fact that in general manual dexterity correlates poorly with technical 
performance in surgery has prevented it from being used in trainee selection. 
In my own view, there is insufficient current evidence to support the use of manual dexterity 
tasks in aptitude testing of surgical trainees since in general they do not predict technical skill 
in surgery. Many tests of pure manual dexterity do not involve processes used by surgeons 
and are better predictors of light industrial work, rather than surgical ability [2]. Additionally, 
it is conceivable that manual dexterity may be as much a learned quality as an innate attribute 
[19]. For instance, the fact that master surgeons outperformed medical students in two tasks of 
manual dexterity (Gibson Spiral Maze Test and Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test) 
indicates that manual dexterity may improve through practice [20]. Finally, the importance of 
pure manual dexterity as an attribute of a competent surgeon has been called into question. 
Indeed, Spencer [21], suggested that surgical ability was 75% decision-making and only 25% 
manual dexterity. However, this opinion may underestimate the dexterity required to perform 
newer, more technically demanding procedures, such as Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) 
and robotic assisted interventions, both of which have experienced rapid advances since 1979. 
2.2.4 Visuospatial Ability 
Several early studies attempting to correlate visuospatial ability with open surgical tasks had 
either failed or revealed inconsistent results. For example, Schueneman et al. [15] were 
unable to explain the correlation between technical surgical skill and scores on the Minnesota 
Paper Form Board Test, given that no correlation could be demonstrated for other visuospatial 
tests (e.g. Concealed Figures Test). Deary et al. [22] were unable to demonstrate significant 
correlations between surgical ability and either intelligence scores or visuospatial ability. 
Interestingly, Francis et al. [20] demonstrated lower visuospatial test scores in master 
surgeons compared to medical students. In contrast, Murdoch et al. [16] found correlations 
between microsurgical skill and visuospatial ability using the Spatial Relations Test. 
Similarly, Gibbons et al. [23] found strong correlations between staff ratings of technical 
skills and visuospatial ability using a Field Articulation Test. 
In a review article on visuospatial abilities in surgical training, Anastakis DJ et al. [5], 
suggested that there might be a number of reasons for the conflicting outcomes. There are vast 
arrays of visuospatial tests, making it challenging to identify which test is the most 
appropriate to use to compare to given surgical task. As a result, theoretical justification for 
the visuospatial test used is often poorly documented [15, 23]. Several investigators have 
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attempted to negate this issue by opting for a battery of visuospatial and neuropsychological 
tests, but have often neglected to determine if such tests are correlated with one another. 
Many investigators have failed to use robust objective methods for assessment of technical 
surgical skills, where rating scales have been used inter-assessor reliability is often neglected 
[16] and several studies used heterogeneous group of trainees carrying out a multitude of 
different surgical tasks [23]. This has led to considerable speculation as to which part of the 
surgical task or surgical skill correlates, if at all with visuospatial ability. In addition, many of 
these studies have been conducted as a 'one-off exercise', with no knowledge of the eventual 
performance of trainees at the completion of training. The lack of longitudinal studies makes 
it difficult to know if improvement in visuospatial ability is possible over time. 
To date, only one study has evaluated a homogenous group of surgeons on a specified 
operative procedure using a series of valid objective checklists and global rating scores with 
adequate justification for the visuospatial tests. Wanzel et al. [24] correlated technical ability 
of junior residents on a spatially complex surgical procedure (two and four-flap Z-plasty) with 
higher level visual processing involving in mental rotation of two dimensional block figures 
(Mental Rotations Test). The best correlations were observed for the more spatially complex 
four flap Z-plasty versus the simpler two flap procedure. Trainees with lower scores on the 
mental rotation test had significantly higher technical scores after practice and feedback, 
suggesting trainees with lower innate visuospatial ability might benefit most from 
supplementary practice. In contrast, those with better visuospatial ability might more easily 
transfer previously learned principles to new tasks. 
The advent of MIS and the development of VR simulation have led many investigators to 
explore the plausible link between visuospatial ability and laparoscopic skills. Several studies 
have demonstrated good correlations between simulated laparoscopic tasks and tests of 
visuospatial ability [25-27]. Furthermore, the correlation between visuospatial ability and 
laparoscopic skill seems to be the strongest for novice laparoscopists. Keehner et al. [28], 
demonstrated good correlations between visuospatial ability and operative skill in a group of 
trainees with minimal laparoscopic experience, but no correlation between skills in a group of 
surgeons with vastly more laparoscopic experience. This is consistent with findings from 
skills acquisition research, which suggests that cognitive skills such as visuospatial ability are 
important in initial phases of skill learning but less important in subsequent phases when 
skills become increasingly automated and proceduralised [29]. 
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2.2.5 Visual Perception 
Visual perception refers to the process of organising and interpreting visual information, and 
incorporates both visual discrimination and visual memory. Laparoscopic surgeons are forced 
to perceptually reconstruct from a two dimensional image on a monitor screen, a three 
dimensional representation of the surgical environment. Several investigators have 
demonstrated correlations between visual perceptual tests and videoscopic skills [18, 26, 30, 
31]. It appears that visual perception correlates with the speed of laparoscopic suturing skills 
[26, 32], efficiency of endoscopic screening on virtual reality simulators [30] and may even 
predict training times for novice laparoscopists [18]. Interestingly, the correlation between 
visuospatial depth perception as measured by PicSOR (Pictorial Surface Orientation) and 
laparoscopic performance has been shown to be independent of the seniority of the surgeon 
[31], suggesting a potential role in pre-selection screening of would-be laparoscopic surgeons. 
These studies are limited by the metrics used to assess laparoscopic skills, as faster surgeons 
are not necessarily more technical competent. Using speed as the only measure of assessment 
provides no indication of the quality of laparoscopic suturing [26]. In addition, longitudinal 
studies are required to determine if perceptual ability improves significantly over time. 
2.2.6 Personality Testing 
Trainee surgeons have to be motivated in order to learn and practice, and need to be able to 
cope with making swift decisions in the operating room. There is agreement that a surgeon 
should be decisive, flexible, honest, motivated, good listeners and good team players [33]. 
However, despite the belief that a `surgical personality' exists, this has never been 
conclusively proven. Some studies suggest that surgeons are stable 'extroverts' [34], whilst 
others have found them to be more 'introverted' and conscientious [22]. It has also been 
found that prospective surgical candidates are `intuitive' information gatherers and `thinkers' 
with a preference for structuring information to make decisions in a logical manner [35]. The 
ability to be resilient to stress seems to be the only trait consistently observed in the literature. 
For example, Schueneman et al. [15] found that the trait most predictive of operative skill was 
stress tolerance. Similarly, Linn and Zeppa [36] demonstrated that medical students who were 
interested in surgery exhibited personalities that were less responsive to stress. Having a 
proactive personality that characterises surgeons certainly helps in moderating the response to 
stress [37]. It appears that surgeons are capable of employing a range of coping strategies 
when confronted with stressful scenarios [38]. The lack of clear consensus regarding 
personality traits means that the current use of personality testing as a basis for surgical 
selection would be unsound. 
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2.3 Categories of Technical Skills Assessment 
2.3.1 Formative Assessment 
Formative assessment aims to gain an understanding of the trainee's knowledge or 
performance in order to make responsive changes to learning or teaching through constructive 
feedback. Formative assessment is focused on the individual trainee and not the trainees rank 
amongst his or her peer group. Information is gathered through a variety of different 
evaluations in order to highlight specific strengths or weakness and to outline objectives as 
the basis for subsequent assessments. Formative assessment is not used to make a pass/fail 
decision regarding trainees' performance. 
2.3.2 Summative Assessment 
The aim of Summative Assessment is to gain all the relevant information regarding a trainee's 
performance in order to make a pass fail decision. This can be used to determine whether a 
trainee progresses to the next training year, repeats the year or is removed from a training 
program entirely. Summative assessment needs to be as comprehensive as possible. 
Summative assessment is often interpreted as norm-referencing, in which a trainee's 
performance is compared to that of their peers. 
2.4 Features of an Ideal Assessment Instrument 
The features of an ideal assessment tool are summarised in Table 2.1. The most important 
features of any assessment tool are 'reliability' and 'validity'. 
2.4.1 Reliability 
This is a measure of a tests ability to produce similar results, when applied at two different 
time points. It is a reflection of the reproducibility and internal consistency of the assessment 
tool. It is measured as a ratio from 0 to 1.0, with a test of 0 to 0.5 being of little use, a test of 
0.5 to 0.8 being moderately reliable and a test of > 0.8 being the most reliable. A reliability of 
1.0 is almost never achieved in practice. Reliability may be sub classified as: 
(a) Test-retest reliability: Requires two separate administrations of the test. Performance 
on the first test is then correlated with that on the second. 
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(b) Inter-rater reliability: Where a test relies upon ratings by two assessors, a measure of 
the level of agreement is provided by the strength of the correlation between their 
ratings. 
Ideal Quality 	 Brief Definition of Terms 
Reliability 	 Reproducibility of results of assessment 
Validity 	 Whether test measures what it was designed to 
measure 
Feasibility 	 Practicality of assessment tool 
Objective 	 Unbiased, fair assessment against criteria 
Comprehensive 	 Scope of assessment 
Accountability 	 The licensing authority and public 
Relevance 	 Perceived importance of assessment 
Timeliness 	 Elapsed time between behaviour and assessment 
Table 2.1 	Characteristics of an ideal objective assessment tool. 
2.4.2 Validity 
This is a measure of how accurately the test measures what it was designed to measure. There 
is no single aspect definition to validity; rather it is a multifaceted concept with several 
components that can be defined as follows: 
Construct Validity: The extent to which the test measures the trait it purports to measure. The 
ability of a test to distinguish between levels of surgical experience is often used as a 
surrogate marker of construct validity. In the current thesis, it is this aspect of validity that I 
am seeking to demonstrate. In other words, the extent to which subjects of differing technical 
ability may be distinguished on the basis of their cortical responses. 
Content Validity: The ability of a test to reflect the content domain it intends to test. For 
example, a test of technical skill must measure exactly that, i.e. technical skill and not 
something similar such as knowledge of anatomy. 
Face Validity: The degree to which the test resembles the 'real life' scenario. 
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Criterion Validity: Addresses the extent to which the test correlates with other markers of 
performance and consists of:- 
• Predictive Validity: The extent to which a test will predict future performance. 
• Concurrent Validity: The degree of correlation between the test and the results of the 
current 'gold standard' known to measure the same parameter. 
2.5 Objective Tools for Technical Skills Assessment in Surgery 
Traditional methods of skills assessment are subjective and potentially biased. The 
Membership of the Royal College of Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland (MRCS) 
examination focuses almost entirely on factual knowledge and clinical skills, with little 
reference to technical skills assessments. It is mandatory for trainees in the UK to maintain a 
log-book of their surgical procedures, but these reflect procedural performance and not 
operative ability [20, 39]. The use of mortality and morbidity data as surrogates for operative 
ability is complicated by the influence of individual patient characteristics [40]. Direct 
observation of trainees in the operating theatre are highly subjective and even experienced 
surgeons have been shown to disagree when rating a trainee's performance [39]. 
2.5.1 Direct Observation with Specific Checklists and Global Rating Scales 
Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) developed by Martin et al. 
[41] in Toronto, involves an assessment of technical proficiency based on a global rating scale 
as shown in Table 2.2. OSATS consists of six stations, where residents perform tasks on live 
animal or bench models within a specific time period. 
Performance is evaluated against operation specific checklists and global rating scales. 
Investigators have demonstrated that global rating scales are more reliable than operation 
specific checklists in terms of inter-rater agreement [42]. A number of investigators have 
subsequently demonstrated the validity and reliability of modified OSATS for bench top 
synthetic models [43] and in live operating [44]. 
Unfortunately, evaluating performance through direct observation against set criteria has a 
number of limitations that have hampered widespread implementation of OSATS style 
assessments. The use of surrogate models during evaluations has led to criticism, since high 
fidelity models remain expensive and few operations can be replicated in their entirety. The 
resources (financial and labour) and time required to evaluate trainees limits assessments 
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using OSATS. It has been estimated that costs of running multiple station-based assessments 
range from several hundred to several thousand dollars per candidate [24]. In one study, 
Reznick et al. [43] required 48 qualified surgeons to act as examiners, each required to 
dedicate two hours of their time. In addition, 8 support staff and 21 nurses were required help 
in the assessment of 48 general surgical trainees (18-man power hours per six candidates) 
[43]. Similarly, Martin et al. [41], required 48 examiners to assess 20 surgical trainees for 
three hours each. Lack of physical space, cost and restrictions in the availability of 
experienced assessors, limits live direct observations with checklists [41]. 
Technical 
Criteria 
Global Rating Scale 
1 	2 	3 	4 	 5 
Respect for 	Frequently uses 	Careful but 	Consistently handled 
tissues 	unnecessary 	occasional damage 	tissue appropriately, 
force minimal injury 
Time and 	Unnecessary 	Efficient but some 	Clear economy of 
motion moves unnecessary moves movements 
Instrument 	Frequently 	 Competent 	 Fluid moves, no 
handling 	asked for wrong 	occasionally stiff / awkwardness 
	
instrument awkward 
Suture 	Awkward and 	Careful, majority of 	Excellent suture control 
handling unsure knots placed and knot placement 
appropriately 
Flow of 	Frequent 	 Reasonable 	 Obviously planned 
procedure 	interruptions progression course of procedure 
Knowledge 	Insufficient 	Knew all important 	Familiarity with all steps 
of procedure 	knowledge steps 
Overall 	Very poor 	 Competent 	 Superior 
performance 
Quality of 	Very poor 	 Competent 	 Superior 
final product 
Table 2.2 An example of a modified global rating scale scoring sheet. Eight generic performance 
criteria are illustrated. The extremes and middle Likert values are anchored with specific descriptors to 
guide performance scoring. 
2.5.2 Indirect Observation with Criteria 
Videotaping a trainee's performance for retrospective assessment using checklists ensures that 
the assessor is blinded to the identity of the trainee, since videotaping does not include sound 
and only focuses on the operator's hands. This may eliminate the potential for examiner bias 
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associated with direct observation. However, analysis of unedited video remains an 
exceedingly time consuming process, and obtaining optimal views of 'open surgery' are 
technically challenging. 
2.5.3 Dexterity Analysis 
The Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device (ICSAD) [45] incorporates a commercially 
available electromagnetic motion tracking system (Isotrak II, Polhemus, United States), that is 
used to quantitatively measure surgical dexterity. ICSAD was originally developed by 
Taffinder et al. [46] to test the notion that smooth efficient expert performance could be 
objectively differentiated from inefficient, error prone performance of novices, provided that 
motion could be tracked and quantified. Taffinder et al. [46] investigated a number of 
different methods for tracking motion, including optical, magnetic, and electromagnetic. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the ICSAD system consisting of an electromagnetic field generator, and 
two tracking sensors that are attached to the back of the surgeon's hands at standardised 
positions. The electromagnetic generator sets up a field within which the sensors can be 
detected and their Cartesian x, y, z co-ordinates registered. Bespoke software is used to 
convert the three-dimensional positional data from the tracking sensors into dexterity 
measures. These in include the distance or `pathlength' travelled by the hand or instrument, 
calculated by summing the distances between the x,y, and z co-ordinates; the number of 
movements; and the total time taken to perform the task, computed from the time elapsed 
from the first to the last movement [45]. These measures have been shown to be an effective 
index of technical skills in open [47] and laparoscopic surgical tasks [48]. 
(a) 
	
(b) 
Figure 2.2 The Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device (ICSAD) consisting of (a) an 
electromagnetic field generating device linked to a laptop computer and (b) tracking sensors placed in 
fixed positions on the dorsum of the surgeon's operating hands. 
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Experienced surgeons require less time, use shorter pathlengths and require fewer movements 
to complete tasks than do their novice counterparts [47, 48]. Additionally, good correlations 
have been demonstrated with other objective assessment tools such as with global rating 
scales [47], thereby increasing confidence in dexterity analysis. Although useful in objective 
assessment technical skills, dexterity analysis systems tell us little about the purpose of each 
movement. Theoretically, it is perfectly possible to make a serious technical error in an 
immensely dextrous manner. However, the latest technology has permitted synchronisation of 
motion analysis with video imaging software providing a solution to this problem [49]. There 
may be pitfalls in over emphasising movement economy, since being swift does not 
necessarily imply being accurate. Hence the old adage first you get good, then you get fast'. 
2.5.4 Virtual Reality Surgical Simulators 
Computer generated virtual reality (VR) simulators have an inherent advantage over dexterity 
analysis systems in that it is possible to provide real time feedback of a trainee's performance. 
Low fidelity systems such as the minimally invasive surgical trainer-virtual reality trainer or 
MIST-VR system (Mentice, Gothenburg, Sweden) shown in Figure 2.3 allow laparoscopic 
trainees to practice key skills such as grasping and diathermy through a manipulation of a 
series of targets as they appear on the screen. High fidelity systems have now been developed 
(LapSim, Reachin Laparoscopic Trainer, ProMIS, and Lap Mentor) which are more realistic 
than MIST—VR, incorporate force feedback and enable practice of specific operations such as 
laparoscopic cholecystecomy with structures that are deformable and bleed. Studies using VR 
simulators have shown that experienced surgeons perform simulated tasks faster, with lower 
error scores and with greater movement economy than novice laparoscopists [50]. 
(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 
Figure 2.3 (a) The Minimally Invasive Surgical Trainer — Virtual Reality (MIST-VR); (b) Screen shot 
from the Laparoscopic Mentor (LapMentor) and (c) virtual reality orthopaedic simulator. 
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Despite the construct validity of VR simulators, the devices remain costly, some tasks may 
still be too simple and assessing improvements in technical skills remains time consuming. In 
addition, assessment is often coupled with direct observation; the identity of the operating 
surgeon is not concealed and this may lead to a biased evaluation. Furthermore, some studies 
have suggested that improved technical skill is possible with equivalent training times on 
more widely available box trainers [2, 51]. 
2.5.5 End Product Analysis 
End product analysis refers to an objective evaluation of the final result of surgical 
intervention as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Methods used to evaluate the final product have, for 
example, included time to leak rate and cross sectional area for vascular anastomosis [52], 
tensile strength of surgical reef knots [53] and rating the product against graded scales [54]. 
Evaluating the final product can be a useful adjunct to the assessment of technical 
performance on synthetic models in a bench-top setting. Investigators have demonstrated that 
final product analysis is accurate, precise, and can differentiate residents in terms of technical 
ability [52, 54]. Moreover, there appears to be a relationship between the final outcome and 
technical dexterity [52]. This is important, since stand alone end product assessments do not 
always provide information regarding the technical skills required to produce the final 
product. 
Figure 2.4 Assessment of a vein-patch sutured to a synthetic artery in a bench-top setting. The expert 
trainer evaluates the specimen against a validated checklist, blinded to the identity of the trainee. 
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2.5.6 Eye Tracking Technologies 
Eye tracking equipment has progressed from highly invasive methods (e.g. Scleral contact 
lens) to the more recent development of relatively cheap commercially available systems, 
which utilise a technique based on reflected light known as video-oculography (VOG). As 
illustrated in Figure 2.5. VOG is a non-invasive technique, which records the position of the 
reflection of a closely situated infrared light source, and its relation to the position of the 
centre of the pupil or the limbus (the interface between the iris and the pupil) using a video 
camera. As the eye moves in different positions, this relationship changes, and the Point of 
Regard (POR) can be computed after calibration. These systems can either be worn on the 
head, which requires lightweight hardware, or desk mounted, in which case the head position 
needs to be known. 
Figure 2.5 Video-oculography technology. (a) The eyes are 'tracked' from the corneal reflections 
from a near-by infra-red camera. By tracking the eyes (b) the point of regard can be defined, shown 
here as a red circle, as a subject attempts to clip a simulated blood vessel. 
Eye movement implies visual attention and may provide insight into the cognitive process of 
performing certain surgical tasks. There are generally three ways of looking at eye movement 
data in relation to planned action. Eye movements can be studied independently in complex 
manual tasks, where the patterns of eye movements can be recognised as different steps of the 
tasks and any deviations from them may indicate an error. This technique is based on defining 
independent 'states' based upon eye movement patterns, and an algorithm, which can 'learn' 
the probability of transition from one state to another for a particular part of a task. 
Qualitative analysis of eye tracking data during live or simulated surgery helps identify visual 
cues that the operating surgeons use during the procedure. The difference in visual dwell time 
on these visual cues thus provides quantitative data, which help distinguish varying levels of 
experience of the operating surgeons. In the example of endoscopic surgery, depth perception 
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is the main disadvantage due to the lack of stereoscopic vision; the difference in utilisation of 
the remaining visual information can be compared between surgeons with different 
performance. The combination of eye and hand movement data has provided an insight into 
the desirable quality in surgeons and sportsmen, known as "hand-eye coordination". The 
three generally accepted behavioural strategies: (1) eye movement plans ahead of the effector 
(hand or the instrument tip), so the gaze is always further away from the target than the 
instrument; (2) target centred behaviour, where the initial saccade lands on the target and 
remain there until the instrument tips arrive within sight and (3) a mixture of the two, where 
repeat referencing between the instrument tip and the target. The first strategy is generally 
seen in manual tasks familiar to the subject and the opposite is true for the second and third 
strategies. 
The use of eye tracking requires a certain level of post-processing to elucidate the underlying 
visual behaviour. To obtain qualitative data automatically, all the objects (target, instrument 
tips and other anatomical structures) in the operating environment need to be tracked from the 
video data, thus representing a significant logistical problem. Eye tracking hardware is still 
relatively bulky and a miniaturised, light-weight wearable eye tracker that is completely 
unobtrusive to the subject is yet to be available. When eye tracking is used in isolation, visual 
attention can only be inferred from gaze position but cannot be demonstrated objectively. In 
other words, it is perfectly possible to focus on an object without actually 'seeing' it. 
Nevertheless this remains to be an exciting and feasible area in technical skills assessment, 
which may shed some light on certain cognitive aspects of surgical performance. 
2.6 Technical Skills Learning in Surgery 
As outlined in Table 2.3, despite extensive advances in objective assessment of technical 
skills, current assessment tools have a number of limitations. A perfect assessment tool does 
not currently exist and further research is therefore required. Furthermore, results from a 
wealth of research conducted using currently available tools pose interesting unanswered 
questions regarding variability in technical performance. Indeed, in the current climate of 
reduced work hours, it is important to address the amount of time required to develop the 
necessary skills to conduct surgery, i.e., to examine the surgical learning curve. 
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O visuospatial ability variable correlation with technical skills, 
more convincing link with laparoscopic 
skills 
visual perception 	 mostly one off studies, inadequate 
assessment of surgical skill (e.g. speed 
only) 
Current and Future Directions 
challenging environment, no metallic 
equipment for assessment, 
claustrophobia, acoustic noise, distance of 
subjects from investigators 
Lacks anatomical information when used 
in isolation, limited to activation at 
cortical surface spatial resolution inferior 
to other techniques 
dexterity analysis, eye tracking, 	complexity in developing omnipresent, 
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2.6.1 The Surgical Learning Curve 
The phenomenon of a rapid improvement in performance in time that tends to tail off toward 
a steady state is often termed a 'learning curve'. Statistical description of the surgical learning 
curve can theoretically be quite valuable. In particular, identification of the point where the 
curve flattens (asymptote) would enable subsequent evaluation free from learning effects, and 
characterisation of individual performance could guide training regimens. 
System 	Assessment tool /Aptitude 	 Limitations 
OSATS 
time, lack of personal, resources and 
space 
ICSAD 
	
lacks information on purpose of 
movement 
g 
OF 
	 video analysis 	 costly, manpower, time consuming 
0 
virtual reality simulators 	costly, tasks maybe too simple, equivalent 
results with box trainers 
psychomotor ability / manual 	correlates poorly with technical surgical 
dexterity 	 skill 
eye tracking 
Bulky, inflexible equipment, complex 
data / trend analysis, only infers visual 
attention 
Table 2.3 Limitations of current objective assessment tools and potential future directions for 
technical skills assessment. 
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There is comparatively little in the way of objective assessment of learning curves in surgery. 
In fact, learning curves are rarely considered formally in healthcare technology literature per 
se [55]. In a recent review paper, Ramsay et al. [56] evaluated the methods used for 
monitoring learning curves of health technologies. Interestingly, of the 272 papers that were 
included in this review, 51% were evaluating the learning curve of MIS procedures. In 
general, the quality was found to be poor. Only 2% of included studies were randomised 
control trials and only 40% were prospective. Moreover, outcome measures were often 
continuous intra-operative process variables, such as time to complete a procedure, which 
although amenable to statistical analysis is a relatively poor marker for overall competence. 
Dichotomous outcome variables such as the presence or absence of surgical complications are 
too rare or infrequent, and therefore intractable to statistical evaluation. Additionally, for 
morbidity and mortality outcome measures it may be challenging to disentangle patient 
related or case mix factors from those related to technical surgical performance. Few 
investigators have serially monitored the improvements in technical ability over time using 
objective markers of performance. Consequently, there is little in the way of objectively 
recorded performance data as a function of repeated measurements over time. 
2.6.2 Descriptive Approach to Learning 
The majority of studies evaluating surgical learning have opted for a descriptive approach. 
Visual assessment of learning is conducted from plots of outcomes against the level of 
operator experience. Whilst these studies reveal valuable information regarding longitudinal 
changes in performance, the investigators have often failed to utilise formal analysis. 
2.6.3 Split Group Analysis 
Where statistical analysis of learning curves has been conducted, it has predominantly been in 
the form of split group analysis (e.g. t-test, Chi-square, Mann Whitney U, or Analysis of 
Variance), where data are partitioned into halves or thirds. The latter includes studies in which 
inexperienced surgeons are compared to experienced surgeons and learning is inferred by 
statistical differences in mean or median performance. In other words, studies in which 
significant differences between experience groups are used as a proxy for construct validity 
[47, 57, 58]. 
Interestingly, these studies highlight considerable variation in technical ability within groups 
of subjects with similar surgical experience or volume. Similarly, investigators have identified 
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overlap in performance between different grades of surgeon, i.e. some junior surgeons appear 
to perform as well as their more experienced counterparts. For example, in the study by Datta 
et al. [47] some experienced surgeons required a similar number of hand movements to 
complete a vein patch task on a bench model as did their more junior counterparts. The box 
and whisker plot illustrated in Figure 2.6 demonstrates the overlap in the inter-quartile ranges 
in the number of hand movements required to complete a vein patch graft between surgeon 
with vastly different levels of experience [47]. 
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Figure 2.6 Box and whisker plot illustrating overlap in performance between experience groups for 
the number of hand movements required to suture a vein patch graft [redrawn from Datta et al. [47]]. 
Similarly, Grantcharov et al. [59] demonstrated overlap between surgical experts and trainees 
with the respect to error scores and the time taken to complete a task on a virtual reality 
trainer. These findings suggest that some surgeons perform technically better than others and 
indeed certain juniors may have a particular advantage over others; possibly indicative of an 
aptitude for surgery. Using experience (i.e. number of cases performed) as a surrogate marker 
of expertise might be unsound and fundamental differences in innate visuomotor learning 
capability may account for the observed difference in technical skills acquisition. 
Understanding the reasons for differences in performance is likely to involve a more 
theoretical approach to surgical learning. This may involve innovative strategies to explore 
aspects of performance with many more degrees of freedom than are possible with hand 
movements or error scores. In other words, current assessment tools are simply not designed 
to rationalise the differences in learning curves for technical skills acquisition. 
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2.6.4 Univariate and Multivariate Analysis in Learning 
A few studies have employed more sophisticated univariate trend analysis (e.g. curve fitting, 
Chi square, or repeated measures Analysis of Variance). Most of those employing curve 
fitting have found a linear curve to be the best fit [60], largely due to the number of points 
across learning being small in surgical studies. Where alternative methods, such as 
logarithmic [61], negative exponential [62], double negative exponential and quadratic [63] 
have be used, they are often poorly justified. Few studies employ multivariate analysis 
methods such as logistic regression [64] or multi-logistic regression analysis [65] that 
incorporate the effect of potential confounding variables. 
2.6.5 Evaluating Learning using Cumulative Sum 
Comparatively few studies have utilised the cumulative sum measure (CUSUM), which is a 
graphical form of trend analysis commonly used in process control [66-68]. The CUSUM is a 
useful way to graphically observe temporal fluctuations from the mean. In the assessment of 
surgical learning, the CUSUM chart can identify the point when an operator performs poorly 
as illustrated in Figure 2.7. . 
Figure 2.7 Redrawn form Biau et al. [67]. An example of a CUSUM plot showing that a cluster of 
errors started to occur around the 53rd patient onward. The CUSUM plot has an upper boundary limit 
(out of control). 
In a recent review article, Biau et al. [67] conducted a retrospective review of the use of the 
CUSUM measure for interventional and surgical procedures to clarify the use of the measure. 
The authors observed that CUSUM was used either to evaluate learning or to assess quality 
control [69, 70] even though it is not so well developed for assessment of the former [67]. In 
particular, the CUSUM measure was originally designed to be used to evaluate a steady state 
and not to evaluate a measure that is out of control from the start. Additionally, it makes little 
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sense to set a limit that can be crossed several times, however, reaching a steady state on 
CUSUM might be enough assurance that the learning curve has stabilised. Finally, CUSUM 
is not so reliable at describing inter-operator differences or inter-subject variability in learning 
2.6.6 Group Learning Versus Individual Learning Curves 
Assessment of learning curves in technical performance in surgery have often been conducted 
at group level (i.e. observing the group average) to determine the number of attempts required 
to reach a plateau and attain a specified proficiency [71]. With respect to laparoscopic VR 
training, some authors suggest that between two and eight trials are sufficient [59], whilst 
others have suggested that the learning curve is far longer [71, 72]. For real laparoscopic 
procedures, such as colorectal resections for example, the learning curve has been reported to 
be as long as 40-70 cases [64]. In the field of laparoscopic colorectal surgery, the assessment 
of learning curves has been conducted on the pooled, cumulative experience of several 
surgeons [73]. 
Assessment of group learning curves has a number of intrinsic limitations [74], including the 
fact that the rate of learning cannot easily be estimated from the group curve. Additionally, 
whilst group learning curves may provide a valuable index of the average number of trials 
(e.g. on a new virtual reality simulator) necessary to reach expert benchmarks, they are 
distinctly unhelpful when trying to comprehend why a few individuals within the group fail to 
reach proficiency levels, or for that matter, why certain trainees need less trials to attain 
proficiency. Furthermore, formal investigations of individual subject learning in surgery have 
tended to involve a single operator and have rarely defined inter-subject variability in learning 
a surgical procedure. 
Other studies have observed large standard deviations from the mean at each time point across 
learning on a simulator task, suggesting significant variability in learning [71]. Using the 
CUSUM measure, Bartlett et al. [69] demonstrated that individual performance (conversion 
rates for laparoscopic cholecystectomy) varied widely between surgeons and was not 
necessarily dependent on the experience of the operator. There has been limited formal 
analysis of inter-operator differences in technical performance. Interestingly, a number of 
studies that have sought to analyse longitudinal improvement in surgical skill over time have 
observed tremendous variability in individual learning curves [69, 71, 75]. For example, 
Hogle et al. [75] documented the learning curve on two virtual reality surgical tasks involving 
camera navigation, lifting and grasping, and demonstrated a plateau in the learning curve 
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across eight sessions. A considerable range in individual learning ability was observed, 
although the authors did not specifically comment further on this finding. 
Other studies have suggested that as many as 20% of surgical residents do not improve their 
skills with practice and are unable to reach a stable task performance over time [3]. Finally, 
anecdotally, most trainers have observed trainees whose skills fail to improve significantly 
over time. Clearly, proficiency-based curricula centred on the number of task repetitions may 
keep some trainees longer than is necessary and equally some individuals may end up being 
under trained. The reasons why some trainees grasp technical skills with great aplomb while 
others struggle despite similar training environments remain a mystery. Shedding light on 
technical expertise development may have profound implications for assessment and training 
of surgeons. For example, early recognition of poor progress may enable remedial 
interventions that improve technical skills training [4]. 
One approach to advancing the appreciation of the technical skills training in surgery is to 
take a more theoretical/cognitive approach to skills learning. However, only in recent times 
have leading surgical educators fully endorsed this approach [76]. In a recent review on the 
topic of technical skills training, Reznick et al. [76], suggest a model of training that emulates 
the way in which technical skills are acquired and expertise developed. This approach is 
based on motor skill learning theory and hypothetically distinguishable phases of learning. 
For example, in the early 'cognitive phases' of learning, the learner intellectualises the task 
and performance is piecemeal and erratic. During a simple surgical task such as knot-tying, 
the cognitive phase involves appreciating the mechanics of the task — how to hold the ties, 
place the knots and how to move the hands. With practice the learner reaches the 'integrative 
phase', the trainee may still be ruminating the steps of knot-tying but is able to execute the 
manoeuvres with fewer interruptions in performance. Finally, after years of practice an 
`autonomous phase' is reached and the learner no longer needs to think about the task and is 
able to contemplate other steps of the procedure. Ideally, fundamental technical skills should 
practiced outside the operating theatre until they are ingrained and can performed 
automatically, thus freeing up cognitive resources to learn about more complex aspects of a 
procedure. 
2.7 Motor Ability, Motor Control and Skills Learning Theory 
Justification for the development of a systematic approach to surgical skills learning and 
training was originally proposed by Kopta in 1971 [77]. As he saw it, a number of errors were 
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undoubtedly due to pure technical error. Appreciating motor learning theory may help us to 
understand the way in which surgical skills are assimilated. In the following section, we 
briefly review a variety of established theories of motor skill learning. In particular, we focus 
on the different stages or phases of motor learning. The implications of these theories for 
evaluating technical expertise development in surgery are discussed the following sections in 
detail. 
2.7.1 Individual Differences and Abilities 
With respect to individual differences in performance, there are two separate schools of 
thought or approaches: 
Experimentalist: This approach has no interest in a particular individual who has a unique 
strategy that differs from that of the group. Individual differences or 'nuisance' between-
subject variation are usually averaged out. By definition, a subject whose behaviour varies too 
dramatically from the group may be seen as an 'outlier' and thus is removed. 
Differentialist: This method is mainly interested in the following particular properties of 
individual differences between subjects 
• ability — defined as the inherent physical capacity 
• capability — defined as an inherent aptitude that may be developed 
• prediction 
The differentialist approach relies on correlation analysis to determine relationships among 
groups of variables. The strength of the relationships is determined by the magnitude of the 
correlation coefficient. 
2.7.1.1 General Motor Ability 
Ability can be defined as a hypothetical construct that underlies performance in a number of 
activities. Ability can be thought of as a genetically determined state that is relatively resistant 
to practice. In this sense, ability can be contrasted with skill, which by definition can be 
modified by practice. 
Ability may constrain one's performance or potential for success. For example, there is little 
hope that the author of this thesis will become a professional tennis player, as he simply does 
not possess the pre-requisite ability (irrespective of how much time is invested in terms of 
practice). This has obvious implications for surgery, since perhaps there are some individuals 
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who do not possess the required technical capability to perform surgery even despite 
investment in practice and training. Similarly, those subjects with a 'natural talent' for the 
technical craft of surgery may find themselves at an inherent advantage. The ability that is 
likely to characterise the latter is 'motor ability' — the characteristic of being able to move the 
limbs in a particular fashion, e.g. reaction time, speed, manual and fine motor dexterity. 
This line of thinking relies on a notion of 'general motor ability', this being the theory that we 
are structured with a single capability to move, and that we apply this ability to any motor 
task we encounter. This theory was reinforced by observations in the playground, that some 
individuals (all-rounder's) could turn their hand at anything they attempted. Integral to 
general motor ability hypothesis is the notion that a subject performing well on a motor task 
A, will naturally do so for an unrelated motor task B, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
Figure 2.8 Scatter plot of hypothetical data showing the relationship in performance for task A and 
task B. Each subject is represented as a dot, positioned according to the scores on task A and B 
(simulated / synthetic data). 
However, studies attempting to correlate one specific motor skill with another presumed to 
test the same underlying construct have found generally poor correlations. This is especially 
true for the correlations of abstract visuomotor tasks with technical skills in surgery (see 
section 2.2.4.). This tends to suggest that a general motor ability or even sub-ability is 
unlikely in everyday practice. The general motor ability has been called into doubt by work 
on individual differences [78]. 
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2.7.1.2 Individual Differences and Specificity 
The American psychologist Franklin Henry [78] suggested that motor ability was task specific 
and not global or general. Three specific aspects to his hypothesis are worth noting: 
• number of motor abilities are extremely large and possibly in the order of several 
thousands; 
• motor abilities are independent, such that the strength of one is unrelated to another; 
• motor tasks depend on a larger range of different abilities, such that when the task 
changes, so do the abilities required to conduct it. 
2.7.1.3 Prediction 
The problem of prediction relates to the capacity to predict performance on a certain task 
based on information about performance on another. Prediction implies futurity, the ability to 
forecast an event before it happens. This has important occupational significance, since it is 
desirable in high end industries (Nuclear, Aviation, Medical etc) to be able to use this 
information for selecting potential candidates. For some professions, candidates can be 
measured against the desired skills. However for others, such as in higher surgical selection, 
the problem is to determine whether the candidate possess the required abilities, as more and 
more frequently (owing to working time directives, reduced exposure, etc) junior trainees 
cannot be expected to posses the required skills. In spite of evidence that certain aptitudes 
(e.g. pursuit tracking, co-ordination, numerical reasoning, etc) correlate well with final 
pass/fail rates for fighter pilots [79], similar correlations for success in surgery are hard to 
find. 
Reasons for poor predictability include the notion that motor ability itself is still not well 
understood. The number of motor abilities is likely to be quite large and development of 
correlative batteries time-consuming. Ultimately, instruction to the subject, the configuration 
of the apparatus and scoring procedures are constantly adjusted in the hope of producing 
stronger correlations with a criterion score. 
2.7.1.4 Individual Difference Variables 
Individual difference variables or organismic variables are definable and measurable traits in 
people (e.g. height, weight, etc). There has been increasing interest in the influence these may 
have on motor skills in general. Although the influence of a number of traits has been 
examined, the most widely started are age, gender and intelligence. 
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• Age and motor skill: Studies have shown a general slowing in reaction time with age 
[80]. The decline in performance of tasks requiring speeded decisions is thought to 
reflect ageing of the central nervous system (CNS), not only in terms of nerve 
conduction but also in terms of decision making and information processing. A recent 
study by Bieliauskas and colleagues [81] demonstrated an age related reduction in 
five-choice reaction time and movement time in a group of more than 350 surgeons 
aged 45 years and over. Age appears to correlate inversely with the speed required to 
perform intracorporeal laparoscopic suturing [26]. 
• Gender and motor skill: Several studies have demonstrated that men outperform 
women in tasks involving athletic skill, although it is a challenge to disentangle the 
effects of body frame and size. Gender disparity has been challenging to emulate in 
studies of technical surgical skill. In the investigation by Schueneman et al. [82] 
female surgeons scored lower marks than their male counterparts on operative ability 
but were clearly superior on traditional academic assessments. More recently, female 
surgeons have been shown to have slower reaction and movement times compared to 
their male colleagues [81], although it is highly questionable whether this translates to 
inferior operative performance. 
• Intelligence and motor skill: Humans are processes of information during motor 
skills. Theoretically, individuals with a higher Intelligence Quotient (IQ) might be 
more effective performers. However, there have been no systematic studies 
investigating the link between IQ and technical surgical skill. 
2.7.2 Definition of Motor Skills Learning 
Richard Schmidt's [83] widely accepted definition of motor skills learning has the following 
key components: 
• Motor learning is a process of acquiring capability for producing a skilled action. In 
this context, learning is a set of events or occurrences that happen when practice 
enables an individual to become more skilled at a task; 
• Learning occurs as a result of practice and experience; 
• Learning cannot be observed directly, as the processes leading to changes in 
behaviour are internal and therefore not available for direct examination. It is 
therefore only possible to infer learning from observed changes in behaviour; 
• Learning produces a relatively permanent change in the capability for movement. 
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Processing 
and action 
are automatic 
Perception 
and action 
are associated 
Synthesising the above components leads to the following definition 'motor learning is a set 
of processes associated with practice or experience leading to a relatively permanent change 
in the capability for movement' [83]. Therefore, motor skills' learning is effectively the 
increasing spatial and temporal accuracy of movements with practice. 
2.7.3 Behavioural Models of Motor Learning 
2.7.3.1 Fitts and Posner's Three Stage Approach 
This classic learning stages model, summarised in Figure 2.9, was first presented in 1967 and 
continues to be repeatedly quoted by motor learning theorists and educators today. 
Figure 2.9 A schematic representation of the three-stage model proposed by Fitts and Posner [29]. 
The three stages proposed by Fitts and Posner [29] are described as follows: 
(1) Cognitive: The novice focuses on the cognitively orientated problem. In this phase, the 
learner acquires the overall concept by gaining information and by verbal feedback from 
others. This may involve asking themselves questions such as 'what is my objective' and 
`where should my right hand be when my left hand is here?' Performance during this stage is 
characterised by a large number of errors and poor trial to trial consistency. 
(2) Associative: Following a certain amount of practice novices learn to associate 
environmental cues with movements required to achieve the goal. This stage is characterised 
by fewer errors, and reduced performance variability. The learner is able to identify 
inappropriate performance and attempt new solutions. 
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(3) Autonomous: Finally, the learner is able to perform the task with minimal cognitive 
processing. Typically, performance variability during this stage is very small and performance 
is consistent from one trial to the next. Minor self-corrective adjustments are possible. Once 
in this phase, the learner's movements appear stable, automatic and somewhat effortless. 
Often, another task can be conducted concomitantly without interfering with performance, so 
called 'dual task performance'. 
2.7.3.2 Gentile's Two Stage Model 
In 1972 Gentile [84] described a two-stage model from the perspective of the goals of the 
learner, defined as follows: 
(1) Initial: In the initial stage of learning the learner has two important goals: (a) to achieve 
the movement co-ordination pattern that will enable success at achieving the goal, and (b) to 
be able to discriminate between regulatory (characterises environmental factors that the 
learner must use to achieve motor control) and non-regulatory conditions (factors in the 
environment that do not influence movement characteristics of the required goal). 
(2) Later: In the later phases the learner acquires three characteristics:- 
• To adapt the movement pattern to specific demands of any performance situation 
requiring the skill; 
• To achieve consistency in achieving the goal of the skill; 
• To acquire economy of effort. 
These goals depend on the type of motor skill. All skills can be broadly classified as either 
`open' or `closed'. 
During open skills, the relevant environmental context features of the task may change, 
whereas in closed skills these features remain constant. In learning to perform closed skills, 
the learner has to fixate on the basic movement co-ordination pattern so that they can perform 
it consistently. During open skills on the other hand, the learner has to be capable of adapting 
to changing spatial and temporal conditions of the task. This often requires diversification of 
the original movement co-ordination pattern. 
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2.7.4 Theories of Motor Learning 
2.7.4.1 The 'Closed Loop' Theory 
The essential feature of the 'closed loop theory' described by Adams [85] was the concept of 
a perceptual trace. This describes the way in which movements are made by comparing 
ongoing feedback from the limbs to a reference of correctness learned during practice. With 
repeated practice the learner gets closer and closer to the desired output, with multiple traces 
being laid down. In early learning, the novice uses feedback in relation to the perceptual trace 
to make the movements more precise. As the learning progresses, the learner makes more and 
more correct movements strengthening the correct trace and reducing the relative strength of 
the incorrect trace. Adams believed in two separate memory states, one for initiating 
movement (so termed memory trace) and another for evaluating the outcome. 
There is now an increasing body of evidence that challenges 'closed-loop theory'. In 
particular, if the only mechanism for controlling skilled action was feedback in reference to a 
perceptual trace then animals deprived of all sensory feedback from their limbs would not be 
able to conduct skilled movements or indeed learn new actions. Implicit in the 'closed-loop 
theory' is the notion that errors in practice are somehow harmful to learning, as they 
strengthen the incorrect trace. However, there is no evidence that making actions different 
from the correct ones is any less effective than practice solely at the correct action. 
2.7.4.2 Schema Theory 
A schema is an abstract memory representation, rule, concept or generalisation. The 'schema 
theory' of motor learning proposed by Richard Schmidt in 1975 [86], centres on the idea of a 
generalised motor program (GMP) with structured invariant features (e.g. timing) and 
parameters required to execute the program in certain way. After a GMP is selected and a 
specific movement initiated the following information is available: 
(a) information about the initial condition (e.g. body position) 
(b) parameters assigned to the GMP 
(c) augmented feedback about the outcome 
(d) sensory consequences (e.g. how the movement felt, looked etc). 
These abstract rules are known as recall and recognition schema. Recall schema are used for 
movement production, a person knowing a desired outcome and condition (e.g. weight of an 
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object to be thrown) can select a parameter that comes closest to achieving the goal. 
Recognition Schema is used for movement evaluation, in which an individual is able to 
estimate the sensory consequences if a certain movement outcome is produced. It is important 
to note that in 'schema theory' there are positive benefits from the production of movements 
whether they are correct or not. 
2.7.4.3 Neuropsychological Theory of learning 
Daniel B Willingham [87] described a `neuropsychological theory' of motor skills learning 
which proposes motor skills learning is a direct outgrowth of motor control processes. The 
relationship between motor control and motor skills learning is the basis of the theory's names 
COBALT (control-based learning theory). Three principles constitute the background 
assumption of COBALT as follows: 
(1) Neural separability principle proposes that different cognitive components of motor 
control are subserved by anatomically distinct parts of the brain. This principle depends on 
four further processes each of which depends on a certain brain region, summarised as 
follows: 
• Strategic processing — whereby the learner selects a goal to change something in the 
environment. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) has been described as 
coding movement planning in terms of behavioural significance. Patients with frontal 
lesions often repeat goals inappropriately, a phenomenon known as preservation. 
These patients preseverate because a mechanism that contributes to very high levels 
of planning is faulty, so that once planning has begun it is very difficult to change. 
Neurons in the DLPFC are often referred to as coding behavioural significance, as 
they have been shown to activate when an action is likely to elicit reward, rather than 
to some aspect of movement. Imaging studies implicate the DLPFC for high-level 
planning, with prominent bilateral DLPFC activation in subjects freely choosing to 
move a joystick (versus a condition where they were asked to move the joystick to the 
same position) [88]. 
• Perceptual-motor integration involves selecting targets for movement and is 
subserved by the posterior parietal cortex (PPC). The PPC develops representations 
that serve as the end points for movement. A target being a spatial location to which 
an effector (e.g. the hand, tool tip, etc) moves. The assumption being that the end 
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point of the movement guides control and that entire trajectory of the movement is 
not computed. Ablation of the PPC causes inaccurate limb movements. 
• Sequencing describes the way in which a sequence of targets is assembled. The PPC 
selects the targets and the premotor cortex (PMC) contributes to movements of these 
targets. The supplementary motor area (SMA) supports sequencing of these targets as 
a cortico-basal-ganglionic-thalamo-cortical loop that goes from the SMA to the 
striatum via the basal ganglia to the ventral thalamus, and then back to the SMA. 
• Dynamic Innervation concerns the manner in which the above components are 
executed in terms of motor action. Ultimately, this is through projections from both 
Primary Motor Cortex (M1) and the SMC to spinal motor neurones. 
(2) Disparate representation principle proposes that different cognitive components utilize 
different forms of representation. This principle relies on two different spatial representations. 
Much of the planning of motor movement occurs in spatial co-ordinates, but the brain uses 
multiple frames of reference. Researchers have made distinctions between two distinct 
representations: 
(a) Allocentric in which objects are coded relative to one another. The processing 
stream progressing to the temporal lobe. The theory suggests that environmental 
goal selection occurs in allocentric space. 
(b) Egocentric in which an object's location is coded relative to some part of the 
body. 
(3) Dual mode principle proposes that motor acts can be executed in either a conscious 
effortful manner or in an unconscious automated manner. All voluntary actions are initiated in 
by a conscious environmental goal. Subsequent transformations — perceptual-motor 
integration, sequencing and dynamic innervation generate representations of the movements 
and do so outside of awareness. If an act is executed in a conscious mode, the strategic 
process that selects the environmental goal also generates the targets for movement and 
sequences them, thereby replacing the perceptual-motor integration and sequencing phases. 
The strategic process is more demanding of attention than the perceptual-motor integration, 
sequencing and dynamic phases. Therefore, responding in the conscious mode is more 
demanding of attention, than responding in the unconscious mode. Typically the conscious 
mode is used when performing an unfamiliar task because the unconscious mode would lead 
to inaccurate transformations. With experience, transformations on a task are tuned and the 
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unconscious mode eventually generates sufficiently accurate transformations that the 
conscious mode need not be invoked. 
COBALT employs the principles of motor control defined above to explain the way in which 
motor learning might progress. Accordingly motor skills learning may occur via: 
• Tuning perceptual-motor integration, sequencing and dynamic innervation. 
• Learning via the strategic process through the selection of higher-level or more 
effective spatial targets and by means of conscious mode selection. 
Willingham suggested that it should be possible to predict which brain structures (according 
to the principle of neural separability) would show activity during functional imaging across 
motor skill learning. These predictions summarised in Table 2.4, highlight the process 
involved, likely anatomical location, timing of engagement and example motor tasks. 
Process Anatomical location Engaged Example 
Dorsolateral Frontal Tasks for which more than one Tennis player selecting to 
Strategic Cortex environmental goal is selected opponent's backhand 
Supplementary Tasks requiring the same sequence Tennis serve, pursuit rotor 
Sequencing Motor Cortex, Basal 
Ganglia 
of egocentric targets to be selected 
repetitively 
Posterior Parietal Mismatch between vision and Adjusting to prism 
Perceptual- Cortex, Premotor proprioception or mismatch between spectacles, hitting nail 
Motor Cortex site of action in allocentric space 
and the egocentric target 
with a hammer 
Fine motor use with 
Dynamic Spinal Interneurons Mismatch between egocentric target 
and muscle movement 
effector seldom used for 
this purpose (e.g. non 
preferred hand) 
Table 2.4 Summary of the processes in the COBALT hypothesis [redrawn from Willingham DB 
[87]. 
2.7.5 Motor Learning Hypotheses 
The motor learning theories discussed above are by no means exhaustive and a more detailed 
review is beyond the scope of the thesis. However, there are a number of important other 
hypotheses regarding motor skills learning that are worth considering. 
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2.7.5.1 The 'Degrees of Freedom' Hypothesis 
In 1967, Bernstein [89] proposed a concept that motor learning involved solving the degrees 
of freedom problem. This describes the process of figuring out ways in which independent 
parts of the body can be organised to execute a particular task. Bernstein proposed a three 
stage approach as follows: 
(a) Freezing the degrees of freedom - involves allowing as few body parts as possible 
to move independently, to achieve minimum success by reducing the number of 
ways things may go wrong. 
(b) Releasing degrees of freedom — as learning progresses the constraints on the 
degrees of freedom are slowly reduced, enabling greater independent motion and 
higher success. 
(c) Exploiting mechanical-inertial properties of limbs — alteration of movement 
control so that the motor system can take advantage of mechanical-inertial 
properties of the limbs. This is linked to the idea that the spring-like properties of 
the limbs can be used to reduce the need for information processing, complex 
computation, to reduce energy costs or make movements faster or more forceful. 
This theory was adopted by Vereijken, Newell and colleagues [90] who formulated the 
degrees of freedom theory into a model of the stages of motor skills learning as follows: 
• Novice stage — learner simplifies the movement to reduce the degrees of 
freedom. This is achieved by constraining or coupling multiple joints, so that 
they move in unison. This is at the cost of efficiency and flexibility. 
• Advanced stage — performer progressively releases the degrees of freedom, 
recruiting movement at more joints, and allowing greater independent 
movement. 
• Expert stage — the performer has released all the degrees of freedom necessary 
to perform the task in the most effective and efficient manner. The expert can 
exploit inertial properties of the limbs to enhance movement characteristics 
such as speed and reduce energy costs. 
2.7.5.2 The Cognitive Hypothesis 
The cognitive hypothesis conceptualised in a framework by Guadagnoli and Lee [91] 
suggested that the amount of cognitive processing during practice is affected by the degree to 
which the subject is challenged during practice. In this regard, the nature of the task, 
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conditions of practice and experience of the learner interact to determine the cognitive 
challenges. Concerning surgery, practising skills in a bench top setting may be considered less 
challenging to that practiced in a high fidelity virtual operating theatre or during real-life 
procedures. Additionally, for certain surgical tasks, e.g. minimally invasive intracorporeal 
suturing, the demands of the tasks may themselves be a sufficient challenge to the learner. 
2.7.5.3 The Hierarchical Control Hypothesis 
It is hypothesised that as individuals learn motor skills, control is shifted to progressively 
lower levels in the nervous system. The hierarchical nature of motor behaviour suggests that 
some higher level process makes a decision and a lower level process conducts it. The theory 
being that with practice, control is shifted from higher to lower level processing, enabling the 
learner to free up decision making resources for other activities or aspects of the task, thereby 
making movements more effective. It is possible to speculate that shifting these control 
processes is important in surgery, since expert surgeons may be capable of freeing higher 
cognitive resources for complex intra-operative decision making. 
2.7.6 Conditions and Effects of Practice 
Performance changes inline with practice, so termed 'practice makes perfect'. Graphs of 
performance improvement against time invested in practice are known as learning curves. The 
relationship between performance and practice can be captured in a range of different power 
function for the time to complete a trial. Such was the lawfulness of the regularity of learning 
data, that psychologists termed this regularity the power law of practice. Typically, large 
rapid improvements in performance occur in early practice, with systematically smaller 
changes as practice progresses. The 'negative accelerated' learning curve typifies behavioural 
change across practice, with the rate of improvement tending toward zero the longer that 
practice continues. It is worth noting that rate of improvement at any point is related to the 
amount left to improve on the task. Therefore, early in practice the rate of improvement is far 
more rapid versus the end of practice as there is greater capacity to improve. 
2.7.6.1 Deliberate Practice and Expertise 
The psychologist K Anders Ericsson [92], challenged the view that exceptional achievement 
reflects unique abilities or innate talent. Instead, he argued in support of 'deliberate practice'. 
Deliberate practice refers to individualised training activities especially designed by a coach 
or teacher to increase aspects of an individual's performance through repetition and 
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refinement. Ericsson estimated that with intense deliberate practice, becoming an expert takes 
about 10 years [92]. The key aspect of expertise is that it is domain specific, with little 
overlap across different fields. Of note, although Ericsson's work is often quoted in the 
surgical skills literature [39], the majority of his research findings pertain to sport and music. 
2.7.6.2 Important Factors Maximising the Effect of Practice 
A number of factors are known to maximise the effect of practice on performance. Many of 
these pre-practice factors that can influence performance and can be summarised as follows: 
• Motivation: The effects of practice are greater if the subject is well motivated. In 
studies of technical skills acquisition (especially those involving medical students), 
this is not a major problem since subjects are usually motivated to perform well; 
• Task Importance: Learners are not passive recipients of information, rather they 
formulate their own views and hypotheses regarding the nature of the task to be 
learnt. Therefore, seeing the task as important or useful may effect performance 
improvements during practice. It is suspected that for surgical trainees learning novel 
technical skills, the occupational benefits would help the subject to view the task as 
being important; 
• Verbal instruction: The amount and degree of information given to the subject are 
likely to be important factors in influencing performance improvements, especially in 
the information gathering cognitive phases. Instructions such as 'when I perform this 
manoeuvre, I check to see where my hands are' are particularly useful. For example, 
in a surgical knot-tying task, this might involve explaining how to check that the knot 
is properly laid `square'; 
• Perceptual training: This refers to pre-practice techniques that serve to expose the 
learner to spatiotemporal environmental aspects of the task to be encountered. In this 
way, performance on the actual task may be enhanced; 
• Modelling: This involves a demonstration of the skill so that the learner can directly 
observe elements of the action. This epitomizes the manner in which surgical trainees 
learn to conduct technical skills, i.e. by observing senior trainers perform a task and 
then attempting to model the actions themselves. From this type of interaction, 
learners may observe a particular strategy, or obtain spatio-temporal information on 
the task. There are several examples in medicine that demonstrate the benefits of 
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learning through imitation of senior trainers versus no observation. This strategy in 
combination with verbal instruction is the one the author has employed in this thesis 
for training cohorts of surgical novices. 
2.7.6.3 Practice Distribution 
This refers to the duration of time spent in practice versus the duration spent in rest or not 
practicing. Research in this arena has sought to determine whether the frequency of rest 
periods has an effect on skill produced during the practice sessions. In particular, studies have 
focused on whether practice should be 'massed' or 'distributed'. Massing involves stringing 
things together, or scheduling work/practice sessions very close with little or no rest intervals. 
In contrast, distributed practice means spacing work sessions apart with longer rest intervals. 
Results from a number of studies highlight that given constant work periods, short rest 
periods degrade performance relative to longer rest periods [93]. Concerning surgical skills 
acquisition, evidence supports the beneficial effects of distributed practice on surgical skills 
learning [94]. For example, Mackay et al. [94] demonstrated that subjects subsequently 
performed better on a MIST-VR simulator if they experienced distributed practice during 
training. In this thesis, the benefits of distributed practice are exploited to maximise the 
training for a group of surgical novices. 
2.7.6.4 Practice Variability 
For certain skills, (e.g. open skills) environmental factors may have a significant influence. 
For example, imagine the effect of driving a car on a sunny versus a rainy day or indeed down 
a quite versus a busy street. Practicing these skills in variable settings is likely to be highly 
beneficial. However, for closed skills environmental factors are usually constant and therefore 
variable practice may have limited influence. Classifying whether skills in surgery are open or 
closed may be not be so trivial. The author considers technical skills conducted in a bench-top 
setting (i.e. those pertaining to this thesis) to be akin to closed skills, in that environmental 
factors are rarely an influence. However, in real-life surgery, skills may be considered to be 
open, in that environmental distracters in the operating theatre (e.g. a ringing telephone, an 
pager beep, students and nurses leaving and entering the operating theatre, etc) may affect the 
manner in which the task is conducted. It is likely that varying the type of practice in surgery 
has tremendous benefit, provided the timing is appropriate. Fundamental technical skills 
should be taught in safe, simulated settings, with subsequent refinements made in the 
operating theatre. 
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2.7.7 Skills Retention and Motor Memory 
Motor memory can defined as the persistence of the acquired capability for performance. If 
one can still perform a skill despite several months or indeed years without practice then it is 
likely that there is a retained memory of the skill. On the other hand, forgetting refers to the 
loss of the capability for a certain movement or skill. 
Skill retention is the behavioural surrogate of motor memory. It can be measured using a 
retention test after a certain retention interval. If performance is as good on retention as at the 
end of the original learning, then there has theoretically been no memory loss. If the retention 
level of performance is less versus the end of original practice then we may conclude that 
there has been some degree of memory loss on the task. It should be noted that poor 
performance on retention tasks may be due to other factors (e.g. anxiety or fatigue) as well as 
memory loss. Retention can be measured as either absolute or relative. 
2.7.7.1 Absolute versus Relative Retention 
Absolute retention refers to the level of performance on the initial trial of a retention test. In 
contrast, relative retention defines retention relative to performance during practice. The latter 
can be indexed from: 
• difference score — or the amount of loss over the retention interval, the difference 
between end of original learning and the start of the retention test; 
• percentage score — the difference score divided by the difference between start and 
end of original learning; 
• savings score — the number of trials in retention required to reach the levels of 
performance at the end of original practice. 
Retention tests are limited since performance measures are used to make an inference about 
an internal state (memory) that underlies the performance. These measures suffer similar 
limitations to those discussed above (see section 2.6.6) for all performance curves. Difference 
scores are open to interpretation regarding the reasons for forgetting and percentage scores are 
ultimately based on two difference measures. Perhaps the best measure is the absolute 
retention score which is known to get greater with increasing time spent in practice. 
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2.7.8 Practice Dependent Changes in Performance 
Behavioural changes in performance across the stages of learning can be summarised as 
follows: 
(a) Changes in the rate of improvement: At least four different varieties of performance curve 
are thought to exist. As discussed above, the most typical being the 'negative accelerating' 
curve. Initially, there is a large amount of learning as indexed by rapid gains in performance, 
this is because that errors made at this stage are easy to correct. With ongoing practice, it 
becomes harder to improve, as errors become more subtle. 
(b) Changes in movement co-ordination: In the initial phases of motor skill learning it is not 
uncommon to observe learners freezing' the degrees of freedom. This 'degrees of freedom' 
problem was originally described by Bernstein [89] (see section 2.7.5.1) and is illustrated in 
racquetball, where novices tend to lock the joints of the upper limb. With practice, 
performance becomes more fluid and there is an 'unfreezing' of the degrees of freedom. With 
more expert performance there is a functional synergy between muscles and joints of the 
limb. 
(c) Changes in preferred co-ordination patterns: This describes the way in which people 
approach skill learning with distinct movement biases that need to be overcome to achieve the 
goal of learning a novel skill. The temptation for the learner is to approach the new skill in a 
similar manner to a pre-learned routine. These idiosyncrasies have to be ironed out for the 
learner to progress. A pattern of 'stability — instability — stability' characterises the transition 
from idiosyncratic to goal orientated movement pattern. 
(d) Changes in muscle recruitment: Initially, more muscles than are necessary are recruited to 
perform the task. As the learner becomes more experienced the number of muscles necessary 
decreases, until eventually only a minimum number of muscles are required. 
(e) Changes in energy expenditure: With practice, learners become more economical with 
movements, minimising the energy costs involved. This can be measured in terms of reduced 
oxygen consumption, caloric costs, and mechanical energy. 
(f) Changes in error detection: Improvements in performance associated with practice are 
characterised by an ability to detect and compensate for errors. If the movements are slow 
enough, detection and correction can occur simultaneously. If the movements are rapid, then 
information about errors is processed and used to inform future performance. 
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(g) Changes in visual selective attention: Visual behaviour changes during practice. As a 
person practices a skill, they direct their attention to sources of information most appropriate 
to guiding performance. Improved ability on a task is characterised by an increasing ability to 
direct vision to regulatory features in the environment. 
(h) Changes in attentional demands: As one becomes more expert at a task, less attention is 
required to perform the task. This is easily illustrated with the example of learning to drive a 
geared car. At first, the learner has to concentrate on every aspect of the task, when to release 
the accelerator, depress the clutch, change gear, release the clutch and final depress the 
accelerator. With practice the novice driver eventually reaches a stage where they no longer 
have to concentrate on these aspects and can even perform an attention-demanding secondary 
task such as having a conversation or singing along to the radio whilst driving. 
(i) Changes in brain activation: Changes in the brain associated with phases of technical 
skills acquisition is of particular interest and relevance to this thesis and a detailed discussion 
on this topic is provided in Chapter 3. Prior to discussing learning-related changes in brain 
structure and function it is valuable to summarise the way in which the brain co-ordinates 
motor behaviour. In the next section, we provide a detailed summary of the way in which 
cortical and sub-cortical brain regions contribute to skilled motor performance. 
2.8 Cortical and Subcortical Control of Motor Behaviour 
Several regions of the brain are involved in the control of human motor behaviour. Axons 
descend from the cerebral cortex and brain stem to synapse with spinal motor neurones, and 
these motor pathways are vital for normal voluntary motor function. In addition, the 
cerebellum, basal ganglia and thalamus play important roles in controlling skeletal muscle 
activity even though they have no direct output to spinal neurons. In the sections below, each 
of the cortical and subcortical brain regions involved in skillful motor control are considered. 
2.8.1 Primary Motor Cortex and Corticospinal Tracts 
The human cerebral cortex is divided into four lobes based on the location of certain gyri and 
sulci on the surface of the hemisphere. As illustrated in Figure 2.10, these subdivisions are 
termed the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes. The frontal lobe lies anterior to the 
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central sulcus. Immediately anterior to the central sulcus and running parallel to it, is the 
precentral gyrus, which is functionally known as the primary motor cortex (M1). 
Figure 2.10 A schematic illustration of the subdivisions or lobes of the human cerebral cortex. 
Within the cortex of the precentral gyrus, the contralateral half of body is somatotopically 
represented (point to point representation of the body surface), often depicted as a 'motor 
homunculus' as depicted in Figure 2.11. The motor homunculus consists of an inverted 
representation of the human body, with the head area located in the most inferior aspect of the 
precentral gyrus, and more superior regions representing hand and trunk. The area of cortex 
devoted to a particular body part is proportional, not to its size, but rather to the degree of 
precision with which movements can be executed. Hence, the hand and its digits represent a 
relatively extensive cortical region versus the feet and trunk. This emphasizes the significance 
of the motor cortex for voluntary control of fine precise hand movements. 
Figure 2.11 A schematic illustration of the somatotopic representation of the motor homunculus 
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The function of M1 is to control voluntary skilled movements. Axons from this region 
descend in the corticospinal tract to synapse directly with motor neurones, i.e. there are no 
inter-neurons in the pathway. Corticospinal axons leave the cerebral hemisphere by passing 
through the massive subcortical fibre system of the corona radiata and internal capsule to 
enter the crus cerebri of the midbrain. Corticospinal fibres then pass through the pons to the 
prominent columns on the ventral surface of the medulla oblongata. These are often referred 
to as pyramids and the term pyramidal tract is synonymous with the corticospinal tract. As 
illustrated in Figure 2.12, the corticospinal fibres undergo subtotal descussation in the caudal 
medulla. 
Approximately 75-90% of fibres decussate and enter the contralateral lateral corticospinal 
tract. Of note, 10-20% of fibres remain ipsilateral and enter the ventral corticospinal tract. 
Fibres terminate in the ventral horn of the spinal cord making monosynaptic contact with 
motor neurons. As a result stimulation of Ml elicits contraction of specific muscle groups, on 
the contralateral side of the body. The corticospinal tract is concerned with the control of 
voluntary, skilled movements especially those involving distal parts of the limbs. 
Figure 2.12 Diagrammatic representation of the corticospinal tract, demonstrating the point of 
descussation of the corticospinal fibres. 
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2.8.2 Motor Areas in the Brainstem 
Other motor pathways innervating the spinal motorneurones originate in the brainstem. These 
include the following pathways or tracts: 
(a) Rubrospinal tract originates from the red nucleus in the midbrain. Similar to the 
corticospinal tract, fibres decussate, cross the midline to descend contralaterally. The 
tract is primarily distributed to spinal motor neurons supplying distal limb muscles, 
e.g. the muscles controlling fine finger movements. Together the corticospinal and 
rubrospinal tract are involved in fine motor control. 
(b) Vestibulospinal tract originates from the vestibular nuclei in the pons and medulla. 
The vestibular nucleus receives afferents from the vestibular nerve and cerebellum. 
The tract descends to supply motorneurones on the ipsilateral side of the body. These 
fibres innervate proximal musculature involved in control of balance and locomotion. 
Damage to this tract reduces tone in the extensors to the proximal limbs and trunk, 
making it difficult to walk or remain upright. 
(c) Reticulospinal tracts from the reticular formation. 
2.8.3 Premotor and Supplementary Motor Cortices 
The region immediately anterior to M1 is known as the premotor cortex (PMC), which 
corresponds cytoarchitecturally to Brodmann's agranular area 6 [95]. On the lateral surface of 
the hemisphere this includes the posterior portions of the superior, middle and inferior frontal 
gyri. On the medial surface of the hemisphere, the premotor cortex includes a region known 
as the supplementary motor area (SMA). The spatial arrangements of these regions are 
illustrated in Figure 2.13. The neurons in the PMC are thought to function to select 
movements appropriate for the context of the action. Specifically, the PMC assists the 
programming of, preparation for and movement in control of posture. The PMC exerts its 
actions partly via connections with M1 and partly via direct connections with the 
corticospinal and corticobulbar tracts. Interestingly, recent data suggests that motor intention 
and awareness of motor execution are a consequence of increased parietal activation prior to 
movement execution [96]. Whilst the PMC may influence motor execution, it may do so 
outside of conscious control [96]. 
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Figure 2.13 Diagrammatic representation of the brain, illustrating the approximate locations of the 
premotor and supplementary motor regions. 
2.8.4 Prefrontal Cortex 
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) refers to a cytoarchitecturally defined composite substructure of 
the frontal lobe [97]. This extensive region is situated anterior to the premotor cortex. The 
approximate anatomical location of the PFC is illustrated in Figure 2.14. 
Figure 2.14 Lateral view of the human brain, highlighting the approximate anatomical location of the 
prefrontal cortex. 
The PFC was originally classified by Crosby et al. [97] as comprising a number of cyto-
architecturally distinct sub-regions, including the granular frontal area 9, the frontopolar area 
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10, Brodmann's prefrontal area 11 and the rostral area 12 [97]. The PFC has rich 
ramifications with the parietal, temporal and occipital cortices, through long association fibres 
running in the subcortical white matter. Afferent fibres arise mainly in the mediodorsal and 
anterior nuclei of the thalamus. The PFC has cognitive functions of high order. These include 
intellectual, judgmental and predictive faculties relating to the planning of motor behaviour. 
2.8.5 Cerebellum 
The cerebellum, illustrated in Figure 2.15, is the largest part of the hindbrain. It originates 
from the dorsal aspect of the brain stem by three fibre bundles classified as the superior, 
middle and inferior cerebellar peduncles. These peduncles join the cerebellum to the medulla, 
pons and midbrain, respectively. 
The cerebellum consists of three functional subdivisions, defined as follows: 
I. 	Archicerebellum - concerned with the maintenance of balance. The Archicerebellum 
has extensive connections via the inferior cerebellar peduncle with the vestibular and 
reticular nuclei of the brain stem. 
2. Paleocerebellum - influences muscle tone and posture. Afferents from 
spinocerebellar tract neurons transmit information from muscles, joints and 
cutaneous receptors to the inferior and superior cerebellar peduncles. Cerebellar 
efferents from these areas pass to the globose, emboliform and fastigial nuclei and 
then onto the contralateral red nucleus of the midbrain, where they influence activity 
of the cells giving rise to the descending rubrospinal tract. 
3. Neocerebellum - concerned with muscle co-ordination, including trajectory, speed 
and force of movements. Pontocerebellar fibres enter the cerebellum through its 
middle peduncle. Outputs directed via the dendate nucleus (the largest of the 
cerebellar nuclei) decussate in the midbrain prior to reaching the red nucleus and 
ventral lateral nucleus of the thalamus. The latter nucleus projects to M1 of the 
cerebral cortex. The neocerebellum exerts its role in movement primarily through an 
action on cerebral cortical areas, contributing to the corticospinal and corticobulbar 
tracts. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.15 Schematic diagrams illustrating (a) the approximate anatomical location of the cerebellar 
hemispheres and their relation to the cerebral cortex and (b) the relationship of the cerebellar peduncles 
to the brainstem. 
2.8.6 The Basal Ganglia and Corpus Striatum 
The basal ganglia are a collection of nuclear masses that lie within the cerebral hemisphere. 
The primary constituents are the caudate nucleus, putamen and globus pallidus. These regions 
are anatomically and functionally intimately related and are often referred to collectively as, 
the corpus striatum. The putamen and globus pallidus lie close together and are often termed 
the lentiform nucleus owing to their lentil shape. Functionally, the putamen is more closely 
allied to the caudate nucleus and together they constitute the ` neostriatum'. 
Functional afferent connections to the neostriatum come from three principal sources. These 
are the cerebral cortex via corticostriatal fibres (to the putamen), the ipsilateral thalamus via 
thalamostriatal fibres and the ipsilateral substantia nigra via nigrostriatal fibres. Functional 
efferent fibres from the neostriatum project to the globus pallidus via striatopallidal fibres and 
the substantia nigra via striatonigral fibres. These projections exert an inhibitory effect over 
pallidal and nigral neurons and utilise Gamma-Amino Butyric Acid (GABA) as their primary 
neurotransmitter. 
The globus pallidus receives afferents from both the neostriatum itself and subthalamic nuclei 
— via subthalamopallidal projections, which are excitatory to the globus. In turn efferent fibres 
from the globus pallidus project to the subthalamic nuclei via pallidosubthalamic fibres and 
the thalamus via pallidothalamic fibres, both outputs being inhibitory in nature. The thalamic 
targets (ventral lateral and ventral anterior), in turn project excitatory fibres to Ml, PMC and 
SMA. 
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Functionally the basal ganglia facilitate movements that are required and appropriate in a 
particular context and at the same time suppress or inhibit unwanted movements. When 
movement is initiated via M1, neuronal discharges are ramified through the corticospinal, 
corticobulbar and corticostriatal fibres to the neostriatum. The neostriatum has two routes 
through which to exert its actions on the globus pallidus and substantia nigra. The 'direct' 
pathway is through the striatopallidal and striatonigral fibres that exert an inhibitory effect on 
the substantia nigra. Since the pallidal and nigral outputs of themselves inhibitory, this results 
in disinhibition of the thalamus and an overall excitatory effect on M1 and motor associated 
regions of the cerebral cortex. This is the mechanism through which the striatum is thought to 
facilitate motor behaviour. The 'indirect' pathway is via the subthalamic nuclei. Through this 
pathway the striatum inhibits the lateral pallidal neurons. The principal efferent projection of 
the lateral pallidum is to the subthalamic nucleus, which becomes disinhibited. The result is 
an increase in discharge from the subthalamic neurons, which causes activation of the medial 
pallidal and nigral neurons, and an overall inhibition of the thalamus. The effect of this 
pathway is to inhibit unwanted movements. 
2.8.7 Thalamus 
The thalamus is one constituent of the embryological diencephalon, which is almost entirely 
surrounded by the cerebral hemisphere. The thalamus has been likened in size and shape to a 
small hen's egg. It forms part of the wall of the third ventricle and floor of the fourth 
ventricle. As illustrated in Figure 2.16, the thalamus is composed of a series of nuclear 
groups, of which the lateral group are particularly concerned with motor control. The most 
important of these are the ventral anterior and ventral lateral nuclei. 
The ventral anterior nucleus consists of two subdivisions, the larger principal part (VApc) and 
the smaller magnocellular part (VAmc). It receives efferents from the globus pallidus of the 
basal ganglia which terminate in VApc and from the substantia nigra which terminate in 
VAmc. The ventral anterior nucleus has ramifications with the M1, PMC and SMA. It is an 
important region, through which the basal ganglia exert their influence on normal movement 
control and selection. The ventral lateral nucleus comprises three subdivisions: pars oralis 
(VLo), pars medialis (VLm) and pars caudalis (VLc). Subcortical afferents to the ventral 
lateral nucleus originate from the ipsilateral globus pallidus, substantia nigra and from the 
contralateral dentate nucleus of the cerebellum. Pallidal and nigral afferents terminate in VLo 
and VLm, whereas cerebellar efferents terminate in VLc. The ventral lateral nucleus has 
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reciprocal connections with Ml, and it acts to relay information from the basal ganglia and 
cerebellum to higher cortical regions during motor control. 
Figure 2.16 Schematic illustration to highlight the arrangement of thalamic nuclei and thalamic 
connections / ramifications with other cortical regions. 
2.9 Conclusions 
Surgical training is changing. The current focus is on shorter, streamlined training with 
seamless work-based assessments measured against desired competencies. This has created 
challenges for surgical educators, selectors, trainees and surgical trainers alike. The 
challenges highlighted in this Chapter, can be summarised as those affecting surgical 
selection, skills training and technical skills assessment. 
The potential to predict future performance based upon desirable attributes is valuable to all 
high risk industries in terms of assisting candidate selection. Poor correlations between 
surgical skill and tests of manual dexterity, visuospatial skill and perception have prevented 
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their routine use in the surgical selection process. This supports the need to explore alternative 
methods that may better characterise individual motor aptitude, and yield superior predictive 
validity regarding a trainee's future performance. Differences in technical skill are born out 
by results of objective assessments tools, which have confirmed disparity in technical 
performance among surgeons with similar operative experience. Some junior trainees may 
perform as well as their more senior counterparts. In contrast, some trainees may be unable to 
achieve stable technical performance over time. Currently available methods for assessment, 
whilst certainly objective, are unable to account for the differences in technical motor ability 
amongst trainees. 
In addition, there is limited research relating to longitudinal surgical skills learning over time. 
Studies that have addressed longitudinal skills acquisition have focus on group level data and 
often neglect individual differences in learning. Group data, such as the average number of 
trials to achieve a benchmark may be a useful training guide, but is unhelpful in explaining 
why a few individuals fail to reach proficiency. Unless technical skills training is 
individualised, some trainees will be kept for longer than necessary, whilst others will be 
under trained. 
The new method of training is based on a behavioural model of the manner in which motor 
skills are learnt and internalised. Motor learning theories and the effect of practice on 
technical performance have been reviewed in the current Chapter. Of note, there appear to be 
distinct neuropsychological phases or stages of learning that are defined by the nature of the 
technical performance (e.g. error-prone, automated, etc) and brain processing underlying it. 
The cortical and subcortical network in skillful motor control is clearly highly complex. 
Importantly, the relative contribution of motoric brain regions may change depending upon 
the phase or stage of learning and possibly on the innate capability of the learner. Therefore, 
inter-subject variability in technical surgical skill may be due to individual differences in 
motor skill learning ability. It is anticipated that differences in brain function may rationalise 
both poor technical progress and innate aptitude for surgery. Functional neuroimaging 
methods that measure brain activation may yield potentially useful insights into the cortical 
processing associated with technical skills training in surgery. It may be possible to track a 
trainee's progression through the phases of motor learning using functional neuroimaging 
technologies. 
In the next Chapter, the principles of functional neuroimaging technologies are reviewed to 
determine which modality is the most appropriate for investigation in expert and novice 
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surgeons. The findings of neuroimaging studies of motor skills learning are summarised to 
determine how the brain network evolves depending upon the stage of motor skills learning. 
The evidence for neuroplasticity associated with motor learning as indexed from evolving 
activation maps is also presented. Moreover, a set of hypotheses for surgical skill learning is 
developed based on the findings of functional neuroimaging experiments conducted using 
non-surgical motor tasks. These hypotheses are subsequently investigated in the experimental 
Chapters that form this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
Functional Neuroimaging 
Methodology and Imaging of Motor 
Skills Learning 
3.1 Introduction 
Having established that evaluations of cortical brain function could provide useful insights 
into expertise development in surgery, we seek to determine which of the available functional 
neuroimaging technique(s) to employ. Functional neuroimaging is a method used to identify 
the function of a brain region, typically using non-invasive techniques [98]. They seek to 
answer the question 'which brain regions are required to perform a specific task?' A basic 
understanding of cerebral physiology (see Appendix A) is useful in order to appreciate how 
functional neuroimaging modalities work and the parameters they measure. 
In the following sections, we briefly review functional neuroimaging modalities with respect 
to the aspects of function they measure, the advantage and disadvantages of each technique 
with specific reference to studying expert and novice surgeons. This is not intended to be an 
exhaustive review but rather a guide to potential neuroimaging strategies. The aim is to 
demonstrate the options available to the author at the outset of the thesis and provide 
justification for the rejection of techniques deemed unsuitable or impractical, and support the 
final decision to pursue functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS). A systematic review 
of the use of fNIRS in the study of motor task behaviour demonstrates that the modality has 
been successfully employed to study basic tasks but has yet to be applied to complex 
visuomotor skills with cognitive and motor elements. The concept that the brain is malleable 
and capable of strengthening its circuits based upon practice and training is explored in this 
chapter. The principle of neuroplasticity is defined and discussed, and the evidence for 
evolution in activation maps is provided. Consistent themes emerge from the reviewed 
literature of imaging plasticity associated with skills learning, and these form the basis of the 
experimental hypotheses to be tested in this thesis. 
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3.2 Functional Neurolmaging Principles 
3.2.1 Biochemical Principles 
Glucose is the primary energy source for the brain. Glycolysis produces metabolic 
intermediates such as pyruvate and lactate, and energy in the form of 2 mol of adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP). These metabolites are either extracted by the circulation or are 
metabolised through the tricarboxylic acid cycle (Krebs cycle), and produce 30 mol of ATP / 
mol of glucose via the mitochondria! oxidative phosphorylation cascade. Sokoloff et al. [99] 
developed the 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) method to measure local rates of glucose utilisation. 
The products of the radioactive 2-DG are taken up by cells in a similar manner to glucose, but 
cannot be metabolised further and therefore accumulates intracellularly, thereby providing an 
accurate measure of glucose utilisation. Using this method, basal glucose utilisation is 
estimated at between 50 — 150 mmo1/100g/min. Physiological activation leads to a 1.5 to 3 
fold increase in local glucose utilisation. The relative of importance of glycolysis over 
oxidative phosphorylation in the brain is discussed in more detail in the following section. 
3.2.2 Cellular Principles 
There are two major cell groups in the brain: neurons and glia. Glial cells occupy as much, if 
not more, brain volume than do neuronal cells. Additionally, the capillaries tha compromise 
the blood-brain barrier are covered by glial cells. Glucose entering the brain from the blood 
would first encounter glial cells. Glial cells cover the synaptic contacts in the neuropl, where 
much of the 2-DG uptake occurs during activation. Glutamate is the primary excitatory 
neurotransmitter mediating neuronal activation. Glutamate may stimulate the uptake of 
glucose from the glial cells [100]. 
The brain is almost exclusively dependent upon glucose for energy. A number of metabolic 
events occur after glucose is taken up by the glial cells. Glucose is metabolised through 
glycolysis to pyruvate. Lactate dehydrogenase then catalyses the conversion of pyruvate to 
lactate, which is released into the extracellular space. Neurons are capable of using lactate as 
a substrate for oxidative metabolism in vitro [101]. The increase in lactate associated with 
neuronal activation supports this line of reasoning [102]. In the glial cells, glucose can also be 
stored as glycogen. Since glial cells lack glucose-6-phospatase, they cannot transfer glucose 
from glycogenolysis. The most likely function of glial glycogen is to serve as a buffer for 
glucose traffic during neuronal activation. 
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3.2.3 Weurovascular Coupling': Neurophysiological Principles 
In circumstances of increased energy demands in the brain parenchyma, the supply of vital 
subtrates in the form of oxygen and glucose has to match the increased demand. Additionally, 
waste products of metabolism such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and lactate have to be transported 
away from the region. Increased Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) to areas of neuronal activation 
have been observed both experimentally and clinically [103]. Early work in this field was 
conducted by Roy and Sherrington [104], whom in 1890 observed an increase in cranial bruit 
(an abnormal sound associated with turbulent flow) in a patient with an occipital arterio-
venous malformation when visual stimulation was presented. This seminal paper is often 
quoted as introducing the concept that CBF varies along with local neuronal activity. 
Subsequent studies demonstrated variations in whole-brain CBF, highly localised CBF 
changes [105] and more recently with introduction of methods to measure metabolic activity, 
co-localisation of flow and metabolism during physiological neuronal activation [106]. 
The term Weurovascular Coupling' describes the way in which CBF is tightly coupled to the 
metabolic requirements of the brain [98]. An appreciation of this coupling effect is crucial to 
the understanding of functional neuroimaging techniques. A number of theories have been 
proposed to explain the function of activation dependent coupling. These can be summarised 
as follows: 
(a) Energy consumption of activated neurons: nerve cells consume energy when activated and 
this may serve as the stimulus that drives coupling. 
(b) Oxygen supply and tissue concentration during activation: If coupling serves to increase 
oxygen supply in activated brain regions, then it does this with a large overshoot. During 
episodes of stimulation, deoxygenated haemoglobin (HHb) decreases and oxygenated 
haemoglobin (Hb02) increases. The increase in blood oxygenation may be interpreted by 
diffusion limitation of oxygen or that there is little increase in the cerebral metabolic rate of 
oxygen (CMRO2) during activation. 
(c) Uncoupling of glucose uptake and oxygen consumption: Fox and Raichle [107] suggested 
an uncoupling of glucose uptake and oxygen consumption during physiological activation in 
humans. In other words, increases in blood flow and glucose consumption were not matched 
by an equivalent increase in CMRO2. The authors suggested that glycolysis may satisfy 
additional energy requirements during activation. At the time, this was a controversial 
concept, since it had been known for a long time that oxidative phosphorylation of glucose 
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accounts for more than 95% of the ATP energy production of the brain. The importance of 
glycolysis is emphasised by studies that suggest that CMRO2 is at near maximum under 
resting conditions [36]. A more recent explanation for the reduction in the fraction of oxygen 
extraction (E), is the 'oxygen limitation' model [108]. This model suggests that the decreases 
in E play a functional role rather than the uncoupling effect, as described originally. 
Theoretically, in order to provide more oxygen to the mitochondria for energy production, 
capillary p02 must be raised. Since arterial p02 is fixed, the only local control available is to 
raise the venous p02. Raising the venous p02 requires a reduction in the oxygen extraction 
fraction E. 
(d) Tissue glucose concentration during activation: Neurovascular coupling may serve to 
deliver additional glucose resources which are found to decrease in regions of activated brain 
tissue [106]. As discussed above, glucose readily crosses the blood-brain barrier and plasma 
membranes, and metabolism of glucose is phosphorylation not transport dependent. Whilst 
oxygen is readily available during activation most of the time, glucose concentrations may fall 
in the early activation period and therefore act as signal for activity-induced blood flow 
response. 
A similar number of theories have been proposed to suggest factors that may mediate 
activation-dependent neurovascular coupling. These include the role of waste products of 
metabolism as signalling mechanisms for CBF. Changes in pH, extracellular potassium, and 
adenosine have all been shown to experimentally increase blood flow [109]. Nitric oxide 
(NO) may provide a mechanism for local control of blood flow, depending upon the level of 
neuronal activity. In fact, NO may be seen as an ideal mediator of coupling, since it is 
produced by neurones upon glutamate receptor activation, it is diffusible, short-lived and a 
potent vasodilator [110]. These metabolites can be regarded as post-hoc mechanisms of 
coupling, which implies that there is an increased delivery of nutrients that occurs following 
the accumulation of metabolites. The high temporal resolution of coupling suggests that 
limited delay between energy supply and metabolism, leading to suggestions of alternative 
mediators of coupling. These include the possibility of a neurogenic mediated response. The 
brains microvasculature is innervated by a dense plexus of nerve fibres, which contain several 
vasodilator and vasoconstrictor neurotransmitters. It is possible that these interneurons could 
relay neuronal activity to the microvasculature via the release of vasodilatory mediators. 
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3.2.4 The Haemodynamic Response 
To further appreciate functional neuroimaging modalities it is useful to consider three other 
aspects of neurovascular coupling. In the following we consider the haemodynamic 
parameters and their inter-relationships, the temporal dynamics of the haemodynamic 
response, and the underlying neuroanatomical contribution of the vascular response: 
3.2.4.1 Parameters of Haemodynamic Response 
Cerebral blood volume (CBV) is the total amount of blood in the brain and represents the total 
amount of haemoglobin available. CBV is usually expressed in m1/100g of tissues. CBV can 
be estimated if total haemoglobin (HbT) and haematocrit are known as follows: 
CBV — TotalHbr nil 
H • R [100gd 
where, H is the haematocrit and R is the cerebral to large vessel haematocrit ratio. If 
haematocrit is considered constant, then CBV is proportion to HbT [111]. 
Regional CBF is defined as the amount of blood that passes through a local region of brain at 
a particular moment. It is measured in millilitres of blood/grams of brain tissue/minute, with 
normal flow being considered to be around 50 m1/100gr/minute. Grubb et al. [112] defined 
the relationship between CBF and cerebral blood volume (CBV) as follows: 
CBV = 0.80 CBF° 38  
The cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMR02), of the brain is the difference between the 
amount of oxygen flowing into and out of a certain brain region. Boas et al. [111] described a 
way to estimate CMRO2 from the CBF, Hb02 and HHb. If the Sa02 is assumed to be 1, then 
the relative change in CMRO2 is given by the following equation [111]: 
1+ 	
CB 
A CIIIR021 [
1+ 
 CBF0FI[ 
 1 + -y, AHHbl 
HH b
CMR02‘, 	 A THb) 
[ 1 + 'YT THbo 
where, the subindex o represent baseline values, THb is the total haemoglobin 
(THb = HbO, + HHb), and A(...) represent variation of the respective parameter. Finally, ryR 
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and of, represent the correspondent factors which relates the fractional haemoglobin changes 
in the venous compartment to those across the entire vascular compartment. 
Techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and functional near 
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) are capable of measuring the haemodynamic response based 
on the oxygenation status of the blood. fNIRS, a technique discussed in considerable detail in 
subsequent sections, measures relative changes in the concentrations of HHb, Hb02 and their 
sum HbT [113]. The HIlb reduction in activated brain tissue, influences the MR signal and 
represents a 'Blood Oxygen Level Dependent' (BOLD) contrast which is the fundamental 
signal measured in fMRI experiments [114]. 
3.2.4.2 Temporal Dynamics of the Haemodynamic Response 
Studies evaluating the temporal dynamics of the vascular response have demonstrated 
haemodynamic changes within the first second of activation onset. More recent 
investigations suggest that the CBF response is delayed by 1-2 seconds and has a temporal 
width of approximately 4-6 seconds [115]. Recent research suggests an initial dip in the 
BOLD response which may last 1-2 seconds and which is attributable to a delayed CBF 
response relative to a rapid increase in CMRO2 [116], A corresponding transient increase in 
HHb has been observed with optical imaging studies [117]. For sustained stimuli of more than 
20s duration, CBF typically reaches a plateaux with a slightly negative slope. A post stimulus 
undershoot has been observed for both BOLD and CBF, although the undershoot for the latter 
is often weaker and shorter in duration [118]. Finally, it is suggested that the temporal 
dynamics of the BOLD response is non-linear [119]. 
3.2.4.3 Neuroanatomical Location of the Haemodynamic Response 
The vascular response can be used to generate maps of brain activation using different 
functional imaging methods. As a result, it is important to consider the anatomical location of 
the vascular response. Functional activation leads to arteriolar dilatation in the activated brain 
region [120]. Arteriolar dilatation is of great significance to certain neuroimaging techniques. 
Despite only containing approximately 5% of the blood volume of brain parenchyma, the 
arterioles control the majority of the arteriolar resistance and therefore also control flow at a 
local level. Aterioles can rapidly decrease vascular resistance by relaxing. As the resistance 
drops in these vessels so does the pressure, raising the pressure in downstream capillaries and 
veins. These vessels expand in response to increased pressure, further increasing the CBV. 
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Since there is a disproportionate increase in CBF versus CMRO2, arteriolar dilation leads to 
`arteriolarisation' of capillaries and veins, with a corresponding decrease in HHb. 
3.3 Classification of Functional Neurolmaging Techniques 
Broadly speaking, it is possible to classify non-invasive functional neuroimaging techniques 
into two classes. Those that directly measure the electrical activity associated with neuronal 
firing, such as electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG) and those 
that indirectly measure neural activity on the principle activity that is tightly coupled to CBF, 
the so called neurovascular coupling. Methods employing the latter strategy include positron 
emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and functional 
near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). This begs an important question. Which of the available 
techniques is the most appropriate technique to use when evaluating cortical function in 
surgeons and trainees? To answer this question it is valuable to consider the properties of an 
ideal functional neuroimaging technique. The usefulness of any neuroimaging technique is 
dependent upon its level of invasiveness, practicality, feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and 
spatial and temporal resolution. An ideal technique should be capable of measuring activation 
in real-time and be able to pinpoint the origin of activation to a specific anatomical brain 
region. In other words, have both excellent temporal and spatial resolution. As illustrated in 
Figure 3.1, functional neuroimaging involves a trade off between spatial resolution and 
temporal sensitivity. 
Figure 3.1 Comparison between broad classes of functional neuroimaging techniques in terms of 
spatial and temporal sensitivity [redrawn from Strangman et al. [113]). 
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Direct methods of functional neuroimaging (i.e. those that measure neuronal activity directly), 
such as EEG and MEG have tremendous temporal sensitivity but far poorer spatial sensitivity. 
In contrast, PET and fMRI have far better spatial sensitivity but considerably poorer temporal 
sensitivity. Indirect imaging techniques are limited by the physiological time course of the 
haemodynamic response. Diffuse Optical Imaging (DOI) techniques utilising harmless NIR 
light provide excellent temporal sensitivity with reasonable spatial resolution to detect 
localised cortical activation change. 
3.3.1 Direct Neurolmaging Modalities 
Direct neuroimaging modalities as their name implies directly monitor electrical activity. 
Recording electrical activity from the human brain dates back to the work of Hans Berger, 
who recorded the first observations in 1929 and called it an Elect roenkephalogram. A detailed 
review of the mechanisms responsible is beyond the scope of this thesis. In summary, action 
potentials in pre-synaptic axons cause the release of neurotransmitters into the synapse, a 
space between the pre and post-synaptic neuron. These transmitters diffuse across the 
synaptic cleft and bind to the post-synaptic dendrite. The binding of neurotransmitters leads to 
inflow and outflow of ion channels, creating compensatory currents in the extracellular space. 
These current dipoles flow through extra-cranial tissues and the voltage change can be 
recorded at the scalp as an electroencephalogram (EEG). This same current also produces 
magnetic fields which can be measured by coils situated above the scalp surface as 
magnetoencephalography (MEG). 
Whilst post-synaptic action potentials generate the EEG signal, it is not possible to monitor at 
scalp level, the activity of a single dendrite or neuron. Therefore, surface EEG is the 
summation of synchronous activity of thousands of neurons, having similar spatial 
orientation, radial to the scalp. Therefore, the radial arrangement of apical dendrites in the 
pyramidal cells of the cortical surface contributes strongly to EEG and MEG signals. 
MEG and EEG signals are therefore the direct manifestations of neuronal activation and these 
techniques record changes on the millisecond scale (10-100Hz) at which they occur, thereby 
providing unparalleled temporal resolution [121]. The greatest challenge for EEG and MEG is 
referred to as the 'inverse problem', which reflects the difficulty in identifying the underlying 
source of the signal detected on the scalp surface. Complex source localisation algorithms are 
required to determine the likely origin of the signal, compromising the spatial resolution. The 
techniques are discussed further in the following sections but their role in assessing cortical 
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correlates of technical skills in surgery are likely to be limited owing to the problem of source 
localisation. 
3.3.1.1 Electroencephalography (EEG) 
EEG is the oldest form of functional neuroimaging technique; it records transient electrical 
current across the cellular membrane during neuronal depolarisation associated with 
postsynaptic potentials (PSPs). Scalp EEG involves placing a number of electrodes, arranged 
in a standard cap or net, onto the scalp as shown in Figure 3.2. These electrodes are composed 
of either discs of tin, gold, or silver chloride. The electrode locations are specified by a 
standard topographic co-ordinate system, the most commonly used being the International 10-
20 system defined by Jasper in 1958 [122]. This system helps to ensure standard electrode 
placement between laboratories and experiments. It contains 21 standard electrode positions 
located in reference to bony points around the skull which divides the scalp into transverse 
and median planes. Electrodes are positioned by dividing these planes into 10 and 20% 
intervals. In addition to the standard 10-20 electrode, intermediate 10% electrodes are also 
used. The locations and nomenclature of these electrodes are standardized by the American 
Electroencephalographic Society as shown in Figure 3.2. 
Electrodes are connected to one input of a differential amplifier, with a reference electrode 
connected to the other input. The difference signal is thus amplified, and subsequently 
digitised and can be considered as one channel of EEG activity. In most EEG systems, 19 
electrodes are used, although it is possible to achieve 256 electrodes, encompassing almost 
the entire scalp. Most cerebral signal observed in EEG falls into the range of 1-20Hz. 
Identifiable rhythmic waveforms in this range includes: 
• Delta (1-3 Hz), normally seen in adults during sleep 
• Theta (4-7 Hz), commonly observed in young children 
• Alpha (8-12 Hz), on closing eyes and relaxing 
• Beta (12-30 Hz) , dominant waveform in alert or anxious patient 
A number of other waves have also been observed including gamma, lambda, k-complex and 
any combination of the above is possible. EEG is limited in its spatial resolution (as discussed 
above) and the fact that it is sensitive to PSPs from superficial gyri arranged radially to skull. 
Dendrites from structures situated deeper in the cortex or arranged tangentially to the skull 
contribute far less to the EEG signals. Furthermore EEG signals can be commonly 
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contaminated by non-cerebral artefacts, such as those originating from the eyelid, ocular 
muscles and the eyeball. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2 (a) An example of a typical scalp EEG device — a 256 electrode HydroCel net (Electrical 
Geodesics Inc, GES 300 system). (b) The location of the standard electrode placement system as 
recommended by the American Electroencephalographic Society. Note in this system, four electrodes 
have different names to that of the 10-20 system, these are highlighted in black [redrawn from 
Malmivuo and Plonsey,]. 
3.3.1.2 Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
Essentially MEG is an imaging technique that measures the magnetic fields produced by the 
electrical activity in the brain. MEG was first recorded by David Cohen in 1968 [123] using 
only a copper induction coil as the detector, in a shielded room to eliminate background 
magnetic interference. The technique relies on the principle that all electrical currents 
generate a magnetic field orthogonal to the direction of current flow ("Flemings right hand 
rule"), as illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
Whereas EEG detects both radial and tangential dipoles of current flow, MEG only detects 
the tangential dipoles. Therefore MEG measures activity from the sulci, whereas EGG 
measures activity in both sulci and cortical gyri. Magnetic activity being able to pass through 
the skull and scalp tissues is relatively undisturbed. However, the neuromagnetic fields are 
extremely weak (of the order of 10 femtotesla) and sophisticated technology is required in the 
form of multiple Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs), to detect these 
weak fields. Furthermore, shielded rooms are required to reduce the influence of external 
magnetic fields. However, unlike electric signals the magnetic fields are distorted less by the 
scalp and skull tissues allows for marginally better spatial resolution with MEG versus EEG. 
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Despite this, MEG still suffers the consequence of inverse problem and source localisation 
algorithms are required. 
Figure 3.3 Diagram illustrating the origin of the magnetic field, orthogonally orientated relative to the 
electrical current generated from ionic flow in dendrites during synaptic transmission. 
3.3.2 Indirect Neuroimaging Modalities 
Indirect neuroimaging techniques monitor the haemodynamic response to brain activation in 
terms of increased CBF, CBV, increased HbO, and/ or decreases in HHb. Indirect 
neuroimaging techniques include Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single Photon 
Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) that generally monitor the decay of blood-borne 
radio-isotopes as they pass through the brain. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(fMRI) on the other hand measures changes in the local concentration of HI-lb via its effects 
on imposed magnetic fields. These techniques are discussed in more detail in the following 
sections. 
3.3.2.1 Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 
This technique utilizes an exogenously administered radiopharmaceutica] agent that is tagged 
with a positron emitter, usually with a very short half-life. Common isotopes include 11 C, "N, 
150, and 18F. The short half-life of these radiotracers means that a cyclotron is necessary in 
order to generate the appropriate tracers on site. During functional brain activation, tissues 
metabolising glucose and utilising 02 will take up these tracers, the blood flow being detected 
as tracers emit positrons. An emitted positron will travel a short distance before colliding with 
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an electron to form a short-lived composition, the positronium. The positronium is short-
lived, eventually undergoing a process of annihilation and emitting two high energy photons, 
each with 511 KeV (resting energy of the positron or electron) that travel in opposite 
directions. The unique characteristic of simultaneous emission of two annihilated photons 
forms the basis of detection using a novel technique known as co-incidence detection. 
Scintillation detectors such as Bismuth Germinate (BGO), Lutetium Oxyorthosilicate (LSO) 
or photomultiplier tubes are placed opposite the positron emitter. It is possible to localise the 
annihilation event somewhere between the two detectors. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, an array 
of detectors is used in a tomographic manner to determine the location of the origin of 
millions of co-incident events, thereby providing information on the concentration and spatial 
location of positron emitters within a subject. Large numbers of co-incident lines produce a 
two-dimensional matrix of data from which an image can be produced by the back projection 
method. 3D images can be complied from a series of 2D PET data. A number of factors 
influence the spatial resolution of PET, including size of the detector, the noncolinearity of 
annihilating photons, and range of emitted positrons. 
Figure 3.4 Schematic illustration of the PET acquisition process. 
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PET is unlikely to be suitable for assessing cortical activation in performing surgeons. PET is 
more invasive than other imaging modalities, requiring the injection of a radioactive tracer, 
thereby reducing acceptability of the technique for evaluating healthy subjects. Moreover, 
participants cannot be repeatedly tested over short time courses, which would place 
limitations on longitudinal studies of surgical skills acquisition. In addition, PET is an 
expensive technique requiring both a PET camera and also a cyclotron, which is used to 
produce the radioactive tracers. Owing to the kinetics of tracer uptake, the temporal resolution 
of PET is of the order of one minute which is poor in comparison to other techniques. The 
spatial resolution is also limited (3 to 4 mm), due to the variable distance of the travel of the 
positron before it encounters an electron. PET has now been superseded by fMRI as the 
leading indirect functional imaging tool in cognitive neuroscience research. 
3.3.2.2 Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) 
This technique employs a similar principle to PET, but the radioisotope used in SPECT emits 
only a single photon, so that the localisation of the source of the photon cannot be calculated 
as a pair as in PET. The advantage of SPECT is it enables the use of more readily available 
radioisotopes such as iodine or technetium. The longer half-life of these isotopes allows for a 
more flexible experimental paradigm. The spatial resolution is less precise than with PET, and 
the need to inject a radiopharmaceutical reduces the acceptability when evaluating healthy 
subjects. 
3.3.2.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is based on the detection of radio signals from the nuclei 
of resonating atoms. Clinical MRI utilises the magnetic properties of hydrogen and its 
interaction with magnetic fields and radio waves to produce highly detailed images of the 
body. The nucleus of a hydrogen atom contains a single proton. Protons have mass, a positive 
charge and spin, thereby generating a small magnetic field, referred to as the magnetic 
moment. Owing to this magnetic moment, if placed in an external magnetic field, the proton 
will assume one of two positions. Specifically, it will align in either a parallel or anti-parallel 
fashion with reference to the external magnetic field ( BO ). As well as aligning with BO the 
proton will also precess at a certain frequency, governed by the Larmor equation: 
w = -yB 
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where 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. Hence, the 
precessing frequency is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field multiplied by the 
gyromagnetic ratio. 
Placing many protons in a magnetic field results in some assuming the anti-parallel 
orientation (high energy) and a slight majority assuming the parallel orientation (low energy). 
The energy difference between high and low state is proportional to the strength of the 
externally applied magnetic field BO . The higher the applied magnetic field BO , the greater 
the differential between spin states and the greater the number of spins in the low energy 
state. The spin excess refers to the number of spins in the low energy state versus the high 
energy state. The magnetic moments of the excess spins add to form net magnetisation. 
Magnetisation of tissue prepares it for MR imaging. 
Magnetisation is very weak and the key to measuring the signal is tilt the magnetic moment 
away from the static field. This is achieved through the addition of weak rotating radio 
frequency (RF) pulse, the magnetic field of which ( B1) is orientated perpendicular to the 
main field BO. As the RF pulse progresses, the spins precess in phase, with some of the spins 
absorbing energy and make the transition to the high energy state. This has the effect of 
`tipping' the net magnetism toward the transverse plane. When the RF pulse is discontinued, 
the flipped atoms recover their original equilibrium and the amplitude of the signal generated 
decays rapidly. This signal is known as the Free Induction Decay (FID). The rate of decay is 
given by a longitudinal relaxation factor T1 and a transverse relaxation time T2. The spin-
lattice relaxation time TI refers to the time it takes for the spins to give the energy they 
received from the RF pulse back to the surrounding lattice in order to restore their equilibrium 
state. The spin-spin relaxation time T2 characterises the rate at which the signal decays in the 
transverse magnetic plane. T2 scans are often considered 'pathological' scans as abnormal 
fluid collections appear white against darker normal cerebral tissues. 
3.3.2.4 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) 
Whereas MRI is used to produce structural images of a subject's brain useful for anatomical 
or morphometric analysis, the functional component allows in vivo measure of brain activity 
[124]. This technique is based on the principle that an increased CBF accompanies neural 
activation in the brain, resulting in a corresponding local reduction in HHb, since the increase 
in CBF occurs without a similar magnitude increase in oxygen extraction [125]. The 
microvascular MR signal on a T2 weighted image is strongly influenced by the oxygenation 
state of the blood, since HHb is paramagnetic (owing to the four unpaired electrons), i.e. it has 
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a large magnetic susceptibility effect and as such will disturb a magnetic field [114] [114], 
whereas Hb02 is diamagnetic and does not exhibit a significant magnetic susceptibility effect. 
Therefore, Hlib changes represent a Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast that 
can be observed on magnetic resonance imaging at a high magnetic field. The BOLD signal 
acts as an endogenous contrast-enhancing agent, serving as the source of the signal in fMRI 
experiments. As summarised in Figure 3.5, neuronal activation will result in a local increase 
in Hb02 with a corresponding decrease in HHb, leading to less intra-voxel dephasing, 
measured as a longer more intense T2 signal [114]. 
Figure 3.5 A schematic illustration depicting the change in haemodynamics from the basal resting 
state to the activated state, with resulting increase in the intensity of the T2 MRI signal. 
In fMRI studies, high-resolution scans are taken which can later be used as a background for 
highlighting brain areas that were activated by a given stimulus. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, a 
series of low-resolution scans are taken over a certain time period, during some of which the 
stimulus/condition or task is presented and during other scans the stimulus is absent, or a 
control task/second condition is performed. The low-resolution scans can then be compared to 
see which areas of the brain were activated by the stimulus. Activated regions of the brain can 
be shown up as coloured regions, superimposed onto the original high resolution scans, and 
these can be reconstructed such that images may be viewed in three dimensions. 
fMRI is a widely available non-invasive technique with a lack of recognised risks for properly 
screened individuals. It provides functional images with a spatial resolution of less than lmm. 
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It does not require injection of radioisotopes, so repeated experiments can be conducted safely 
on the same individuals, which would facilitate serial assessments associated with learning 
surgical skills. However, a number of constraints make assessing surgeons in an fMRI 
environment challenging. These include signal distortion as a result of head motion, 
limitations on subjects' visual fields to approximately 15-20 degrees and the confined space 
of the magnet bore, which often creates a sense of claustrophobia [126]. In addition, the 
imaging equipment may generate considerable acoustic noise with gradient switching and the 
subject may be required to wear earplugs or headphones [127]. The participating surgeon 
would be at some distance from the investigators, limiting interactions and making 
observation of technical performance more difficult. This is compounded by an inability to 
assess surgeons whilst using metallic surgical instruments. Moreover, experiments often need 
to be repeated to increase the signal to noise ratio and the temporal resolution is limited by the 
rate of the haemodynamic response, which occurs over a time course several orders of 
magnitude slower than that of the primary neuronal response. 
Figure 3.6 A schematic diagram illustrating the fMRI acquisition process. The colour coded statistical 
map pertaining to data from a region of interest (ROI) is overlaid onto a high resolution image. 
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3.4 Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) 
Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) is an indirect functional neuroimaging 
modality capable of monitoring the haemodynamic response of cortical activation. In the 
following sections, we provide justification for using fNIRS to study brain function in expert 
and novice surgeons, as well as presenting an overview of the fundamental principles of 
fNIRS technology and hardware. 
3.4.1 History of fNIRS Technology 
It has been known for decades that the optical properties of tissues are strongly influenced by 
their functional state. As early as 1949, Hill and Keynes [128] demonstrated that activity 
within nerve cells influenced their optical opacity. Since then, optical signals have been 
recorded from exposed brain in animals [129] and humans [130, 131]. Monitoring brain 
function through the intact skull and functional mapping of the brain using optical means are 
now possible [132]. 
In 1977, Frans Jobsis observed the red hue of light emanating from a shank bone and 
postulated that if red light could penetrate solid tissues and still be detected, then so too could 
near infrared light, at much longer wavelengths. As he saw it, this could represent a viable 
method for non-invasively probing the human cortex. Indeed, Frans Jobsis pictured in Figure 
3.7 is widely considered to be the founding father of fNIRS or as he coined it in the early 
years `niroscopy'. His seminal paper entitled 'Noninvasive, infrared monitoring of cerebral 
and myocardial oxygen sufficiency and circulatory parameters' is widely cited as having 
introduced the potential of fNIRS to the medical community [133]. The technique has now 
adopted several names including fNIRS, Diffuse Optical Imaging (DOI), Diffuse Optical 
Tomography or Topography (DOT) and Near Infrared Imaging (NIRI). The concept that 
underlies these techniques is similar. Shine light onto the scalp, detect it as it exists the head 
and use the absorption spectra of light absorbing molecules (chromophores) to interpret the 
attenuated light levels as changes in chromophore concentration [113]. 
3.4.2 The 'Optical Window' and Modified Beer Lambert Law 
The technique relies upon two characteristics of the interaction between electromagnetic 
spectrum and biological tissues. Firstly, biological tissue is not completely opaque to light. As 
Frans Jobsis observed, red light can still be detected when you hold a flashlight to your hand 
in a darkened room. Biological tissues are even more transparent to light in the NIR 
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wavelength range (650-950nm) which is often described as the 'optical window'. Secondly, 
the two dominant chromphores in biological tissues happen to be two relevant markers for 
brain function: oxyhaemoglobin (Hb02) and deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb). Figure 3.8 
demonstrates the difference in absorption between Hb02 and HHb in the NIR range, the 
absorption spectra crossing only at the isosbestic point (-800nm) [134]. This enables 
spectroscopic separation of Hb02 and HHb using only a few NIR wavelengths. 
Figure 3.7 Professor Frans Jobsis and the niroscope. 
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Figure 3.8 Absorption spectra of oxygenated haemoglobin (Hb02) and deoxygenated haemoglobin 
(HHb) across a range of different wavelengths. 
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3.4.2.2 The 'Beer Lambert' (BLL) and 'Modified Beer-Lambert' Laws (MBLL) 
A model of light transportation in tissue is required to quantify relative change in 
chromophore concentration. In a non-scattering medium, the absorption of light intensity is 
governed by the Beer Lambert Law (BLL). The law states that for an absorbing compound 
dissolved in a non-scattering medium, attenuation is proportional to the concentration of the 
compound and the optical pathlength: 
I A= In{—
I
1=a•e•d 
where A is the attenuation measured in optical densities, Io is the light intensity incident on 
the medium, I is the intensity of light transmitted through a medium, cc is the species 
extinction coefficient (obtained from a reference table), c is the concentration of absorbing 
compound, and d is the distance between points where light enters and leaves the medium. 
The BLL is only valid under the assumption that the medium is non scattering, the medium 
itself is uniformly absorbing, the photons are absorbed or transmitted but not remitted and 
reflected, and the light beam is perfectly collimated. 
However, the brain is a highly scattering media, the effect of which is to considerably 
increase the path length that photons travel and therefore increase the chance that absorption 
may occur as illustrated in Figure 3.9. 
Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram illustrating the difference in optical properties between a non-
scattering and a highly scattering medium. Photons take highly irregular paths in a scattering medium 
such as the brain. As a result, the path length increases and some photons may escape detection. 
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The modified Beer Lambert Law (MBLL) [135], includes a factor G , to account for the loss 
of photons due to scatter, and a multiplier to account for the increased optical pathlength due 
to scattering. The total distance travelled as a result of scattering can be termed the differential 
pathlength DP : 
DP = DPF • d 
where DPF which can measured or estimated, acts as a scaling or multiplier factor and d is 
the distance between light emitter and detector. Therefore, the final MBLL equation can be 
described as follows: 
I A= log 10 H= a-c•d• DPF + G 
I 
3.4.2.3 The Differential MBLL Equations 
In order to determine the contributions of multiple chromophores, multiple measurements are 
required at more than one wavelength per chromophore to be resolved. It is possible to 
determine the relative changes in Hb02 and HHb by using the changes in light intensities at 
two wavelengths, provided the extinction coefficients for each chromophore is known [113]. 
As discussed, the absorption spectra for Hb02 and HHb are different in the NIR, enabling the 
separation between these chromophores. 
The modified Beer-Lambert law [135, 136] states that the attenuation A(A,t) is equal to: 
A(A, t) 
= 
In [  I-0 (
A 
A)
) 1= L(A) • it„ (A, t) + G(A, t) I(,t 
where, 
• 4 (A) is the incident light in the tissue at wavelength A . 
• /(A, t) is the detected light intensity after passing through the tissue. 
• L(A) is the total mean path length of the detected photons and accounts for the 
differential path length correction. When the temporal changes in absorption are 
small, the effective path length is independent of time [137]. 
• G(A, t) is a geometry independent scattering factor. 
• ii (A, t) is the macroscopic absorption coefficient. 
Assuming that Hb02 and HHb are the only factors which change concentrations during NIRS 
measurement, then it is possible to express it„ (A, t) as: 
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A 
EHHL 	C HHb  
tto (A, t) = E 	(A) • cHbo, (t) 	Eimb (A) • cmib (t) 
where, the different subscripts for specific absorption coefficients E(A) and concentrations 
c(t) stand for the correspondent Hb species. By substituting the above equation into MBLL 
format: 
A(A, t) = L(A)[ 6 Hbo2 (A) • ellb0,(t ) + mfb (A) • CH18(01+ G(A, t) 
If 	G(A, t) is assumed to be stable during the measurement period, i.e. 
G(A) = G(A, t) = G(A, t — t u ) , then: 
A A(A) = L(A) •Iellbo, (A) • cli,02 + 	(A) • OCHHb 1  
In 	the above equation, A A(A) = A(A, t — to )— A(A, t) , OCHhOz = CHIOz (t — t0 ) — c mo, (t) and 
= c„„,,(t — to ) — CHIM(t ) • Provided we have measurements at two different wavelengths, 
A, and Al , it is possible to build a system of equations: 
where, the superscripts A, and A, indicated the selected wavelength. By solving the above 
equation, it can be shown that [136]: 
ACRID, — 
A A 
fib ALA:'  E HHb LA' 
A, 	A, 	A, 	A, 
EMIL E — EHFIL E 2 	 2 
Ac„„, — 
AA"' 	AAA' 
EMO, LA, 	E IMO, LA, 
411b E  11A260, 	411b41b0, 
In a typical fNIRS experiment, the scalp is illuminated in several places with high peak laser 
diodes, after being absorbed and scattered by brain tissues inside the head, attenuated light is 
recorded based on a set of different scalp sites, using low-light sensitive photodetectors. As 
described above, at least two wavelengths of light are used in order to compute relative 
changes of HHb and Hb02 in the capillary bed under the scalp. The disproportionate increase 
in regional CBF versus CMRO2, means that Hb02 increases whilst HHb is washed out faster 
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than it can be produced by the deoxygenation of Hb02. Therefore, cortical activation leads to 
increases in Hb02, HbT, and a corresponding decrease in HHb, all of which can be quantified 
using fNIRS [113]. 
3.4.3 Essential Elements of fNIRS Technology 
Regardless of the type of instrument, all comprise three fundamental components: 
(a) Light emitters. The choice of light emitter represents a trade-off between the need for 
discrete wavelengths versus the need for power. High power emitters are often required since 
the detected signals are often of the order of 10 pW, for a source-detector separation of 4cm 
(i.e. a loss of between 7-9 orders of magnitude of light power) [113]. Raising the incident 
light power may help to compensate for this loss. 
(b) Light detectors. These have to be highly sensitive to detect attenuated light levels from the 
head surface. The sensitivity of the detector will determine the limits of changes in 
haemoglobin that can be resolved. Options include photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), avalanche 
photodiode detectors (APDs), silicon photodiode detectors (SPDs) and charge coupled 
devices (CCDs). In adult optical imaging equipment, APDs are the commonly employed 
detector owing to their fast acquisition rate, low cost and relatively high sensitivity to light 
levels. For optimum sensitivity PMTs are required, but these detectors are limited by both 
their cost and dynamic range. In contrast, SPDs have a high dynamic range but low 
sensitivity. CCDs are used when several wavelengths are required. 
(c) Electronics. Typically several light sources are monitored by a given detector. The 
electronics must be designed to allow separation of the source-detector locations. This can be 
achieved by modulating the intensity or 'multiplexing' the light sources and decoding the 
detector signal so that locations can be monitored with minimum 'cross talk' — where light for 
source x is interpreted from originating from source y. Minimising cross talk can be achieved 
via time-sharing sources (i.e. only turn one on at a time) or various multiplexing schemes 
[113]. Advances in semi-conductor technology have made it possible to integrate all the 
circuitry into a single processing chip. Therefore, the size of the fNIRS equipment is largely 
dictated by the number of source-detector pairs. 
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3.4.4 Laser Safety 
When considering any novel technology, participant or patient safety is of primary concern. 
Here fNIRS is distinct from other imaging techniques such as MEG and EEG which passively 
record cortical activity. Unlike these techniques, fNIRS works by depositing energy within 
the subject. The laser risk to a living body is described in the International Electrotechnical 
Commission's (IEC) report [138], which states that light in the wavelength range 400nm to 
1400nm has the potential to cause photochemical and febrile damage to the retina and 
cataract, as well as to inflict retinal and skin burns. NIR light is non-ionising but is transferred 
to thermal energy following absorption, and therefore the main concern relates to tissue 
heating. Therefore, it is important to consider the potential of fNIRS to cause thermal injury 
to the skin overlying the cranium and to the eyes. 
(1) Injury to the skin - Ito et al. [139] monitored the spatial distribution of temperature 
changes during NIR irradiation of excised chicken tissue and in the forearm of a volunteer. 
Low intensity continuous infrared laser light induced a maximal temperature change of 
approximately 0.1°C/mW in ex-vivo tissue, and between 0.11 to 0.02°C/mW in-vivo [139]. If 
one assumes a normal skin temperature of 31°C, then a sustained increase of over 10°C would 
be required to induce a thermal injury. This is 100 times greater than the temperature rise 
associated with continuous wave fNIRS. Maximum permissible exposure (MPE) of the skin 
against laser radiation is 3.3mW/mm2 for 2-wavelengths, so optical fibre output is permitted 
up to 31.4mW. In the case of the ETG-4000, it is set to 3mW that is 1/10 of the MPE. 
(2) Injury to the eye — The device used to collect experimental data for this thesis operates at 
power levels consistent with Class 1M lasers (safe as the blink reflex prevents ocular 
exposure for more than 0.25s) according to IEC safety standard [138]. Caution should always 
be advised to avoid inadvertent eye exposure, since the threshold to avoid ophthalmic injury 
is substantially lower than that for the skin. The patient's information sheet approved to the 
Local Regional Ethics Committee explains the importance of not looking directly into an 
fNIRS emitting laser. Additionally, precautions were taken to ensure that the lasers were only 
activated once all emitters were safely engaged on the subjects head. 
3.4.5 Classification of fNIRS Hardware 
Broadly speaking there are three different categories of fNIRS equipment summarised in 
Table 3.1 and described as follows: 
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(a) Time Domain (TD). TD systems introduce picosecond pulses of light into tissues, which 
are broadened and attenuated by the various tissue layers. The temporal distributions of 
photons, known as the temporal point spread function (TPSF), are detected, and the shape of 
this distribution provides information about the absorption and scattering properties of the 
tissues. TD systems require time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) hardware, which 
correlate arrival of a detected photon with the sampling of a known analogue signal. This 
additional system complexity and hardware leads to slower acquisition rates and greater costs. 
(b) Frequency Domain (FD). FD hardware continuously emits light on to tissues but the 
amplitude is modulated at frequencies of tens to hundreds of megahertz. The amplitude decay 
and phase shift (delay) of the detected signal are recorded. The latter enables measurement of 
the optical pathlength enabling the resolution of absolute chromophore concentration. 
(c) Continuous Wave (CW). CW devices involve continuous light emission at constant 
amplitude or light modulated at low frequency (a few KHz). CW systems measure amplitude 
decay (intensity) only. These systems are generally limited to detecting relative changes in 
chromophore concentration with respect to an arbitary baseline, rather than the detection of 
absolute changes (since optical pathlength cannot be measured using CW devices). Moreover, 
CW systems based on intensity change are more sensitive to optical properties of tissue 
immediately at or under the surface of scalp versus deeper tissue layers. Detected intensity is 
dependent on surface coupling, thus if an optode is moved or pressed firmly against the skin 
large changes in signal may result. In general, CW devices are the most compact and cost-
effective making them ideal for diffuse optical imaging experiments. 
fNIRS Device 	 Advantages 	 Disadvantages 
Time Domain 	Spatial resolution. Most Sampling rate, instrument 
accurate separation of 	size / weight 
absorption and scattering 
Frequency Domain 	Sampling rate and 	Penetration depth 
separation 
Continuous Wave 	Instrument size and cost 	Penetration depth and 
separation 
Table 3.1 Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each type of fNIRS technology. 
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3.4.6 Point Measurements versus Imaging Equipment 
Commercially available fNIRS devices can be classified according to the number of 
measuring positions or channels. A channel is situated mid-way between an illuminating light 
source and detector. As illustrated in Figure 3.10, at each given channel, a banana-shaped 
volume of tissue is interrogated. Early optical imaging studies were conducted using single 
channel systems to obtain point measurements [140, 141]. Figure 3.11 illustrates such a 
system comprising a solitary light emitter and detector to enable single point measurements. 
The NIRO series (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) and the in-vivo optical spectroscopy or 
INVOS series (Somanetics, USA) are good examples of commercially available point 
measuring devices. These systems are compact, portable, and provide continuous non-
invasive measurements of regional oxygen saturation (rSO2). These devices have single 
(NIRO-100) or dual channel capacity (NIRO-200 and 300) extending up to a maximum of 
four data channels (INVOS Oximeter). 
Figure 3.10 A measuring point or channel in optical spectroscopy experiments refers to the midpoint 
of an NIR emitter and detector. Haemodynamic information from a banana-shaped volume of tissue is 
captured. 
Figure 3.11 (a) The INVOS© Cerebral / Somatic Oximeter (b) Schematic illustration of the positioning 
of NIRS sensors (SomaSensors 0), used to monitor regional oxygen saturation (rSO2) across the frontal 
lobe. 
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Recent technological advances have led to the development of multi-site mapping and 
imaging of brain activity. Fundamentally, the difference between point measurements and 
imaging equipment lies in the number and geometrical arrangements of sources and detectors. 
As discussed above, point measuring systems require only one source location and one or 
more detectors. In contrast, imaging devices require detectors to able to detect light from two 
or more sources. These devices require multiple optode arrays to enable functional 
neuroimaging. Multiple sources and detectors can be arranged to provide overlapping 
measurement sensitivities. These measurements can be combined mathematically to produce 
spatial images of changes in light intensity. The images produced are known as optical 
topographs and have led this technique to be termed 'Optical Topography' (OT). Therefore, 
OT refers to the technique of obtaining multiple reflectance measures of light at small source-
detector separations over a large area of tissue simultaneously or in rapid succession. 
Imaging devices can be custom built or commercially acquired depending on local expertise. 
Increasing interest is being generated in custom built designs such as the MONSTIR-NIRS 
system pioneered at University College London (UCL) illustrated Figure 3.12. These devices 
afford far greater flexibility in terms of source-detector pairing than do the commercially 
available systems. 
Figure 3.12 (a) Photograph of MONSTIR in use for neonatal brain imaging (courtesy of Professor 
Clare Elwell) and (b) Schematic illustration of the 32-channel time resolved imaging system within 
MONSTIR (reproduced from Schmidt et al. [142]). 
The choice of equipment is somewhat determined by the type of information that one is 
collecting. For the researcher interested in collecting information regarding changes in brain 
function over time, CW commercial equipment is more than sufficient. Examples of 
commercially available OT systems are the OMN series (Shimadzu, Japan) and the ETG- 100, 
4000 and 7000 series (Hitachi Medical Corporation, Japan). The ETG-4000 series was used to 
conduct the experimental fNIRS work for the current thesis. 
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3.4.7 The Hitachi ETG-4000 
The ETG-4000 system is a CW-fNIRS device that employs amplitude modulation to near 
infrared light. It measures concentration changes in Hb02 and HHb in blood within the 
cerebral cortex at multiple points simultaneously, and reconstructs an image and cinematically 
displays the distribution of blood volume variations as a two-dimensional topographic image, 
providing data that indicates brain activity. 
The Hitachi ETG-4000 system is illustrated in Figure 3.13. The main unit consists of a data 
processing unit (Pentium processor), an optical transmitter and LCD display. Attached to the 
main unit is the probe set, consisting of the fibre optic cables (1 mm 14)) and optodes. A series 
of probe holders with different optode configurations are available (3x3, 3x4, and 3x5). As 
illustrated in Figure 3.13, the holders consist of thermoplastic and c-shaped metallic sockets 
to ensure safe stable optode contact. 
Figure 3.13 The Hitachi ETG-4000 system. Illustrating the main unit (left) and a closer view of the 
probe holder and optodes (right). 
Laser light for irradiation is led through the fibre optic cable from the probe contacting the 
region of the head under surveillance. The light is modulated at unique frequencies depending 
upon wavelength and position. Detected light is converted to electric signals by the detector. 
Signals from the detector are mixed with light from multiple sources. Therefore, they are 
distributed to the lock-in amplifiers tuned to the modulation frequencies of light through the 
switching circuit corresponding to the layout of the measuring unit. Signals are measured 
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simultaneously at 0.1s intervals and after classification according to wavelength and 
measuring region are converted to changes in haemoglobin and displayed either as linear time 
course plots or as topographic images as illustrated in Figure 3.14. The latter requires the 
interval between each measuring positions to be interpolated by the approximate function 
connecting each measuring point. 
(a) 
	
(b) 
(c) 
	
(d) 
Figure 3.14 Example data display from the ETG-4000. (a) Haemodynamic time course plots, 
depicting average change in Hb02 (red line) and HHh (blue line) during a motor task. Red circles 
encompass channels demonstrating large amplitude Hb change. (b) Two-dimensional topographic 
images depicting data 4 seconds into the motor task. The area of maximal change (red region) of the 
plot corresponds to the same region of large amplitude change seen on the time course plot. This area is 
presumed to lie over the left motor cortex. Hitachi ETG-4000 screen shots illustrating relative Hb02 
change during surgical knot-tying (c-d). Data are depicted on a head mesh following 3D registration of 
fNIR optodes (c) and following co-registration of topographic information onto a T1 weighted MRI 
brain atlas (d) . 
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3.4.8 Justification for Employing fNIRS for Surgical Skills Assessment 
As highlighted in Table 3.2, prior to deciding on which technique to pursue, specific criteria 
were constructed against which each functional neuroimaging technique was systematically 
compared and contrasted. The criteria included safety parameters, such as degree of ionisation 
and level of invasiveness to practical constraints for studying surgeons, such as noise levels 
and compatibility with metallic equipment. 
Criteria 	 Neuroimaging Technique 
Direct 	 Indirect 
EEG 	MEG 	PET 	fMRI 	fNIRS 
Non-Ionising 	 + 	 + 	- 	+ 	 + 
Non-Invasive 	+ 	 + 	- 	+ 	 + 
Temoporal 	
++ 	++ 	 + 	 + 
Sensitivity (ms) 
Spatial Resolution 
+4- 
(cm-mm) 
Anatomical 
information 
Robust to motion 	+ 	 + 	 + 
Portability 	 + 	 + 	 + 
Subject ambulant 	+ 	 + 	 + 
Compatiblity with 	
+ 	 + 	+ 	 + 
metal instruments 
Potential to be 
used in operating 
MOM 
Limited acoustic 
noise 
Expensive to 
purchase and run 
Table 3.2 Comparison between functional neuroimaging methodology for studying cortical function 
in expert and novice surgeons. 
The final decision to pursue fNIRS as the neuroimaging modality of choice was based upon a 
number of factors. Firstly, and most importantly optical imaging is safe and non-ionising. 
Therefore, surgical novices and trainees could be safely imaged several times during the 
course of surgical skills learning. Optical imaging does not require intravenous cannulation of 
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the subject or injection of any contrast agents, making use instead of the endogenous changes 
in light absorption associated with changes in biologically relevant markers of activation. 
Employing a totally non-invasive approach would have practical significance for recruitment 
of suitably large numbers of trainees and consultant surgeons. This is not the case for other 
techniques such as PET. Moreover, fNIRS signals can be recorded with high temporal 
sensitivity (in the order of milliseconds) and with acceptable spatial resolution (cm) to enable 
spatial localisation of activations to broad regions of the cerebral cortex. Direct imaging 
techniques such as EEG and MEG were largely rejected on the basis that it is challenging to 
determine the spatial origin in the brain of electromagnetic signals detected at scalp level. It 
should be noted that in contrast to fNIRS, fMRI is able to localise activation to highly specific 
gyri or sulci (mm) and information on deeper subcortical structures can be achieved. In 
addition, fMRI provides combined anatomical and functional information, the former is 
lacking in experiments employing fNIRS in isolation. However, fNIRS is free of many of the 
practical constraints that hinder fMRI experimentation. In particular, fNIRS is portable, more 
robust to motion artefact [143] and allows surgeons the freedom to operate prone, in realistic 
settings and with real (metallic) equipment. Furthermore, fNIRS has the potential to be used 
in-vivo assessments during real-life procedures within the operating room. Optical imaging 
equipment can be purchased and maintained at a fraction of the cost of fMRI machinery or 
PET-CT scanners. Finally, despite the lack of depth resolution, cortical regions involved in 
planning, preparing and initiating motor skill are optically accessible using MRS. 
Importantly, fNIRS has already been used to successfully evaluate cortical function during 
non-surgical motor tasks of every day living [144, 145]. A synopsis of these studies in terms 
of the task under evaluation, imaging protocol and primary findings are illustrated in Table 
3.3. In summary, the tasks studied include self-paced [146] and externally-paced finger 
tapping [147], finger to thumb opposition tasks [148] and more recently, pursuit rotor tasks 
[149]. Optical instruments have ranged from two-point measurements [140], custom built 
systems [142] to commercially available spectrometers [148]. Investigators have 
demonstrated spatial and temporal correspondence between the fMRI-BOLD signal and 
cortical haemodynamic change measured using fNIRS [147, 150-152]. Wider applications of 
fNIRS technology in surgery are beyond the scope of this thesis and are discussed further in 
Appendix B. 
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Reference Subjects (n=) NIR Imaging 
Device 
Visuomotor Task 
Evaluated 
Outcome 
measures 
Obrig [140] (44), (18), (12) b. I 1 
Watanabe [146] 5 a. I 1 
Kleinschmidt [152] 9 b. 1 2 
Maki [153] 5 a. I 1 
Colier [154] 6 a. 1,3 1,4 
Benaron [148] 5 a. I 2 
Toronov [147] 5 a. 2 1,2 
Obrig [155] 10 b. 4 1,4 
Miyai [156] 8 c. 3 1,2,4 
Strangman [150] 3 a. 1 1,2 
Miyai [157] 6 c. 3 1,5 
Jadzewski [158] 13 a. 2 1 
Sakatani [159] 18 b. 2 1,5 
Miyai [160] 8 c. 3 1,5 
Franceschini [161] 10 a. 1 1 
Shimada [162] 12 c. 5 1,3 
Okamoto [145] 12 c. 6 1, 2,4 
Durduran [163] 7 a. 1 1 
Kuboyama [164] 9 d. 7 1 
Suzuki [144] 9 c. 3 1,4 
Suzuki [165] 7 c. 2 1,4 
Hoge [151] 7 a. 1 1,6 
Selb [166] a. 1 1,6 
Akiyama [167] 11 c. 2 1,5 
Li [168] 11 a. 1 1 
Huppert [151] 11 a. 1 1,2 
Plichta [169] 18 d. 1 1,3 
Sato [170] 7 d. 1 1 
Nagamitsu [171] 12 d. 8 1,3,4 
Peyton [172] 6 d. 1 1,3, 
Herrman [173] 9 4 1,3 
Shibuya [174] 8 b. 2 1,4,7 
Bhambhani [175] 38 a. 2 1,5 
Obrig [176] 10 b. 1 1, 
Strangman [177] 19 a. 1 1, (5) 
Hatakenaka [149] 18 c. 11 1,3,9 
Horovitz [178] 4 d. 1 1 
Mehagnoul-Schipper [154] 12 a. 1 1,2,8 
Shibuya [179] 6 f. 10 1,4,7 
Shibuya [180] 5 f. 10 1,4, 
Shibuya [181] 6 c. 3 1,3 
Ide [182] 12 b. 10 1,4 
Nielsen [183] 11 e. 9 1,4,7 
Sato [184] 30 d. 1 1,3 
Kato [185] 6 d. 2 1,2,5 
Saitou [186] 68 g. 1,2 1,5 
Hirth [187] 5 b. 1 1 
Obrig [188] (12), (12) b. 1 1 
Akiyama [189] 10 c. 2 1,2 
Mackert [190] 8 a. 1 1,2,6 
Mihara [191] 23 c. 2 1,5 
Takeda [192] 10 d. 3 1, 5 
Thomas [193] 13 b. 10 1,4,7 
Wolf [194] 7 a. 3 1,3 
Wreissnegger [195] 16 d. 1 1,3 
Table 3.3 Details of studies included in a systematic review of fNIRS visuomotor task literature. NIR 
imaging devices (a) custom built; (b) Hamamatsu NIRO series (100, 200, 300 or 500); (c) Shimadzu; 
(d) Hitachi ETG system (100,4000,7000); (e) Somanetics INVOS; (f) BOM-Ll TR (Omegawave; 
Japan); (g) HEO-200. Visuomotor tasks (1) Finger Tapping; (2) Walking or Running; (3) Palm 
Squeezing, grasping or pinching; (4) `Go'/ 'No Go'; (5) Reaching on visual display; (6) Apple-peeling; 
(7) Button Pressing; (8) Video gaming; (9) Rowing; (10) Cycling; (11) Pursuit Rotor. Outcome of 
interest (1) Temporal-spatial characteristics of NIR signal response, time to peak; (2) Cross correlation 
between fNIRS response and BOLD +/- other neuroimaging modality; (3) Cognitive behaviour or 
function; (4) Activity of daily living; (5) Cerebrovascular accidents or disease; (6) Technological or 
methodological advance; (7) Investigation of exercise or fatigue; (8) Age-related change in cortical 
function; (9) Motor skills learning. 
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3.5 Systematic Review: fNIRS and Motor Task Behaviour 
In the following section, the use of fNIRS to evaluate cortical function in association with 
motor task behaviours is discussed. The typical fNIRS response to motor stimulation is 
discussed as a means to anticipate responses during surgical skills acquisition. The spatial and 
temporal correspondence between fNIRS responses and those measured using alternative 
neuroimaging modalities is also explored. The current contribution of fNIRS to the 
understanding of motor skill learning, execution of everyday motor behaviours, as well as 
recovery and rehabilitation from cerebrovascular disease is evaluated. 
3.5.1 Typical fNIRS Responses, Localisation and Time to Peak 
3.5.1.1 Typical Task-Induced Response 
Over the last decade investigators have employed relatively simple motor stimuli to 
investigate the typical fNIRS response to brain activation [111, 140, 146, 153, 163, 166, 187, 
188, 196, 197] especially since several competing response patterns had been observed [198, 
199]. In particular, investigators have been keen to determine whether the response to motor 
stimulation parallels that following cognitive engagement [140, 187]. Commonly studied 
tasks included finger tapping or finger-thumb opposition. Single channel devices were 
frequently used to provide single cortical measurement data [188]. However, with single 
channel systems, it took a considerable length of time to measure data from multiple 
positions. Subsequently, multichannel configurations were developed to enable simultaneous 
changes in cortical haemodynamics and have been utilised to determine the cortical region of 
maximal haemodynamic change [111, 146, 153, 163, 164, 187]. 
Early studies were designed as block design experiments [187, 188], where stimuli are 
presented from a few seconds to several minutes followed by fixed episodes of rest. More 
recently, investigators have demonstrated that event related designs — where stimuli are 
presented as a series of discrete events [158], and even single trial designs [155] can be 
successfully employed using fNIRS. 
Despite different types of motor stimulation, optical instrumentation and stimulation 
protocols, investigators have observed very similar patterns of haemoglobin concentration 
change. As illustrated in Figure 3.15, this pattern consists of a rapid increase in HbO2 and total 
haemoglobin (HbT) concentration, with a subsequent decrease during the remainder of motor 
stimulation along with a slower, smaller amplitude decrease in HHb concentration [113, 139, 
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146, 147, 153, 156, 163, 178, 179, 185, 188, 199, 200]. This pattern is entirely consistent with 
the finding of other neuroimaging modalities, particular the increase in the BOLD signal 
observed with a contralateral finger tapping task [200]. 
Figure 3.15 (a) The oxyhaemoglobin [oxy-Hb] and deoxyhaemoglobin [deoxy-Hb] response to motor 
stimulation (left subplots) and visual stimulation (right subplots). The optical probes were positioned 
over respective areas (precentral region for the motor cortex and occipital region for visual cortex). 
During stimulation there is an [oxy-Hb] increase and a [deoxy-Hb] decrease. Data acquired with 
NIRO-500 monitor and averaged across all subjects. [redrawn from Obrig et al. [155]]. 
The temporal offset between Hb02 and HHb has been frequently observed and statistically 
proven [140] and is of the order of 1-2 seconds [111, 158]. The temporal delay in the HHb 
response relative to Hb02 and HbT is consistent with washout of HHb from the venous 
compartment, delayed by vascular transit times [108]. 
All haemoglobin species typically return to baseline some seconds after cessation of the 
motor stimulus. Quantitative temporal data regarding recovery of cortical haemodynamics is 
rarely reported [147, 201]. Where recovery data are reported, Hb02 and HHb return to 
baseline approximately 9-10 seconds after cessation of a brief motor stimulus [201]. Several 
studies also describe a post-stimulus undershoot in Hb02 [140, 145, 151, 155, 158, 187, 188] 
peaking approximately 5-10 seconds following the end of stimulation, but a corresponding 
overshoot in HHb is infrequently reported [158, 187]. The lack of data in terms of 
haemodynamic recovery makes it challenging to determine appropriate rest durations in 
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experimental designs. From the data available, 10-15s durations should be satisfactory, but 
with longer stimulation protocols, longer inter-trial rest episodes may be warranted [176]. 
3.5.1.2 Localisation of Cortical Haemodynamics 
The HHb response has been shown to be more localised and that of Hb02 to be more 
generalised [184, 187]. Additionally, studies demonstrate that decreases in HHb do not have a 
uniform tendency across all subjects [153, 156], with some investigators being unable to 
detect statistically significant HHb changes [146]. Brief initial task induced increases in HHb, 
are thought to mirror the initial dip in the BOLD fMRI response [116]. However, this finding 
is more commonly reported in fNIRS studies of visual behaviour. 
For simple motor tasks, haemodynamic changes have been shown to be maximal for channels 
centred on the motor cortex (C3) [146, 153, 163, 184, 187]. More recent data from 
multichannel fNIRS experiments has demonstrated specific time course haemodynamic 
changes depending upon optode location. In the study by Sato et al. [184], following temporal 
segmentation, three distinctly different patterns of haemodynamic change were observed 
during a long finger tapping protocol. Patterns with sustained Hb02 / HbT increases were 
observed primarily in channels centred on the contralateral motor cortex, patterns of transient 
Hb02 / HbT increases at the start of the task period were observed over the somatosensory 
cortex, and patterns of accumulating Hb02 / HbT increases were observed over posterior 
regions of the frontal cortex and superior regions of the temporal cortex. 
3.5.1.3 Time to Peak for Cortical Haemodynamics 
Some investigators define the mean time for maximal deflection of each haemoglobin species 
from baseline levels [140, 147, 153, 196]. This is commonly referred to as the 'time to peak' 
(TTP) for Hb02 and 'time to nadir' (TTN) for HHb. Table 3.4 summarises studies in which 
TTP and for Hb02 and HbT, and the TTN for HHb have been defined and documented. 
Evidently, TTP and TTN are highly dependent on the haemoglobin species in question and 
duration of the motor stimulus. In general, the longer the motor stimulus, the longer the TTP. 
Both Hb02 and HbT appear to peak within 5-10s, whilst the TTN for HHb is more variable 
and can be up to 10-15s. 
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Reference 
Maki [153] 
Watanabe [146] 
Boas [201] 
Franceschini [161] 
Obrig [155] 
Iasdzewski [158] 
Colier [196] 
Hirth [187] 
Huppert [151] 
Huppert [151] 
Toronov [147] 
Nagamitsu [171] 
Colier [154] 
Miyai [156] 
Miyai [157] 
Mackert [190] 
Shibuya [181] 
Nature / length of 
stimulus or trial 
(seconds) 
Finger opposition 
/ 30s 
Finger to thumb 
opposition / 30s 
Finger flexion / 
extension / 15s 
Finger opposition 
/ 20s 
Finger opposition 
/ lOs 
Palm squeeze / 2s 
Finger opposition 
/ 20s 
Finger tapping / 
60s 
Finger tapping / 2s 
(a) 
Finger tapping / 2s 
(b)* 
Light Palm 
squeeze / 20s 
`Donkey Kong' 
video game / 15s 
Antiphase and 
in-phase cyclical 
foot and hand 
motion / 20s 
Treadmill walking 
/ 32s 
Treadmill walking 
(hemiplegic 
patients) / 30s 
Finger Flexion / 
30s 
Hand grip task / 
3 minutes 
5-10 
8 
6.0 ± 0.5 
5 
6 
6 
9.6 ± 2.0 
4.6 ± 1.7 
4.0 ± 1.4 
10-18 
Child = 10.5 ±4.0 
Adult = 8.8 ± 3.5 
In phase = 4.3 
anti-phase = 8.8 
5-10 
10 
5.4 ± 1.2 
Contralateral M1= 
100-180 
Ipsilateral 
M1=125-180 
10 
5.0 ± 0.6 
5 
13.1 ± 
6.0 ± 1.2 
6.0 ± 1.0 
10-18 
Child = 13.8 ± 11.4 
Adult = 9.3 ± 5.6 
In phase = 8.1 
anti-phase = 11.0 
4.8 ± 0.5 
Contralateral 
M1=60-180 
Ipsilateral 
M1=135-180 
8 
5.0 ± 0.6 
4.5 ± 1.7 
3.9 ± 1.5 
Child = 9.8 ± 4.9 
Adult = 9.7 ± 4.4 
Contralateral M1= 
100-180 
Ipsilateral Ml= 
115-180 
Time to peak for haemoglobin species (seconds) 
Hb02 	 HHb 	 HbT 
7 	 5 
6 
Table 3.4 Table summarises time to peak in haemoglobin data based on the nature and length of 
motor stimulus. *The study by Huppert et al. involved comparisons between fNIRS and BOLD fMRI 
(a) and fNIRS and ASL (b). 
3.5.1.4 Ipsilateral versus Contralateral Haemodynamic Responses 
Typical patterns of haemodynamic change have also been described over the ipsilateral 
sensorimotor cortex. However, haemodynamic changes are typically more pronounced over 
the contralateral cortex [111, 140, 146, 178, 184, 187, 188]. For example, in the study by 
Obrig et al. [140], the cortical oxygenation response to ipsilateral finger opposition (+ 2.27 
µM*cm) was found to be half that of contralateral stimulation (+ 4.98 04*cm). This is highly 
suggestive of response lateralisation. Indeed, some investigators have even failed to detect 
any significant ipsilateral haemoglobin concentration change [163]. 
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3.5.2 Modulation, Reliability and Repeatability of fNIRS Responses 
3.5.2.1 Modulation of the Typical Haemodynamic Response 
Of the studies designed to investigate the typical NIRS response, possible the largest is that by 
Obrig et al. [140], in which over seventy subjects performed a sequential finger opposition 
task. This study was designed to not only evaluate the typical response but also to determine 
if the response could be modulated by increasing the rate of motor performance. Data from 
twelve subjects suggested that the NIRS response could be modulated by performance 
frequency. Changes in Hb02 and HHb were significantly greater at 3Hz than at 1Hz. Similar 
results were obtained by Kuboyama et al. [164], who found that maximal effort (ME) button 
pressing (6.46 ± 0.72 Hz) was associated with significantly greater levels of HbT change than 
25% ME or 50% ME. Unlike the latter study which did not control the exact amount of effort, 
Horovitz et al. [178] assessed the effect of load on motor task activity by specifically 
controlling the degree of resistance of a finger tapping device at eight different stages. A 
linear response was observed between activation and resistance load (r = 0.974), as well as 
between activation and task duration ( r = 0.969) [178]. 
3.5.2.2 Repeatability and Reliability of Haemodynamic Responses 
An extensive literature search only identified four studies specifically designed to address 
repeatability of fNIRS responses [163, 177, 202, 203]. In the study by Durduran et al. [163], 
two subjects repeated an externally paced finger tapping protocol twice at two week intervals. 
Results were reported to be repeatable to within 5%, but with little in-depth analysis. Sato et 
al. [203] adopted a more sophisticated approach, evaluating within subject reproducibility of 
the response to a simple finger tapping task across six months, thereby minimising the effect 
of habituation, learning and other environmental factors (performance frequency, consistent 
examiner, time of day, etc). The investigators defined the activation episode by selecting a 
floating 25s temporal window. This temporal window was allowed to vary from 5s following 
stimulus onset to 15s after onset, and was subject dependent. The mean signal change and 
time course were used as reproducibility indices of signal amplitude and temporal 
information. The reproducibility of spatial activation was more elaborate. Mean changes for 
pre-task rest were compared to those during the task using a paired t-test. The authors defined 
the co-ordinates of the activation centre (xr , y,.) as follows: 
E. xia, ya 
	 y, 	 E a, 	2 a, 
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where, (x„y,) denotes the co-ordinates of the i'th activation point and a, is the signal 
amplitude at the i'th activation point. Using this approach, the authors found the activation 
centre was reproduced within 16.0mm (AHbO2), 18.6mm (AHHb) and 16.0mm (AHbT) on 
average. This is within the limits of the minimum source-detector separation distance in the 
majority of fNIRS experiments. Regarding signal amplitude, no significant difference was 
observed between the two sessions. Concerning reproducibility of temporal information, the 
mean correlation co-efficient between time courses of the two sessions was high (AHb02, r = 
0.877±0.135, AHHb, r = 0.843±0.074, AHbT, r = 0.844±0.125). 
Using a similar tapping protocol, Plichta et al. [169] sought to evaluate the regional 
specificity of fNIRS using a 52-channel configuration encompassing both sensorimotor 
cortices and both visual cortices. Right hand tapping led to activation change (defined as a 
significant increase in Hb02) in channels centred over the contralateral motor cortex without 
similar change in the ipsilateral cortex or visual cortices. Left hand tapping led to significant 
activation in channels over both ipsilateral and contralateral motor cortices. Visual stimulation 
(white screen flashing) led to significant activation in channels localised over the visual 
cortices. Interestingly, no regional specificity was observed for HHb. Correlations between 
activation patterns for right and left motor activation (rho=0.76) were stronger than for left 
motor versus visual stimuli (rho=0.20) and right motor versus visual stimuli (rho=0.10). 
However, this study is biased by the temporal episode selected for analysis of activation, 
which differed between the motor task (20 seconds) compared to the visual task (6-12 
seconds). 
Haemodynamic responses have even been shown to be repeatable in subjects suffering 
traumatic brain injury (TBI). Bhambhani et al. [175], evaluated the repeatability of cerebral 
oxygenation and blood volume changes in nondisabled and subjects with TBI. The intraclass 
correlation coefficient was used to calculate the test-retest reliability of NIRS parameters. The 
authors found strong correlations for cerebral oxygenation change (r = 0.83, p = 0.002) and 
blood volume responses (r = 0.80, p = 0.002) with slightly lower values for disabled patients 
(r=0.70 and r=0.64, p < 0.001 for each variable). 
Overall, in my view, there is sufficient evidence to support the existence of a typical and 
repeatable haemodynamic response to motor stimulation which in turn reflects genuine 
cortical activation. This pattern is detectable using fNIRS and is consistently observed across 
different time points, study designs and motor paradigms. 
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3.5.3 Optode Registration and Accuracy 
In the majority of studies accurate positioning of optodes was conducting using the 
International 10-20 system for electrode placement as illustrated in Figure 3.16, or an equally 
valid alternative such as the Unambiguously Illustrated 10-10 system [122, 145, 154, 156, 
157, 171]. 
Figure 3.16 Schematic illustration of the International 10-20 system for electrode placement. Scalp 
positions relate to underlying cortical anatomy in terms of frontal (F), parietal (P) and occipital (0) 
locations. 
If no signal change was elicited during the first few runs, investigators often re-positioned the 
optodes until a concentration change coincident with the stimulus was observed [140, 163, 
188, 201, 204]. In my view, this is an unacceptable strategy to use for optode placement in 
studies aiming to compare activation between groups of subjects, as it risks biasing the 
investigator toward detecting a response. In other studies, optode localisation with respect to 
underlying cortical structures was confirmed using high resolution T1-weighted 3D MRI 
images (for all subjects, a subset of participants or using a normalised atlas). I have employed 
the latter method to provide information on the underlying anatomy obtained from optode 
positions. Optode locations being identified using either fatty pine nuts or vitamin D or E 
capsules (Hirth, Obrig et al. 1997; Miyai, Tanabe et al. 2001; Miyai, Yagura et al. 2002; 
Miyai, Yagura et al. 2003; Okamoto, Dan et al. 2004; Suzuki, Miyai et al. 2004; Akiyama, 
Ohira et al. 2005; Murata, Sakatani et al. 2006; Nagamitsu, Nagano et al. 2006; Hatakenaka, 
Miyai et al. 2007; Sato, Ito et al. 2007). In other cases, the location of the central sulcus was 
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identified on anatomical MRI, and the probes guided into position using a stereotactic 
locating device such as ` nettronavigator' [146, 153]. 
3.5.4 Correspondence Between fNIRS and Other Neuroimaging Modalities 
Eight articles [145, 147, 150-152, 154, 163, 187] were identified that specifically assessed the 
temporal or spatial correspondence between activation foci quantified using fNIRS and at 
least one other neuroimaging technique during visuomotor evaluation. The majority of studies 
compared the cortical oxygenation change measured using fNIRS with the fMRI BOLD 
response [147, 150-152] and/or flow quantified using arterial spin labelling (ASL) [151, 152]. 
One study was mostly interested in the effects of age rather than correlation between fNIRS 
and BOLD [154]. Only one study was identified that compared the haemodynamic response 
quantified using fNIRS with cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) measured using 
transcranial doppler (TCD) [187]. 
3.5.4.1 Correspondence Between fNIRS and fMRI Techniques 
There appears to be a spatial and temporal correlation between fNIRS response and BOLD 
fMRI, but the strength of these correlations is variable and highly dependent on the 
haemoglobin species. There remains some debate regarding which haemoglobin species best 
reflects cortical activation and indeed which species correlates best with the BOLD response. 
Theoretically, HHb would be the most reliable parameter reflecting activation as measured by 
BOLD, given the common physiological mechanism underlying both measurements. Yet, 
only a few studies have been able to demonstrate good correlations between HHb and fMRI 
BOLD signals [151, 152]. 
In the study by Durduran et al. [163], the BOLD change in the sensorimotor cortex 
contralateral to the tapping hand was 1.7%, and was associated with a mean A Hb decrease 
from the optical data of 3 µM. Although suggestive of a link, no formal quantitative analysis 
was conducted. Further evidence of the physiological link between HIlb and BOLD was 
provided by Kleinschmidt et al. [152], who imaged M1 using fMRI and DOI during six 
cycles of unilateral finger opposition. In all subjects, fMRI recordings yielded activation maps 
showing task-related signal changes in the primary sensorimotor hand area, contralateral to 
the performing hand. Similarly, in all but one subject, the motor stimulus was associated with 
a decrease in HI-113. This response followed the onset of task performance, with a latency of 
several seconds and persisted for some seconds after task cessation. Interestingly, for 
contralateral task execution, when the data were pooled and averaged across all subjects, the 
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HHb response and lateralisation was significant (p < 0.01) but this was not the case for Hb02 
or HbT responses. Additionally, HHb decreases in response to task performance were only 
observed if the presumptive optical sample volume covered the activation focus mapped by 
MRI. The authors concluded that this underlines the common physiological mechanism of the 
BOLD signal and changes in HHb. More recently, Huppert et al. [151] provided more 
evidence for a link between HHb and BOLD, using a short (2s) finger tapping protocol. Data 
for Ail BOLD were cross-correlated with each Hb species, with the strongest correlation 
being observed for HHb (r2 values as follows: Hb02=0.71, HbT = 0.58, and I-IHb = 0.98). 
Notwithstanding the above, evidence from other studies suggests a better correspondence 
between HbO2 and fMRI-BOLD. The largest quantitative comparison between BOLD and 
fNIRS signals was conducted by Strangman et al. [150], who performed quantitative 
comparisons between the fMRI-BOLD response and changes in all three haemoglobin 
species obtained from fNIRS measurements to a simple four-finger flexion/extension exercise 
assessing externally paced four finger flexion/extension tasks [150]. Interestingly, correlations 
between A(1/BOLD) versus A[Hb02] were unexpectedly stronger than with A[111-1b]. In fact, 
for the three subjects included, the correlations between fMRI-BOLD and HHb varied 
dramatically. It was hypothesised that this might be due to partial volume effects, with 
different partial volumes of activation between subjects. These results are consistent with 
other studies in which HHb decreases accompanying functional activation did not reach 
statistical significance [146] and is further supported by fNIRS signal studies using animal 
brain models, which have proposed that Hb02 is the more sensitive parameter [198]. 
Explanations for these findings have included the smaller magnitude of the HHb response, the 
inferior contrast to noise ratio versus Hb02 and the fact that HHb is more sensitive to errors in 
optical measurements such as effect of wavelength selection and pathlength related / cross-
talk issues [111]. 
Additionally, several criticisms have been levelled at earlier work, suggesting a better link 
with HHb. For example, in the study by Kleinschmidt et al. [152] only one slice was used in 
the fMRI set-up, hence the contribution of extracranial artefacts to the haemodynamic 
changes measured by fNIRS remained unclear. Additionally, with only one source detector 
pair, the design did not allow haemodynamic changes in the activated area and those outside 
of it to be classified. To address these issues, Toronov et al. [147] used a multichannel 
frequency-domain fNIRS instrument and a set of five fMRI slices at different depths of the 
head from the skin to gray matter. Unlike Kleinschmidt et al. [152], the largest detected 
changes were for HbO2 and not for HHb changes, possible due to differences in wavelength 
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(Kleinschmidt used NIRO-500, with wavelengths 775,825,850, and 904 — all of which are 
longer than the local maximum in the 1-1Hb extinction coefficient at 758nm). Interestingly, in 
a further study of mock and real apple peeling, Okamato et al. [145] found relatively poor 
correlations between fMRI and fNIRS, regardless the haemoglobin species and could not shed 
light on which parameter is the best marker of activation. 
Finally, it should be noted that whilst the BOLD response of fMRI is almost exclusively 
sensitive to the venous compartment, optical recordings are sensitive to the venous, arterial 
and capillary compartments. Therefore, there is always the possibility of spatial mismatch 
between the two techniques. Other reasons for the variability in the results may relate to (1) 
paradigm design (type of task, stimulus and rest durations); (2) fNIRS technology 
(Continuous wave or Frequency Domain); (3) fMRI acquisition protocols; (4) selection or 
extraction of the BOLD signal for comparison; (5) calculation of HbO2 and HHb values and 
(6) the post processing of fNIRS data or selection of the time course for comparison with the 
BOLD signal. 
3.5.4.2 fNIRS, Transcranial Doppler and Arterial Spin Labelling-Magnetic Resonance 
Other studies have found good correlations between CBFV measured using TCD and cortical 
oxygenation change with both responses being biphasic and peaking at about 8-9s [187]. 
Finally, one study demonstrated the benefits of combined fNIRS assessments and Arterial 
Spin Labelling-Magnetic Resonance (ASL-MR) to determine metabolic markers of activation 
such as CMRO2, estimated to increase by 47± 5% during finger tapping stimulation [75]. 
These studies have done little to advance the understanding of which fNIRS parameters 
should be used to reflect genuine cortical activation. However, the general correspondence 
between task induced Hb02 / HHb change centered on BOLD fMRI activated regions, 
supports the fact that fNIRS monitors functional brain haemodynamics, have intracranial 
origin and are not artefactual. 
3.5.5 fNIRS Evaluations During Everyday Motor Behaviours 
In total, eight papers have specifically addressed cortical brain mapping in healthy subjects 
during activities of every daily living. The activities under investigation including amongst 
others, walking [156], running[144], playful activity [171, 172] and apple peeling [145]. 
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3.5.5.1 fNIRS Assessment of Apple Peeling 
In the study by Okamoto et al. [145], significant activation foci were detected in M1, PMC 
and SMA during 'mock' apple-peeling. However, there was no evidence of PFC activation 
with little increase in ABOLD (less than 0.8%). Similarly, there was little or no increase in 
A[Hb02] (less than 0.1µM), with no statistically significant change from rest in channels 
centered on the PFC. It is worth noting that overall the sample size was small (n=4) and that 
changes in HHb were not subjected to statistical analysis. Interestingly, a separate evaluation 
(n=12) of real apple peeling revealed statistically significant A[Hb02] (p<0.001) in channels 
centered on the dorsolateral, ventrolateral and frontopolar areas. Significant activation was 
also observed during 'mock' apple peeling in this group, but A[Hb02] was between 0.2-0.6µM 
greater for real apple peeling. This suggests that the PFC is engaged more during real than 
mock apple-peeling. The authors speculated that real peeling resulted in greater concentration 
and attention as subjects were handling a real knife. These findings should be interpreted with 
caution since the sample size is small and only changes in Hb02 were analysed (HHb change 
being reported as 'minimal). 
3.5.5.2 fNIRS Assessments During Playful Motor Activity 
Two studies used fNIRS to investigate the cortical response to playful activities [171, 172]. 
Peyton et al. [172] compared the haemodynamic response in the frontal, occipital and parietal 
lobes using a CW-NIRS device (ETG-100) during a series of rudimentary tasks (simple visual 
task — observe the face of George Washington, simple motor task — right hand finger tapping, 
and speech task — reciting the alphabet), and compared these responses to those obtained 
during 'non-novel' and 'novel' integration of the rudimentary tasks. All activities were 
associated with increases in HHb, HbT and Hb02 in all areas of the cortex studied. However, 
concerning the frontal lobe, only the novel integration task was associated with significantly 
greater increases in haemoglobin over at least one of the rudimentary tasks (HHb, p = 0.008; 
Hb02, p = 0.03; HbT, p = 0.008). No differences were observed between rudimentary task 
and non-novel integration. There is a suggestion that novel spontaneous integration of 
rudimentary tasks (defined as play), leads to greater cerebral volume change in the frontal 
cortex than non-novel integration. It is worth noting that the small sample size is 
comparatively small (n=6), making the interpretation of these findings more challenging. 
Additionally, the actual difference between novel integration (eyes open observing the 
manipulation of a cartoon face hand puppet, while speaking spontaneously in a non-rehearsed 
way) and non-novel integration (eyes open observing the manipulation of a George 
Washington face hand puppet, while speaking the alphabet) could be called into question. 
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The study by Nagamitsu et al. [171] sought to investigate the effect of video game playing on 
prefrontal brain activity. The study involved 15s episodes of video game play (Donkey 
Kong') followed by a 15s relaxation period, involving six children and six adults. The authors 
used a paired t-test to determine if changes from rest were statistically significant. No clear or 
consistent pattern of haemoglobin change emerged. Significant increases and decreases in all 
haemoglobin species were observed in at least one child and one adult, although there was a 
trend toward increasing HbT in adults and decreasing HbT in children. In a further analysis, 
averaged change in haemoglobin values were calculated for the PFC region and correlation 
analysis was performed between PFC data and channels centered on the motor region. No 
significant correlations were found in children. Significant correlations were observed 
between PFC and fronto-parietal Hb02 change (p = 0.024) in adults whereas correlations for 
HbT did not reach threshold (p=0.050). It should be noted that the strength of the linear 
correlation in terms of r2 value were not reported. Additionally, unlike other studies of video 
game play [205] there was no formal assessment of the subject's performance, level of 
interest, or attention that might better explain these results. We suggest that the increase in 
HbT observed in PFC channels in adults and decrease HbT observed in children, may be 
explained by the fact that video game play is a novel task for adults unaccustomed to gaming, 
whereas some of the children frequented played the game for as much as 2h per day. 
Decreased CBV might represent PFC 'deactivation' as has been observed in other fNIRS 
studies [162]. 
3.5.5.3 fNIRS Assessments of Locomotor Activity 
A total of five studies were focused to investigating the cortical response to locomotor 
activity. Colier et al. [154] investigated the response of the left motor cortex to in-phase and 
anti-phase cyclical hand and foot motions, as a vehicle for studying the effect of task 
difficultly (more attention is required with anti-phase movements: hand extension coupled to 
foot plantar flexion versus in-phase movements). Easy and difficult associations were 
randomised, with 20s of motor activity (externally paced at IHz) interspersed with 60s 
episodes of rest. No significant differences were observed in maximal changes in Hb02 and 
HHb during the easy and difficult associations, nor in the time corresponding to maximal 
change. These results are not surprising given that both easy and difficult trials were 
externally paced at 1Hz. Additionally, no data is provided with respect to the kinematics of 
performance (reaction time, electromyographic analysis, etc) making it impossible to know 
whether subjects actually found the anti-phase movement technically more demanding. Given 
that the instrument used (OXYMON) is not a multichannel device, it would not have been 
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possible to explore parietal or PFC behaviour where it is conceivable that differences in 
processing between easy and complex tasks may be located. 
Three studies, one by Miyai et al. [156] and two by Suzuki et al. [144, 165] evaluated cortical 
function during walking and running exercises on a treadmill. Miyai et al. [156] compared the 
cortical response between walking on a treadmill at 1.0km/h, alternating arm swing without 
walking, alternating dorsiflexion and plantar foot flexion in a resting position and motor 
imagery of gait. During walking, a typical cortical oxygenation response was observed 
comprising an increase in Hb02 and HbT over the left medial sensorimotor cortex, although 
little or no change in HElb was identified. A subtraction method was used to isolate an area 
corresponding to the anterior medial sensorimotor cortex involved in gait but not in arm 
swing or foot movements. It should be noted that the subtraction analysis was only performed 
for one representative case. The group level statistical analysis confirmed that bilateral medial 
sensorimotor haemodynamic change accompanies walking. Arm swing without gait seemed 
to activate more lateral parts of the sensorimotor cortex. Cortical oxygenation change during 
gait imagery was located bilaterally in the SMC, supporting the role of this region in motor 
imagery. 
In a follow up study, Suzuki et al. [144] sought to determine the role of the prefrontal and 
premotor cortices in locomotor control. The task involved 90s episodes of walking on a 
treadmill at 3km/h and 5km/h and running at 9km/h, interspersed with 30s rest periods. An 
extensive 42-channel system was employed to capture fronto-parietal cortical activation. 
Heart rate, blood pressure and saturation were also recorded and cadence (steps/minute) was 
calculated offline. At 3km/h, activation foci were centered on the bilateral medial SMC. This 
pattern was similar at 5km/h. During 9km/h the PFC and PMC as well as the medial SMC 
were highly activated. Significantly greater PFC activation occurred during running at 9km/h 
than walking at 3km/h and 5km/h. The predominance of the PFC during running may be 
secondary to the need for attention, maintaining posture and preparing the appropriate leg 
movements. More recent data from the same group suggests that walking following a verbal 
cue (prepared walking) leads to more profound PFC and PMC activation than walking 
without a verbal cue (simple walking) [165]. 
3.5.6 fNIRS in Exercise and Motor Fatigue 
Five studies evaluated fNIRS during normal, sub-maximal and / or exhaustive exercise [174, 
179, 180, 182, 206]. These studies demonstrate that cortical oxygenation increases in the first 
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few minutes following exercise, inline with the increase in 02 metabolic demands. Cerebral 
oxygenation decreases when maximal exercise elicits significant arterial desaturation [206]. 
More relevant to this thesis, is the work conducted on supramaximal exercise and fatigue 
[174, 179, 180]. In three related papers, Shibuya et al. [174, 179, 180] demonstrate that 
despite an initial increase in cortical haemodynamics, extended supramaximal exercise leads 
to significant decreases in Hb02 and HbDiff [Hb02-HHb]. It is possible that fatigue occurs 
not only in the periphery (i.e. in the muscles themselves) but also in the Central Nervous 
System [207]. The reduction in cortical haemodynamic change accompanying exhaustive 
exercise is indicative of a central reduction in cerebral function. This may explain why during 
intense exercise subjects exhibit a decrease in cognitive abilities [207]. 
3.5.7 fNIRS in Stroke Assessment and Motor Rehabilitation 
Seven clinical studies using fNIRS techniques to investigate rehabilitation and recovery from 
cerebrovascular accidents [157, 160, 167, 175, 186, 199]. Of these, four investigated hand-
grasping tasks [167, 175, 199, 204], two were studies of gait [157, 160] and one involved a 
multitude of tasks [186]. Only two studies assessed longitudinal changes, one following 
surgical intervention [167] and one following rehabilitation programs [160]. The results of 
theses studies can be summarised as follows: 
3.5.7.1 Hand Grasping 
Kato et al. [199] evaluated 6 chronic stroke patients and 5 aged matched controls during a 
hand grasping task using both fNIRS and fMRI techniques. The results demonstrated greater 
SMC activation in the cortex ipsilateral to the moving hand in patients versus healthy 
controls. Although the results are in line with previous neuroimaging studies of hemiplegic 
patients, we interpret the findings with caution in view of small sample sizes and the use of an 
arbitrary activation scoring system (0=no activation, 1=slight activation, 2=moderate 
activation and 3=intense activation). Specifically, the authors do not elaborate the method 
used to define the descriptors on this scale. 
In a similar study, Sakatani et al. [204], compared the cortical haemodynamic responses to a 
hand grasping task in normal subjects (n=6), patients with cerebral ischaemia (n=6) and 
patients with glioma located adjacent to the primary SMC (n=10). BOLD-fMRI revealed 
robust activation in the primary SMC contralateral to the performing hand, but was 
comparatively limited in patients with ischaemic lesions and glioma. Concerning the fNIRS 
response, typical haemodynamic responses (increases in Hb02 and HbT, coupled to decreases 
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in HHb) were observed in normal subjects. In contrast, task induced increases in all 
haemoglobin species were observed in patients with ischaemic lesions and gliomas. This 
study is limited by the small sample size, increasing the likelihood of type II error. 
Additionally, the authors were unable to justify the sustained increase in HHb levels in 
patients with ischaemia. The explanation that CMRO2 accompanying neuronal activity is 
greater in ischaemic patients than normal controls is entirely speculative. Moreover, the 
results could be explained by the low signal to noise ratio of HHb. 
Bhambhani et al. [175] used a hand-grasp paradigm to compare the fNIRS haemodynamic 
response in 25 subjects with TBI and compared these responses with 13 nondisabled control 
subjects. Cerebral oxygenation was significantly lower in subjects with TBI, but no 
significant between-group differences were observed for changes in CBV. The authors 
hypothesised that the greater intensity of the hand grip strength in nondisabled subjects should 
have resulted in a greater increase in CBV. The explanation for similar CBV change in 
nondisabled and disabled subjects is unclear. The authors suggest their findings may be 
influenced by sex, given that there were more males in the TBI group and the CBV response 
to neuronal activity has been shown to be somewhat gender dependent [208]. 
Finally, in a case series of 11 patients with ischaemic insults (severe internal carotid stenosis 
or occlusion), Akiyama et al. [167] investigated abnormal cortical oxygenation responses 
accompanying a hand grasping task. Specifically, the investigators were keen to observe 
abnormal haemodynamic responses in patients with intra-cortical steal phenomenon', 
defined as an abnormal decrease in regional CBF after loading with the cerebral vasodilator 
acetazolamide. In all patients significant increases in HbT and Hb02 was observed in channels 
centered on the primary SMC. However, in three patients (two with intra-cortical steal 
phenomenon), decreases in HbT were observed in regions anterior and inferior to the 
centremost channels. Peripheral decreases in HbT disappeared completely or recovered 
partially following surgical intervention. These results suggest that the normal physiological 
mechanism inducing increase in CBF during functional activation is dysfunctional in these 
patients. A certain volume of blood may be 'stolen' from the periphery of the SMC to its 
centre. However, only three of the eleven subjects had confirmed intra-cortical steal using a 
gold-standard PET acetazolamide test. Of these patients, one did not show any abnormality in 
HbT change. Additionally, given the small sample size it was not possible to statistically 
differentiate patients with or without intra-cortical steal phenomenon. 
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3.5.7.2 Treadmill Walking 
A recent case-control study by Mihara et al. [191] involving twenty three subjects (11 healthy 
controls versus 12 patients) demonstrated persistent lateral and medial PFC activation during 
acceleration and steady state treadmill walking in patients with CVA. Although the authors 
utilised the same temporal window for analysis in each group, a set cadence speed was set for 
controls (3-5km/h) whereas the patient group were asked to walk as fast as was 'comfortable' 
(--0.4-3km/h). The difference in locomotor kinetics may have been responsible for the 
primary finding. However, it is plausible given the importance of the PFC for motor learning, 
that this region might be involved in a process of re-learning to walk. 
3.5.7.3 Stroke Rehabilitation 
The first formal fNIRS rehabilitation study was performed by Saitou et al. [186], who studied 
44 hemiplegic patients and 24 controls, using 13 rehabilitation tasks. In nearly all tasks the 
investigators observed significant activation in channels centered on the PFC. It should be 
noted that significant changes in heart rate (HR) and / or blood pressure (BP) were observed 
and these are known to affect fNIRS signals [128]. Subsequently Miyai et al. [157], evaluated 
six hemiplegic patients on a treadmill following two different randomised rehabilitation 
interventions, mechanical assistance of the paralysed leg (CON) and a facilitation technique 
to the pelvic region (FT). Objective measurements demonstrated significantly greater cadence 
for the FT condition. The FT condition induced greater activation than CON. Interestingly, 
activation of the PMC was greater on the unaffected side versus the affected hemisphere, 
analysed using a laterality index Li defined as follows: 
AHbO2affected — AHbO2unaffected1  Li = 
AHbO2affected AHbO2unaffectedj 
Two-way repeated ANOVA demonstrated dominant PMC activation in the unaffected 
hemisphere during walking. Given the relative absence of premotor activation during walking 
in healthy subjects, the findings suggest that this region may be important in adaptive motor 
control to perform the walking task assisted by therapists. However, the results should be 
interpreted with caution given the small sample size and heterogeneous population. The 
authors included subjects with both ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke, differing lesion types 
(cortex and subcortex, and only subcortex) and lesions locations, as well as evaluating 
subjects at different time points following injury. 
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3.5.7.4 Longitudinal Stroke Rehabilitation 
In a follow-up Miyai et al. [160] imaged 8 subjects (4 from previous study and 4 new 
patients), during hemiparetic gait on a treadmill, before and after 2 months of rehabilitation. 
The findings confirmed asymmetric activation in the primary SMC with greater oxygenation 
change in the unaffected hemisphere. As shown in Figure 3.17 following rehabilitation a 
noticeable 'improvement' in laterality occurred, with increased oxygenation change in the 
affected SMC. Similar findings were also observed by Takeda et al. [192] who demonstrated 
widespread bilateral SMC activation during a grip strength task in the initial post-injury 
period with a subsequent return to the normal contralateral pattern at a second assessment on 
discharge (-35 days following injury). Improved sensorimotor activation in the affected 
hemisphere may underlie functional recovery from stroke. 
Figure 3.17 Changes in inter-hemispheric asymmetry of regional activation during hemiparetic gait as 
measured using Li. Positive Li indicates more activation in the affected hemisphere versus the 
unaffected hemisphere. Asymmetry in primary sensorimotor activation significantly improved 
(*p<0.05) following in-patient rehabilitation. [reproduced from Miyai et al. [160]]. 
3.5.8 fNIRS in Visuomotor Skills Learning 
This area is of particular relevance to this thesis since we employ fNIRS to study technical 
skills acquisition in surgery. Despite an extensive literature search, we were only able to 
identify one study (aside from those conducted as part of this thesis) that specifically address 
motor skills learning using fNIRS [149]. This study conducted by Hatakenaka et al. [149], 
involved eighteen right-handed subjects learning to perform a pursuit rotor task (PR) that 
requires the subject to maintain the tip of a metal stylus on a rotating round target. As 
illustrated in Figure 3.18, an extensive 42-channel system (OMM-2001, Shimadzu, Kyoto) 
was used to detect cortical haemodynamic change across PFC and motor related regions. 
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PR performance improved with the increasing number of cycle repetitions as indexed by the 
mean time on target. Trajectories as measured using a two-dimensional motor analysis system 
and surface electric myography (EMG) of the upper extremity muscle groups showed more 
steady patterns with cycle repetitions. As shown in Figure 3.19 there was an apparent shift 
from the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) to the SMA proper. Repeated measures 
ANOVA confirmed significant decreases in 6,11b0, and AHHb in the pre-SMA (p<0.0001), 
and increases in both haemoglobin species in the SMA (p<0.001). The findings may be 
related to the neurophysiological 'pruning' of attentional and control areas common to nearly 
all practice effects studies [209]. In this regard, the most robust findings are of PFC 
attenuation (see section 3.7.1), so it is rather surprising that no significant change in PFC 
activation was observed across learning. The authors suggest that the pre-SMA to SMA shift 
may relate to the role of the former in the cognitive aspects of sequence learning and the latter 
for motor execution [210]. 
Figure 3.18 (a) Set-up of the pursuit rotor task. (b) Location of optodes exposed to the brain surface of 
a standard brain. Twenty-eight optodes, comprising 12 light source fibers (red) and 16 detectors (blue), 
were arranged on the scalp that enabled 42 channel measurement. The anatomical location of the 
optodes marked by vitamin D capsule was overlaid on anatomical MRI surface images the normalized 
brain surface. CS: central sulcus. (c) The channels covering SMC, SMA, preSMA, PMC, and PFC are 
shown. [reproduced from Hatakenaka et al. [149]]. 
oxyHb 
(mM•crn) 
Figure 3.19 Representative cortical mappings based on task-related increases in HbO, during PR task. 
Serial changes in HbO, during eight cycles of the task. [redrawn from Hatakenaka et al. [149]]. 
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3.5.9 Limitations of fNIRS Technology 
There are a number of important limitations with existing fNIRS technology, summarised as 
follows: 
(a) Spatial localisation. As with EEG and MEG, no anatomical images are provided when 
fNIRS is used in isolation. In order to provide comparisons in functional activation between 
subjects, an external reference framework (International 10-20 System) is required [122]. 
Despite the value of these external reference systems in roughly guiding NIR optodes over 
broad brain regions, identification of exact gyri or sulci beneath the probes are difficult to 
identify in the absence of three-dimensional MRI images. Researchers have now evaluated 
the probabilistic underlying anatomy for each of the 21 International 10-20 surface positions 
making it possible to relate findings back to the underlying neuroanatomy [211]. Co-
registration of fNIRS activation foci onto normalised or individual anatomical MR images is 
possible and may further overcome these limitations. 
(b) Spatial resolution. The spatial resolution, is often no better than the source-detector 
separation, typically no more than 30mm, although the resolution can be improved with the 
use of overlapping measurements from neighbouring optodes [212]. Spatial resolution 
decreases with depth owing to marked scattering of light. It is not currently feasible for fNIRS 
to monitor activation in deep brain structures. For FD and CW instruments, the depth of 
maximum brain sensitivity is approximately half the source detector separation. Hence, for a 
source-detector separation of 3cm, the maximum sensitivity will be found below and between 
the emission and receiver probes at a depth of approximately 1.5cm below the scalp surface 
[113]. In general, measurements are limited to a banana shaped volume on the cortical 
surface, as illustrated in Figure 3.20 [113]. 
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Figure 3.20 Sensitivity plot of light travelling through a homogenous, highly scattering medium. 
Colours indicate the number of detected photons, where red and yellow are the highest number and 
blue the lowest. A contour plot / depth plot for light travelling through the head of a sample subject. 
Banana-shaped volume illustrates the limit of the NIRS instrument. [redrawn from Strangman et al. 
[11311. 
(c) Surface coupling. Successful recordings of fNIRS signals partly depends on obtaining 
good, stable optical contact with the subject's scalp. A number of factors may influence 
surface coupling such as hair follicles which absorb NIR light, skin colour type (darker 
pigmentation being more strongly absorbing) and fibre stability (a function of rigidity, torque, 
strain relief and subject comfort) [113]. The author of this thesis has found that movement of 
NIR optodes against the scalp lead to significant motion artefact. Attempts at rigidly securing 
firm optode contact include inserting fibres through modified motorcycle helmets, 
thermoplastic helmets, and spring-loaded fibres secured with surgical bandaging or tape 
[213]. 
(d) Wavelength selection and cross-talk. The precision of fNIRS measurements largely 
depends on wavelength [214]. Concentration change values recovered by the MBLL are an 
underestimation of the real magnitude of the changes (partial volume effect), because the 
brain region under surveillance is larger than the activated area. Cross-talk refers to 
misinterpreting changes in one chromophore for changes in another. It is possible to minimise 
cross-talk through wavelength selection [111, 215]. 
(e) Quantification of NIRS parameters. Leaders in the field have recently raised concerns 
regarding the accuracy in quantification of haemoglobin changes in fNIRS experiments [201, 
216]. Concerns specifically relate to the detection of focal haemoglobin changes occurring as 
result of brain activation. Results suggest that the MBLL equation may lead to 
underestimations in haemoglobin changes due to a partial volume effect. This partial volume 
error may lead to an underestimation of the concentration change resulting from factors that 
affect the optical path length, specifically the wavelengths used and the geometry of optode 
placement [137]. Additionally, optimal wavelengths must be set to minimise the effect of 
cross talk between haemoglobin species. 
(f) Data analysis. Unlike fMRI, there is no approved standard for analysing fNIRS data. This 
is further complicated by the lack of consensus regarding which haemoglobin species to 
analyse. Although a number of different analysis techniques have been used, the most 
commonly employed is a paired t-test between rest and stimulus data, to determine whether 
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task-related changes in data are statistically significant. More recent approaches include, non-
parametric statistical analysis [213], non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques [217] and 
general linear models [169]. 
3.6 Imaging Brain Plasticity Associated with Motor Skills Learning 
Evaluating brain function in novices and expert surgeons requires an appreciation of the 
neuroimaging literature relating to motor skills learning. In particular, with reference to the 
brain regions associated with novel task performance, changes associated with practice related 
improvements in performance, features associated with long-term motor skills training and 
whether specific patterns of activation may predict performance variations. 
3.6.1 Brain Plasticity 
In the above section we outlined the neuroanatomical organisation of the motor system and 
the hypothesised function of each region. However, it is important to appreciate that the brain 
is not a static entity, rather it responds to external environmental stimuli. In this section we 
provide an overview of the evidence to support the concept of brain plasticity. 
3.6.1.1 Neuroplasticity 
Neuroplasticity refers broadly to the organisational changes that occur in the brain as a result 
of experience. According to the theory of neuroplasticity, brain activity associated with a 
given function may shift to a different region as a consequence of experience, damage or 
recovery. This theory challenged the previously widely held belief that the brain was 
immutable after a certain period of development. In 1970, Hubel and Wiese] [218] had 
demonstrated this fact by suturing the eye lids of kittens at various stages of development and 
observed the physiological effects in the primary motor region V1. The authors observed that 
following three months of monocular deprivation, opening the eye for up to 5 years yielded 
very limited functional recovery in cortical physiology. Decades later it is now accepted that 
the brain is highly malleable and that significant neuronal adaptation occurs in response to 
experience. 
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3.6.1.2 Synaptic Plasticity and giebbian Learning' 
Synaptic plasticity is the activity dependent modification in strength and / or efficiency of 
synaptic transmission [219]. It refers to the ability of the synapses between neurones to 
change in strength. There are number of ways that this strengthening may be achieved, for 
example, through changes in the amount of neurotransmitters or modulations in the response 
to the amount of neurotransmitter. Importantly, since memories are thought to be represented 
by a vast array of inter-connected neuronal networks in the brain, synaptic plasticity 
represents an important neurochemial mechanism for learning and memory. 
Donald Hebb described the basic mechanism of synaptic plasticity wherein an increase in 
synaptic efficiency occurs as a result of the presynaptic cells repetitive and persistent 
stimulation of the post-synaptic cell [220]. This theory has become known as Ilebbian 
Learning', Hebb's postulate, Hebb's rule or cell assembly theory and can be understood as: 
Let us assume the persistence or repetition of a reverbertory activity tends to induce a lasting 
cellular changes that add to it's stability 	When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite 
a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or 
metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A's efficiency, as one of the cells 
firing B, is increased. As discussed in Appendix C, synaptic plasticity can occur across 
milliseconds or minutes (short term) or may lead to a longer lasting strengthening of neuronal 
connections (long term potentiation). 
3.6.2 Imaging Cortical Plasticity 
Adaptation of neuronal function on the basis of experience and development occurs at several 
levels of neuronal organisation, in both development and learning. For instance, studies in 
non-human animals confirm sensory experience leads to changes at the molecular level (e.g. 
gene transcription, receptor expression, etc), the cellular level (synaptic density, receptive 
field properties), the columnar level (organisation of ocular dominance columns), the cortical 
map level (organisation of spatial maps) and systems level (cross-modal plasticity). 
Plasticity at cortical map level in response to training is of particular relevance to the current 
thesis. The cortical somatosensory system is often described in terms of a map. As discussed 
in 2.8, the sensory supply from the foot projects to one location in the cortex whilst inputs 
from the hand project to another. Initial work on cortical map plasticity involved transection 
of peripheral nerve inputs to the primate somatosensory cortex. Following elimination of a 
limited defined set of neuronal inputs (e.g. median nerve of a monkey), investigators observed 
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expansion of the representation of still intact inputs formerly represented in neighbouring 
regions (e.g. volar palm skin and digits D3-D4 following median nerve transection). As a 
result of this plasticity, skin formerly represented over a small transitional zone comes to be 
represented over a far larger region, in greater topographic grain and detail. 
Skill learning studies also demonstrate that cortical representational expansion is possible 
through increases in activity of specific inputs without any cortical deprivation of inputs. For 
example, in one human study, Pascual-Leone [221] analysed the differences in hand 
representation in subjects who had become proficient as Braille readers. Using MEG, he 
demonstrated that the scalp area over which potentials were recorded was significantly greater 
for the right (reading) index finger than for the non-reading index finger or the right index 
finger of non-Braille readers. This highlights the manner in which functional neuroimaging 
can be employed to investigate cortical plasticity as a function of experience or learning. 
3.6.2.1 Strategies for Imaging Plasticity 
There are two broad strategies commonly employed for assessing cortical plasticity, as 
follows: 
(a) Cross-sectional study. This format identifies and compares subjects with different levels 
of skill for a given task and compares the differences in neuronal structure or function related 
to the level of skill. Cross-sectional studies are particularly useful for evaluating the effects of 
long-term training on a task over many years (for which longitudinal assessment would be too 
challenging). However, cross-sectional studies suffer from between subject variability effects 
and from cohort effects, whereby subjects from different groups (e.g. expert versus novice) 
may differ from each other by factors other than the factor of interest (e.g. age, sex, race, etc). 
(b) Longitudinal study. This design involves studying individuals on multiple occasions 
across development or learning on a task. Typically, this may be before and after training as 
well as during the training episode itself. Analysis techniques are employed to determine 
whether there are activation differences between the trained and untrained state. This type of 
evaluation has optimal power to identify changes owing to its within-subject nature. 
Variability between subjects is likely to be greater than the variability in scanning sessions for 
a given subject. Longitudinal studies may require months or years of follow-up. 
In the subsequent experimental chapters that form this thesis, both cross-sectional and 
longitudinal study designs are employed to assess cortical function in expert and novice 
surgeons. 
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3.6.2.2 Challenges and Sources of Confounds in Functional Imaging Experiments 
In a recent review article Russell Poldrack [222] highlighted the theoretical challenges 
associated with inferring synaptic plasticity from functional neuroimaging modalities. Firstly, 
imaging modalities such as fNIRS and fMRI are indirect measures of synaptic activity; only 
neuronal adaptation that leads to differential (task-related) changes in synaptic activity will be 
detectable using these devices. Additionally, there is limited evidence regarding the 
biophysical effects of plastic neuronal changes (synaptogenesis or synaptic pruning, 
expansion of cortical maps) on functional neuroimaging signals. Finally, learning and 
experience is known to be associated with changes in brain morphology as well as with 
plastic changes in brain function, and the impact of these changes on functional neuroimaging 
signals is also unknown. 
There are a number of sources of potential confounds in imaging experiments that seek to 
evaluate neuroplasticity across learning. It is useful to outline these prior to any review of the 
imaging literature as it pertains to motor learning. Confounds are inherent in any 
neuroimaging study of learning-related change since plasticity by definition involves 
assessment of behavioural change over time. Broadly these confounds can be classified as 
performance-related and time-related. 
Performance-related confounds. One of the hallmarks of motor learning is improved accuracy 
or faster execution in performance. Differences in imaging data between the pre-trained and 
trained state may therefore be confounded by differences in performance. There are a number 
of studies that support changes in neuronal activation as a function of time spent on the task 
and / or task pacing or frequency. Changes between pre-trained and post-trained states may 
therefore be a function of these effects, rather than adaptation of the neuronal architecture of 
the task. Drastic changes in task difficulty across learning may also influence the degree of 
activation. Attenuation in activation across learning may be mistakenly attributed to the skill 
acquisition process rather than the consequences of skill acquisition. One solution to address 
performance confounds is to constrain performance to remain fairly constant (e.g. set the 
tapping frequency to the sound of an external metronome). However, this may be impractical 
in some settings, such as expert versus novice cross-sectional investigations. In these 
investigations strong emotional confounds may occur in relation to failure on a task. This may 
lead to spurious activation in centres associated with failure-related anxiety or a lack of 
activation if subjects abandon the task when failure becomes imminent. 
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Time-related confounds. Plasticity is inherently confounded by effects of time. Time 
confounds may be related to: 
• Initial anxiety when first taking part which reduces on subsequent scanning sessions; 
• Initial increases in head-motion which reduces the signal to noise ratio leading to 
spurious increases in activation; 
• Initial increase in vigilance and attention leading to spurious attenuation of activation 
as these effects subside across sessions. 
Time confounds are thought to be less problematic than performance confounds since time-
varying effects should equally affect all conditions, whereas performance confounds are 
condition-specific. 
3.7 Imaging Motor Learning: A Review and Working Hypothesis 
for Surgical Learning 
In the following sections, the common themes from the neuroimaging literature pertaining to 
motor skills learning are classified. The aim is to identify patterns of activation change that 
are common to experiments of motor learning in the hope of generating a viable hypothesis 
for surgical skill learning. 
3.7.1 Prefrontal Cortex in Novel Motor Skills Acquisition 
A hallmark of learning a new complex motor skill such as playing the piano, riding a bike or 
even learning to tie a surgical reef knot is that one progresses from an initial stage that is 
highly attention demanding to an advanced stage whereby skills run off automatically. 
Several studies assessing variations in brain activation associated with learning complex 
motor tasks have shown that the pre-frontal, pre-motor and parietal cortices are engaged 
during early learning, whereas the motor cortices including primary and supplementary motor 
areas become more involved when a task is well learned [223, 224]. 
Many motor skills entail chaining together components of already learned sequences into new 
spatio-temporal arrangements. Performing surgical tasks proficiently would undoubtedly 
involve learning to develop smooth spatio-temporal bimanual coordination of the wrists and 
hands. Debaere, et al. [225] used fMRI to assess learning related changes in activation during 
acquisition of new bimanual co-ordination patterns, involving rhythmical wrist flexion and 
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extension with a 90° phase off set. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) was important 
for learning the new bimanual coordination task but was no longer necessary once the task 
was performed successfully. Learning related decreases in activation were observed in the 
DLPFC as well as in the bilateral pre-motor cortices. 
Similar findings have also been observed in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) in 
other studies involving complex cyclical wrist movements [226]. Reductions in the degree of 
activation in the pre-motor cortices have been demonstrated during early learning of motor 
sequences, visuomotor transformations, visuomotor associations [227-229] and visuomotor 
tracking tasks [230]. PET studies of motor sequence learning corroborate these findings. 
Jenkins et al. [231] used PET to assess 12 male right-handed subjects whilst they performed a 
series of pre-learned keyboard presses as compared to learning new sequences. The PFC was 
activated only during new learning and not during automatic performance of prelearned 
sequences. The PFC was not significantly activated in studies by Seitz and Roland in which 
subjects practiced sequences that they had learned prior to scanning [232, 233]. 
The role of premotor regions and the PFC in early motor skill learning is further supported by 
lesional studies in humans and from research involving non-human primates. There is 
considerable evidence to suggest that frontal lesions affect novel tasks preferentially [234, 
235]. More recently, Richer et al. [236], demonstrated evidence to support the theory that the 
frontal cortex plays a critical role in the attentional control of unpractised movements. 
Patients with frontal lesions made considerably more errors on a series of visuomotor target 
localisation tasks when the task was unpractised. Patients with PFC lesions also demonstrate 
considerable difficulties learning both visuomotor associations [237] and visuomotor 
sequences [238]. Miyashita K et al. [239] demonstrated that neurons in the frontal brain 
regions of monkeys were activated preferentially for unfamiliar tasks and that this activity 
decreases overtime in association with sequential motor skills acquisition. 
Investigators have hypothesized that the PFC has a number of functions that would explain its 
importance in early motor skill learning: 
• Attention to action. The DLPFC is thought to play a vital role in 'attention to action' 
[240-244]. Rowe et al. [244], demonstrated that attention to action during 
performance of a simple motor task led to an increase in prefrontal activation, as 
compared to unattended performance in the same subjects; the theory being that when 
task performance becomes automatic and attention demands are reduced, prefrontal 
recruitment becomes unnecessary. 
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• Spatiotemporal arrangements. It is thought that the VLPFC by directing the subject's 
attention to the relevant stimuli plays a crucial role in novel performance to help 
discover new spatiotemporal pattern between both wrists but as soon as the necessary 
pattern is established less spatial attention is required and activation subsequently 
drops. 
• Error detection and performance monitor. Studies have demonstrated increased 
frontal activation during erroneous responses, suggesting that this region is important 
in error detection and online monitoring of performance [245]. One theory is that the 
PFC, PMC and parietal cortex may act in conjunction to assist in control and 
correction of movements in the early phase of learning. 
3.7.2 Practice Dependent Neuroplasticity 
Modifications in neuronal representations may occur not only due to disease but also in 
response to training and experience. These changes can occur at multiple levels within the 
CNS, from synaptic connections to neural networks and cortical activation maps. For a 
comprehensive review on practice dependent neuroplasticity please see reference [209]. 
Knowledge of how the brain responds to practice may provide valuable insights to technical 
skills training in surgery. 
Kelly and Garavan [209] suggest that practice dependent changes can be summarised as either 
increases or decreases in activation. The authors define these changes as either a 
redistribution of activation foci or a true re-organisation of the activation map. 
• Redistribution. The activation map contains the same areas at the beginning as the 
end of practice, but the levels of activation change. This is consistent with practice 
related 'pruning' of functional activations. According to this theory, a set of 
scaffolding regions are used to cope with novel demands during unskilled, effortful 
performance. Following practice, these regions are no longer required and the 
scaffolding falls away. The scaffolding regions are those known to be important for 
attention and control such as the PFC and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). 
• Re-organisation. In true re-organisation, activation foci at the beginning of practice 
are different from those at the end. This is thought to reflect a shift in cognitive 
processes that underpin task performance. This means that cognitively different tasks 
are being performed at the end of practice compared to the beginning. 
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With a few exceptions [246, 247] the majority of investigators have noted reduced activation 
in the primary motor cortex associated with early motor learning and limited practice on a 
task. fMRI studies have demonstrated short term reductions in M1 activation specifically for 
trained movements [248] and for visuomotor skill acquisition [230]. Similar findings have 
been observed when subjects acquire the ability of reaching within an altered local physical 
environment [249]. Task specific decreases in activation in the primary motor cortex for 
trained movements is consistent with the notion that training encodes a memory trace in M1 
that reflects the kinematic details of the practised movements, resulting in a more efficient 
network [250, 251]. Karni et al. [252], witnessed within first session decreases in activation 
followed by increased representation of trained motor sequences in M1 and suggested that 
this might represent a 'fast motor learning' phase. 
It appears that long-term practice results in gradually evolving, specific and more extensive 
representation of a trained sequence of movements in MI. This so-called 'slow learning' 
phase is compatible with the idea that motor practice induces the recruitment of additional M1 
units into a local network specifically representing the trained motor sequence. Karni et al. 
[252] used fMRI to assess subjects as they performed trained and untrained motor sequences. 
After 3 weeks of daily practice, the extent of activation evoked by the trained sequence in M1 
was significantly larger compared with the extent of activation evoked by the untrained 
control sequence. This was also true for all subsequent scans regardless of the order of 
sequencing and persisted weeks after training discontinued. Similar plasticity in M1 has also 
been observed in other fMRI studies of visuomotor associations [230], bimanual coordination 
tasks [226] and studies of motor sequence acquisition [253]. Studies performed on primates 
support the notion of practice dependent changes in the functional topography of MI. Nudo et 
al. [254] found that after a few weeks of training on a task which targeted skilled 
manipulation, the evoked movement digit representation, as well as the representation of task-
related movement combinations in MI were gradually expanded. Premovement cortical field 
potentials in the premotor and motor cortex of the monkey increased during learning a skill 
conditioned movement and stabilised when the movement was learnt [255]. 
Finally, once over learned, a motor skill behaviour is thought become resistant to both 
interference and the simple passage of time. Well-learned motor routines are readily retrieved 
with reasonable performance despite long periods without practice. Such automated 
performance is indexed by the ability to perform both a skilled motor tasks combined with an 
attention demanding secondary task (i.e. dual task performance). A few investigators have 
explored the neuroplastic changes occurring over the complete learning process, i.e. from the 
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initial phases to advanced levels of automaticity. Puttemans et al. [226], used fMRI to 
characterise neuroplasticity associated with a complex bimanual co-ordination task. The 
performance of eleven right-handed subjects was monitored as they progressed from an early 
error prone stage to a stage of highly automated performance. Automation was associated 
with decreased activation in several cortical motor related regions. The anterior cerebellum 
and putamen were the only areas that remained substantially more involved during skilled 
compared with novel performance. This suggests the cerebellum is involved in not only the 
execution of smooth bimanual co-ordination, but also in storage and retrieval of highly skilled 
movement representations. 
Practice related neuroplasticity, has also been observed in the cerebellum and cortical regions 
outside Ml. Several investigators have observed wider sets of brain activation prior to the 
practice of motor tasks with subsequent decreased activation in regions outside M1 associated 
with learning [256] [257]. Several studies have demonstrated that the cerebellum is activated 
during fast learning phase when the initial motor routine is being established [231, 258]. 
Learning related decreases in the cerebellum have been observed in tasks requiring 
visuospatial tracking such as a modified pursuit rotor task [259] as well as studies involving 
motor sequence learning [231] and tasks of manual coordination. Matsumura M et al. [260], 
demonstrated learning-related decreases in the lateral cerebellum for a unimanual 
coordination task consistent with the notion that this region is involved in motor feedback and 
on line adjustment in early learning. In contrast, persistent activation in anterior cerebellum 
across phases of skills acquisition is compatible with the theory that this region is vital for 
smooth execution of manual coordination tasks. 
3.7.3 Long Term Training and Expertise 
Professional musicians have offered an opportunity to explore the effect of long-term daily 
practice upon adaptive plasticity of the sensorimotor system. Investigators have demonstrated 
macro structural adaptations in response to intensive professional musical training [261] 
[262]. Increases in the size of the corpus callosum [263], the hand motor area [264] and 
structural adaptation of the cerebellum [265] have all been observed in professional 
musicians. It is not known whether similar structural adaptations occur in surgeons' brains as 
they progress from novices to experts, although such structural reorganisation would seem 
likely. Comparing professional musicians with musically naïve subjects during the execution 
of finger tapping sequences [266, 267], finger to thumb opposition tasks [262] and 
visuomotor tracking tasks [268] have revealed differing patterns of brain activation. A 
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strikingly consistent observation is that, in general, musically naïve subjects activate a greater 
number of cortical and subcortical brain regions and with greater intensity as measured by 
fMRI than do their professional musical counterparts. Krings et al. [262] observed similar 
regions of brain activation in professional pianists and musically naive controls during 
performance of bimanual finger apposition tasks. However, lower magnitudes of activation in 
all cortical subsystems were observed in professional pianists despite the fact that that they 
performed better, i.e. with a higher frequency of finger apposition. In contrast to non-
musicians who demonstrate increased activation in line with task complexity, brain 
activations in professional pianists have been shown to remain consistent despite increasing 
task difficulty [269]. This may reflect reorganisation of the motor system in highly trained 
subjects, allowing them to perform more complex tasks without the need to recruit additional 
neuronal resources. 
Professional pianists seem to use smaller neural networks within primary and secondary 
motor areas in order to control bimanual movement, and thus may be controlling movements 
in a more efficient and automated manner. According to 'degrees of freedom' theory, 
different muscle are functionally linked together and controlled conjointly. In this context, 
highly trained pianists are most likely to be controlling lesser 'degrees of freedom' for these 
tasks, thus allowing them to control bimanual movements more efficiently with smaller 
neuronal networks than non-musicians. It also implies that musically naive controls had to 
invest more neuronal activity to achieve skilled performance. Greater activation within the 
anterior cingulate cortex and PFC in musically naïve subjects may be explained by a higher 
level of attention to action needed to carry out demanding antiphase bimanual movements 
[244, 270] or by higher demands for selection of the correct movement as well as for on line 
monitoring of task performance and error detection [245, 271]. 
3.7.4 Differential Performance Related Brain Activation 
The concept that the brains of individuals who can rapidly assimilate tasks function more 
efficiently than poorer performers is a fascinating concept. If the relationship between better 
task performance, reduced brain activation and neuronal efficiency could be demonstrated in 
surgical candidates, then future selection procedures could be streamlined. Studies have 
demonstrated enhanced neuronal efficiency in subjects who rapidly acquire motor and 
cognitive skills [205, 272-275]. Buchel et al. [272] studied subjects as they learned to 
associate line drawings with a series of different spatial locations. Reduced activations in 
dorsal and ventral visual pathways were observed with learning. The authors demonstrated 
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that changes in effective connectivity occurred earlier in subjects who learnt associations 
faster. Beauchamp et al. [273] observed reductions in PFC activation foci associated with 
learning the Tower of London (TOL) cognitive task. Patterns of activation change correlated 
with performance on the TOL task. 
Investigators have also demonstrated that differences in motor learning ability are associated 
with neuronal efficiency and an evolving network of activations [205, 276]. Haier et al. [205] 
demonstrated reductions in the glucose metabolic rate (GMR) associated with learning a 
complex visuomotor task. The decrease in GMR correlated with improvements in 
performance on the task. Tracy et al. [276] sought to sub classify performance in fifteen right-
handed subjects as they learnt to tie a set of (non surgical) eight knots, in five training 
sessions over a two-week period. Using knot tying accuracy and time to complete knots as 
performance variables, distinct patterns of learning across two fMRI sessions were 
established. Fascinatingly, different cortical activation patterns were observed. 'Strong 
learning' (a knot incorrectly tied at session one but correct at session two, with 33% reduction 
in time to completion) was associated with activation in the posterior cingulate gyrus and 
precuneus. 'Weak learning' (incorrect then correct but with no reduction in time to 
completion), was associated with greater inferior parietal activation. 'No learning' (correct 
then incorrect or incorrect at both sessions) was associated with activation increases in the 
premotor, anterior cingulate, and middle frontal gyrus. Figure 3.21 illustrates the anatomical 
location of these regions on T1 weighted MRI images. 
Figure 3.21 Tl-weighted MR images depicting the anatomical location of the posterior cingulate area 
(upper row) associated with strong learning, and the anterior cingulate area (bottom row) associated 
with poor learning ability. Columns (left to right) represent transaxial, sagittal and corona] planes 
respectively. 
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As discussed previously, the anterior cingulate and DLPFC are known to be crucial in the 
early stages of learning and are areas where we might expect decreased activation in the 
context of learning success [277] [278]. Increased activation in the ACC amongst the 'No 
learning group', suggests that learning was still at an early, novice level where attention 
resource demands are high, monitoring of errors prevalent, and the learning remained 
deliberate, serial and highly piecemeal [279]. It would seem logical to assume that similar 
findings would prevail in surgical trainees. Trainees that struggle to obtain technical skills 
might preferentially activate cortical brain regions known to be consistent with early learning 
patterns. However, the definitions of what constitute 'strong learning', 'weak learning', etc 
seem somewhat arbitrary and the definitions would be extensively debated in a similar study 
of surgical knot-tying. Moreover, whilst knot-tying accuracy was used as a surrogate of skill, 
the authors did not elaborate on how accuracy was assessed or determined. It is unlikely that 
the system used was truly objective. In contrast, objective, valid, and reliable assessment tools 
are available to assess surgical knot-tying performance. 
Interestingly, studies of motor sequence learning have correlated poor performance with 
greater activation in both the primary and higher visual cortices [280]. We hypothesise that 
when a motor sequence task has not been fully internalised, there is attentional up-regulation 
in the visual cortices. This differs from the advanced stage of learning, when the knowledge 
of the sequence is internalised and activation in visual associated cortices is expected to 
attenuate. It is not known whether similar amplification of activation occurs in the visual 
cortices in poorly performing surgical trainees. Interestingly, children with hand to eye 
coordination problems have been noted to have difficulties with visual processing [281]. If 
similar up-regulation in the visual cortices occurs in poorly performing surgeons, we could 
further hypothesise that similar problems in higher visual processing may be responsible. 
Tracy et al. [276] were the first group to demonstrate activation of the posterior cingulate 
zone (PCZ) and precuneus during skilled performance of a complex motor task relative to the 
novice-unmastered state, raising the possibility that this region is an area of long-term storage 
for complex motor production engrams. Enhanced activation in the posterior cingulate zone 
has subsequently been correlated with strong performance in motor sequence learning [280]. 
This region has been implicated in visual spatial memory and evidence of retrosplenial 
(precuneus) activity for episodic retrieval purposes does exist [282]. However, other studies 
such as that by Puttemans et al. [226] do not support this role for the PCZ since automated 
performance with minimal correction during over learning led to PCZ redundancy. An 
alternative explanation put forward by Tracy et al. [276] is that this rostral brain activation 
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may reflect a shift in cognitive control whereby attentional monitoring allocated to the task 
becomes relegated to posterior not anterior brain structures. This system may utilise a less 
effortful, more passive mode of attention [283, 284] that has greatly reduced attention 
resource needs, requires little in the way of strategy and decision making and has low error 
monitoring demands, since errors during skilled performance are rare [29]. 
3.7.5 A Hypothesis for Surgical Learning 
Learning to perform technical surgical procedures requires explicit timing, visuospatial 
orientation, visuospatial working memory, fine bimanual dexterity, attention and 
concentration. In this regard, surgical procedures can be viewed as comprising a set of 
complex skills. Performing a surgical procedure successfully represents an extremely 
demanding visuomotor and cognitive challenge. Studying the surgeon's brain may provide a 
useful model for investigating complex perceptual-motor interactions. However, as discussed 
in the previous chapters, analyses of surgical skills have focused on technical performance, 
dexterity [2, 47] and more recently, on visual search behaviours [285]. Hitherto, there have 
been no systematic analyses of brain function in surgeons. Yet, one wonders whether the 
enhanced motor efficiency and other hallmarks of consummate surgical performance that 
have been demonstrated with objective assessment tools, are a direct product of greater 
cerebral efficiency. Is it conceivable that through daily practice, expert surgeons develop 
enhanced neuronal efficiency and learn to control more effectors with reduced degrees of 
freedom? 
It is possible to extrapolate the findings from the motor learning and neuroimaging literature 
reviewed in the sections above, to generate a hypothesis of surgical skill learning as follows: 
As illustrated in Figure 3.22, surgeons with many years of experience are expected to 
demonstrate different patterns of activation as compared to novices when attempting to 
complete the same surgical task. It is hypothesized that the initial phases of learning complex 
surgical tasks would place a significant burden on the prefrontal and parietal cortices. 
Learning to perform a complex surgical task would involve learning a novel sequence of 
muscle activity integrating new spatiotemporal arrangements of the hands and fingers. 
Surgical novices may progress from a highly attention demanding early learning stage, where 
error detection and online monitoring would confer performance gains to a stage where tasks 
could be formed in an asymptotic (automated) manner. Surgical experts who have intemalised 
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basic surgical tasks and who perform drills in an automated manner, are not anticipated to 
recruit the PFC to the same extent as novice learners. 
Although studies have addressed the effects of mass versus distributed practice [94] for 
surgical skill learning, no studies have specifically sought to identify whether practice 
dependent neuroplasticity occurs in surgical learners. From the reviewed literature, I 
anticipate that neuroplastic changes, would accompany improvements in dexterity in trainee 
surgeons. Neuroplasticity is indexed from evolving activation maps in the PFC and/or M1. It 
is hypothesized that the extent of PFC activation will wane in the context of ongoing 
refinements in performance through deliberate daily practice in surgical learners. The 
attenuation in PFC excitation may or may not be associated with up regulation in M1 for the 
practiced skill. 
Finally, those learners with a specific aptitude for surgery may demonstrate different patterns 
of cortical activation from those who struggle. One might expect rapid PFC attenuation in 
subjects who are quickly able to learn the task. Conversely, persistent PFC activation despite 
practice, may herald those who have failed to successfully internalise the task, and require 
training remediation. The experimental chapters that follow systematically address these 
hypotheses. 
Novice 
Trainee 
Master 
Figure 3.22 A cortical brain hypothesis for technical skills training in surgery. Early phases of learning 
are associated with widespread and disorganised PFC excitation. The magnitude of the response is 
expected to diminish in response to training. Expert surgeons are not anticipated to recruit the PFC to 
the same extent as novices. This transition is expected to be due to progressive enhancement in 
neuronal efficiency. 
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3.7.6 The Importance of Testing the Current Hypotheses 
Formulating experiments to test the above hypotheses for surgical skill learning is extremely 
important and the results are not so trivial to predict, notwithstanding the strong basis for 
learning other tasks. The motor skills from which these hypotheses have been drawn, are 
relatively simple and do not require significant cognitive input to achieve a reasonable level 
of performance. Few motor paradigms studied to date approach the complexity of surgery, 
during which the operator has to combine both technical acumen and appropriate decision 
making to achieve a successful outcome. Moreover, these demanding skills are often executed 
at times of high stress during which a patient's life may be at stake. Therefore, surgery itself 
may be sufficiently demanding of attention that even the most highly skilled and experienced 
of surgeon is forced to recruit the PFC to achieve skilled performance. However, should 
predictable patterns of plasticity be reliably demonstrated and the hypotheses formulated in 
section 3.7.5 be proven correct, then there are significant implications beyond this thesis for 
surgical selection, skills assessment and training. 
Training regimens may be evaluated by the degree to which subjects have internalised the 
task and the extent to which the PFC has become redundant. Trainees failing to internalise 
technical skills or those demonstrating persistent PFC activations in association with poor 
performance may be offered training remediation. Conversely, trainees exhibiting rapid PFC 
attenuation and superior technical skill may be 'fast tracked' or selected to perform more 
challenging surgical specialisation. Functional neuroimaging may be used in an aptitude 
battery, in order to make decisions regarding surgical selection. Cognitive biofeedback may 
be used to train under-recruited regions of the brain known to important during surgery. The 
investigation to prove and/or disprove the current hypotheses is intensified by these important 
potential future applications. 
Studying these hypotheses also provides a new an exciting direction for fNIRS, which has 
traditionally been employed to study very simple skills and has only recently been used to 
assess motor learning [149]. This is in contrast with the potential for this technology, since its 
strengths lie in being able to study complex tasks in challenging settings not best suited to 
traditional scanning environments. 
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3.8 Conclusions 
Functional neuroimaging techniques are capable of determining which set of brain regions are 
recruited to perform a task. The available modalities for measuring brain function rely on 
rapid direct detection of electrical activity or indirectly monitor the haemodynamic response 
to neuronal activity. For the purposes of measuring brain responses in novice and expert 
surgeons, there is no singular ideal technique. Direct neuroimaging modalities possess better 
temporal resolution, but suffer with poor source localisation. Techniques that monitor the 
haemodynamic response possess comparatively better spatial sensitivity, but are inherently 
limited by the temporal dynamics of neurovascular coupling. There are also practical 
considerations that need to be addressed when monitoring brain function in healthy subjects. 
The use of invasive techniques, or indeed radioisotopes is likely to prove unsuccessful in 
ensuring sufficiently large cohorts for cross-sectional evaluations. Traditional scanning 
environments may be noisy due to gradient switching, induce a sense of claustrophobia and 
would limit communication between investigator and participant, thereby hindering objective 
assessment of technical skills. 
Of the reviewed techniques, the author has pursued fNIRS as the most suitable candidate for 
neuroimaging assessment in expert and novice surgeons. This technique is capable of 
measuring the cortical haemodynamic response, by quantifying relative changes in Hb02, 
HHb and their sum HbT. The decision to employ fNIRS was based on the fact that the 
modality is safe, portable, robust to motion artefact and considerably less expensive than 
other neuroimaging techniques. Subjects would be free to move in realistic environments, 
enabling the researcher to conduct skills evaluations in the same anatomical position to that in 
which the skill was originally learnt. Importantly, fNIRS is non-ionising and inherently 
repeatable, making it possible to conduct longitudinal evaluations of technical skills 
acquisition. Additionally, areas of the cortex intimately involved in planning and preparing 
for motor skill (e.g. prefrontal cortex, supplementary motor cortex, etc) as well as those 
regions responsible for motor initiation (motor cortex) are all optically accessible and can be 
probed using fNIRS. The technique has been shown to be reliable, repeatable and compatible 
with other neuroimaging techniques. It has already been shown to be of value in assessments 
of cortical function associated with everyday motor behaviour and monitoring response to 
brain injury. However, it is worth noting that the motor tasks studied using fNIRS have to 
date been quite basic (e.g. finger tapping, finger-thumb opposition, etc) with no investigations 
of complex occupationally relevant visuomotor skills. Moreover, few investigators have 
attempted to apply fNIRS to longitudinal evaluations of skills acquisition or explicitly to 
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study neuroplasticity. This refers to the organisational changes that occur in the brain in 
responses to training and experience. 
Neuroimaging studies of (non-surgical) motor skills learning have demonstrated changes in 
the extent or degree of brain activation in response to practice and instruction. In this Chapter, 
the key themes from these studies have been discussed in detail, but are summarised here as 
follows: 
• The prefrontal cortex is recruited during novel phases of motor skills learning but 
appears to be less important once a motor task is well-learned and can be performed 
in an automated fashion. 
• Practice dependent changes in the magnitude of brain activation (increases and 
decreases) accompany learning and may represent redistribution or true re-
organisation of the activation map. 
• Short-term learning on a motor sequence often leads to an expanded representation of 
the trained sequence within the primary motor cortex. 
• Compared to novices, individuals who are experts at a motor skill appear to activate 
their brains to a lesser extent and achieve the same, if not better technical 
performance. 
• Individuals with an aptitude for learning motor skills demonstrate different patterns of 
brain activation compared to individuals with a poor ability to learn. 
It is possible to extrapolate these findings in order to generate a series of hypothesis 
statements regarding neuroimaging of surgical skill learning. The hypotheses that will be 
tested in the subsequent experimental chapters can be defined as: 
• Expert surgeons are expected to demonstrate contrasting patterns of cortical 
activation when compared to novice subjects when performing a technical surgical 
skill. Experts are not anticipated to activate to the same degree or extent as compared 
to novice subjects. 
• The initial 'cognitive' phases of surgical skill learning are anticipated to lead to 
profound prefrontal activations in surgical novices. 
• Novices are expected to progress from a highly attention demanding early learning 
phase associated with error prone performance to a stage in which less attention is 
required and skills are run off automatically. 
• Practice dependent neuroplasticity is expected as a result of extended training on a 
surgical task, and may consist of attenuation in prefrontal brain responses. 
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• Learners with a particular aptitude for surgical skills, may demonstrate different 
patterns of brain activation to those who struggle. For example, the speed at which 
prefrontal redundancy occurs may be a surrogate marker for innate ability. 
The next chapter is designed to address the first of these hypotheses. The prefrontal 
haemodynamic response to a bimanual surgical knot-tying task, is compared between a group 
of expert surgeons, surgical trainees and novices. In addition, transient performance gains in 
novices are evaluated in the context of changes in prefrontal processing. 
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Chapter 4 
Changes in Prefrontal Behaviour 
Depend upon Task Familiarity on a 
Bimanual Surgical Co-ordination 
Task 
4.1 Introduction 
Motor learning is a set of internal processes that leads to a relatively permanent change in the 
learner's capacity for skilled performance [286]. Brain activation foci are dynamic and 
change according to the phase or stage of motor skills learning [287]. The initial phases of 
motor skills learning are associated with widespread activations in cortical regions known to 
be associated with attention and control, such as the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and anterior 
cingulate cortex (ACC) [209, 287]. Attenuation in these regions accompanies automated 
performance and a shift in cortical processing to a less effortful, more passive mode of 
attention [209, 287]. 
Studies of motor sequence learning have investigated activation foci associated with 
sequential movements of the hands and fingers in a lying position, using either positron 
emission tomography (PET) or functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) imaging [230, 252]. 
These experiments, however, are limited by the confines of the scanner and generally not 
suitable for motor learning tasks that require postural control [149], such as surgery. 
Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) enables assessment of cortical function in 
ambulant subjects, allowing motor tasks that require complex dynamic movements to be 
evaluated in real time [113]. In comparison to other neuroimaging techniques fNIRS is 
portable, discreet, tolerant to motion artefact and permits serial assessments of tasks in 
relaxed and realistic environments. 
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Paradigms investigated using fNIRS have comprised simple motor tasks such as self paced 
[146] or externally paced finger tapping [147], finger to thumb opposition [140] and apple-
peeling [145], all of which require minimal cognitive input. These studies were aimed at 
investigating the typical fNIRS response to brain activation and were not designed to evaluate 
learning related neuroplasticity. Recently, Hatakenaka et al. [149] demonstrated the potential 
of fNIRS to investigate cortical plasticity associated with learning a pursuit rotor (PR) task. 
Modification in activation foci from the pre-supplementary area (pre-SMA) to the 
supplementary area (SMA) was observed in association with improved PR performance. 
Unlike PR, which is learnt implicitly through trial and error, technical manoeuvres in surgery 
are learnt explicitly through observation and imitation, followed by ongoing refinements 
made through practice. 
Importantly, none of the motor paradigms investigated thus far has direct relevance to 
surgery. Therefore, the neurophysiological substrates of technical skills learning in surgeons 
are poorly understood. Recent studies evaluating cortical activation in surgeons have relied 
upon correlations between surgical tasks and abstract visuospatial tests more suited to the 
confines of an functional fMRI environment [24]. It remains unknown whether the PFC of 
novice surgeons is recruited during acquisition of surgical tasks. Yet, educators have recently 
suggested that future models of technical skills training should mirror established cognitive 
theories of motor skills acquisition [76]. Junior trainees should practice basic skills outside the 
operating theatre until these can be performed skilfully and 'automatically'. Trainees failing 
to internalise rudimentary skills in simulated settings are unlikely to progress well in the 
operating theatre. Therefore, studying cortical function in surgical novices and trainees, may 
advance the understanding of cortical neuroplasticity, augment research evaluating 
perceptual-motor abilities [288] and has implications for assessment and selection. However, 
evaluating cortical function in surgeons poses significant metholodological challenges, and 
only recently have investigators attempted to explore this area [24, 289]. 
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the impact of experience on a task, on serial cortical 
haemodynamic changes detected using fNIRS. To demonstrate this effect with fNIRS, we 
evaluate cortical function in expert and novice surgeons during serial evaluations of a surgical 
knot-tying task. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, surgical knot-tying requires the learner to 
integrate visuomotor sequences into smooth coordinated spatio-temporal arrangements, and to 
the best of our knowledge represents the most complex task evaluated by fNIRS to date. With 
this in mind, we first conducted a pilot study, to determine whether surgical knot-tying 
reliably evokes NIR response patterns consistent with cortical activation (see Appendix D) 
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[289]. Figure 4.2 depicts time course changes in cortical haemodynamic data illustrating the 
typical pattern of cortical activation induced by a surgical knot-tying task. Surgical knot-tying 
is taught to trainees at an early stage in their career and is frequently practiced in many 
general surgical procedures. However, for a beginner, the task is not trivial (see Figure 4.1). 
Figure 4.1 Formation of a surgical reef knot using an open bimanual knot-tying technique. To form 
the first throw (left panel) the operator is required to place the suture material across the anterior aspect 
of the palm and articulate a loop using the middle finger (a-c). The suture is released and the loop 
snagged down (d-f). Forming the second throw requires a similar set of manoeuvres using the index 
finger to form the loop (g-i). Again, the suture material is released and the two reef knots are snagged 
down (j-l). 
Figure 4.2 Time course changes in cortical haemodynamic data following a knot-tying stimulus 
(yellow shaded window). NIR responses typical of cortical activation consist of an increase in 
oxygenated haemoglobin and total haemoglobin, coupled to decreases in deoxygenated haemoglobin. 
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Surgical novices are anticipated to progress from a highly-attention demanding initial phase, 
where they learn to hold the tie, co-ordinate the movement of their hands and place the 
throws, to an integrative phase indexed by fluid performance with fewer errors and 
interruptions [76]. As knot-tying is executed with such regularity in many surgical 
procedures, expert surgeons are less likely to be ruminating the sub-steps, thereby enabling 
allocation of valuable cognitive resources to concentrate on other, more crucial aspects of the 
procedure or operation. 
In this study, a group of subjects performed a surgical knot-tying task comprising five cycles 
of task repetitions. Prefrontal cortical activation was recorded during each cycle of the task 
using fNIRS. We hypothesised that patterns of prefrontal activation would be associated with 
acquisition of the surgical task. Specifically, we hypothesised that prefrontal activation would 
wane in the context of performance improvements in surgical novices. In contrast, we 
anticipated minimal fluctuation in cortical activation patterns across trials in trained subjects 
(consultants and registrars). The results highlight that the PFC response to a complex surgical 
task is highly dependent upon surgical expertise. 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Subjects 
A formal power calculation was not generated owing to the difficulty in estimating the likely 
difference between the groups. Instead, we aimed to recruit as many subjects as possible. A 
total of sixty-two right-handed healthy male subjects participated in this study, following 
Local Regional Ethics Committee (LREC) approval. Written informed consent was obtained 
from each participant prior to enrolment. Participants included nineteen consultant surgeons 
(mean age ± SD = 46.3 ± 7.6 years), twenty-one surgical registrars (mean age ± SD = 31.3 ± 
4.1 years) and twenty-two medical students (mean age ± SD = 21.9 ± 1.9 years), all of whom 
were recruited from Imperial College London, United Kingdom (UK). 
Consultants and registrars were recruited from various surgical disciplines, including general 
surgery (11 consultants and 15 registrars), cardiothoracics (2 consultants and 2 registrars), 
vascular surgery (3 consultants and 1 registrar), urology (2 consultants and 3 registrars) and 
gynaecology (1 consultant). Open surgical knot-tying is generic to index operative procedures 
performed within these specialities. Medical students were only recruited providing they had 
no prior experience of open surgical knot-tying, enabling them to be classified as surgical 
`novices'. All subjects were strongly right hand dominant (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 
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[290]). Participants had neither a previous history nor family history of neuropyschiatric 
disorders. Subjects were requested to refrain from drinking alcohol for 24 hours prior to the 
investigation. 
4.2.2 Training 
Medical students were trained in a single one-hour session to perform hand tied surgical reef 
knots, as taught on the Basic Surgical Skills (BSS) course, using a standard bench top knot-
tying trainer (Ethicon Ltd, New Jersey, USA). One to one intensive training involved a 
surgeon trainer demonstrating hand tied surgical reef knots, in the following standardised 
manner. First, four throws of a surgical reef knot were demonstrated without commentary, 
followed by an identical demonstration with commentary. The steps involved in formulating 
knots were then segregated into twelve subsets (three per throw) and again these were 
demonstrated with and without commentary. Participants were then required to perform each 
subset four times. A period of fifteen minutes was allocated for limited practice on the task 
with feedback provided from the trainer where necessary. Finally, at the end of the brief 
practice session, each subject had to successfully form four throws of a hand tied surgical reef 
knot using suture material (2/0 Polysorb) in order to proceed to serial functional 
neuroimaging evaluation. All medical students successfully completed this task and no 
subjects were excluded from the study at this stage. 
4.2.3 Task Paradigm 
The motor task under investigation consisted of four throws of a hand tied surgical reef knot 
performed using 2/0 Polysorb on a bench top knot-tying trainer (Ethicon Ltd, New Jersey, 
USA). The task was introduced in a block design manner. Blocks consisted of baseline rest 
(30 seconds), trial (self paced surgical reef knot) and inter-trial rest periods (20-30 seconds). 
The rest periods prior to the first and after the last trial lasted 30 seconds in duration. All other 
inter-trial rest periods lasted 20 seconds. During rest periods, the subjects sat on a chair in 
front of the desk, with their eyes focused solely on the knot-tying trainer and their hands 
placed on the table at motor rest. Following a verbal prompt ("start") from the investigator, 
subjects formulated four throws of a surgical reef knot, self paced on the knot-tying trainer 
from the resting position. As soon as the last throw of the knot had been laid, subjects 
returned to the resting position ("rest"). Trial blocks were repeated five times. An earlier pilot 
study [289] had demonstrated that five trial repetitions led to an acceptable signal to noise 
ratio (SNR), experiment duration and subject comfort (see Appendix D). 
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4.2.4 Behavioural Performance 
Participants were monitored using the Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device (ICSAD) 
[45], which has been discussed previously in section 2.5.3. The system consists of a 
commercially available electromagnetic field generating device (Isotrak II, Polhemus, United 
States) and two non-contact tracking sensors that are attached to the dorsum of the subject's 
hands in a standardised manner. The generating device sets up an electromagnetic field over a 
defined work space (approximately a 5-foot diameter). Movement sensors within the field are 
detected and their exact position in space recorded. Metal within the field can potentially 
distort the signal; hence all subjects were requested to remove their watches prior to data 
collection episodes. Currently, the tracking sensors need to be connected by wire cables to the 
tracking box (see Figure 2.2), so the ICSAD system was placed at a distance to maximise the 
subject's range of movement. Cartesian x, y and z co-ordinates were converted into dexterity 
data such as, the time taken and the number of movements required to complete the task as 
well as the distance or 'pathlength' travelled by each hand. Data was acquired at 20Hz and a 
Gaussian filter was applied to reduce noise. All trials were videotaped and time-linked to 
motion analysis data for retrospective viewing to ensure the knot-tying technique correctly 
matched that performed during training. 
4.2.5 Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) 
Optical measurements were obtained using the ETG-4000 Optical Topography System 
(Hitachi Medical Co., Japan) using a 24-channel array of optodes. The technical 
specifications of this system have been discussed previously (see 3.4.7). For this 
investigation, a 3x3 probe configuration was employed, consisting of ten optical fibre sources 
(semiconductor laser diodes), emitting NIR light at 695 nm and 830 nm and eight optical fibre 
receivers coupled to avalanche photodiode detectors, each of which detected the reflected 
light of its neighbouring and surrounding emitters. Each laser diode was modulated at a 
unique frequency for each wavelength and channel. Following detection, signals passed 
through a switching circuit set according to the configuration of the measuring probes, and 
were resolved by 48 lock-in amplifiers locked to the modulation frequency of the light source. 
Optical signals were sampled at a rate of 10 Hz, digitised and transformed according to their 
wavelength and location resulting in relative changes in light intensities at 0.1s intervals for 
each of the 24 measuring positions. 
The schematic illustration in Figure 4.3 details the arrangement of NIR optodes. Optodes 
were secured in standard thermoplastic holders (inter-optode distance 30 mm) and fastened to 
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the participant's head using a flexible plastic helmet, affixed with surgical bandage (Surgifix, 
Colorline, Italy). The optodes were placed bilaterally over the prefrontal cortices and 
positioned according to the International 10-20 system of electrode placement [122]. 
Figure 4.3 Schematic illustration of Optical Topography optode placement. A set of two 3x3 cm 
probes was used. For each probe array NIR light emitters (red) and detectors (blue) were positioned 
according to the International 10-20 system for electrode placement. This arrangement provided 24 
measuring positions or 'channels'. Channels 1-12 were positioned over the right prefrontal cortex and 
channels 13-24 mirrored their positions on the left prefrontal cortex. Electromagnetic tracking sensors 
are worn over the dorsum of each hand as illustrated. 
Concerning the right hemisphere, optodes were positioned such that the lowermost medial 
emitter was centred on Fp2, the lowermost lateral on F8, and the central emitter on F4. 
Optode positioning over the left hemisphere mirrored that on the right. Specifically, the 
lowermost medial emitter was centred on Fpl, the lowermost lateral on F7, and the central 
emitter on F3. According to recent evidence [211], the probabilistic anatomical correlations of 
these cranial markers are the granular area 9, frontopolar area 10, prefrontal area 11, 
triangular area 45 and orbital area 47 [291], which cyto-architecturally correspond to the PFC 
[97].The position on the participant's head contacting the ten emitting fibres and eight 
receiving fibres as well as four base points (nasion, inion, and bilateral external auditory 
meati) were measured using an electromagnetic probe positioning digitiser. Following this 
procedure, the approximate 3D locations of each NIR channel were mapped onto a head mesh 
as illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Screen shot from the Hitachi ETG-4000 display console. Images capture the approximate 
3D locations of channels centred on (a) the right prefrontal cortex and (b) the left prefrontal cortex, 
with respect to fixed reference points such as the nasion (red circle), and bilateral pre-auricular points 
(blue circles). 
To better appreciate the locations of each channel, the position of the probes from a 
representative case was transferred to an MRI image using a 3 dimensional Composite 
Display Unit (Hitachi Medical Co., Japan). Probe positions were projected on to the cortical 
surface of a 3D maximum probability atlas [292], to determine the cortical structures 
underlying each measuring position as illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5 Correspondence between overlying channel data and underlying cortical anatomy. 
Topographic data were transferred to a 3D maximum probability MRI atlas. The figure illustrates the 
approximate locations of NIR light sources (solid red circles), detectors (solid blue circles) and 
channels (solid pink circles/green numbers) on the cortical surface. 
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4.3 Data Analysis 
4.3.1 Data Pre-processing 
Optical data were subjected to a standardised pre-processing procedure using the functional 
Optical Signal Analysis (fOSA) program [293], applying the Modified Beer- Lambert Law 
(see section 3.4.2.2) to convert relative changes in light intensities to oxyhaemoglobin 
(Hb02), deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb) and their sum total haemoglobin (HbT). Data was baseline 
corrected and decimated to 1Hz. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the time course was de-trended 
to remove both unwanted linear drift introduced by the system and any slowly changing 
physiological signals. A first order linear baseline was drawn and subsequently subtracted 
from the activation signal. The linear baseline was determined using all of the sampling points 
in the rest periods of every block, ignoring the first five seconds of data at the end of a trial 
block. This ensured that only data points where haemoglobin changes had returned to baseline 
were utilised for the baseline reference (typically 5 — 8 seconds after end of a trial period). 
(a) 
	
(b) 
Figure 4.6 Haemodynamic timecourse plots illustrating changes in Hb02 (red line) and HHb (blue 
line) (a) prior to baseline correction depicting linear drifts and (b) following baseline correction and 
linear detrending. 
4.3.2 Computing Changes in Chromophore Concentration 
We applied two different methods for calculating relative changes in chromophore 
concentration as follows: 
(a) Fixed Temporal Window Approach. For a given subject and channel, averaged 'baseline 
rest' haemoglobin values were calculated by averaging five seconds of data, prior to the start 
of each knot-tying stimulus. Similarly, averaged 'trial' haemoglobin data was calculated for 
each stimulus period, by averaging 10 seconds of data, commencing 3 seconds after the onset 
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of knot-tying. This stimulus window was selected on the basis that the averaged time to peak 
(TTP) for Hb02 and time to nadir for HHb have been reported to be within 10-13 seconds of a 
motor stimulus [111, 146, 151, 153, 155, 156, 158, 201] (see Table 3.4). Averaged 'trial' 
values were subtracted from averaged 'baseline rest' values to obtain a single value for both 
Aflb02 and AHHb for every knot-tying episode. The AHbO2 and AHHb values were 
statistically analysed in order to determine the location of channels demonstrating significant 
variations in cortical haemodynamics across knot-tying trials. 
(b) Temporal Normalisation Approach. This method was applied to overcome variations in 
knot-tying times both within and between subjects. Data was subjected to temporal 
standardisation using the `resample' function in Matlab. Knot-tying intervals were normalised 
to 37 data points since the average knot tying time across all subjects was 37 seconds. 
Standardised data sets were block averaged across each experiment to produce individual data 
sets consisting of 77 data points for each haemoglobin parameter and channel (20 baseline 
values, 37 trial values and 20 post trial rest values) for statistical analysis. Data acquired using 
this approach was used to evaluate whether statistically significant changes in chromophore 
concentration had occurred as result of knot-tying stimulus. 
4.4 Statistical Analysis 
The statistical methodology applied here was designed to (a) determine the presence and / or 
absence of prefrontal activation based upon patterns of change in chromophore concentration 
and (b) to quantify between-trial variability in chromophore concentration and knot-tying 
performance. The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS v14, Chicago, Illinois) was 
used to statistically analyse both functional neuroimaging and behavioural data. Optical and 
performance data were non-normally distributed, could not be centralised using common 
transformations and were therefore analysed using non-parametric tests of significance. 
4.4.1 Statistical Analysis of Technical Skill 
Inter-group comparisons of technical performance were analysed using the Kruskal Wallis 
and Mann Whitney U (MWU) tests for non-parametric data. A statistical threshold of p < 0.05 
was assumed to be significant. The Friedman test was used to determine whether significant 
variation in technical performance had occurred across the five knot-tying trials. Statistical 
significance was set at the 5% alpha level. The Wilcoxon Sign Rank test was used to 
determine which knot-tying interval was responsible for the greatest fluctuation in technical 
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performance. Statistical significance was set at the 1% alpha level following Bonferroni 
correction. 
4.4.2 Quantifying Activation Related Changes in Haemoglobin Data 
A two-stage analysis procedure was applied to optical neuroimaging data, to determine 
whether recorded channels were 'activated'. Firstly, for each NIR channel, a group level 
analysis was performed in which the averaged change in baseline haemoglobin was compared 
to averaged haemoglobin change during the second half of knot-tying trials (allowing for the 
temporal delay of the haemodynamic response function) using a Mann Whitney U test. A 
value p < 0.05 was assumed to statistically significant. Channels were only said to be 
activated if significant increases in averaged Hb02 were coupled to significant decreases in 
averaged HHb. Secondly, to evaluate the relationship between Hb02 and HI-lb during the 
averaged trial period, a group level analysis was performed in which non-parametric 
correlations coefficients were calculated for each NIR channel. Inverse correlations with a 
value of p < 0.01 were assumed to be statistically significant. 
4.4.3 Analysing Between-Trial Variability in Haemoglobin Data 
The Friedman Test was used to determine if statistically significant fluctuations had occurred 
in cortical haemodynamic data across the five knot-tying trials. A value of p < 0.05 was 
assumed to be statistically significant. The Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test for related non-
parametric data was used to determine which knot-tying interval (i.e. 1-2, 2-3, etc) was 
responsible for the greatest change in cortical haemodynamics. A Bonferroni corrected value 
of p < 0.01 (0.05/4) was assumed to be statistically significant. 
4.4.4 Correlating Brain function and Technical Performance 
For each NIR channel, changes in each haemoglobin species (AHb02, IHHb, and iHbT) 
were correlated with each metric of technical performance (time, total pathlength, and total 
number of movements) using Spearman correlation analysis. Statistical significance was set at 
the 5% alpha level. 
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4.5 Results 
4.5.1 Technical Performance 
Figure 4.7 summarises the results of the technical performance data. Consultants and trainees 
were significantly faster (p < 0.001), made significantly fewer unnecessary movements (p < 
0.001), and used significantly shorter pathlengths (p < 0.001) to complete knot-tying trials 
compared to medical students. No significant difference was detected between consultant 
surgeons and surgical trainees on any performance parameter. 
Figure 4.7 The results of knot-tying performance versus the level of surgical experience. The 
Boxplots illustrate the variation in the time, total number of movements (TM) and total pathlength 
(TPL) required to complete knot-tying trials. Outliers are denoted by a black star. 
Figure 4.8 illustrates the variation in technical performance across five knot-tying trials, 
according to surgical experience. As anticipated, better technical performance was observed 
in trained surgeons compared to medical students. The greatest improvements in technical 
performance observed in novices, occurred between the second and third trials. Minimal 
fluctuations were observed in knot-tying performance amongst trained surgeons, aside from 
an anticipated improvement between the first and second knots (it is easier to formulate a 
second surgical knot upon a pre-laid knot than it is to formulate the first knot). Statistical 
analysis of performance data revealed significant fluctuations (p < 0.01) for each dexterity 
metric in all three experience groups. In trained surgeons, significant improvements (p < 0.01) 
in performance were only observed between the first and second knot-tying sessions. In 
contrast, maximal improvement in medical students occurred between the second and third 
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knot tying trials. Medical students were significantly faster (p < 0.01), and required fewer 
movements (p < 0.01) to complete the third versus the second trial. Shorter pathlengths were 
required during the third trial but this parameter did not reach statistical significance 
(p=0.036). 
Figure 4.8 Plots illustrating the variation in technical performance across knot-tying trials according 
to the level of surgical experience. Subplots (left to right) correspond to the time, total pathlength and 
total number of movements required to complete knot-tying trials. 
4.5.2 Typical Haemodynamic Responses 
In order to examine the spatiotemporal characteristics of changes in cortical haemodynamics, 
3D dynamic topograms were generated for each hemisphere by interpolating haemoglobin 
data from each NIR channel. This data was then overlaid onto anatomical T1 weighted MRI 
images as depicted in Figure 4.9, where bilateral changes in Hb02 from a typical expert and 
novice subject are sequentially illustrated in 2 s increments. The magnitude of the prefrontal 
response was strongly dependent on expertise. Specifically, a more florid cortical oxygenation 
response was observed in novice subjects compared to experts. 
  
0.50 
0.25 
0.00 
(mhfi'mrn) 
 
   
Figure 4.9 Dynamic topographic maps of oxygenated haemoglobin intensity change observed in a 
typical novice (upper row) and expert surgeon (lower row). Columns represent baseline rest, 2, 6 and 
10 seconds into a surgical knot-tying trial. Emitters (red circles), detectors (blue circles) and channels 
(pink circles) are overlaid onto a high resolution Tl weighted MRI image. 
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Figure 4.10 illustrates grand averaged haemoglobin changes for a subset of 12 prefrontal 
measuring positions in novices and expert surgeons. Some similarities were observed in the 
hemodynamic responses, regardless of surgical expertise. Typically, Hb02 and HbT increased 
rapidly, shortly after knot-tying commencement, peaked toward the end of the task period and 
returned to baseline upon task cessation. In medical students, the magnitude of haemoglobin 
change was approximately twice the order (zr 10-30 [IM x cm) of that observed in surgically 
trained subjects 5-10 NM x cm), with prominent peaks occurring in both right (2, 5 and 10) 
and left hemispheric channels (13, 15 and 20). The magnitude of the HHb response was far 
smaller than that of Hb02, and was more dependent on expertise. In surgically trained 
subjects, small magnitude, task-induced increases in HHb were observed in several bi-frontal 
channels. In contrast, task-induced decreases were observed in numerous right (4, 5, 9 and 11) 
and left hemispheric channels (14 - 16, 19, 20, 21 and 24) in medical students. 
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 4.10 Grand average waveforms of haemoglobin concentration change across left PFC 
measuring positions in (a) Consultant surgeons and (b) Novices. Data represent Hb02 (red line), HHb 
(blue line) and HbT (green line). These figures were constructing by normalising the stimulus period to 
average knot-tying time for each group (vertical blue shaded bars). 
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4.5.3 Activation Detection and Response Lateralisation 
Figure 4.11 summarises the statistical analysis of cortical haemodynamic data. Statistically 
significant task related increases in all three haemoglobin species was the most consistently 
observed trend. This pattern was identified bilaterally in both consultant surgeons and surgical 
trainees in nearly all NIR channels. However, a noticeably different response pattern was 
observed in channels centred on the left hemisphere in medical students. Increases in Hb02 
and HbT coupled to decreases in HHb were identified in a cluster of left hemispheric channels 
(19 - 24). Haemodynamic changes were statistically significant in four of these channels (19, 
21, 23 and 24) and these channels were said to be 'activated'. A similar trend was observed in 
two right hemispheric channels (8 and 9), although averaged decreases in HHb failed to reach 
the threshold for statistical significance. 
 
Patterns of haemodynamic change 
1 - HbO,and T HHb 
Hb02 and) HHb 
Hb0,; and .1 HHb (not significant) 
  
HbO, (not significant) 
HHb (not significant) 
   
Figure 4.11 Colour maps summarising the patterns of haemodynamic change in Consultant surgeons 
(upper row), surgical trainees (middle row) and surgical novices (bottom row). Columns correspond to 
right and left prefrontal hemispheres. Channels are numbered sequentially according to their 
approximate cranial location. Channel colours reflect the different patterns of task related 
haemodynamic change. The pattern consistent with cortical activation is labelled red/pink. 
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(a) 
-Task 
(b) 
Figure 4.12 summarises the Spearman rank correlation coefficients between relative change in 
Hb02 and HHb, for each NIR channel according to surgical expertise. The relationship 
between Hb02 and HHb during knot-tying trials was observed to vary according to surgical 
expertise and channel location. Positive correlations were observed in almost all 24 channels 
for consultant surgeons and trainees. In contrast, numerous channels (right hemisphere: 1 and 
2; left hemisphere: 15, 19, 20, 22 and 24) signifying inverse correlations were identified in 
medical students, of which a proportion were statistically significant (left hemispheric 
channels: 15, 19, 22 and 24). These results suggest significantly greater PFC responses in 
novices, with a tendency to left hemispheric lateralisation. 
Figure 4.12 (a) Thermal intensity plots represent the results of the correlation analysis between Hb02 
and HHb change during knot-tying trials. Rows represent data for Consultants (upper row), Surgical 
Trainees (middle row) and Novices (bottom row). Colour intensity relates to magnitude of the 
correlation coefficient (r2). Inverse correlations are labelled red. (b) An example channel showing a 
haemodynamic response pattern, that typifies cortical activation. The scatter plot demonstrates an 
inverse correlation relationship between chromophores in an activated channel. 
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4.5.4 Variability in Cortical Haemodynamics 
Figure 4.13 summarises the trend in AHbO2 and AHHb across five knot-tying trials as a 
function of surgical experience. Cortical haemodynamic change varied considerably across 
trials in medical students. In contrast, comparatively minimal fluctuations in haemodynamic 
change was observed across trials in trained surgeons. Striking similarities in haemodynamic 
changes were identified across prefrontal channels in medical students. Specifically, an 
increase in AHb02 and a decrease in AHHb occurred between the first and second trials in 
nearly all 24 prefrontal channels. Decreases in Allb02 and increases in AHHb were also 
observed toward the end of the experiment, between the third and fourth, and fourth and fifth 
trials respectively. To emphasise these transitions in cortical haemodynamic change, sample 
time course traces for a typical medical student subject are provided in Figure 4.14. In trained 
surgeons, no readily identifiable patterns of haemodynamic change occurred across prefrontal 
channels. 
Figure 4.13 Panels (a-c) illustrate the variation in mean AHb02 (red line) and AHHb (blue line) 
averaged across all 24 prefrontal channels for five knot-tying trials depending upon surgical 
experience. Subplots correspond to data for (a) Consultant surgeons, (b) Surgical Trainees and (c) 
Novices. Error bars represent the 95% Confidence Intervals from the mean. 
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Figure 4.14 Time course haemodynamic changes for 24 prefrontal cortical channels (ch) in a typical 
novice subject. Variable stimulus knot-tying episodes (vertical green shaded bars) are interspersed with 
fixed rest periods (vertical white windows). Units of haemoglobin change are given as WV! cm. A more 
profound NIR response was observed during the second knot-tying trial compared to the first (indicated 
by the size of the vertical red arrow). 
Table 4.1 to Table 4.3 summarise the statistical analysis of response variability in 
haemodynamic data. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 illustrate the locations of channels in which 
significant fluctuations in AHbO2 and AHHb occurred across trials for each experience group. 
Greater fluctuations in cortical haemodynamics occurred in medical students compared to 
trained surgeons. Table 4.3 summarises the results of the post-hoc analysis (Wilcoxon Sign 
Rank Test), for each experience group, in which both AHbO2 and AHHb were compared 
across knot-tying trial intervals, (i.e. 1-2, 2-3 etc) to determine the transition of maximal 
change. Similar patterns of cortical change were identified in prefrontal channels in medical 
students. Statistically significant (p < 0.01) increases in AHb02 coupled to decreases AHHb 
were commonly observed between the first and second trials. Additionally, statistically 
significant (p < 0.01) decreases in AHbO2 and increases in AHHb were commonly identified 
between the third and fourth, and fourth and five trials respectively. No clear consistent 
patterns of haemoglobin change were identified in trained surgeons. 
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Haemoglobin Parameter 	Consultants 	 Registrars 	 Novices 
AH602 EHHb 	AH602 AHHb AH602 EHHb 
Channel - 
1 0.011 0.003 0.000 
2 0.029 
3 - - 0.019 0.000 
4 0.017 - 0.015 0.002 0.000 
5 - 	0.026 - 0.016 
6 0.05 0.000 
7 - - 0.015 0.000 
8 - - 0.000 0.000 
9 - - 0.001 0.000 
10 0.023 - - - 
11 - 0.000 0.000 
12 - 0.001 0.010 
Table 4.1 The results of a Friedman analysis for AHb02 and AHHb across knot-tying trials for each 
experience group, for right hemispheric channels. Data are significant p values (<0.05) to three decimal 
places. 
Haemoglobin Parameter Consultants Registrars Novices 
AH602 AHHb AH602  AHHb AH602  AHHb 
Channel 
13 - 0.049 
14 0.041 - 0.002 0.003 0.000 
15 0.032 - 0.016 - 
X W 
P4 16 - - 0.004 0.001 
0 
C.) 
...7 17 - 0.002 0.001 0.001 
.< 
18 0.027 0.000 
0 
g 19 - 0.034 0.022 0.008 0.000 
[z4 
= P., 
t 
20 - 0.046 - 0.024 
,4 21 0.002 0.000 
22 - 0.003 0.000 
23 - - 0.011 0.008 
24 - 0.034 - 0.021 0.005 0.000 
Table 4.2 The results of a Friedman analysis for AHb02 and EHHb across knot-tying trials for each 
experience group, for right hemispheric channels. Data are significant p values (<0.05). 
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Channels demonstrating significant (p<0.01) between-trial fluctuation 
Knot-tying 	 AHbO2 	 AHHb 
Interval 1 — 2 2 — 3 3 - 4 4 - 5 1 - 2 2 - 3 3 - 4 4 - 5 
A 21,101 21 241 
B 41, 141, 171, 171 
161 241 
C 41,61, 11,31, 11,31,4 81 31,41, 
81,91, 41,61, 161,81, 51,71, 
111,12T 81,91 91 141,181 
161,171 111,121 111,181 201,221 
211,221 141171, 231 
241 191211, 191,201 
221,241, 
211,221 
241 
EX
PE
RI
EN
C
E
 G
RO
U
P 
Table 4.3 Results of the post-hoc (Wilcoxon Sign Rank) analysis for AHb02 and AHHb across knot- 
tying trials for experience group (A=consultants, B=trainees, C=medical students). The direction of 
change i or 1 is provided. 
4.5.5 Brain Performance Correlations 
In total 216 correlation analyses of dexterity measures (x) versus haemoglobin species (y) 
were performed. In approximately half the cases (n=105) correlation coefficients did not 
reach statistical significance (p<0.05). In general, the strength of these correlations was 
observed to be poor (r2 range = 0.1 to 0.6). As illustrated in the example of Figure 4.15, the 
strongest correlations were observed for left hemispheric channels (threshold r2 > 0.4). Only 
one channel (22) revealed good correlations (r2 > 0.6) between each performance parameter 
and Hb02 and HbT. Therefore, technical dexterity does not correlate with the magnitude of 
cortical excitation, and brain behaviour cannot be used as a surrogate for technical skill. 
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Figure 4.15 Charts illustrate a subset of the correlation matrix comparing (a) AHbO2 versus time and 
(b) AHbT versus total number of movements (TM). 
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4.6 Conclusions 
The primary findings of this investigation are as follows: 
• The prefrontal haemodynamic response to a surgical task is highly dependent upon 
years of experience on the task. 
• Task related changes in haemodynamic data dynamically change with acquisition of a 
surgical task. In this example, a significant transition in prefrontal excitation occurred 
between the first and second knot-tying trials in surgical novices. This transition was 
associated with improvements in technical performance during subsequent trials. 
• Considerable improvements in technical performance by the end of the experiment 
were associated with reduced demands for prefrontal activation in these subjects. 
• In contrast, to the variation observed in fNIRS responses in surgical novices, minimal 
fluctuations in prefrontal haemodynamic changes were associated with more stable 
technical performance in trained surgeons. 
The Role of the Prefrontal Cortex in Visuomotor Skills Learning 
The PFC has been shown to play an important role in novel task performance when motor 
performance is unrefined and attention demands are high [294]. Enhanced PFC activation 
during the initial trials in surgical novices may be explained by 'attention to action', since 
intense concentration is known to lead to greater prefrontal activation compared to unattended 
performance [244]. The ability to hold, manipulate and monitor information online is referred 
to as visuospatial working memory [295] (VSWM), and evidence from neurophysiological 
studies in healthy subjects [296-298] suggests that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) 
sub-serves working memory. It is conceivable that during the initial trials novices had to 
retain visuospatial images of knot-tying using a rehearsal system, maintain this information in 
the delay between practice and assessment, and subsequently select the correct responses. 
Enhanced PFC and ACC activations during erroneous responses suggests these regions are 
important for error detection and online monitoring of performance [245, 299]. Error 
detection was likely to be prominent during early knot-tying trials in novices. The 
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) is thought to direct attention to relevant stimuli in 
memory, silence irrelevant aspects of the same stimulus [300], and processes spatial cues in 
novel performance enabling the learner to discover new spatiotemporal relationships between 
the wrists and hands [226]. In spite of brief offline practice it is suspected that novices were 
still discovering new spatiotemporal arrangements during the knot-tying trials. 
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Interestingly, global PFC responses observed in the current study cannot be extrapolated to all 
scenarios in which motor performance is novel. Comparatively minimal PFC activation has 
been observed as subjects learn to perform simple sequential finger movements [294] and 
bimanual in-phase / anti-phase wrist movements [225]. Some of the disparity may be 
explained by differences in motor paradigms, practice schedules, and neuroimaging 
techniques. For example, all movement conditions employed by Debaere et al. [225] were 
practiced intensely over two days, possible minimising the magnitude of prefrontal response. 
In contrast, novices in the current investigation were only briefly exposed to the task, ensuring 
unrefined performance throughout the initial trials. Moreover, surgical knot-tying is 
considered to be more cognitively challenging than sequential finger movements and 
bimanual wrist movements. Complex goal-orientated behaviours modulate the degree of 
prefrontal activation. Tasks such as surgical knot-tying which require complex cognitive 
strategies; multiple sequential command processing, and manipulation of stored information 
are likely to lead to profound PFC activations. 
It is important to acknowledge the influence of age on fNIRS signals, since this variable may 
have influenced the results in the current study. Several investigators have observed 
comparatively less pronounced cortical responses in older subjects versus their younger 
counterparts [154, 301-303]. Older subjects less frequently demonstrate typical patterns of 
activation during cognitive drills [301], verbal fluency trials [302], calculation tasks [303] and 
motor skills [154]. One explanation for lower mean changes in Hb02 and HbT observed in 
older subjects is that cognitive and cerebral resources may no longer be available due to brain 
atrophy [302]. Alternatively, older subjects may find it more challenging to recruit the areas 
necessary to achieve a certain goal. Age-related alterations in `neurovascular coupling', 
control in CBF and local vasodilatation during activation may have also contributed to the 
cortical responses in expert subjects. However, the expert cohort recruited in the current 
investigation were on average 5-10 years younger than cohorts recruited to study aging-
related changes in function during cognitive tasks and approximately 30 years younger than 
those recruited for motor studies [154]. Therefore, it is difficult to extrapolate the findings of 
previous fNIRS studies to determine the exact influence of age in the current study. 
Transient Learning Effects 
In the current study, attenuation in PFC activation associated with practice related 
performance improvements was observed toward the end of the experiment in surgical 
novices. These findings are supported by practice dependent prefrontal plasticity associated 
with bimanual co-ordination [225], visuomotor association [247], cyclical wrist movements 
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[230] and non surgical knot-tying [276], all of which require the chaining together of 
components of learned sequences into new spatio-temporal arrangements in a similar manner 
to surgical knot-tying. Despite different methodologies and paradigms, these studies 
demonstrate that prefrontal and premotor cortices are engaged in early phases of motor 
learning, whereas primary and supplementary motor regions are preferentially recruited when 
the task is well-learned. Regions activated early in practice such as the PFC and ACC are 
thought to act as a 'scaffold' to support novel task demands, during unrefined effortful motor 
performance [304]. It is possible that practice related `pruning' of functional activations 
occurred as novices developed enhanced technical dexterity [304]. We hypothesise that 
reduced prefrontal activation toward the end of the experiment may be associated with up-
regulation in primary motor regions (M1) as has been previously demonstrated [252]. This 
redistribution effect could not be confirmed in the current investigation, since M1 was outside 
the field of the fNIRS optodes. 
Lateralised Prefrontal Activation in Surgical Novices 
The observed statistical dissociation between left and right PFC regions in surgical novices is 
more challenging to explain. Recently, the left PFC has been shown to be important during 
action observation [305], suggesting the findings may represent the effects of imitation 
learning. Furthermore, the left PFC is known to important for contextually demanding 
retrieval tasks [306]. It is possible that the left PFC assists novices in their recollection of 
specific contextual information concerning previous knot-tying encounters. Finally, the 
tendency toward right hemispheric activations in these subjects suggests these findings may 
be related to our criteria for activation or the possibility of Type I error. Here, we suggest that 
the most reliable indicator of cortical activation is task-induced separation between Hb02 and 
HHb during the task period, and that analysis techniques should account for both 
haemoglobin species simultaneously. Careful consideration must be given when only Hb02 is 
utilised as a marker of activation, since this parameter is most susceptible to interference from 
systemic hemodynamics signals such as heart rate and blood pressure variations [128, 307]. 
In summary, we have demonstrated that prefrontal excitation evoked by five trials of surgical 
knot-tying differs in surgical novices from trained surgeons. Specifically, practice dependent 
variations in prefrontal activation in novices are as anticipated and are associated with 
transient improvements in technical performance. Interestingly, a similar study of non-
surgical knot-tying has demonstrated persistent PFC activation in subjects with difficulty 
leaming manual tasks [276]. Other studies involving visual memory [272] visuomotor [205] 
and cognitive abilities [273] have observed more efficient brain function in subjects better at 
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performing these tasks. The relationship between better performance, reduced PFC activation 
and neuronal efficiency is fascinating and has obvious implications for the selection and 
assessment of future surgeons. In the next chapter, we will evaluate the effects of dispersed 
practice on PFC responses in surgical novices to determine whether attenuation in 
haemodynamic responses support further learning-related refinements in performance. 
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Chapter 5 
Functional Prefrontal 
Reorganisation Supports 
Learning Associated 
Refinements in Surgery 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we used functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) to identify 
expertise related differences in prefrontal processing across a limited number of bimanual 
knot-tying trials. Moreover, we demonstrated that within-session fluctuations in prefrontal 
haemodynamics appeared to confer transient gains in technical performance [213]. As 
discussed, it is hypothesised that activation of generic attention and control areas, such as the 
prefrontal cortex (PFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) are especially important in 
subjects at a novel stage of performance. These regions have been shown to be vital during 
the 'cognitive' phase of complex motor skills learning on tasks that have no direct relevance 
to surgery [209, 287]. Following extended practice, investigators have observed attenuation in 
PFC and ACC activations associated with expanded representations of the practiced skill in 
the primary and supplementary motor areas, and parietal cortex [225, 226, 230, 274]. 
However, patterns of cortical redistribution associated with extended deliberate practice on a 
technical surgical task have not yet been investigated. Therefore, it remains uncertain whether 
PFC attenuation accompanies learning success in this context. Similarly, it remains unknown 
whether the magnitude PFC activation is a valid surrogate of technical surgical skill. 
As discussed previously, fNIRS is a non-invasive optical neuroimaging technique for 
monitoring haemodynamic responses to brain activations. Cortical haemodynamic change is 
interpreted as originating from volumes of cortex (channels) between light emitters and 
detectors (see Figure 3.10). Cortical activation is inferred by the presence of task induced 
increases in oxygenated haemoglobin (Hb02), and decreases in deoxygenated haemoglobin 
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(HHb) [113]. As highlighted in the previous experimental chapter, multi-channel fNIRS data 
is highly complex; its dimension d may be given by d=c•n•h•s, where c is the number of 
channels, u is the number of users or subjects, h is the number of haemoglobin species and 
s is the number of observations. High dimensional data imposes significant challenges in 
terms of data visualisation and analysis. Conventional channel-wise statistical analysis of 
fNIRS data involves comparisons between observed and predicted haemodynamic responses. 
However, this assumes a binary 'all or nothing' response in terms of activation (i.e. a cortical 
region is either activated or not). 
Dimensionality reduction techniques may enhance visualisation of fNIRS data, and enable 
between-group comparisons in cortical excitation without making assumptions regarding the 
functionality of the data set. Although linear dimensionality reduction techniques may assist 
visualisation of fNIRS data, brain behaviour is intrinsically nonlinear and dynamic [308]. 
Therefore, techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Multi-dimensional 
Scaling (MDS) may have problems capturing nonlinearities of in vivo brain data. Methods 
that can recover the intrinsic dimensionality and non-linear structure of the dataset, such as 
manifold embedding [309] may improve visualisation of complex fNIRS data [217]. The aim 
of the current approach is to improve the visualisation of prefrontal haemodynamic responses, 
obtained from expert and novice surgeons, through the use of manifold embedding. The 
method is based upon isometric feature mapping or Isomap for recovering the intrinsic 
dimensionality and non-linear structure of the dataset [309]. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the 
most important feature of the method is that it preserves the geodesic distance between local 
points in the input space which may better reflect their intrinsic similarity that the Euclidean 
distance. 
As opposed to studies in which the intrinsic structure of the data is known a priori, the results 
presented within this chapter demonstrate the ability of the proposed method to recover 
meaningful global co-ordinates of data with unknown dimensions. Projecting the data into a 
low dimensional space enables cortical behaviour to be quantitatively compared, between 
groups of subjects, differing extensively in their surgical expertise. 
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate technical expertise development in surgery through 
cross sectional and serial evaluations of cortical brain function in novice and expert surgeons. 
In this chapter, we present results from two closely allied investigations. First, to evaluate 
differences in cortical behaviour between expert and novice surgeons, sixty-two subjects with 
varying levels of surgical experience performed a knot-tying task, comprising five cycles of 
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task repetitions. Second, a group of nineteen surgical novices were evaluated on the same 
knot-tying task at two time points, temporally spaced across a week of deliberate practice. In 
both investigations, prefrontal activation was evaluated using fNIRS and visualised using 
manifold embedding. Our research questions were as follows: 
I. Does prefrontal behaviour differ between performers based upon their 
expertise on a surgical task? 
2. Does functional re-organisation of prefrontal behaviour accompany learning 
associated refinements in technical performance following extended practice 
and instruction? 
3. Does manifold embedding meaningfully enhance the visualisation and 
understanding of complex fNIRS data? 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration demonstrating how Isomap exploits geodesic paths for non linear 
dimensionality reduction. For two arbitrary points on a non linear manifold (red circles), their 
Euclidean distance in the high dimensional input space (green line) may not accurately reflect their 
intrinsic similarity as measured by the geodesic distance along the linear fold (blue line). Construction 
of a neighbourhood graph enables an approximation to the true geodesic distance by taking short hops 
across the data (blue line). Embedding (floor of the graph) recovered by Isomap, preserves the shortest 
path distances. Straight lines in the embedding (green line) now represent simpler approximations to 
the true geodesic paths. 
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5.2 Theoretical Background 
5.2.1 Non Linear Dimensionality Reduction 
Data embedding techniques aim to project high dimensional data into a lower dimensional 
representation, whilst maintaining to a certain degree the intrinsic topology of the input space. 
High dimensional fNIRS data, is presumed to lie on (or near to) a lower dimensional 
topological space with an intrinsically smaller number of degrees of freedom. In this sense, 
fNIRS data fits into the mathematical abstraction of a manifold. Isomap [309] is a nonlinear 
data embedding technique with the ability to learn a broad class of non-linear manifolds. This 
technique ensures global optimality, computational efficiency and guarantees asymptotic 
convergence. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, Isomap has been shown to retain the intrinsic 
dimensionality of data with known structure. However, the technique has yet to be applied to 
complex fNIRS data where the underlying structure is unknown. The fact that Isomap is able 
to represent the global structure of a dataset within a single coordinate system is particularly 
useful for group-wise comparisons. 
Figure 5.2 The ability of Isomap to resolve the intrinsic dimensionality of complex high dimensional 
data and to resolve a meaningful global co-ordinate system. Original input signals were faces (n=698) 
with different poses and lighting direction. The two dimensional projection illustrates the correlation 
between each co-ordinate axis and one degree of freedom of the underlying data (left to right pose, X 
axis), (up-down pose, Y axis), and lighting direction (slider). Image redrawn from Tenenbaum et al. 
[309]. 
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The three stages of the Isomap embedding [309] begin with constructing a nearest neighbour 
graph in the n -dimensional feature space F . This step can be considered as having two sub-
steps: (a) Construct a weighted complete graph of the points in the experiment space with the 
weights being the distances d,F, between points i and j based on any metric. (b) Prune the 
complete graph, so that only a certain number of neighbours remain adjacent. The two 
standard approaches are to connect each point with its K nearest neighbours, i.e., keep the K 
edges with the smallest distances, or to connect all points within a radius e , i.e., keep all 
edges for which d,F <E. These neighbourhood relations are represented in a weighted graph 
G over the data points, with edges of weight d„F between neighbouring points. In the second 
step, Isomap reconstructs the complete graph again. This time the weights are calculated as 
estimates of the geodesic distances 	between all pairs of points on the manifold M by 
computing their shortest path distances in graph G . There exist a number of possible 
algorithms to compute the shortest paths in a weighted graph. The open source version of 
Isomap uses either Floyd's or Dijkstra algorithms to compute the shortest paths. The 
reconstructed complete graph can be represented by its distances matrix DG which contains 
the shortest path distances 41 between all pairs of points in G . Finally, by applying classical 
multidimensional scaling (cMDS) to matrix D, , Isomap constructs the embedding in a n - 
dimensional Euclidean space P (n >> n) that best preserves the intrinsic geometry. In cMDS 
the projected output configuration is calculated by minimising a cost function C to optimise 
the new distances 	in P space. 
C = II DC DPIIL2 = \IEE(diiP (02 
where, Dp is the matrix of Euclidean distances cif, [310]. 
5.2.2 Earth Mover's Distance 
Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) is based on the transportation problem and evaluates the 
dissimilarity between two multidimensional distributions [311]. Each distribution being 
composed of a set of points, each one with an associated weight w . This is referred to as the 
weighted signature of the distribution on the manifold. The EMD between two signatures is 
the minimum amount of 'work' needed to transform one signature into another. The work 
required is the proportion of weight being moved, multiplied by the distance between the old 
and new locations. Consider two distributions X = {(x„w,,),(x,,w„),...,(x„„w,„„)} and 
Y = {(Y1,111,1),(Y2,1D,2),•••,(Yr„wy„)}• It is possible to define a cost matrix C such that c, 
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(known as the ground distance) represents the cost of transforming a point i = 1...m from 
distribution X into a point j = 1...n from distribution Y . 
Mathematically EMD is defined as: 
EEO:, 
1 	 1 EMD(X,Y)=  i=  „, „ 
ED, 
i=1 j=1 
EMD aims to find a flow set f = {f, } subject to the following constraints: 
> o, 	< < m, < < n 
111 
j =1...n 
i=1 
fj < 
	i 	= 1...m 
j=1 
7,2 
	
EE = min (E 	wyj) 
=, „=i 	i=1 	j=1 
that minimises the function E E ciifi . 
=1...rn j=1...n 
5.2.3 Statistical Analysis of Longitudinal Clustered Data 
Longitudinal data are by definition clustered, violating the assumption that observations in a 
samples are independent of each other. Repeated measures on the same subject will be more 
similar to each other than to observations on other subjects. It is important to account for this 
in statistical analysis. 
There are a number of methods suitable for statistical analysis of clustered data. It is possible 
to use Robust Standard Errors, to correct for standard errors of clustering. Generalised 
Estimating Equations (GEE) adjust both the standard error and parameter estimates to allow 
for clustering. Arguably the most satisfactory approach to the analysis of clustered data is to 
use random effect models that specifically allow for clustering. 
Random effect models, explicitly model the similarity between individuals in the same 
cluster. The simplest form of a random effect model allows the average response to vary 
between clusters. This is accomplished by modifying the standard linear predictor to include 
an amount that varies randomly between clusters: 
Linear predictor for an individual in cluster j = 43 ++ 3x + + 3 x 4-u / k;, 2 2•••,p _ p , 
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The random effect u, is assumed to have a mean 0 and to vary randomly between clusters. It 
is assumed that a set of random effects fu, I explain the clustering in the data so that, having 
allowed for the random effects, different observations in the same cluster are independent. A 
random effect model explicitly includes both between-cluster and within-cluster variation. 
Mathematically, the model can be written as: 
y, = 00 + 	+ 02 x,„ + + vt e +u„ 
where, y, is the outcome for individual i in cluster j, x„., to x p,„ are the values of the p 
exposure variables for that individual. et, is the individual-level random error, and is normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance a,2 , and u, is the clustered level random error, and is 
normally distributed with mean 0 and variance c7,2, . 
5.3 Materials and Methods 
5.3.1 Ethics 
The Local Regional Ethics Committee (LREC) approved all aspects of the study protocol in 
July 2005. All investigations were conducted at the department of BioSurgery and Surgical 
Technology (St Mary's Hospital Campus) Imperial College London, United Kingdom (UK). 
Written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to enrolment. Participants 
also completed a questionnaire regarding their previous surgical experience, knot-tying 
preferences and an Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [290]. 
5.3.2 Subjects 
Study (A) involves sixty-two, right-handed healthy male subjects, including nineteen 
consultant surgeons (mean age ± SD = 46.3 ± 7.6), twenty-one surgical registrars (mean age ± 
SD = 31.3 ± 4.1 years), and twenty-two medical students (mean age ± SD = 21.9 ± 1.9 years) 
all of whom were recruited from Imperial College London, UK. Study (B) consists of 
nineteen, right-handed healthy male medical students (mean age ± SD = 20.2 ± 0.7 years). 
Subjects recruited for study (B) were not involved in the first investigation. Medical students 
were recruited provided they had no prior knowledge of surgical knot-tying. Subjects with a 
family or previous history of a neuropyschiatric disorder were excluded (n=1). Subjects were 
asked to refrain from drinking alcohol for 24 hours prior to the start of each study period. 
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5.3.3 Knot-tying Task Paradigm 
In both investigations, the task under evaluation consisted of four throws of a hand tied 
surgical reef knot performed using 2/0 polysorb suture material on a bench top knot-tying 
trainer (Ethicon Ltd, New Jersey, USA). The nature of the knot-tying task has been described 
in detail in section 4.2.3. Briefly, to ensure consistency across the two investigations, a block 
design paradigm was used throughout. Blocks consisted of baseline rest (30 seconds), trial 
(four throws of a self paced surgical reef knot) and inter-trial rest periods (20 seconds). 
5.3.4 Training Episodes and Practice Schedules 
In both studies, medical students were trained in a single one-hour session to perform hand 
tied surgical reef knots, as taught on the Basic Surgical Skills (BSS) course, using the same 
knot-tying trainer used for the fNIRS experiment. Students received instruction on a one-to 
one basis from a surgeon trainer. The trainer demonstrated how to formulate four throws of a 
surgical reef knot, first without and then with commentary. The trainer then performed the 
manoeuvres again under instruction from the participant. The three sub steps involved in each 
throw were then demonstrated again first with, and then without commentary. Participants 
were required to perform each sub step four times. A period of fifteen minutes was 
subsequently allocated for practice on the task with feedback provided from the trainer where 
necessary. At the end of the practice session, each subject had to successfully form four 
throws of a hand tied surgical reef knot using 2/0 Polysorb, in order to proceed to the 
neuroimaging evaluation. No subjects were excluded at this stage and all medical students 
progressed to fNIRS evaluation. 
The medical student cohort recruited for study (B) then underwent further practice and 
instruction dispersed over five consecutive days. On each day, subjects attended a group 
training session lasting approximately 40 minutes. During these sessions, subjects repeatedly 
practiced the knot-tying technique on identical knot-tying trainers in the bench-top 
environment (see Figure 5.3). Expert trainers spent 10 minutes with each subject, offering 
advice and feedback on individual knot-tying technique. Subjects were instructed not to 
practice outside of these training sessions. In total, each candidate practised the knot-tying 
technique for approximately 3 hours and 40 minutes. At the end of the week, a second fNIRS 
evaluation (session 2) was conducted in an identical manner to the first evaluation (session 1). 
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Figure 5.3 Photographic images of the medical student cohort recruited for the longitudinal study 
(s udy B), capturing one of the practice sessions. During practice sessions subjects received individual 
feedback regarding surgical knot-tying technique from expert surgeon trainers. Practice sessions were 
conducted within the Clinical Skills Centre Laboratory at Imperial College London (St Mary's Hospital 
Campus). 
5.3.5 Functional Neuroimaging and Behavioural Performance Monitoring 
Optical measurements were acquired using a commercially available, continuous wave 
Optical Topography System (ETG — 4000, Hitachi Medical Co., Japan). The tNIRS 
experimental set-up was identical to that previously described (section 4.2.5). Briefly, a 
configuration comprising two 3x3 probes was used which allowed us to measure relative 
changes in chromophore concentration at 24 different measuring points in two areas of 6x6 
cm2. Each probe comprised five optical fibre sources emitting NIR light (from laser diodes) at 
690 and 830 nm, coupled to four avalanche photodiode detectors, each of which detects the 
reflected light of its neighbouring surrounding emitters. Optodes were held within a flexible 
plastic helmet (inter-optode distance 30mm), affixed to the participant's head with a surgical 
bandage and tape (Surgifix, Colorline, Italy). As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the International 10-
20 system of electrode placement was employed as an external reference framework to guide 
optode placement [122]. The approximate cranial locations of NIR emitters, detectors and 
channels with respect to the Unambiguously Illustrated 10-10 System were subsequently 
derived. We used positions Fp2/F8 (on the right) and similarly positions Fp1/141 (on the left) 
to reliably position the inferior medial and inferior lateral edges of the fNIRS probes. 
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Figure 5.4 Illustration of NIR optode placement across the bilateral PFC. The position of NIR light 
sources (red), detectors (blue) and corresponding channels are numerically labelled in shaded boxes. 
One 3x3 cm array encompassed the right PFC and the other the left PFC. The approximate 
International 10-20 and 10-10 system cranial locations of each optode array are labelled. 
Two strategies were applied to ensure consistency across serial fNIRS acquisitions for study 
(B) subjects. The distances (cm) between the nasion and inion over the vertex in the midline 
and between the right and left pre-auricular points in the central coronal plane were recorded 
at Session 1 and subsequently used as a reference for probe placement at Session 2. 
Additionally, 3D optode positional data obtained using an electromagnetic probe positioning 
digitiser from a few representative cases, was transferred to a 3D MRI image using 3D 
Composite Display Unit (Hitachi Medical Co., Japan). As illustrated in Figure 5.5, 
topographic data obtained from session 1 was compared to data obtained at session 2 to 
ensure that measurements were sampled from broadly similar cortical regions. 
Figure 5.5 3D MRI images capture cortical regions surveyed at (a) session 1 and (b) session 2 
Columns represent left PFC and right PFC optode arrays respectively. 
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Knot-tying dexterity was monitored using the Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device 
(ICSAD) [45] which has been discussed in detail previously (see section 2.5.3). All trials 
were videotaped for retrospective viewing to ensure that the knot-tying technique correctly 
matched that during training. Technical performance data before and after deliberate practice 
(session 1 versus session 2), were analysed using the Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test, for non-
parametric related comparisons. Statistically significance was set at a 1% level. 
5.4 Data Analysis 
5.4.1 Data Processing and Feature Space Construction 
All optical data was processed using the functional Optical Signal Analysis program (fOSA, 
University College London, UK [293]. Relative changes in light intensities were converted to 
changes in haemoglobin (Hb02, HHb and their sum, total haemoglobin HbT), applying the 
modified Beer Lambert Law [135]. Data was subjected to an identical pre-processing 
procedure to that described previously (see section 4.3.1.) Temporal variations in knot-tying 
durations and fNIRS data, were standardised using the `resample' function in Matlab. Final 
datasets comprised 20 baseline rest values, 37 trial values, and 20 post trial rest values for 
each channel and haemoglobin species. 
A 74-D feature space F was constructed, using resampled Hb02 and HHb trial values. This 
data was then reduced to an embedded space P using the fixed references Isomap algorithm 
FR-Isomap [312] with between-group differences being quantified using EMD [311]. Study 
(A) data was used to as references to construct the embedded space. 
5.4.2 FR-Isomap Manifold Embedding Technique 
A number of variations to the original Isomap algorithm have been developed to overcome 
intrinsic limitations such as noise [313], to enhance computational efficiency [312], and to 
enable time series embedding [314] and multiple manifolding [315]. The FR-Isomap (fixed 
reference Isomap), described by Lekadir et al. [312], allows consistent dimensionality 
reduction across samples in serial datasets. This technique allows the reduction of 
computational requirements by selecting a representative subset of points and performing 
embedding on this subset. FR-Isomap allows the insertion of new points into the embedded 
space as they become available avoiding executing the embedding algorithm again. Although 
data from the two investigations have been acquired separately (as outlined above), FR-
Isomap allows the projection of data from both experiments into the same space. FR-Isomap 
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ensures consistent embedding, allowing comparisons between the results. Since both the 
experimental design and data processing were conducted with an identical protocol, data from 
both study (A) and study (B) can be considered to belong to the same feature space F . 
FR-Isomap involves embedding of training data, which can efficiently represent the 
variability within large datasets. In this sense, it selects a number of representative points 
which act as reference points. The way in which FR-Isomap selects the reference points is 
flexible, as long as the reference subset is evenly distributed on the manifold. In the current 
analysis, we use study (A) as the reference data. Other non-reference data are mapped using 
the knowledge of the co-ordinates of both reference and non-reference data in feature space 
F and coordinates of reference data in the embedded space. The overall flow of FR-Isomap is 
represented in Figure 5.6. 
Figure 5.6 A schematic illustration demonstrating the application and flow of the FR-Isomap data 
embedding technique. 
With FR-Isomap, Sammon's nonlinear mapping criteria can be used as a measure of the 
mapping error between the distances in the original and mapped spaces: 
1 	— cr)
2 
E= 	 
	
Ece 	dr 
ev 
By minimising the mapping error, it is possible to calculate the coordinates xP in the 
embedded space for other points 4.  iteratively as described by Lekadir et al. [312]: 
8E (m) a2 Ep jm 2) 1 x,P (m +1) = x,P (m) 
ax,P (m) 	(m) 
where xr(m) are the coordinates in the embedded space in the mth iteration, a is the step 
size and Es(m) is the mapping error after the mth iteration, which uses d,P,(m), the distance in 
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the embedded space P after the Trith iteration. Since the references points are evenly 
distributed on the manifold and the topology is preserved, the reference point which is the 
nearest neighbour to 	(0) in feature space F can be used as a starting point 	(0) for the 
iterative algorithm. 
5.4.3 Quantitative Group-Wise Comparisons in Projected Space 
Once the original high dimensional data is embedded into a common reference space, it is 
possible to quantify differences in cortical excitation patterns between groups. To this end, 
EMD is used. We calculate the ground distances c, as the Euclidean distances in the 
embedded space P , i.e. 	= dP . Since the ground distances are induced by an L2 norm, EMD 
is a lower bounded metric [311]. 
5.4.4 Statistical Validation of Learning Related Attenuation 
Data from study (B) was statistically analysed to compare the magnitude of PFC activation 
before and after practice. A two-fold statistical approach was conducted as follows: 
(a) Conventional channel-wise statistical analysis. For each NIR channel, averaged 
haemoglobin data during motor rest was compared to that during knot-tying trials using a 
paired t-test. Channels were considered to be activated if statistically significant increases in 
Hb02 were coupled to statistically significant decreases in HHb. This procedure was applied 
to the longitudinal study (B), to determine whether there were any differences in the number 
of activated channels, before and after practice. 
(b) Random effect statistical model to account for the effects of clustering. We examined the 
effect of session (before training=0, after training=1) and channel (1-24) in the change of the 
dependent variables (AHbO2, AHHb, AHbT) using a random effect model. The random effect 
model is the same as a standard multiple regression model, with the addition of cluster-level 
random effect u3 . The random effect analysis was conducted with Intercooled Stata (v8.0 for 
Windows, Stata Corporation, USA). 
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5.5 Results 
5.5.1 Technical Performance 
Comparisons between experts and novices in terms of technical skill for Study (A) subjects 
have been discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Here, the results from the longitudinal Study (B) 
are presented. As illustrated in Table 5.1 following a week of deliberate practice, a significant 
improvement in technical knot-tying ability was observed in novices. Medical students were 
significantly more dextrous following a week of deliberate practice on the task. 
Significant differences in technical performance between trained surgeons (Study A) and 
medical students were found prior to deliberate practice. Specifically, medical students were 
found to take more time to complete trials (p<0.001), and be more inefficient in terms of total 
movement (p<0.001) and pathlength (p<0.001) than surgical trainees and consultant surgeons. 
However, following a week of practice, we observed greater similarity in technical 
performance between medical students and registrars (time, p<0.001; TM, p=0.20; TPL, 
p=0.60), and between medical students and consultants (time, p<0.001; TM, p=0.20; TPL, 
p=0.60). Following practice, medical students were still slower at completing knot-tying trials 
than trained surgeons. 
Technical 
Parameter P g Session 2"d  Session 
P value 
(Wilcoxon Sign 
Rank) 
Time 40.0 17.3 0.000 
[ 18.5 to 257] [8.9 to 32.5] 
Total Pathlength 9.3 4.5 0.000 
[3.4 to 111] [2.9 to 8.5] 
Total Movement 21.0 14.0 0.000 
[7.0 to 51.2] [9.0 to 20.0] 
Table 5.1 Comparison of technical knot-tying performance in medical students, before and after a 
week of deliberate practice. Data is represented as median [range]. Statistically significant p values < 
0.001 have been highlighted in bold text. 
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5.5.2 fNIRS Projected Prefrontal Excitation 
FR-Isomap is capable of retaining the perceptually meaningful low-dimensional structure of 
the fNIRS dataset as estimated by the flexure point of the residual variance, which was 
located at the fourth component. Each subject produces as many points in the 74-D feature 
space F as there are channels, i.e. 24 in this study. FR-Isomap was used to map points F to 
P, using k =7 neighbours to construct graph G. Therefore, each point in the embedded 
space represents task-related changes in Hb02 and HHb, for a given subject and NIR channel. 
Importantly, channels and subjects depicting similar haemodynamic behaviour in the high 
dimensional space appear closer together in the embedding. Our hypothesis is that the brain 
response to surgical task is dependent on experience and therefore novice data is anticipated 
to project to regions of the embedding distinct from those of experts. In addition, if as 
anticipated, variation in the cortical response between experts is lower than for novices, then 
expert data is expected to cluster more tightly within the embedding. In this way, FR-Isomap 
is capable of aiding visualisation of cortical responses and unveiling differences in cortical 
excitation between experience groups. 
The ability of FR-Isomap to resolve meaningful global co-ordinates is highlighted in Figure 
5.7, where each component of the embedding correlates well with one degree of freedom of 
the underlying data, left to right, Hb02 (r2 = 0.96 ), up and down, HHb (r2 = 0.62 ). 
Consultants and registrars clustered tightly around the origin of the two components in the 
embedded space P, whereas greater dispersion of data points was observed for novices in 
study (A). This reflects lower variance in the cortical responses between experts. 
FR-Isomap places no a priori assumption regarding patterns most indicative of brain 
activation, yet is capable of producing a co-ordinate system in which classical patterns of 
activation (task induced increases in Hb02 and decreases in HHb) can be readily identified 
from the original input signals. In the current example, Hb02 was observed to rise to the left, 
and HHb to fall toward the apex of embedded space. Haemodynamic patterns consistent with 
brain activation may be therefore be found toward the top left of the embedding, a region 
consisting primarily of novice data. This is in line with the hypothesis that novices are more 
likely to activate the PFC than their more experienced counterparts. Conversely, data 
indicative of minimal haemodynamic change during knot-tying are located close to the origin 
of the two components of the embedding. This region is highly populated with expert data, 
and supports the theory that highly skilled subjects do not depend on PFC activation to 
produce skilled performance. 
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Figure 5.7 Manifold embedding results showing the distribution of channel response and how it 
varies along the first two principal dimensions for all subjects in study (A). The locations of the 
original haemodynamic signals (a-f) are marked on the embedded space, demonstrating the intrinsic 
trend captured by the embedding technique (subplots). Sampling across the dashed line demonstrates 
how the original signals vary across the first two components of the projection. 
Once in the embedded space, it is possible to overlay useful haemodynamic information on 
top of the low dimensional projection. This procedure sub classifies regions within the 
embedding according to the extent of the physiological response. The colour intensity maps 
displayed in Figure 5.8, divides regions of the embedding according to changes in HbT and 
cerebral blood flow (CBF), the amount of blood passing through a brain region at a given 
moment. In this case, CBF is calculated from changes in cerebral blood volume (CBV), 
defined as follows: 
ml HbT  CBV 	 
	
100gr 	H • R 
where, H is the haematocrit and R represents the cerebral to large vessel ratio. We assume 
H to be a constant in healthy subjects, and therefore CBV is proportional to HbT. Grubb et 
al. [1121 established a relationship between CBV and CBF, rearranged as follows: 
in/ I 1 CBVr"  
100gr mini 	0.80 ) 
CBF 
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It can be seen that the greatest intensity change in HbT and CBF are located predominantly to 
the top left of the embedded space. This is a region of the projected space dominated by 
novice data. 
(a) 
	
(b) 
Figure 5.8 Colour intensity plot of intensity change in (a) AHbT and (b) CBF. It is evident that the 
extent of NIR haemodynamic responses vary according to the region of the embedding space. The 
region of the embedding associated with the greatest haemodynamic response appears to be the left 
upper quadrant. This region is densely populated by novice data (see Figure 5.7). 
5.5.3 Quantifying Between-Group Differences 
Once mapped to the embedded space, EMD was used to compare distributions between 
experience groups for a specific channel of interest. The Euclidean distances between points 
in P space were used as the ground distance as described above. The Euclidean distance in 
P space being an approximation of the geodesic distance in F . EMD weights are calculates 
as 1 / z with z being the number of points in the single cluster of each signature. Table 5.2, 
summarises the relevant EMD results for comparison between experience groups. Regarding 
study (A), greater similarity in the distribution of data points was observed between 
consultants and registrars, than between novices and either of the former two groups. 
Parameter Novices to 	Novices to 	Trainees to Consultants 	Trainees 	Consultants 
Mean 	81.62 79.50 24.19 
St.Dev 32.62 
	
39.53 	 6.88 
Table 5.2 Comparison of between-group EMD results. 
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5.5.4 Hemispheric Asymmetry 
EMD was also used to compare a given channel and it's symmetrical opposite in the 
contralateral hemisphere. The degree of inter-hemispheric channel pair symmetry is 
illustrated in Figure 5.9. In order to contextualise inter-hemispheric symmetry in terms of 
cortical excitation, Figure 5.10 illustrates the results of a channel-wise statistical analysis 
comparing averaged baseline haemoglobin values to averaged stimulus values using non-
parametric tests of significance (see section 4.4.2). As discussed previously, patterns 
consistent with cortical activation were only observed in left hemispheric channels, indicating 
an asymmetrical response. 
Figure 5.9 Illustration of inter-hemispheric channel pair symmetry as quantified using EMD. 
Figure 5.10 Task induced haemoglobin changes across all 24 channels. Significant (p < 0.05) increases 
in Hb02 and decreases in HHb were assigned 1.0, all other patterns of change were assigned 0.25, 
except for non-significant Hb02 changes, which were assigned 0.5. 
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The degree of channel asymmetry was observed to be more prominent in novices than in 
experts. The disparity in channel asymmetry between experience-groups is illustrated in 
Figure 5.11, which depicts the results of the two-dimensional embedding for each NIR 
channel. The projection of data across two prefrontal regions appears more symmetrical in 
expert subjects, possible indicating a more uniform cross hemispheric response. In contrast, a 
number of channel pairs illustrate asymmetrical projection of data in novice subjects (e.g. 
channel pairs: 10-20, 5-15, 7-18 and 2-13). Interestingly, it was in this group of subjects that 
asymmetry in cortical activation was demonstrated using a conventional statistical approach 
(see Figure 4.11). 
Figure 5.11 Channel-wise manifold embedding results, where novice data are labelled as plus signs, 
trainees as green squares and consultants as open blue triangles. The abscissa correspond to component 
1 and the ordinate to component 2. 
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5.5.5 fNIRS Functional Prefrontal Reorganisation 
Figure 5.12 illustrates the effect of week of practice on the magnitude of cortical excitation. 
Following extended training on the task, a less pronounced prefrontal oxygenation responses 
was observed. 
 
0.5000 
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0.1CO3 
-0.1000 
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Figure 5.12 Prefrontal oxygenation change (mM x mm) after brief instruction (upper row) and 
following extended training and practice (lower row). Columns represent baseline rest — one second 
prior to task / stimulus onset, 2, 6 and lOs into a knot-tying trial. 
The arrangement of data in P appears less dispersed for the second versus the first session 
(i.e. following a week of deliberate practice on the task). Figure 5.13 highlights the 
telescoping of data points between first and second sessions. Interestingly, following a week 
of practice, novice data are mapped closer in proximity to the location of the experts, around 
the origin of the two components, a region of less CBF intensity change. As illustrated in 
Figure 5.14, in general, increasing expertise is associated with smaller cluster size in the 
embedded space. 
Figure 5.13 Manifold embedding results depicting practice dependent reorganisation of cortical 
behaviour in surgical novices (study B). Data represent 74-D trial Hb02 and HHb values for a given 
channel and subject. Trajectories (dotted black lines) represent the transition from session / data before 
deliberate practice (closed pink crosses) and session 2 data after practice (closed green circles). 
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Figure 5.14 Using the k-means algorithm, the central point (centroid) for each group was located in the 
embedded space. The average distance between each centroid and all other points for that group was 
calculated (coloured spheres), and the distance to the farthest point (cross) is shown as a solid line. 
Figure 5.15 illustrates between-group EMD results, quantitatively comparing prefrontal NIR 
responses between all experience groups. For the longitudinal study cohort (Study B), 
haemodynamic responses in the novice group was more similar (i.e. lower EMD values) to 
those of trained surgeons following a week of practice on the task, and more dissimilar to the 
novices recruited as part of study (A) who had not undergone further instruction and practice. 
These results are highly suggestive of practice dependent neuroplasticity. 
Figure 5.15 Chart depicting the EMD results comparing NIR responses between all experience groups. 
Medical student subjects recruited to the longitudinal investigation (study B) are labelled according to 
whether data was prior to (l ot) or following (2nd) deliberate practice. Medical student subjects recruited 
for the cross-sectional investigation (study A) are labelled as ((A)Novs). 
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5.5.6 Validation of Learning Related Reorganisation 
A random effect analysis was conducted to examine the effect of session (before training=0, 
after training=1) and channels (1-24) in the change of the dependent variables (AHb02, 
AHHb, AHbT), where, for a given channel, AHb = (AHb task-AHb rest). The regression 
output for the random effect model is summarised in Table 5.3. Statistically significant 
decreases in both AHbO2 (p < 0.001) and AHbT (p < 0.001), and significant increases in 
AHHb (p < 0.01) were observed across practice sessions. These results validate the hypothesis 
that PFC responses to a surgical knot-tying task diminishes following extended training. 
Haemoglobin 
Parameter 
Independent 
Random Effect Model: Regression Output 
Variable Coefficient s.e. z P > 1z1 95% CI 
-6.0101 to - 
Session -4.6815 0.6781 -6.90 <0.00/ 
(a)  
3.3524 
-0.2123 to - 
AH1302 Channel -0.1199 0.0471 -2.54 <0.01 
0.0275 
11.8569 to 
Constant 15.2682 1.7404- 8.77 <0.001 
18.6794 
0.2167 to 
Session 0.8192 0.3074 2.66 <0.01 
1.4217 
(b)  -0.1148 to - 
Channel -0.0728 0.0215 -3.39 <0.001 
AHHb 0.0307 
0.1109 to 
Constant 1.4402 0.6783 2.12 0.034 
2.7696 
-5.4624 to - 
Session -3.8252 0.8353 -4.58 <0.001 
2.1881 
(c)  -0.3064 to - 
Channel -0.1924 0.5813 -3.31 <0.001 
AHbT 0.0785 
12.6863 to 
Constant 16.6534 2.0240 8.23 <0.001 
20.6204 
Table 5.3 The regression output of the random effect model for learning related changes in (a) Hb02, 
(b) HHb and (c) HbT. The estimated between-subject s.d. (a u ), within-subject s.d. (a,) and proportion 
of variance due to u, (rho) is as follows [ (au ) Hb02=5.3868, HHb=1.6899, HbT=5.8764] ; 
[ (a,) Hb02=8.7670; HHb=3.9842; HbT=10.8153]; and [(rho) Hb02=0.27407; HHb=0.1525; 
HbT=0.2279]. 
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 summarise the conventional channel-wise statistical analysis, 
comparing prefrontal haemodynamic responses before and after deliberate practice. Only 
channels demonstrating statistically significant (p < 0.05) increases in Hb02 and decreases in 
HHb are highlighted. Interestingly, this approach fails to capture important differences in 
haemodynamic behaviour between the practice sessions that are clearly captured with analysis 
framework described above. Using a conventional approach, the most striking difference 
between practice sessions is the lack of decreases in HHb following training. This approach 
suggests a similar spectrum of Hb02 responses before and after practice, yet the analysis 
framework described above clearly captures differences between pre and post training 
haemodynamic responses. 
Figure 5.16 Chart depicting the results of channel-wise statistical analysis of Hb02 after limited 
training (a) and extended practice (b). Statistically significant (p < 0.05) task induced increases in Hb02 
are labelled (red circles). Channels not reaching threshold are also labelled (white circles). 
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Figure 5.17 Chart depicting the results of channel-wise statistical analysis of HHb after limited 
training. Statistically significant (p < 0.05) task induced decreases in HHb are labelled (blue circles). 
Channels not reaching threshold are also labelled (white circles). Note following extended training, 
HHb decreases did not reach threshold in any of the 24 NIRS channels. 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a novel approach to understanding and quantifying complex high dimensional 
fNIRS data has been proposed. It has been shown that the intrinsic dimensionality of the data 
is recoverable by FR-Isomap based upon the patterns of chromophore change. This technique 
places no a priori assumptions upon the patterns most representative of cortical activation. 
However, the arrangement of data in the embedded space is intuitively meaningful, enabling 
typical haemodynamic patterns of brain activation to be easily identified. As well as 
enhancing visualisation, differences in haemodynamic behaviour can be easily quantified in 
the low-dimensional space. The technique enables simultaneous analysis of both haemoglobin 
species, reducing the likelihood of a Type I error, by assigning more weight to one or other 
haemoglobin species. 
Using this approach, we have demonstrated that prefrontal haemodynamic responses vary 
depending upon technical expertise on the task. Similar prefrontal haemodynamic responses 
have been demonstrated in registrars and consultants, in whom technical performance could 
not be discriminated. In contrast, distinctly different patterns of cortical haemodynamics and 
significantly poorer knot-tying performance were observed in surgical novices. The location 
of novice data in the embedded space strongly suggests that these findings are related to 
differences in the degree of prefrontal brain activation required to perform the task. 
Interestingly, we observed an evolving pattern of prefrontal haemodynamic behaviour in 
medical students following more detailed instruction on the task. This transition in cortical 
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behaviour is associated with significant longitudinal refinements in technical knot-tying 
performance. Patterns of prefrontal haemodynamic behaviour more closely resemble the 
distribution of trained surgeons following a week of deliberate practice. The results of the 
random effect model strongly support a reduction in PFC activation across sessions, with 
significantly less AHb02 and AHbT following extended practice. These findings support the 
idea that prefrontal plasticity accompanies the acquisition of a surgically relevant task, and are 
inline with studies of visuomotor learning [231, 232, 274], force field learning [249], pursuit 
rotor [149], bimanual co-ordination [225, 226] and non-surgical knot-tying [276] all of which 
demonstrate the importance of PFC activation in early learning but not after practice. As 
previously discussed, one theory is that a set of 'scaffolding' regions are recruited to support 
novel demands during unrefined performance [304]. These regions include areas of generic 
attention and control, such as the PFC and ACC. As motor skills are performed with 
increasing fluidity, activation foci are relegated from rostral regions, resulting in a 
redistribution of the activation map. One might equate this to the scaffold falling away [209, 
304]. 
The shift in cortical haemodynamic behaviour observed across extended practice in the 
current analysis may be explained by neurophysiological 'pruning' of attentional and control 
areas common to most practice related studies [209]. Action attention was likely to prominent 
during initial trials, a factor known to lead to enhanced prefrontal activation compared to 
unattended performance [244, 299]. Alternatively, the results may be attributed to distinct 
cognitive functions of the PFC that are important in the novel phases of procedural learning 
such as visuospatial working memory [295], error detection [245] or response monitoring. It 
should be noted that the current study was not designed to discriminate between these 
processes. Instead, we hope to characterise expertise and learning related changes in PFC 
behaviour using an embedding framework with much wider neuroimaging applications. 
The results demonstrate that the prefrontal haemodynamic response to open surgical knot-
tying is highly dependent upon technical ability. Following extended training, surgical 
novices execute the task more efficiently with an evolving pattern of prefrontal activation that 
more closely resembles that of trained surgeons. It is likely that novices have progressed from 
a highly attention demanding early learning phase, where online monitoring confers 
performance gains to a stage where knot-tying can be performed with reduced attentional 
demands. 
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Chapter 6 
Circadian Cognitive Compensation 
in Surgical Trainees 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, the importance of surgical expertise on the prefrontal haemodynamic 
response to a surgically relevant visuomotor task has been highlighted. However, interesting 
questions still remain regarding prefrontal cortical (PFC) responses in trained surgeons. For 
example, how do cortical responses elicited by a surgical task compare to those elicited by a 
control task, known to activate the PFC? Can the PFC response be modulated by 
environmental factors such as fatigue? The aim of the current chapter is to shed light on these 
questions. 
As discussed previously, the attenuated PFC response observed in surgical trainees has been 
attributed to the fact that the task is well learned. Theoretically, recruitment of cortical centres 
associated with 'early learning' is no longer required in these subjects. However, the previous 
studies lacked a control task to compare with the surgical task. Comparing responses evoked 
by a novel control task known to recruit the PFC, may help to provide further evidence of 
learning related attenuation on the surgical task. When considering which control task to 
employ, it is worth remembering that the primary functions of the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex are to carry out executive functions. 
Executive functions include planning, selecting and ongoing regulation of goal-directed 
behaviours. Solving arithmetic problems is typically accomplished through many cognitive 
processes. To solve a mathematical problem, one has to recognise visually presented 
numbers, retrieve arithmetic facts, execute arithmetic operations, intermediately store relevant 
information in working memory and control hand movements to initiate an appropriate 
answer. Evidence suggests that the PFC is recruited during both simple mental arithmetic 
[316-318] and complex calculations such as integral calculus [319], with a tendency to left 
lateralisation [317, 318]. Additionally, clinical studies of brain damaged patients with 
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acalculia (acquired difficulty performing simple mathematical tasks), tend to have lesions 
located in the PFC [320, 321]. Therefore, it seems reasonable to hypothesise that arithmetic 
problem solving will evoke a more profound PFC response than will a surgically relevant 
visuomotor task in surgical trainees. 
The circumstances of real-life surgery are quite distinct from those described in the outlined 
in the previous experiments. For instance, the participating surgical trainees were operating at 
their own convenience, as opposed to the demands of an `oncall' shift; were performing the 
task on inanimate objects, rather than on live patients; and were executing procedures in a 
safe bench top environment, as opposed to a real operating theatre. It is interesting to explore 
the possibility that the PFC response may be modulated by certain external environmental 
factors. It is hypothesised that the PFC may be re-recruited at times of stress and/ or fatigue. 
Of particular relevance to surgical trainees is the influence of sleep deprivation and fatigue 
induced by night shift work. Night shift workers are forced to battle with the normal circadian 
physiological processes, summarised in Figure 6.1, and thereby force themselves to stay 
awake when instinctively they should be asleep and vice versa. 
Figure 6.1 The suprachiasmic nucleus in the hypothalamus sets the internal body clock to 24 hours 
with light exposure and external schedule cues being entrained into the cycle. At night, the pineal gland 
is stimulated to produce melatonin, which diminishes alertness and stimulates a drive to sleep. 
There is an emerging body of clinical evidence to suggest fatigue impairs neurocognitive 
abilities [322-327] and adversely affects technical surgical skills [328-331]. In a preliminary 
study [331] (see Appendix F), it was demonstrated that technical skills decline maximally 
following the first night shift of a sequential week of night shifts. These results justify the 
need to explore the effects of acute sleep deprivation in more detail. Functional neuroimaging 
may help to advance our understanding of fatigue-related performance decline, by better 
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characterising the neural counterparts of cognitive decline and compensation. To the best of 
my knowledge, there have been no previous reports of brain function in acutely sleep 
deprived surgical trainees. However, recent functional neuroimaging studies have started to 
shed light on the cognitive challenges associated with sleep loss in healthy normal subjects. 
Table 6.1 summarises the primary neuroimaging findings from key papers addressing the 
effects of acute sleep deprivation. 
Reference 	Cognitive Domain 	Sleep Deprivation Neuroimaging Findings 
Bell-McGinty [332] 
Chee [333] 
Chee [334] 
Drummond [335] 
Thomas [336] 
Drummond [108] 
Drummond [337] 
Venkratraman [338] 
Working Memory 
Working Memory 
Working Memory 
Serial Subtraction 
Serial Addition / 
Subtraction 
Verbal Learning 
Sustained Attention 
Decision Making 
48h 	1 insula, putamen, 
1 cerebellum, 
24h 	,I, medial parietal 
24h, 35h 	,I, superior parietal 
35h 	.1. PFC, 1 parietal 
85h 	,I, PFC, 1 parietal 
—20h 	i PFC, I parietal 
36h 	i PFC, I parietal 
24h 	I nucleus accumbens 
Table 6.1 Key studies evaluating the effects of sleep deprivation on neurocognitive performance. 
Considerable heterogeneity is evident in the findings across these studies. For example, with 
respect to the PFC, one study demonstrated compensatory increases in PFC activation 
following sleep deprivation [108], whilst others have not [332, 334]. Studies evaluating 
arithmetic calculation following sleep deprivation have demonstrated reduced PFC and 
parietal activation compared with the resting state [335, 336]. Therefore it is hypothesised that 
the PFC response to simple arithmetic problem solving will progressively wane in the face of 
increasing fatigue across a simulated night shift. 
The purpose of this chapter is threefold: 1) to evaluate the differences in PFC responses 
evoked from a visuomotor surgical task versus a non-surgical cognitive task in a set of 
surgical trainees. It is hypothesised that a more profound PFC response will accompany 
arithmetic problem solving. 2) To observe the effect of sleep deprivation upon NIR signals. It 
is anticipated that progressive fatigue will adversely affect both technical (surgical) and 
arithmetic performance, resulting in increases in PFC activation on the surgical task (akin to 
re-recruitment) and decreases in PFC activation on an arithmetic task. An 'activation centre' 
algorithm is applied, capable of simultaneously considering both relative changes in Hb02 
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and HHb. It is utilised to determine response lateralisation. 3) To apply a multivariate random 
effect model to the complex longitudinal dataset to evaluate the above hypotheses and 
validate the method for calculating haemoglobin change. 
6.2 Methods 
6.2.1 Subjects 
Sixteen subjects were invited in writing to participate following Local Regional Ethics 
Committee approval, of which seven agreed to be enrolled in the study. The remainder cited 
work commitments as justification for exclusion. Participating subjects were all surgical 
trainees (median age [range] = 32 years [28-34]), recruited from Imperial College Healthcare 
NHS Trust, London, UK. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior 
to enrolment. All subjects were male and right-hand dominant (Edinburgh Handedness 
Inventory [290]), and had no prior, nor family history of neuropyschiatric or sleep disorders. 
Subjects were asked to refrain from drinking alcohol for 24 hours prior to the start of the 
investigation. 
6.2.2 Schedule 
Participants were required to arrive at the laboratory at 21:00 hours for a short briefing/ 
orientation session. This one-hour session included a brief tour of the laboratory and 
familiarisation with the tasks to be conducted and fNIRS equipment set-up. Data collection 
episodes were conducted at two-hourly intervals starting at 22:00 hours and terminating at 
09:00 hours the following day. In total, six data collection episodes were conducted for each 
subject as illustrated in Table 6.2. In-between data collection episodes subjects waited in a 
well-lit holding bay and were allowed to read and write and/or work on their laptops. 
However, subjects were not permitted to take any sleep, nor drink caffeinated drinks and/or 
use other stimulants (e.g. nicotine, taurine containing products, etc). In this regard, subjects 
were continually monitored by research staff throughout the study period to ensure robust 
methodology. 
6.2.3 Task Paradigms 
At each data collection episode, two different tasks were performed. One involved visuomotor 
dexterity (surgical knot-tying) and one tested cognitive ability (mathematical calculations). 
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The order with which the subjects performed the tasks was randomised to eliminate any 
learning effect. 
Time (241i) 	 Details of Activity 
21:00 	 arrival in laboratory, orientation, familiarisation with fNIRS /task set-up 
22:00 	 fNIRS assessment: arithmetic; knot-tying 
23:00 	 move to holding bay 
00:00 	 fNIRS assessment: knot-tying; arithmetic 
01:00 	 move to holding bay 
02:00 	 fNIRS assessment: arithmetic; knot-tying 
03:00 	 move to holding bay 
04:00 	 iNIRS assessment: knot-tying; arithmetic 
05:00 	 move to holding bay 
06:00 	 fNIRS assessment: arithmetic; knot-tying 
07:00 	 move to holding bay 
08:00 	 fNIRS assessment: knot-tying; arithmetic 
09:00 	 depart laboratory 
Table 6.2 Schedule for fNIRS assessments over a simulated night shift. 
6.2.3.2 Technical Surgical Task 
The motor task under investigation comprised four throws of a standard, hand tied surgical 
reef knot performed on a bench-top trainer (Ethicon Ltd, New Jersey, USA) from a seated 
position. The task was conducted in a block design. Blocks consisted of 'baseline rest' (30 
seconds), 'trials' (self paced surgical knot-tying) and 'inter-trial rest' periods (20 seconds). 
The final rest period was 30 seconds in duration. During rest periods, subjects sat on the chair 
and were instructed to focus solely on the knot-tying trainer. Trials were verbally cued 'start' 
to instruct the subject to commence tying and similarly 'relax' as a cue to rest once the subject 
had laid the fourth throw. Blocks were repeated six times to increase the signal to noise ratio. 
Knot-tying dexterity was assessed using the Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device 
(ICSAD, Imperial College London, UK) [45]. The ICSAD system has been discussed in detail 
in previously (see section 2.5.3 and section 4.2.4). Validated metrics of technical skill, 
namely, the time, number of movements and distance or pathlength travelled by the hands 
were recorded for all knot-tying trials. 
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6.2.3.3 Arithmetic Cognitive Task. 
Subjects were asked to perform mathematical calculations using Dr Ryuta Kawashima's 
Brain Training programme on the Nintendo-DS console [339]. None of the subjects had prior 
experience of this console. The 'quick training' module was employed which comprises 20 
standard mathematical calculations, including simple subtraction, addition and multiplication 
(e.g. 20 — 7, 4 + 6, 7 x 3, etc). Calculations appeared on the left hand screen, requiring the 
subject to respond by typing in the correct answer on the right hand screen using the stylus as 
illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 6.2 Dr Ryuta Kawashima's Brain Training programme on the Nintendo-DS console (a) The 3-
2-1 countdown utilised to accurately mark the cognitive trials. (b) Left to right - the visual display 
illustrates a correct response (green tick), an incorrect response (red cross), and the end of trial results 
displaying time taken, penalties and total time compensated for errors. 
A single trial design was employed consisting of 'baseline rest' (30 seconds), 'trial' (20 
arithmetic calculations — answered in a self-paced manner), and 'post-trial' rest (30 seconds). 
The 3-2-1 countdown on the upper screen was used to accurately mark the trial episodes. At 
each data collection episode, the subject performed three separate experimental runs of the 
cognitive task. Performance on the cognitive task was assessed according to the time taken to 
answer mathematical calculations (a measure of cumulative reaction time), the number of 
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incorrect answers recorded as errors, as well as the total task time (the product of the time 
taken on the task and a 5 second time penalty for each incorrect answer). 
6.2.4 Fatigue Monitoring 
Prior to each data collection episode, subjects were required to complete an Epworth 
Sleepiness Scale (ESS) Questionnaire, which is a validated tool evaluating the likelihood of 
falling asleep. The ESS requires subjects to rate the chances of falling asleep during a range 
of eight different scenarios. A four-point scale was used (0 = "would never doze"; 3 = "high 
chance of dozing"), and the total score was recorded. A score of 0 to 10 is considered to be in 
the normal range, whilst a score above 12 is considered abnormal. Scores in the range 16 to 
24 indicate severe sleepiness, usually associated with impaired performance [340]. 
6.2.5 Functional Neurolmaging 
Similar to the previous chapters, optical measurements were obtained using the ETG-4000 
Optical Topography System (Hitachi Medical Co., Japan) using a 24-channel array of 
optodes. This system has been described in detail in previous chapters (see section 4.2.5). In 
parallel with earlier experiments, the configuration comprised two 3x3 optode arrays, 
providing 24-channel measurements. Optodes were placed bilaterally over the prefrontal 
cortices and positioned according to the International 10-20 system of electrode placement, in 
an identical manner to that employed in the earlier investigations (see Figure 4.3). Optodes 
were secured in standard thermoplastic holders (inter-optode distance 30 mm) and fastened to 
the participant's head using a flexible plastic helmet, affixed with surgical bandage (Surgifix, 
Colorline, Italy) and tape, as illustrated in Figure 6.3. 
In order to ensure accurate and consistent recording across repeated measures, subjects were 
only permitted to remove the NIR light emitters and detectors at the end of each data 
collection episode. The underlying thermoplastic holders/plastic helmet and overlying 
surgical bandage remained insitu for the entire duration of the experiment. At each data 
collection episode, the optode holders were aligned to a set of eight underlying scalp markers. 
These scalp markers were equivalent to Fp2, F8, FC4 and F2 (for the right hemisphere) and 
Fpl, F7, FC3, and Fl (for the left hemisphere) of the International 10-20 system. 
To further enhance accurate channel location, the position of the probes from a representative 
case was transferred to an MM image using a 3 dimensional Composite Display Unit (Hitachi 
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Medical Co., Japan). An electromagnetic probe positioning digitiser was first used to measure 
the position on the subject's head contacting the emitting and receiving fibres as well as four 
base points (nasion, inion, and bilateral external auditory meati). Positional probe data were 
then projected on to the surface of an individual MRI image, to visualise the likely cortical 
structures underlying each position 
(a) 
	
(b) 
Figure 6.3 Photographic illustration of (a) the experimental set-up and (b) the arrangement of NIR 
optodes and headgear. 
6.3 Data Analysis 
6.3.1 Preprocessing, Filtering and Data Integrity 
Optical data was processed using the functional Optical Signal Analysis program (fOSA, 
University College London, UK [341]). Relative changes in light intensities were converted to 
changes in haemoglobin data applying the modified Beer-Lambert law. Data was down-
sampled from 10Hz to 1Hz to remove physiological noise and detrended to correct for 
baseline fluctuations. Data was averaged across experimental blocks to increase the signal to 
noise ratio. Data integrity checks were performed to eliminate unreliable data (see Appendix 
E). 
6.3.2 Calculating Relative Changes in Chromophore Concentration 
Two methods were used to calculate the relative changes in chromophore concentration as 
follows:- 
(a) Temporal Normalisation Method. In order to overcome both within-subject and 
between-subject temporal variations in fNIRS data for both knot-tying and cognitive 
drills, temporal normalisation was performed using the `resample' function in Matlab. 
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This was applied such that a given channel of data contained 20 rest values and 40 
trial values. 
(b) Fixed Temporal Window Method. For a given channel of data, averaged 'rest' was 
calculated by averaging 5s of data prior to the start of each stimulus. Similarly, 
averaged 'trial' haemoglobin data was calculated for each stimulus period by 
averaging lOs of data, 3s after the onset of the stimulus. This temporal window was 
selected on the basis that the averaged time to peak for Hb02 and time to nadir for 
HHb has been reported to be within 10-13s (see Table 3.4) 
Regardless of the method used, the final common pathway for calculating task related change 
in the haemoglobin variables of interest (AHbvar) was as follows: 
AHbvar = AlibTrial—lb Re st 
where, for a given channel of interest AHbTrial= the average change in haemoglobin data 
during the task and AHb Re st = the average change in haemoglobin data during rest. 
6.3.3 'Activation' Centre Algorithm 
`Activation' as defined here refers to statistically significant increases in Hb02 coupled to 
statistically significant decreases in 1-111b from their baseline values. Firstly, channels obeying 
this pattern of statistical change were selected. A one-tailed Mann Whitney test was used to 
determine whether statistically significant changes from baseline rest had occurred. 
Significance was set at the 5% alpha level. Following selection of activated channels, the 
activation centre (x„ y,) is computed as follows: 
E y, a; 
= 2_,a 
where, (x;, y; ) denotes the coordinates of the i-th active channel and a, is the HbDiff = (Hb02 
- HHb) at the i-th active channel. This algorithm is adapted from that originally described by 
Sato et al. [170] to enable detection of a single activation locus based simultaneously on 
relevant changes in both Hb02 and HHb. This represents a departure from previous published 
approaches (see section 4.4.2), in which activation centres are generated separately for each 
chromophore of interest [170]. In addition, the term a, in the above algorithm is derived from 
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HbDiff rather than the signal amplitude at the i'th activation point. HbDiff being a better 
measure of separation between Hb02 and HHb. Finally, our approach is adapted to determine 
the greatest activation focus across all 24-prefrontal channels. In this way, the algorithm is 
utilised to monitor response lateralisation. 
6.3.4 Statistical Analysis 
6.3.4.1 Generalised Estimating Equation Random Effect Model 
Cortical haemodynamic responses were statistically analysed using a random effect analysis 
conducted with Intercooled Stata (v10.0 for Windows, Stata Corporation, College Station, 
TX). 
We examined the effect of stimulus (cognitive=0, knot tying=1), channel (1-24) and session 
time (1-6) in the change in the dependent variables Hb02, HHb and HbT using a multivariate 
random effect model. The random effect model is the same a standard multiple regression 
model with the addition of the cluster level random effect 	. In this instance the random 
effect model for the dependent variable of interest can be defined as follows: 
Hbvar(y) = 13° + 	+,32 X2 +133 X3 +e„ +u,  
where Hbvar(y) is the outcome variable haemoglobin species of interest, )0 is the intercept, 
X, is the stimulus, X, is channel and X3 is session time. e, is the individual-level random 
error, and is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance (7,2 and u, is the cluster-level 
random error, and is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance (7.2 . In order validate the 
findings and the method for calculating changes in chromophore concentration, random effect 
models were generated for haemodynamic data calculated using both the temporal 
normalisation and fixed temporal window approaches. 
6.3.4.2 Analysis of Fatigue and Behaviour Performance 
The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS v16, Chicago, Illinois) was used to 
statistically analyse ESS and performance data. Data were non-normally distributed and could 
not be centralised using common mathematical transformations and were therefore analysed 
using non-parametric tests of significance. 
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The Friedman Test was used to determine whether statistically significant fluctuations in 
performance and ESS data had occurred across the simulated night shift. A value of p < 0.05 
was assumed to be statistically significant. The Wilcoxon Sign Rank (WSR) Test for related 
non-parametric data was used to determine which time interval (e.g. 2200 — 0000, 0000-0200, 
0200-0400, etc) was responsible for the greatest fluctuation in performance data and greatest 
change in fatigue. A Bonferroni corrected value of p < 0.01 (0.05/5) was assumed to be 
statistically significant. 
6.4 Results 
6.4.1 Introspective Fatigue 
The trend in introspective fatigue is captured in Figure 6.4. Subjective sleepiness increased 
across the first four time points, with the greatest drive to sleep occurring at 0400am. 
Thereafter, average ESS scores start to plateaux. 
Trend in Introspective Fatigue Scores Across a Simulated Night Shift 
0 
0 
2200hoits 	0000houts 	0200hours 	0400houts 	0600hours 	0800hout s 
Time Interval 
Figure 6.4 Boxplots illustrating the trend in introspective fatigue across a simulated night shift. Black 
lines represent medians, boxes represent the upper and lower interquartile ranges, and whiskers 
represent the data range. Outliers are depicted by black circles. The abnormal ESS level, known to be 
associated with errors is denoted by an interrupted horizontal black line. 
Friedman analysis demonstrated a statistically significant variation in ESS scores across the 
simulated night shift (p<0.001). Table 6.3 summarises the results of the post-hoc Wilcoxon 
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Sign Rank analysis. The greatest fluctuation in introspective fatigue appear to occur within 
the first half of the simulated night shift. Between the hours of 2200 and 0200 subjects 
become rapidly more fatigued. However, it is evident that once ESS scores reach abnormal 
levels (i.e. at 0200 am) there are no statistically significant interval-to-interval changes in 
introspective fatigue. In spite of this, the trend suggests minor improvements in ESS scores 
from 0200 am, and hence comparatively less introspective fatigue by 0800 hours. This pattern 
is entirely consistent with a normal physiological sleep-wake cycle. 
Time Interval 
	
Median [ranges] 	Z value (p value) 
2200-0000 7[2-13] vs 7[4-17] -2.23 (0.03) 
0000-0200 7[4-17] vs 12[5-20] -2.38 (0.02) 
0200-0400 12[5-20] vs 14[7-24] -1.71 (0.08) 
0400-0600 14[7-24] vs 12[7-20] -1.29 (0.20) 
0600-0800 12[7-20] vs 13[4-20] -0.32 (0.75) 
Table 6.3 Results of the post-hoc Wilcoxon Sign Rank analysis for ESS scores. Significant p values 
(<0.05) prior to Bonferroni correction, have been highlighted in bold text. 
6.4.2 Visuomotor and Cognitive performance 
The variation in knot-tying skill and cognitive performance across a simulated night-shift is 
illustrated in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. The general trend in the recorded performance metrics 
is one of early improvement, followed by a secondary performance decline with subsequent 
stabilisation thereafter. Regarding knot-tying dexterity, the Friedman analysis suggests 
significant fluctuations in all three dexterity parameters across the simulated night-shift (Time 
p=0.03; TM p=0.02; TPL p=0.001). Table 6.4 summarises the results of the post-hoc analysis 
for knot-tying performance data. The results suggest a statistically significant global 
improvement in knot-tying performance occurred between 2200 and 0000 hours, with a 
subsequent deterioration in performance between the hours of 0000 and 0200 am. Between 
the hours of 0200-0800 am, knot-tying performance remained fairly consistent and stable. 
Concerning cognitive arithmetic performance, Friedman analysis suggests no statistically 
significant variation in either the time (13=0.065), errors (p=0.706), and /or the total time 
(compensated for errors) (p=0.581) across the simulated night shift. 
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Knot-Tying Dexterity Performance Results 
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Figure 6.5 Charts illustrating trends in knot-tying dexterity data. Dexterity data are time, total 
movements (TM), and total path length (TPL). 
Cognitive Task Performance Results 
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Figure 6.6 Mathematical performance data across a simulated night shift. The time taken to answer 
the calculations and number of errors (penalty) were used as surrogates of cognitive skill. 
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Dexterity Time Interval 
Parameter 2200-0000 0000-0200 0200-0400 0400-0600 0600-0800 
Time -2.46 (0.014) 1 -3.410 (0.001) T -0.738 (0.461) -0.417 (0.617) -0.500 (6.17) 
TM -3.518 (0.000) j -3.362 (0.001) 1.  -0.391 (6.96) -0.922 (0.357) -0.659 (0.510) 
TPL -2.592 (0.010) -2.812 (0.005) T -1.932 (0.53) -0.974 (0.330) -1.219 (0.223) 
Table 6.4 Results of the post-hoc analysis for knot-tying dexterity data (WSR). Data are z values (p 
values). Significant p values (<0.05) have been highlighted in bold text. The direction of change is 
indicated with an arrow head. 
6.4.3 Task Related Changes in Cortical Haemodynamics 
Figure 6.7 summarises the trend in mean AHb02, AHHb and AHbT across six knot-tying and 
six cognitive trials, conducted over the course of a simulated night shift. 
Figure 6.7 Charts illustrating the variation in mean AHbO2 (red line), AHHb (blue line) and AFIbT 
(green line) for knot-tying trials (left chart) and cognitive drills (right chart). The standard error bars 
represent the variation across 24 prefrontal channels. 
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The prefrontal haemodynamic response varies markedly depending upon the nature of the 
stimulus. Specifically, considerably greater relative changes in AHbO2 and AHbT were 
observed following cognitive trials than surgical knot-tying trials. Additionally, the cognitive 
drills were more likely to result in task related decreases in HHb, depicted as more negative 
AHHb values. In other words, mathematical calculations appear to result in greater prefrontal 
`cortical activation' than does surgical knot-tying in surgical trainees. 
The dynamic Topograms depicted in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, illustrate evolving prefrontal 
haemodynamic responses across time points for cognitive and surgical drills. Considerable 
variability in the magnitude of responses was observed between NIR channels across time 
sessions. This is especially evident for the cognitive drills. Specifically, discrete regions of the 
PFC appear to be recruited during initial cognitive trials, with haemodynamic changes 
becoming more widespread and more intense across the simulated night shift, with a peak 
response occurring at approximately 0600am. 
Figure 6.8 Topograms representing global AHbO2 averaged across all subjects for the surgical knot-
tying task (upper panel) and the cognitive task (lower panel). Data correspond to changes in cortical 
haemodynamics at 2200 hours (a), 0000 hours (b), 0200 hours (c), 0400 hours (d), 0600 hours (e) and 
0800 hours (0 respectively. Topograms created using cubic interpolation between channel data. 
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Figure 6.9 Topograms representing global AHbT averaged across all subjects for the surgical knot-
tying task (upper panel) and the cognitive task (lower panel). Data correspond to changes in cortical 
haemodynamics at 2200 hours (a), 0000 hours (b), 0200 hours (c), 0400 hours (d), 0600 hours (e) and 
0800 hours (f) respectively. Topograms created using cubic interpolation between channel data. 
6.4.4 Statistical Modelling of Haemodynamic Data 
To evaluate the relative importance of the independent variables stimulus, time and channel 
on the dependent haemoglobin outcome variables, a multivariate random effect model was 
generated. Table 6.5 - Table 6.7, summarise the results of the multivariate random effect 
model calculated using haemodynamic data generated following the temporal normalisation 
method. The results suggest that stimulus is a statistically independent predictor of changes in 
AHbO2 (p<0.001), AHbT (p<0.001) and AHHb (p<0.05) when controlling for the effects of 
time interval and channel. Time interval was also found to be a statistically independent 
predictor of changes in AHbO2 (p<0.001) and AHbT (p<0.001) but not of AHHb (p=0.369) 
when controlling for the effects of stimulus and channel. Similarly, channel proved to be a 
statistically significant independent predictor of AHbO2 (p<0.05) and AHbT (p<0.05) but not 
ARHb (p=0.560) when controlling for the effects of stimulus and time interval. 
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Hb 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Random Effect Model 
Coefficient s.e. z P > iZi 95% CI 
Stimulus -12.039 0.606 -19.88 0.000 -13.226 to -10.852 
Channel -0.086 0.044 -1.98 0.048 -0.172 to -0.000 
Time Interval 1.446 0.152 9.54 0.000 1.149 to 1.744 
Constant 9.054 1.010 8.97 0.000 7.076 to 11.034 
O .+= 
cru 0.988 
cre 13.299 
rho (fraction of 
variance due to 
ui ) 
0.005 
Table 6.5 The results of the multivariate random effect model for AHbOa. P values significant at the 
5% alpha level have been highlighted bold and at the 1% alpha level have been highlighted in bold and 
italic. 
Hb 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Random Effect Model 
Coefficient s.e. z P > izi 95% CI 
Stimulus -11.322 0.698 -16.23 0.000 -12.689 to -9.955 
Channel -0.101 0.050 -2.01 0.045 -0.199 to -0.002 
Time Interval 1.505 0.175 8.61 0.000 1.162 to 1.847 
Constant 9.090 1.192 7.63 0.000 6.754 to 11.427 
xa Cr u. 1.305 
Oe 15.323 
rho (fraction of 
variance due to 
0.007 
) 
Table 6.6 The results of the multivariate random effect model for EHbT. P values significant at the 
5% alpha level have been highlighted in bold. 
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Hb 	Independent 
Variable 	Variable 
Random Effect Model 
Coefficient s.e. z p > 95% CI 
Stimulus 0.650 0.259 2.51 0.012 0.142 to 1.159 
Channel -0.010 0.187 -0.58 0.560 -0.048 to 0.026 
Time Interval 0.058 0.649 0.90 0.369 -0.069 to -0.186 
Constant 0.050 0.397 0.13 0.899 -0.728 to -0.828 
0". 0.465 
cr, 
rho (fraction of 
variance due to 
5.691 
0.000 
tL ) 
Table 6.7 The results of the multivariate random effect model for AHHb. P values significant at the 
5% alpha level have been highlighted bold and at the 1% alpha level have been highlighted in bold and 
italic. 
6.4.5 Validating the Statistical Model 
Table 6.8 summarises the results of the random effect model, generated substituting the 
outcome haemoglobin variables generated using the temporal normalisation method for those 
generated using the fixed temporal window approach. 
Hb Variable 	Impendent Variable 	 Z value (p value) 
Stimulus 	 -12.27 (0.000) 
C 
	
Time Interval 	 8.43 (0.000) 
Channel 	 -0.18 (0.860) 
Stimulus 	 -2.87 (0.004) 
Time Interval 	 1.18 (0.237) 
Channel 	 -0.03 (0.979) 
Stimulus 	 -11.33 (0.000) 
Time Interval 	 7.54 (0.000) 
Channel 	 -0.24 (0.808) 
Table 6.8 Results of the random effect model with outcome variables generated using the fixed 
temporal window approach. Significant p values at the 5% alpha level have been highlighted bold and 
at the 1% alpha level have been highlighted in bold and italic. 
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The outputs of these models depict strikingly similar results, regardless of the manner in 
which cortical haemodynamic values are derived. The only independent predictor of AHHb is 
the type of stimulus. The nature of the stimulus and time interval appear to be independent 
predictors of changes in both AHbO, and AHbT. 
6.4.6 Activation Centre and Hemispheric Lateralisation 
Figure 6.10 illustrates the variation in the locus of the 'activation centre' across knot-tying 
trials and cognitive drills during a simulated night shift. 
Figure 6.10 Evolving locus of the 'activation centre' across time intervals for knot-tying trials (upper 
panel) and mathematical calculations (lower panel). The 'activation centre' is denoted by a black 
circle. Channels obeying the statistical trend of activation were classified as on (yellow), whilst 
channels not obeying the typical pattern of activation were considered off (blue). The colour intensity 
map is derived from cubic interpolation of HbDiff values. 
The results demonstrate significant variability in the location of activated channels between 
time intervals over a simulated night shift. Surgical knot-tying was observed to evoke 
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significantly greater activation in comparison to well rested performance during daylight 
hours (see section 4.5.3). Despite the fact that local changes appeared to depend upon the time 
at which the measurements were conducted, the total number of activated channels remained 
fairly consistent during knot-tying trials [2200=12; 0000=10; 0200=11; 0400=12; 0600=11; 
0800=12]. In contrast, with respect to cognitive trials, the total number of activated channels 
were observed to steadily increase across the night shift [e.g. 0000=8; 0200=13; 0400=14; 
0600=23]. 
The activation centre was observed to vary between the right and left PFC for both task 
paradigms. For arithmetic problem solving, left PFC activation peaks were more likely to be 
observed during the latter half of the experiment (0400-0800am). Interestingly, the peaks 
were consistently located within a cluster of channels (16,18 and 19) over the centre of the 
left optode array. 
6.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have evaluated serially acquired prefrontal haemodynamic responses to a 
set of surgical knot-tying and arithmetic problem solving tasks in a homogenous group of 
surgical trainees. As was hypothesised, arithmetic problem solving evoked a PFC response 
several magnitudes greater than that elicited by a well rehearsed surgical knot-tying task. A 
multivariate random effect model was generated to confirm the independent predictive value 
of the nature of stimulus on PFC haemodynamic responses. Previous neuroimaging studies 
have demonstrated that solving simple arithmetic problems, leads to PFC activation, with left 
hemispheric lateralisation [316-318]. In line with these results, peak activation was 
predominantly located over the left PFC, at a point corresponding to the middle frontal gyrus. 
As discussed previously, PFC recruitment is integral to executive functions. The PFC is 
known to play an important role in attentional control, temporary storage of information in 
working memory and mental manipulation (middle frontal gyms). It is also conceivable that 
subjects viewed game play on the Nintendo-DS as a comparatively novel task (versus surgical 
knot-tying), hence the more profound PFC response. Elucidating the exact neurocognitive 
processes responsible for PFC recruitment during arithmetic problem solving was beyond the 
scope of the study. 
The results provide more evidence to support comparatively attenuated PFC responses in 
surgical trainees, supporting the hypothesis that PFC recruitment is no longer required when a 
task is well learned. However, a significantly greater number of channels reached statistical 
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threshold for activation during knot-tying trials in the current study compared to the earlier 
investigation (see section 4.5.3). It is interesting to speculate whether this represents a form of 
PFC response modulation. In other words, PFC recruitment may be important to sustain 
performance whilst sleep deprived at night, but not when subjects are well rested during the 
day. 
The relationship between behavioural performance and introspective fatigue was not as 
anticipated. Our prediction was that rising levels of introspective fatigue would be associated 
with incremental performance decline. On the contrary, we observed a trend consisting of 
initial performance improvement, followed by modest performance decline and subsequent 
stabilisation thereafter. Deterioration in technical performance occurred at the point of 
significantly increasing levels of introspective fatigue. The results support the notion that 
basic cognitive function and technical performance can be maintained within certain limits 
despite abnormal levels of fatigue. Moreover, the magnitude of the PFC response to 
arithmetic problem solving was observed to increase in line with progressive sleep 
deprivation and fatigue, and 'time interval' was found to be an independent predictor of 
changes in cortical haemodynamics. These results are in agreement with findings of 
Drummond et al. [108] who demonstrated that the PFC was more responsive to cognitive 
demands following one night's total sleep deprivation than after normal sleep. It is possible 
that the brain is able to compensate for the effects of sleep deprivation, whilst maintaining 
stable or intact performance. Indeed, it has been suggested that the PFC may act as the 
neurophysiological substrate for initial compensation to sleep deprivation [108]. 
Compensatory processes such as these may help to explain the fact that other investigators 
have been unable to objectively demonstrate deterioration in surgical skills following acute 
sleep deprivation [342, 343]. 
Given the relatively short duration of the tasks and the limited extent of sleep deprivation in 
the current study (< 24h), it is plausible that we have only sampled the time period during 
which the brain is able to compensate for sleep deprivation and maintain relatively intact 
technical performance. Evidence suggests that assessments following extended periods of 
sleep deprivation (>35h) are associated with some aspect of cerebral dysfunction and poorer 
neurocognitive performance [335, 336]. Theoretically, had we sampled for longer periods we 
may have observed a less pronounced compensatory response or attenuated responses 
indicative of cerebral dysfunction. However, keeping the task and inter-trial rest periods 
temporally short was designed to maximise concentration, assist alertness and minimise 
habituation. It should also be acknowledged that the surrogate markers of technical skill (e.g. 
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time, path length, etc) and cognitive performance (e.g. reaction time, errors) may not be 
sensitive enough to capture the effects of fatigue induced performance decay. 
The consistency between the statistical results for haemoglobin data derived using either the 
temporal normalisation and fixed temporal window approaches provides further validation of 
the findings. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, we are the only fNIRS research 
group employing self-paced task episodes with subsequent temporal normalisation as part of 
block design experiments. Other research groups favour the selection of a specific temporal 
window for the task (e.g. 20s of finger-thumb opposition) and subsequently analyse the entire 
episode and/or select a fixed temporal window of task data to analyse. For the purpose of 
studying surgical tasks and comparing subjects of different experience (see Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5), it was deemed unsuitable to employ a specific temporal window in which to 
complete the task. Consider the case of a surgical novice who is asked conduct a surgical skill 
against the clock (e.g. 10 seconds to perform four throws of a reef knot). It was felt that this 
would induce considerable stress in the subjects and it was preferable to allow the subject to 
perform the task at their own pace, as in real life surgery. Additionally, the results of the 
current study would suggest that haemoglobin data derived from temporal normalisation and 
fixed window analysis approaches yields strikingly similar results. 
Finally, whilst trends have been observed in global PFC responses, local (channel-level) NIR 
responses demonstrate greater variability, both across the different task paradigms, and across 
repeated measures. Variation in local responses may relate to levels of introspective fatigue, 
inconsistency in optode placement between trials and / or partial volume effects. 
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Chapter 7 
Modelling Dynamic Fronto-Parietal 
Behaviour During Minimally 
Invasive Surgery 
7.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, we have focused on the importance of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) 
for the acquisition of open technical surgical skills. However, minimally invasive surgery 
(MIS) has gained increasing popularity over the last decade, owing to tremendous patient 
benefits in terms of smaller operative incisions, faster convalescence and return to normal 
activities. MIS is extremely challenging and requires a different skill set from that of open 
surgery. Firstly, the surgeon is required to execute technical manoeuvres in a three 
dimensional (3D) operative field using only two-dimensional (2D) monocular visual cues 
making it challenging to judge depth. As a result, the operator is forced to perceptually 
reconstruct the operative scene. This is further complicated by the effect of visuomotor axis 
misalignment, a loss of haptic feedback, magnification of tissue through the endoscope and 
the fact that the articulated end of laparoscopic devices move in an opposite direction to the 
working tip (often termed the fulcrum effect"), all of which amplify motor inaccuracies. 
Given the spatial and attentional demands of MIS, marked activation in the parietal cortex 
(PC) and PFC is anticipated since the former is recruited during spatially demanding tasks 
[344] and the latter during novel attentional demands [209]. Hitherto, the cortical contribution 
to MIS learning has yet to be delineated, owing to the challenges of obtaining serial functional 
imaging measurements during complex surgical procedures. Investigators have attempted to 
negate this issue by characterising the neural correlates of visuospatial ability on surrogate 
tasks, such as mental rotation [24]. As discussed previously, there are significant limitations 
in extrapolating neuroimaging findings from a task of spatial ability x, to technical 
performance on a surgical task y. Non-invasive functional neuroimaging modalities such as 
functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) are emerging to address these challenges. 
fNIRS monitors the haemodynamic response to cortical brain activation based upon 
chromophore related changes in absorption of NIR light (-700-1000nm) [133]. Non-ionising 
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neuroimaging techniques such as fNIRS, offer great potential to monitor the manner in which 
brain behaviour adapts to experience and training, a property termed `neuroplasticity'. 
Despite this, there has been limited investigation of learning related haemodynamic change 
using fNIRS [149], since analysing dynamic changes in high dimensional data represents a 
considerable challenge. 
With this in mind, the aim of this chapter is to enhance the understanding of MIS learning by 
monitoring evolving cortical responses with fNIRS. Specifically, the goal is to conduct a 
global dynamic analysis of multiple cortical subunits (channels) across a fronto-parietal 
network, since the integration of these units likely defines skillful MIS performance. The 
hypothesis is that the burden on centres of the brain associated with attention and visuospatial 
orientation is reduced the more familiar the subject becomes with the MIS environment. It is 
anticipated that haemodynamic behaviour across these cortical subunits will flow toward a 
region of minimal signal change, in line with increasing familiarity with MIS. Inter-subject 
variability in evolving haemodynamic behaviour across learning is also evaluated, as this may 
characterise differences in innate ability. This strategy represents a two-fold departure from 
the analysis framework conducted to date. Firstly, the focus of previous analyses has been on 
detecting group-level differences in cortical responses, rather than appreciating inter-subject 
variability. Secondly, previously projected fNIRS data were acquired from one cortical 
region, following measurements at one or two time points. The current strategy is to model 
dynamic fNIRS data and to compare responses across two different brain regions. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a novel approach for analysing fNIRS data serially 
acquired from a group laparoscopic novices at different time points across learning using 
spatial interaction modelling techniques. Spatial interaction analysis has been applied to 
transportation, migration and economic flow, but as yet, not to enhance the understanding of 
fNIRS data sets. High dimensional fNIRS data is first projected into a segregated low 
dimensional `geospace% within which sequential transitions between locations can be 
considered in terms of a series of trips. Construction of a trip distribution matrix enables 
quantification of inter-regional haemodynamic flow. A flow toward attenuation in 
haemodynamic behaviour, indicative of learning related neuroplasticity is demonstrated. To 
model global convergence, a Markov chain was constructed upon the irreducible normalised 
form of the trip distribution matrix. Temporal comparisons between individual subject's 
haemodynamic behaviour and the Markovian stationary distribution reveals variability in 
learning, possible reflecting aptitude for MIS. 
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7.2 Spatial Interaction Analysis 
In this chapter, temporal haemodynamic flow within an embedded space is considered a form 
of spatial interaction. Spatial interaction analysis is used to estimate information flows 
between locations. A spatial interaction is a realised movement of people, freight or 
information between an origin and a destination. It reflects a transport supply demand 
relationship over a geographical space. Figure 7.1 illustrates the concept of a simple spatial 
interaction. Movement occurs between a location of origin ( i ) and a location of a destination 
( j). The representation of origins and destinations relies on the concept of a centroid, which 
is an abstraction of attributes of a zone at a certain point. Flows are generally expressed as a 
valued vector T, , representing an interaction between locations i and j. 
Figure 7.1 	A simple spatial interaction. Two geographical zones i and j, are represented by two 
centroids i and j. A vector T links the two centroids, and represents the flow of information. 
Spatial interactions may occur between a number of geographically distinct locations. As 
illustrated in Figure 7.2, the distribution of information flow over several locations, creates a 
spatial interaction matrix. 
Figure 7.2 The figure illustrates a series of spatial interactions occurring between three different 
locations, from which it is possible to construct a matrix of information flow. 
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7.2.2 Trip Distribution Matrix 
Trip distribution is a component of the transportation forecasting model. Trip distribution 
usually occurs through an allocation model that splits trips from each originating zone to 
distinct destination zones. The information for zone interchange analysis is typically 
organised in an origin-destination (0/D) table. Table 7.1 illustrates the typical arrangement of 
an 0/D matrix extrapolated from the example in Figure 7.2. 
Each cell in the matrix indicates the number of transitions that go from each origin zone to 
each destination zone. Each spatial interaction is composed of an origin / destination pair. 
Each pair can itself be represented as a cell in a matrix, where rows are related to the locations 
(centroid) of origins and columns are related to the locations (centroid) of destinations. The 
sum of a row (T,) represents the total output of a location (flows originating from), whilst 
sum of a column ( T.,) represent the total input (flows bound to a location). The sum of inputs 
and outputs, represent the total flow in the system (T ), which must be balanced (i.e., inputs 
must equal outputs). Interactions on the diagonal represent intra-zonal trips, i.e. trips that 
originated and ended in the same zone. To use the current example, there were 21 trips that 
originated and ended in zone A, 55 trips that originated and ended in zone B, and so on. 
Origin\ Destination 	A 	 B 	C 	Total 
A 
	
T21 	T19 	15 
B 
	
T52 	T55 
C 
	
T17 	T36 	T12 
Total 
Table 7.1 	Example trip distribution origin-destination matrix. 
7.2.3 Spatial Interaction / Trip Distribution Model 
There may be a range of scenarios in which the true observed distribution of interactions 
(known as empirical distribution) is not known or is lacking. In this setting, it is valuable to 
use a model of trip distribution (as known as predicted distribution) to approximate the 
empirical distribution. This may be used to compare the model to different data from which it 
was calibrated, or to predict future trends, in haemodynamic responses for example. Such a 
general model of trip distribution or of spatial interaction may be written as: 
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Ti, = f( 170WpS) 
where, 	is the interaction between origin ( i ) and location ( j), V represents the attributes of 
location ( i ), W.; represents the attributes of location ( j), and Si; is the attributes of separation 
between location origin ( i ) and location destination ( j). 
7.2.4 The Gravity Model 
One model used for spatial interaction is of a gravity function, and is an application of Sir 
Isaac Newton's (1642-1727) fundamental law of attraction. In the original Newtonian 
formulation, the attraction F , between two bodies of respective masses M1 and 
separated by a certain distance D , is proportional to: 
F = g MI M2  
D` 
where, g is a scaling factor (gravitational constant), the numerator of the function is an 
attraction term (the propensity of M, for 114-2 ), and the dominator of the equation indicates 
that the attraction between the two bodies is inversely proportional to their squared distance. 
7.2.5 Application of the Gravity Model for Spatial Interaction 
The gravity model has long been applied to study social interactions. Stewart (1950) and Zipf 
(1949) applied the general concept to a variety of social interaction phenomena (freight 
traffic, information, migration) using a simplified form of the gravity model: 
I = K 
where, I is the interaction of two centre ( i ) and ( j), P and P., are the respective 
populations, 	is the distance between them, and K is a constant or scaling factor [345, 346]. 
This equation can be easily applied to trips originating from one zone to another in 
geographical space. The total volume of trips originating from an origin location zone i to a 
single location j, is directly proportional to the product of i and the attractions at j, and 
inversely proportional to the impedance (or cost) of travel between the two zones: 
aPil@Aj T .. —  
D,j  
where, P, are the productions for zone i , A, are the attractions at zone j, a is a production 
constant, Q is attraction constant, and 	is the impedence cost between zone i and zone j . 
M2,  
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7.3 Markov Chains 
In this chapter, the temporal flow of haemodynamic behaviour is modelled using Markov 
chains. Markov chains describe successive states S = {802, s, } within a system. Each move 
in the system is called a step. At a given time, if the chain is currently in state S, then it 
moves to the next state S2 with probability P„, and this probability does not depend upon 
which states the chain was in before the current state. The probabilities P, are referred to as 
transition probabilities. The system can remain in it's current state and this occurs with 
probability Pi . Probabilities of moving from each state can be represented in a square array, 
known as a transition matrix P . 
The important mathematical feature of a finite homogenous Markov chain, exploited for the 
current analysis, is that it has a unique stationary distribution 1T , and that the chain will 
ultimately converge towards this distribution from any initial distribution p° , provided that it 
is both: 
• Irreducible — if any state can be reached from any other state with positive 
probability, i.e. if i and j are states visited at time points 0 and n respectively, then 
= P(X„ = j 	= i) > 0 with n being the number of steps transitions. 
• Recurrent non-null - if all of its states are recurrent non-null, i.e. 
E(n. p j" ) ) = 1 Vi A E(n • p;" ) )< oo , or in other words, the probability of not 
”=1 	 n=1 
returning to a any state once it has been left is 0. It is always possible to return to any 
state, and the mean time of the return is less than infinite. 
• Aperiodic — if all its states are aperiodic. A state i is said to be aperiodic if its period 
d, = gcd{p7) > 0 with n > 1} = 1 where gcd is the greatest common divisor. 
Irreducible, recurrent non-null, aperiodic Markov chains are also referred to as regular or 
ergodic. For the purpose of modelling haemodynamic flow, the gravity model is employed to 
ensure that the normalised trip distribution matrix is ergodic. 
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7.4 Materials and Methods 
7.4.1 Subjects and MIS Procedure Set-Up 
Fourteen, healthy right-handed male subjects participated. All subjects were laparoscopic 
novices (mean age ± SD = 20.77 ± 1.15 years), with none having performed either supervised 
or unsupervised laparoscopy. The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 7.3. A Karl 
Storz laparoscopic stack, Xenon Nova light source, 30° endoscope, and laparoscopic grasper 
were used. Instrument tip position was obtained by Infra Red tracking devices attached rigidly 
to the handles of the laparoscopic grasper, tracked by Optotrack Certus (Northern Digital Inc, 
Ontario, Canada). Data interfacing was achieved using RS-232, which provided tracking 
accuracy of 0.15mm RMS at a sampling rate of 50Hz. The Tobii 1750 eye tracker (Tobii 
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden) was used to display the laparoscopic scene. This is a 
remote eye tracking device which combines binocular video oculography technique with a 17 
inch TFT display. Subjects were required to perform a laparoscopic task involving repeatedly 
and accurately locating two points (A and B) on a simulated plastic bowel model with the 
laparoscopic grasper as shown in Figure 7.3. 
Laparoscopic Monitor 
Fronto-parietal fNIRS Optode array 
 
1 
 
ETG-4000 
Spectrometer 
  
(b) 
Laparoscopic grasper 
/ 
L' 
(a) 
	
(c) 
Figure 7.3 (a) Experimental setup and videoscopic views of the minimally invasive surgical 
procedure (h) and (c), corresponding to accurate localisation of the left and right points respectively. 
A block design experiment was conducted comprising alternating blocks of motor rest (20s) 
interspersed with the MIS task (20s). Each experimental run consisted of three blocks. Three 
experimental runs were performed with the camera positioned in the normal view orientation 
(Classified as N1, N2 and N3 respectively). In between each run, a practice session was 
conducted involving 3 minutes of task practice. Subjects then performed six further 
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experimental runs, three with the camera rotated 90° clockwise and three with 90° counter 
clockwise rotation. The effect of camera rotation has been previously shown to enhance 
surgical learning [347]. Finally, the camera was returned to the normal view for a final 
experimental run (N4). 
7.4.2 Functional Neurolmaging Acquisition 
A 24-channel, continuous wave Optical Topography System (ETG-4000, Hitachi Medical 
Co., Japan), comprising two 3x3 optode probe arrays was used to acquire fNIRS data[348]. 
Optodes were held within plastic helmet shells, affixed to the participant's head with a 
surgical bandage and tape to secure scalp contact. Optodes were positioned according to the 
Unambiguously Illustrated 10/10 system [349] such that channels 1-12 were centred on the 
right PC and channels 13-24 on the left PFC, as illustrated in Figure 7.4. Regarding, the left 
PFC array, the central-most emitter corresponded to F3. The lowermost medial emitter was 
positioned on Fp 1 and the lowermost lateral on F7, and these markers were used to reliably 
position the lower frame of the array. Similarly, regarding the right PC array, the central-most 
emitter corresponded to P4 of the 10/10 system and cranial markers CP2 and CP6 were used 
to guide placement of the upper frame of the array. Figure 7.4 illustrates 3D optode positions, 
from a representative case, which was transferred to an MRI image to ensure that NIR 
emitters and detectors appropriately sampled the cortical regions of interest. 
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 7.4 Approximate UI 10/10 positions for (a) left PFC and (b) right PC optode arrays with the 
corresponding location of each NIR channel (pink circles / green numbers) overlaid onto anatomical 
MRI images. 
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7.5 Data Processing and Embedding Technique 
Optical data was processed using the functional Optical Signal Analysis program (fOSA, 
University College London, UK [341]). Relative changes in light intensities were converted to 
changes in haemoglobin data applying the modified Beer-Lambert law (see 3.4.2.2). Data was 
down-sampled from 10Hz to 1Hz to remove physiological noise and detrended to correct for 
baseline fluctuations. Data was averaged across experimental blocks to increase the signal to 
noise ratio. Integrity checks were performed to eliminate unreliable data (see Appendix E). 
Finally, a 40D feature space was constructed using 20 task samples from oxygenated 
haemoglobin (Hb02) and deoxygenated haemoglobin (HHb), with each channel containing its 
own vector. Data was projected into a low-dimensional space applying Isomap [309]. The 
relationship between embedded locations and averaged regional haemoglobin change are 
illustrated in Figure 7.5. 
Cell 1 
30 
— Hb02 
— HHb 
50 
0 	50 2% 	  10 	20 
Component 1 	Time course (s) 
(c) 
Figure 7.5 Example illustrations of the embedded space, partitioned to aid visualisation. 
Accompanying plots of averaged HbO, and HHb change for highlighted quadrants of interest. Plots 
reflect regions of (a) greatest activity (increase in Hb02 and decrease in HHb), (b) attenuated Hb02 
responses and (c) minimal signal amplitude at the geospace centre. 
7.6 Analysis of Spatial Interactions 
A logarithmic radial grid was imposed to segregate the projected space into a series of sub-
regions or cells. These cells group data based upon the similarity of the haemodynamic 
responses. As discussed previously, spatial interaction analysis seeks to determine spatio-
temporal flows and can be used whenever there is a flow of freight, goods or information 
between an origin and a destination. Here, a given flow describes the transition between two 
sequential experimental conditions, i.e., N1 to N2, N2 to N3, etc and can be comprehended as 
a series of trips between cells in the low dimensional space, now considered to be a geospace. 
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7.6.1 The Trip Distribution Matrix and Gravity Model 
Migration of the embedded INIRS response in the geospace (now referred to as ` g-Flow) can 
be captured in an Origin/Destination (0/D) matrix, where rows are represented by the 
locations of origins and columns by locations of destinations. A trip distribution matrix was 
constructed as follows. The g-flow F, accounts for all the trips originating from cell i 
arriving at cell j. The trip distribution matrix or transportation matrix F = IFO represents 
the entire flow. In general, the resulting matrix F is sparse in the periphery since most flows 
are confined to a densely populated region of the geospace. 
To ensure irreducibility of the trip distribution matrix F , a gravity model was employed and 
the gravity model is defined as: 
Fij 	• 	• Alf' • f(Dii ) 
where G is a gravitational constant, M, and M., are the volumes or weights of cells i and j 
respectively. They are calculated as the number of points located in cells i and j, and 
f(D„,) represents the cost function defined as: 
f(D,)= 
10, 
where D is the cost of the trip from cell i to j calculated as the Euclidean distance between 
the geometrical centres of the cells. Applying logarithms to the equation above and including 
an error term s results in: 
in 	= /30 +131 ln 	+ in Mi — /3, In 	e 
such that /3 = ln(G) . This gives a system of equations which can be solved by least squares 
regression with /30,1,2,3   being the regression parameters of the gravity model. The normalized 
updated matrix F provides the input to a Markov chain. 
7.6.2 Markov Prediction of Temporal Flow 
In this chapter, a Markov chain [350] is used to model the temporal flow across regions of the 
geospace to reveal the long-term confluence of haemodynamic behaviour. Knowing the 
location of a point in the geospace 1(n) after n experimental conditions, it is possible to 
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forecast the most likely new location 1(n + m) after m experimental conditions. The next 
state in the Markov chain is calculated by the forward equation: 
1(n +1) = 1(n)P 
Hence a Markov chain is fully characterised by a transition matrix P between states, or in 
this case cells. P is by definition a stochastic or probabilistic matrix, that can be fed into the 
Markov chain, i.e., P = P. The steady state vector or can be interpreted as the likelihood of 
specific haemodynamic brain responses following extended training on the MIS task. 
7.6.3 Learning Curve Analysis 
For each condition (Ni to N4), the distribution of projected points for all channels of a given 
subject represent the subject's state vector sv(subject,condition) . It is possible to compare 
sv(snbject, condition) against the steady state vector or , where the difference between these 
state vectors, can be calculated as the L2 norm Ilsv(subject,condition)— 12 . For each subject, 
learning curves can be depicted across conditions to evaluate temporal change in 
haemodynamic behaviour. 
7.7 Results 
7.7.1 Temporal Changes in Cortical Haemodynamics 
MIS induced a recognisable cortical haemodynamic response in all novice subjects. Learning 
related changes in the magnitude of the response appeared to vary, depending on the subject. 
The most striking trend comprised a tendency toward reduced parietal responses at the 
culmination of MIS training. This trend is captured in the dynamic topograms in Figure 7.6. 
I clam 
- 03000 
- 0.1000 
- -0.1000 
Figure 7.6 Topographic Hb02 change during N1 (upper panel) and N4 (lower panel) for one novice 
subject. Columns represent data for motor rest, 8, 16 and 20seconds into an MIS surgical task. 
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7.7.2 Dynamic g-Flow 
The principal modes of the g-flow for all the subjects studied are illustrated in Figure 7.7 
Despite the complexity, flow is toward the centre of the projected geospace, suggesting global 
convergence in cortical haemodynamic behaviour. Interestingly, the greatest convergence in 
g-flow is apparent following the third transition (i.e., N3 to N4), possible indicating learning 
related haemodynamic change following both extended training and camera rotation. 
Dynamic g-flow across each experimental condition is illustrated in Figure 7.8 for all the 24 
NIR channels. Despite global convergence, evolution at a local level varies considerably. 
Nevertheless, certain flow similarities are evident. As reflected in the principal modes of the 
flow, channels projecting to the lower left of the geospace are likely to deviate in an 
anticlockwise direction about the origin. This can be appreciated as progressive attenuation in 
first Hb02 and second in the HHb response (see Figure 7.5). Additionally, anticipated within-
region flow similarities are apparent (e.g. PC channels 5, 7 and 10; PFC channels 17 and 19). 
More interestingly, visualising dynamic g-flow unveils inter-regional (fronto-parietal) flow 
similarity (e.g. channels 5 and 22). 
(a) 	 All transitions 	 (b) 	 Transition 1 
150 
-100 
Figure 7.7 (a) Principal mode of the flow across the entire experiment and for each transition (b) NI 	(c) 
N2—.N3, and (d) N3—>N4, respectively. Background colour intensity plots represent total volume for M, 
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Figure 7.8 Approximate channel locations for the right PC (a) and left PFC (b), overlaid onto T1 weighted MRI 
images. Subplots illustrate haemodynamic flow for each labelled NIR channel with respect to the centremost cell 
(red triangle) in the geospace. Where a particular flow is peripheral, the centremost cell has been highlighted as 
(o). Location for a given condition is calculated as the k-means centroid of all subjects. Greater flow similarity is 
observed in the PC versus the PFC. 
The trip distribution matrix summarised in Table 7.2 supports the global flow toward 
attenuated haemoglobin signals. 
Geospace 
location 
Incoming 
Flow 
Outgoing 
Flow 
Internal 
Flow 
A 50.0 66.0 23 
B 14.3 34.0 0.7 
C 10.0 12.0 0.7 csi 
t 
0 21.0 19.3 1.0 E 
E 22.6 22.6 1.7 i 0 
F 15.0 23.0 4.7 
G 20.0 21.7 4.0 
H 30.0 20.0 11.3 
1 18.3 19.7 4.0 
Table 7.2 Summary of the trip distribution Matrix. The accompanying guidance plot, illustrates 
location of each zone within the geospace. 
7.7.3 Quantification of Channel Flow Similarity 
The proposed measure for quantifying channel flow similarity, accounts for the spatio-
temporal similarities in longitudinal behaviour based on haemodynamic responses. This 
quantifies local relationships between neighbouring channels as well as long range 
relationships between spatially remote channels. For two dynamic flows i and j across Q 
experimental conditions, we define flow similarity as follows: 
S(i,.j)=—Ee ad" 
q=1 
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where, 61:1, is the Euclidean distance in the embedded geospace between the flows at the q -th 
experimental condition. Parameter a regulates the importance of local versus long range 
distances, and was manually tuned to 0.05. It is possible to compute similarities in the 
dynamic flow between subjects, channels, or to quantify deviations from an average path of 
functional behaviour. It is important to stress that (.19 is representative of signal similarity. 
Figure 7.9 depicts the results of pairwise flow similarity (SO for each NIR channel. As 
predicted, certain intra-regional channels exhibit similar temporal haemodynamic behaviour. 
Interestingly, patterns of flow similarity are more evident amongst channels centred on the 
right PC than on the left PFC. Quantification also exposes inter-regional flow similarity, 
indicative of a co-ordinated fronto-parietal response. 
Figure 7.9 Colour matrix reflecting pairwise channel flow similarity (upper left plot). The strongest flow 
similarity are labelled red, whilst dissimilar flows are labelled blue. The accompanying subplots represent groups 
of channels exhibiting comparatively high flow similarity. 
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7.7.4 Inter-subject Learning Variability 
Inter-subject variability in evolving fronto-parietal cortical haemodynamics during MIS 
learning is illustrated in Figure 7.10, as a series of learning curves across temporal conditions. 
Broadly, three different learning curves are observed, although the general trend is one of 
gradual progression toward the steady state. 
Figure 7.10 Individual subject learning curves, comparing fronto-parietal haemodynamic distributions 
at each time interval to the stationary distribution. Plots are classified by those subjects who (a) 
progress towards the steady state at each transition, (b) arc closer to steady state at the end of practice 
but not necessarily at each transition and (c) are further from steady state at the end of training. (d) 
Empirically determined stationary distribution where intensity of shading represents the probability of 
each cell acting as the final geospace location. The darkest represents the most likely destination cell 
and the lightest the least likely. 
7.8 Discussion and Conclusion 
In this chapter, a novel approach to analysing longitudinal fNIRS haemodynamic behaviour 
has been proposed. Using this framework, it has been possible to observe learning related 
changes in fronto-parietal haemodynamic flow. Regardless of both anatomical location and/or 
origin in the geospace, the trip distribution matrix and steady state vector of the Markov chain 
suggest global convergence toward a region of minimal haemoglobin change. 
It is hypothesised that global flow toward attenuated NIR signals, reflects learning related 
neuroplasticity or more efficient neuronal behaviour following laparoscopic training. This is 
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considered to be similar to the functional reorganisation previously observed following 
training on a surgical knot-tying task. The relative importance of the PFC during novel task 
acquisition has already been discussed in detail previously. However, the current study 
supports the relative importance of right parietal recruitment for the acquisition of a novel, 
spatially demanding laparoscopic task. The results are compatible with other research 
implicating the right parietal association area in tasks of spatial cognition, such as mental 
rotation [192, 344, 351-353]. It is plausible that extended training enables subjects to 
acclimatise to the MIS environment, thereby reducing the burden on the right PC. Reduced 
attentional demands at the end of the MIS training may have lead to PFC redundancy. 
Notwithstanding the global trend, local configurations of longitudinal flow vary considerably. 
Assessing haemodynamic flow at channel-level reveals idiosyncratic patterns of haemoglobin 
change across experimental conditions. For a given channel, it is possible to localise other 
channels whose patterns of flow, are similar. This enables the fNIRS researcher to cluster 
channels within a region, based on functional behaviour rather than simply on anatomical 
location. Moreover, it is possible to observe and measure flow similarity across distant 
cortical regions. In the current study, for example, similarities in haemodynamic flow 
between channels in the left PFC and right PC have been quantified. This is broadly related to 
concept of functional connectivity. This is defined as the temporal correlations between 
spatially remote neurophysiological events [308], and expressed as a deviation from statistical 
independence (temporal correlation) across these events in distributed neuronal groups and 
areas. This can be thought of as the way in which two anatomical distinct areas influence each 
other to perform a task. It is suspected that flow similarity implies a form of functional 
interaction. Put simply, channels sharing similar haemodynamic flow, may share a common 
functionality and be somehow functionally connected to the task. Traditional methods of 
connectivity analysis involve coherence or correlation between neuroimaging time series, 
although these methods are complex and not without limitations [354]. Quantification of 
temporal flow similarity across NIR channels may represent an alternative method for 
determining neural interactivity or co-activation. 
Finally, Markovian modelling permits a probabilistic depiction of the final pattern of cortical 
haemodynamics, against which a subject's progress through learning can be compared. This 
has tremendous practical significance when it comes to MIS training, since it is often not 
possible (in experimental terms) to practice until asymptotic performance is reached. 
Empirical evidence of the haemodynamic responses associated with many years of training on 
a task may be lacking. However, the framework presented is able to predict the most likely 
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configuration of haemodynamic responses associated with extended training. At each 
transition point through learning, it is possible to compare the observed pattern of brain 
responses, with the expected configuration, as well as to appreciate individual departures from 
group behaviour. For example, concerning frontoparietal behaviour during MIS learning, the 
group trend is gradual progression toward the steady state response pattern. However, cortical 
responses in individual subjects may deviate from the global trend, and even be more 
dissimilar to the expected final response pattern at the end of MIS training. These results may 
be reflective of less efficient brain behaviour in some subjects, and conversely, greater 
neuronal efficiency in subjects who rapidly attain the final response pattern. This may equate 
to differences in visual-spatial problem solving strategies employed to execute the MIS task, 
or even an underlying aptitude for MIS. 
There is emerging evidence to suggest that the brains of individuals who are more capable at 
performing certain motor and cognitive tasks, operate more efficiently than those who find 
these skills challenging [205, 273, 276]. The current study represents the first step toward 
appreciating individual differences in visuomotor capability in learners of MIS, entirely from 
the perspective of cortical function and plasticity. It is hoped that further work in this arena 
forms a platform upon which to select trainees based upon natural ability and identify those in 
need of remedial training. Ultimately, it may be possible to improve at MIS, by devising tasks 
that specifically tap the attention, control and visuospatial centres of the brain, harnessing the 
potential of neuroimaging as a means of cognitive biofeedback. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Achievements of this thesis 
Currently, there are a number of challenges facing the surgical community in terms of the way 
in which the craft of surgery is being taught and assessed. These challenges, illustrated in 
Figure 8.1, formed the motivation for this thesis, and may be summarised as follows: 
Shorter training times and reduced exposure to patients have led to the development of 
technical skills laboratories, where procedures can be simulated and repeatedly practiced in 
safe environments and then tested against formalised curricula. This new model of surgical 
training parallels established theories regarding the way in which motor skills are learnt and 
expertise developed, and relies on objective assessment. Hitherto, objective assessment tools 
have been unable to determine whether a learner has appropriately internalised a surgical 
task, nor monitor an individual's progression through the different phases of motor skills 
learning. Innovative strategies are required, in order to appreciate the manner in which 
deliberate practice influences surgical skills learning and training. Armed with such an 
understanding, surgical educators may be better augment skills instruction and guide curricula 
interventions. 
This thesis has focused on the issue of technical skills training using neuroimaging techniques 
to finesse our understanding of how the brain works during surgical performance and how it 
might adapt to learning through practice and instruction. To our knowledge, this thesis 
represents the first systematic analysis of cortical function in expert and novice surgeons 
using Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS). fNIRS has proven to be a reliable and 
feasible method for probing cognitive function in expert and novice surgeons during the 
acquisition of open and Minimally Invasive Surgical (MIS) tasks. Brain plasticity associated 
with skills learning has been inferred from evolving maps of cortical excitation. Additionally, 
the thesis has exposed individual differences in motor capability and brain plasticity, 
associated with learning MIS. Capturing inter-subject variability in brain function may reflect 
an innate aptitude for surgery and may have implications for surgical selection procedures. 
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Figure 8.1 Current challenges associated with surgical skills training, skills assessment and trainee 
selection. The targets and motivations for the current thesis are highlighted in the blue boxes. 
In Chapter 4 of the thesis, the prefrontal haemodynamic response to a surgical knot-tying task 
has been shown to be highly dependent upon years of experience and technical expertise. 
Specifically, the magnitude of the evoked PFC responses has been shown to be more 
pronounced in novice learners compared to surgical trainees and expert surgeons. Trained 
experts demonstrate highly stable performance and consistent PFC responses between 
attempts. In contrast, transient gains in performance are observed in learners, even after a 
limited number of attempts on the task. These improvements in technical performance are 
preceded by more intense PFC recruitment, suggesting that enhanced attention and 
concentration may mediate transient performance improvements. 
In Chapter 5, manifold embedding has been shown to improve the visualisation of fNIRS 
data, and enables differences in prefrontal excitation, between experimental groups to be 
observed and quantified. The analysis framework highlights the similarity in the patterns of 
PFC excitation between surgical trainees and expert surgeons, in whom discriminated 
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objective metrics of technical dexterity could not be extracted. Conversely, the data 
embedding approach emphasises the dissimilarity in PFC responses between novice learners 
and expert surgeons, revealing typical patterns of activation in the former. Moreover, the 
technique clearly demonstrates a trend toward attenuated PFC responses in novice learners 
following more detailed instruction and deliberate practice. Following a week of practice, 
novices execute surgical manoeuvres with enhanced dexterity and with an evolving pattern of 
activation that more closely resembles that of trained surgeons. Taken together, these findings 
strongly support the notion that the PFC is important for novel skills acquisition but not when 
the task is well learned, internalised and can be performed with advanced levels of 
automaticity. 
The findings provide more evidence to support the idea that the brain is plastic and is capable 
of adapting to experience and training. Surgical educators may now capitalise on this 
property, using neuroimaging as a method for complementing the evaluation of surgical 
curricula and technical skills training. For example, the extent of PFC attenuation may 
indicate the extent to which elementary surgical skills have been appropriately internalised. In 
conjunction with other metrics of objective assessment (e.g. visual search, dexterity, etc) the 
magnitude of the PFC response, may determine the appropriate time at which to leave the 
skills laboratory and enter the operating theatre. Similarly, persistent PFC activation and poor 
technical performance despite deliberate practice, may herald those in need of training 
remediation. It is should be stated that the results do not support the predictive validity of 
fNIRS, in that haemodynamic patterns obtained early in practice are not necessarily indicative 
of final response patterns following practice. 
In Chapter 6, the effect of sleep-deprivation and fatigue on visuomotor and cognitive 
performance has been explored in a group of surgical trainees. The PFC response to a set of 
arithmetic problem solving tasks has been shown to be several magnitudes greater than the 
response evoked by surgical knot-tying. At night, surgical trainees are able to maintain basic 
visuomotor performance, despite increasing levels of introspective fatigue, and without the 
need for significant fluctuations in PFC recruitment. The results confirm that for trained 
subjects, PFC excitation on a surgical task, remains stable, even in the face of changing 
environmental stimuli that may call for enhanced attention and concentration. In contrast, the 
PFC response to arithmetic problem solving appears to increase in accordance with the level 
of fatigue. Cognitive performance remains stable in the face of increasing haemodynamic 
responses. It is possible that the PFC is a neurophysiological substrate for cognitive 
compensation to sleep deprivation. In other words, amplification of the PFC response during 
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episodes of fatigue may assist a surgeon's cognitive performance. Extrapolating upon these 
findings; lapses in attention and concentration are more likely to lead to errors, possibly 
manifesting itself as an inability to modulate the PFC response and failure of cognitive 
compensation. 
The final experimental chapter explores longitudinal changes in prefrontal and parietal 
processing associating with learning a novel MIS task. Using spatial interaction analysis, 
longitudinal haemodynamic flow across a complex fronto-parietal network has been 
visualised. Global flow toward a region of minimal haemoglobin change is indicative of 
neuroplasticity associated with MIS skills learning. Given the importance of the posterior 
parietal cortex (PPC) in spatial processing and control of eye movements, PPC excitation 
during inexpert MIS performance may reflect the spatially demanding nature of laparoscopic 
surgery and /or the need for sustained visual attention. It is logical to assume that the PPC and 
PFC work together to help the learner acclimatise to the MIS environment. Quantifying inter-
regional similarity in haemodynamic flow may reflect the functional co-operation between 
executive control centres and visuospatial centres of the brain, necessary for co-ordinated 
MIS performance. Evolution in these centres over the course of learning is unlikely to be 
uniform across learners. Individual differences in learning related plasticity, indexed by 
deviations from group haemodynamic behaviour, may reflect varying aptitude for MIS. 
Exposing these differences in underlying cognitive strategies may create a stronger 
foundation to learn about how processes vary across individuals, rather than simply accepting 
that they do. 
8.2 Future Perspectives 
It is unsurprising that a thesis exploring a novel angle to technical skills assessment in surgery 
would leave many facets for further study and avenues for wider exploration. Three relevant 
themes for further study have been identified as follows: 
8.2.1 Surgical Skills Assessment and Perceptual Intelligence 
This thesis has demonstrated clear evolution in PFC excitation; from high to low, associated 
with a transition from novice to expert. However, interesting questions still remain regarding 
the exact role of PFC in surgical learning. Further work is required to determine whether the 
rate and extent of PFC attenuation is associated with technical aptitude for surgery. For 
example, does persistent PFC activation, despite instruction and practice herald a subject 
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who is struggling? The answer is not clear from the current analyses, and would require a 
much larger, possible multi-site study. Similarly, further work is required to determine which 
circumstances lead to PFC recruitment in experts. For example, does tying the inferior 
mesenteric artery induce a measurable PFC response? After all, this is entirely different from 
performing the same skill (i.e. knot-tying) but on a low-fidelity bench-top model. Enhanced 
responses associated with episodes of fatigue supports the notion that PFC recruitment may 
be required to boost attention and concentration in response to certain stressors. This 
observation has been understood as a form of cognitive compensation. However, further work 
is required to determine the point at which fatigue and or other stressors are associated with 
failure of compensation and performance degradation. 
Additional work is also required to delineate individual-differences in cortical plasticity 
associated with learning MIS. In particular, it is necessary to relate patterns of plasticity to 
other markers of technical performance, such as hand-eye coordination strategy. This will 
undoubtedly help in determining which individuals have an aptitude for MIS. Successfully 
achieving this line of experimentation would necessitate coalescence of the eye-tracking and 
fNIRS frameworks. In this regard, steps to combine eye-tracking and measurements of brain 
function during MIS have already begun. As illustrated in Figure 8.2, learning related changes 
in eye-tool behaviours comprise a transition from an eye-leading to a tool-leading strategy. In 
this respect, neuroplasticity, as indexed by fNIRS, is supported by expected evolutions in 
hand-eye behaviour. 
Figure 8.2 Figure to illustrate the transition in eye-hand/tool behaviour across MIS learning [image 
courtesy of Mr Julian Leong]. 
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Finally, fNIRS offers the potential to explore more complex paradigms, such as robotically 
assisted MIS. Robotic surgery is known to induce problems with instrument control and hand-
eye coordination. It is possible that fNIRS might be capable of quantifying the cognitive 
burden associated with robotic surgery, and indeed to monitor the effects of interventions to 
alleviate this burden, such as gaze contingent motion stabilisation [355]. 
8.2.2 Factors Influencing fNIRS 
Further work is required to explore different aspects of fNIRS study design. For example, in 
this thesis we employed a self-paced blocked task design so as to minimise the stress 
associated with performing tasks 'against the clock'. Block design experiments are simpler to 
implement, have superior statistical power and artefact arising from non-physiological signal 
fluctuations are more easily visualised. However, block design experiments are known to 
suffer from the effects of habituation. The rapid mixing of randomised stimuli in Event-
related designs, reduce the potential confounds of stimulus predictability. Recently, 
investigators have demonstrated the benefits of event-related designs in fNIRS studies. 
Further research is required to establish whether these benefits translate to studies involving 
surgical tasks. 
Multimodal imaging is gaining increasing popularity as a means of validating the results of 
neuroimaging experiments. Therefore, future studies may require a combined or approach 
using fNIRS and a complementary (e.g. direct) neuroimaging modality, such as 
electroencephalography (EEG). The latter shares many of the practical benefits as fNIRS, 
such as portability and non-invasiveness and therefore could feasibly be used to study 
surgeons. 
Finally, cortical haemodynamics (especially Hb02) can be influenced by variations in heart 
rate and blood pressure occurring during cognitively demanding tasks. Studies have shown 
that vasomotion, cardiac and respiratory oscillations are visible in cerebral haemodynamic 
signals [128, 356]. Theoretically, fluctuations in systemic haemodynamics may have 
contributed to the results. However, for studies involving surgical drills, concomitant fNIRS 
and systemic monitoring is not trivial, since many devices for continuous non-invasive heart 
rate and blood pressure recording require cuffs to be placed around the digits, impeding 
surgical performance. As illustrated in Figure 8.3, the limitations of traditional devices may 
be overcome using the latest wireless body sensor technology. Further studies may explore 
the use of continuous heart rate monitoring using an ear-worn device, which may help 
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quantify the effect of systemic signals on cortical haemodynamics. As demonstrated in Figure 
8.4, heart rate variability may change across learning and may need to be accounted for in 
future tNIRS studies of surgical learning. 
Figure 8.3 (a) The ear worn activity recognition sensor (e-AR) which consists of a sensor, processing 
unit, wireless transmitter and battery pack. (b) Application of the e-AR sensor during an fNIRS 
investigation. The e-AR sensor is discrete and unobtrusive enough to be easily worn below the fNIRS 
headgear. The sensor captures and processes the data, then wirelessly transmits the data to a local 
processing unit, shown as a tablet data recorder, conveniently positioned on the ETG-4000 console. 
Figure 8.4 Graph illustrating the variation in systemic heart rate response during knot-tying trials 
(vertical green window) and episodes of motor rest (vertical white windows), before (rt session) and 
after deliberate practice (2nd session). 
8.2.3 The fNIRS Analysis Framework 
Recently, Hoshi et al. [216] suggested that one of the limitations of fNIRS studies is the 
distinct lack of a standardised framework for data analysis. This is partly due to the 
discrepancies in what constitutes fNIRS 'activation'. As discussed previously, there remain 
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unanswered questions regarding the relative importance of each haemoglobin species. 
Specifically, which one better reflects activation? Our approach has been to consider both 
Hb02 and HHb as equally important NIR markers of excitation. In line with other 
investigators, we have utilised a range of statistical methods to capture the extent of activation 
and compare excitation between groups of subjects. The non-linear data embedding approach 
has proved especially useful for visualising and quantifying these between group-differences. 
However, further work is required to demonstrate the wider application of this technique to 
other fNIRS data sets. Similarly, further work is required to model longitudinal clustered 
fNIRS data. This may involve a combination of random effect statistical models, spatial 
interaction analysis and Markov modelling. For example, using Hidden Markov Models 
(IIMM) in combination with work flow segmentation it may be possible to determine the 
excitation patterns associated with a particular laparoscopic tool strategy and/or to predict 
those in need of further training from a combination of brain behaviour and technical skill. 
More recently, investigators have taken considerable steps toward validating Statistical 
Parametric Mapping (SPM) analysis for optical imaging data, so called SPM-OT or NIRS-
SPM. It is important to consider these developments in future analyses, since it is likely that 
novel analysis strategies will require validation against a statistical gold standard, and 
standardisation is likely to be beneficial to the fNIRS community as a whole. 
In summary, fNIRS has been shown to be a reliable and feasible method for monitoring 
cortical function during technically demanding operative procedures. The method has been 
successfully exploited to unveil the manner in which cortical responses to surgical tasks vary 
depending upon expertise. Transient and long term evolution in cortical responses has been 
demonstrated to be associated with improvement in skills through deliberate practice. For the 
first time, inter-subject variability in learning an MIS procedure has been explored directly at 
brain level. Finally, fNIRS has been shown to be valuable in evaluating cognitive 
compensation during extreme human performance in surgery, such as occurs during sleep 
deprivation and fatigue. It is hoped that future fNIRS studies continue to expand our 
understanding of motor skills learning, technical skills training, and human machine 
interaction. 
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APPENDIX A 
Cerebral Physiology and Cerebral 
Haemodynamics 
A.1 Cerebral Circulation 
The arrangement of the arterial supply to the brain, known as the "Circle of Willis", is 
illustrated in Figure A.1. In summary, blood reaches the brain through the internal carotid and 
vertebral arteries, the latter uniting to form the basilar artery. The internal carotid and basilar 
arteries contribute to the cerebral arterial circle. The cerebral cortex is supplied on each side 
by anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries. This arterial system is responsible for 
ensuring a continuous flow of oxygenated blood and nutrients to capillaries and brain tissues. 
The capillaries of the brain are impermeable to most substances except fat soluble materials 
such as glucose, oxygen (02) and carbon dioxide (CO2). This relative impermeability is 
commonly referred to as the 'blood brain barrier'. 
Venules drain deoxygenated blood into the superficial veins of the pia mater which in turn 
drain into cerebral venous sinuses in the dura prior to entering the internal jugular vein. 
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) formed by the choroid plexus fills the ventricles and subarachnoid 
spaces of the brain and is reabsorbed by the arachnoid 
Figure A.1 Diagrammatic representation of the "Circle of Willis" illustrating the main branches of the 
internal carotid (anterior, middle and posterior cerebral artery) and vertebrobasilar system. 
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A.2 Cerebral Haemodynamics 
Nearly all the 02 in the blood is carried by red blood cells bound to Haemoglobin, with a 
small amount being carried in physical solution. Therefore, haemoglobin can be considered as 
the primary transportation molecule, transporting 02 from the lungs to tissues (including the 
brain). Each haemoglobin molecule consists of four subunits. Each subunit comprises a haem 
group and polypeptide chain. The haem consists of a protoporphyrin ring surrounded by an 
iron atom in the ferrous state. The iron is capable of forming additional bonds with 02. Since 
there are four subunits, each haemoglobin molecule can combine with up to four 02 
molecules. When no oxygen is bound the so-called deoxygenated haemoglobin (HHb) gives 
blood a dark-purple colour. As oxygen combines haemoglobin, converting into oxygenated 
haemoglobin (Hb02), the colour of blood changes to red. The combination of Hb02 and HHb 
gives the total haemoglobin (HbT) concentration of the blood. 
Each gram of haemoglobin when fully saturated with 02 has combined with 1.34 ml of 02. 
The term oxygen capacity of the blood is used to indicate how much 02 per litre of blood is 
attached to haemoglobin when fully saturated, and therefore dependent on individual 
haemoglobin concentration as follows: 02 capacity (ml 02 	blood) = 1.34 (ml 02 	of Hb) 
x Hb concentration (g of Hb 1.1  of blood). For example, when HbT is 150 g Li , the 02 
capacity is 201 ml 02 LI 
Even oxygenated blood is rarely fully saturated. The expression 02 saturation of haemoglobin 
S.02 , describes whether or not the sites on haemoglobin molecules which carry 02 are fully 
or partially occupied: 
= 
	Hb02 	 x100 
Hb02 HHb 
S.02 is essentially the percentage of available binding sites on arterial haemoglobin that are 
bound with 02, and can never be more than 100%. Typically, in normal health the value of 
S.02 ranges between 97-100%. S.02 is largely dependent on Pa 02 or the partial pressure of 
oxygen in the arterial phase as described by the oxygen-dissociation curve depicted in Figure 
A.2. Note that the amount of 02 bound to haemoglobin equals the total 02 content of blood 
Ca02 , minus the amount of 02 in physical solution. 
Expressed another way: 
CaO, = 1.34 x HbT x Sa02 (p02 x 0.03) 
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Therefore for healthy subject, in whom arterial blood has a partial pressure of 95 mmHg, 
causing 97% saturation, the 02 bound to haemoglobin is 195 ml Li (assuming Haemoglobin 
concentration of 150 g L-1), that in solution is 2.9 m 1,-1 and the total 02 content is 197.9 ml 
L-I. 
Figure A.2 A graphical illustration of the shape of the oxygen-dissociation curve. 
A.3 Cerebral Blood Flow 
The brain receives approximately 13-15% of the total cardiac output. Cerebral blood flow 
(CBF), is the amount of blood supply to brain at a given moment of time. CBF remains 
remarkably constant at about 0.751min-I, and is dependent on cerebral perfusion pressure 
(CPP) divided by the cerebral vascular resistance (CVR) written as: 
CBF = CPP I CVR 
CPP is intimately related to mean arterial pressure (MAP) and intracranial pressure (ICP) as 
follows: 
CPP = MAP — ICP 
Therefore, CBF may be altered through changes in MAP, determined by the body's blood 
pressure or the CVR, being influenced by blood viscosity and vascular area. Vascular 
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resistance is altered significantly by changes in the partial pressure of 02 and CO2. Cerebral 
arterioles are sensitive to the vasodilatory effects of hypoxia and CBF increases two-fold 
when Pa02 decreases from 50 to 25 mmHg. However, the cerebral vasculature is even more 
sensitive to alterations in CO2 and acidity, with considerable vasodilatation occurring when 
PaCO2 is increased and vasoconstriction occurring when PaCO2 is decreased. Despite 
sympathetic and parasympathetic supply to arterioles, the autonomic nervous system has little 
physiological effect on CBF. In contrast, myogenic and metabolic autoregulation are vital 
mechanisms in CBF dynamics. The former maintains CBF remarkably constant in the MABP 
range 50-150 mmHg and the latter alters local blood flow to maintain a constant 02 supply to 
individual regions of the brain according to their level of activity. 
The "Monroe-Kellie Doctrine" states that the cranial compartment is incompressible and the 
intra-cranial volume is fixed. The cranium and its contents reach as state of volume 
equilibrium such that increase in volume of one of the constituents must be compensated for 
by a corresponding decrease in volume of another. Therefore, CBF and Cerebral Blood 
Volume (CBV) must be maintained within certain limits to prevent changes in ICP. 
Increasing the pressure of the vascular compartment will raise the pressure of the entire 
system, compressing the vessels and restricting blood flow. 
A.4 Cerebral Autoregulation 
Cerebral autoregulation (CA), is the intrinsic ability of the brain to maintain stable CBF in the 
face of changing MAP and CPP. This regulatory mechanism provides a constant metabolic 
substrate under varying physiological and pathological conditions. There are two primary 
components to human cerebral autoregulation: 
• Metabolic Autoregulation (MA) in which the cerebral vasculature responds to 
changes in PaCO2 and pH. 
• Pressure Autoregulation (PA) in which the cerebral vasculature responds to changes 
in transmural vascular pressure. 
MA regulates CBF according to the needs of the tissue, primarily responding to pH change. 
Coupling CBF to metabolism provides a link to increase the CBF in response to global or 
local ischaemia. In circumstance of low pH, hypoxia and hypercabia, MA produces 
vasodilatation with resulting increase in CBF. This serves to increase the 02 supply as well as 
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washing out CO2. PA serves to maintain CBF within a certain pressure-active range (50-150 
mmHg). Within this range, an increase in CPP leads to compensatory vasoconstriction to 
maintain CBF and reduce CBV. Conversely, a drop in CPP within the pressure-active range 
results in cerebral vasodilatation. Importantly, above or below the pressure-active range, PA 
is no longer maintained and increases or decreases in CPP produce corresponding changes in 
CBF. Therefore, a decrease in CPP below 50 mmHg results in cerebral ischaemia due to lack 
of flow. Similarly, an increase in CPP above 150 mmHg may result in further increases in 
CBF, the result being cerebral oedema. 
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APPENDIX B 
Wider Applications of NIRS Technology in 
Surgery 
The potential surgical applications of fNIRS technology are extremely wide. For the sake of 
brevity, here we highlight those that have received the most promise: 
B.1 Shock 
A series of animal studies demonstrated that haemorrhage was detectable using MRS probes 
mounted to the end of nasogastric tubes as reflected as changes in regional (splanchnic flow) 
or systemic blood flow. Subsequently, a number of prospective observational studies have 
demonstrated the potential of NIRS to assess the severity of shock [357, 358] as well as 
predict outcome in terms of multi-organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) [359]. However, 
although minimum tissue oxygen saturation (St02) of 75% record by NIRS is a more sensitive 
predictor (84%) of MODS than is maximum base deficit or minimum blood pressure, the 
specificity remains low (-.39%). 
B.2. Compartment Syndrome 
This can be difficult to diagnose clinically, and any delay in executing fasciotomy may result 
in tissue or limb loss. Clinical studies have demonstrated comparatively low St02 values in 
patients with clinically obvious compartment syndrome which recover when appropriately 
treated [360]. More recently, an investigation involving a cohort of healthy volunteers and a 
compartment syndrome model (sphygmomanometric blood pressure cuff) revealed that St02 
levels correlated with ischaemic values indexed by EMG and nerve conduction recordings 
[361]. Moreover, St02 was more sensitive than compartment perfusion pressure (CPP) at 
detecting problems with deep peroneal nerve conduction. 
B.3. Free Flap Monitoring 
Free flaps are prone to arterial and venous occlusion because their attachment to the host site 
requires micro-vascular anastomoses. Subjective clinical evaluation remains the gold 
standard. There is evidence to suggest that NIRS devices such as that illustrated in Figure B.1 
may be a useful objective tool for flap monitoring [362-364] which may help guide re-
intervention. Data suggests that reduced St02 and increased venous HbT may herald a 
threatened flap [362, 365]. 
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Figure B.1. Flap monitoring NIRS probe attached to the skin via adhesive device of a disposable shield 
[reproduced from Repez et al. [362]]. 
B.4. Breast Disease 
NIRS breast imaging techniques are commonly known as either Optical Mammography (OM) 
or Optical Tomography (OT). These techniques employ harmless NIR light to provide 
functional information regarding breast lesions, such as HbT content and SO2, and represents 
a novel diagnostic arm that could augment traditional imaging modalities. In a recent 
systematic review of the literature [366], we found that approximately 85% of breast lesions 
are detectable using OM. In addition, breast lesions appear to contain at least twice the HbT 
content of background healthy breast tissue, as illustrated in Figure B.2. 
Figure B.2. Mammograms of a patient with a multicentric ductal carcinoma, indicated by the arrows. 
(a) Optical mammogram of the left breast in Craniocauda] projection. (b) Corresponding Mediolateral 
projection. (c) MR mammogram, (transversal slice). (d) X-ray mammogram, of the left breast in 
Mediolateral projection. The optical mammograms display inverse photon counts I/Ntot at 670nm. The 
x-ray mammogram does not show the carcinoma close to the chest wall. [reproduced from Grosenick et 
al. [367]. 
Recent evidence suggests that it may be possible to distinguish cancer from the non-cancer 
bearing breast, based upon the HbT concentration and SO2 [368], although we were unable to 
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find strong evidence to support discrimination between benign and malignant lesions with 
current NIRS technology. It is likely that combining NIRS with another modality, such as 
magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasound, may help to differentiate lesions based on their 
malignant potential. 
B.S. Peripheral Vascular Disease (PVD): 
NIRS monitors the pathophysiological determinant of PVD, i.e. 02 delivery to the tissues 
themselves. Therefore, it is logical that NIRS could provide a useful adjunct to widely used 
techniques for monitoring the PVD severity such as ankle brachial pressure indices (ABPI) 
which lack the ability to monitor oxygenation. Recently, a systematic review of the literature, 
suggested that NIRS parameters correlate well with disease severity and response to treatment 
[369]. However, to date, there have only been 21 prospective trials and wider implementation 
is required before cost-effectiveness can be evaluated. 
B.6. Intra-operative Neurological Monitoring: 
NIRS can be used to monitor cortical oxygenation change during procedures prone to affect 
cardiovascular and neurovascular status, such as cardiothoracic surgery. A recent review of 
NIRS in cardiac surgery by Taillefer et al. [370] revealed that at least 5,931 patients have 
undergone NIRS measurements during cardiac surgery. The majority of studies have been 
small case studies (level V evidence) and to date, only one small randomised control trial 
[371] (level II evidence) has been conducted to assess the benefits of neurological monitoring 
in cardiac patients with NIRS. Additionally, a number of methodological biases exist 
including heterogeneous patient samples, homogeneity of control groups in terms of gender, 
selection of patients at higher risk of neurological problems, and use of retrospective controls. 
Moreover, a wide range of NIRS devices have been used. Single channel equipment such has 
been used, limiting detection of oxygenation change to a restricted region of the frontal cortex 
(watershed between anterior cerebral and middle cerebral arteries). Finally, there is still no 
clear consensus on the benefits of intra-operative neurological monitoring with NIRS. Some 
investigators report reduced complications in monitored versus unmonitored patients, while 
others did have not found any differences [371]. 
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APPENDIX C 
Short and Long Term Synaptic Plasticity 
C.1. Short-Term Synaptic Plasticity 
Short-term plasticity lasts on the order of milliseconds to minutes. It is thought to play a role 
in the adaptation of sensory inputs, transient changes in behavioral states and short-lasting 
forms of memory. It is thought that short bursts of stimuli alter the amount of presynaptic 
calcium which in turn affects the release of neurotransmitters at the synaptic vesicles. A 
number of mechanisms are thought to be responsible for short term potentiation: 
• Paired-pulse facilitation / depression. When two stimuli are delivered simultaneously, 
the response to the second stimuli may be enhanced or depressed; 
• Trains of stimuli. Longer lasting plasticity may occur when trains of stimuli or tetanic 
stimuli lead to facilitation or depression of the post-synaptic membrane; 
• Modulation of the response by presynaptic receptors. The occupancy of these 
receptors may significantly affect the amount of neurotransmitter release, a significant 
factor in determining synaptic strength; 
• Involvement of glia. Glial cells have a role in the clearance of neurotransmitters and 
participate in synaptic plasticity by controlling the speed and degree of clearance. 
C.2. Long-Term Synaptic Plasticity 
Experience modifies behaviour, at least in part by activity dependent long-lasting 
modifications in synaptic strength. Fundamental to this are large ensembles of neurons 
conceptualized as 'neuronal circuits' encoding different spatiotemporal patterns. The 
behaviour of any given neuronal circuit depends upon the synaptic weights of neurons 
connecting the circuit. Fundamental to this notion is the concept that new information is 
stored (i.e. memories are formed) when activity in a circuit causes a long-lasting change in 
synaptic weights. 
The concept that memories are formed through modification of synaptic activity rather than 
through new neuronal formation was put forward in 1894 by the Spanish neuroanatomist 
Ramon y Cajal. In the 1940s, Donald Hebb then championed the notion that associative 
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memories are formed in the brain through a process of synaptic modification. Experimental 
proof came in the form of Bliss and Lomo's experiments on anaesthetized rabbits [372], 
which demonstrated that repetitive activation of excitatory synapses in the hippocampus 
caused a potentiation of synaptic strength that could last hours or even days. Long term 
potentiation (LTP) describes the long lasting enhancement between neurons. 
The prototypic forms of synaptic plasticity are LTP and long term depression (LTD) observed 
on the CAI region of the hippocampus. LTP is triggered by activation of N-methyl-D-
aspartate (NDMA) receptors (NDMARs). A number of properties define NDMAR dependent 
LTP including: 
• Co-operativity. LTP is mediated by co-incident activation of a critical number of 
synapses. 
• Associativity. This refers to the capacity to potentiate a weak input (small number of 
synapses) when activated in association with strong input (several synapses). 
• Input specificity. LTP is elicited only at activated synapses and not at neighbouring 
inactive synapses. 
LTP can be considered to have an early phase (E-LTP) and late phase (L-LTP) each 
characterised by three events; induction, maintenance and expression. 
E-LTP is independent of protein synthesis. The induction of E-LTP occurs when the flow of 
calcium to the presynaptic membrane reaches critical threshold. Calcium binding is NDMAR 
dependent, hence the term NDMAR dependent LTP. Glutamate is released into the synaptic 
cleft and binds to AMPA receptors on the post-synaptic membrane, which leads to an influx 
of positively charged sodium (Na+) ions. This influx of positive charge leads to a temporary 
depolarisation known as an excitatory post-synaptic potential (EPSP). E-LTP is dependent on 
the size of the EPSP, such that repetitive stimulation leads to EPSP summation which 
unblocks NDMARs and leads to rapid influx of calcium ions. This influx triggers protein 
kinase enzymes and calcium-calmodulin protein kinase which trigger E-LTP. Maintenance of 
E-LTP is mediated by an uncoupling of these enzymes dependence on calcium such that they 
become autonomously active. Expression of E-LTP occurs through a process of 
phosphorylation of AMPA receptors which enhances their availability for glutamate. 
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L-LTP is induced by changes in gene transcription and protein synthesis brought about by 
persistent activation of protein kinases. The effect of protein synthesis is to enhance dendritic 
mass, spine number, surface area and post-synaptic sensitivity to neurotransmitters. 
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APPENDIX D 
Optical Mapping of the Frontal Cortex 
during a Surgical Knot-Tying Task an 
fNIRS Feasibility Study 
D.1 Introduction 
The last decade has witnessed rapid developments in systems to monitor and assess surgical 
performance [2, 373]. Progress in this field has included the development of motion analysis 
systems to quantify dexterity [45] and more recently the use of eye tracking technology to 
enhance the understanding of visual information processing associated with minimally 
invasive surgery [285]. The evaluation of technical skills by objective methods has led to 
interesting observations that as yet have no adequate explanation. In particular, the 
considerable variations in technical skills acquisition over time as well as differences in 
technical ability amongst surgeons with comparable levels of surgical experience. It has been 
hypothesised that fundamental differences in motor learning capability might account for the 
observed divergence in technical ability and disparity in motor learning capability can be 
inferred from differences in brain activation, quantified using non-invasive technology. 
Functional neuroimaging techniques, especially functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(fMRI) have transformed cognitive neuroscience by enabling a greater appreciation of the 
functional sub classification of specific brain regions. Studies to assess activation foci 
associated with complex motor skills learning have consistently demonstrated that the 
prefrontal and premotor cortices are engaged during early learning, where error detection and 
online monitoring of performance are crucial [223]. In contrast, refined motor skills are 
associated with greater activation in the primary motor cortex and cerebellum [260]. This 
pattern of evolving brain activation over time is known as `neuroplasticity'. Similar changes 
have also been observed in subjects learning to perform visuomotor tracking tasks, 
visuomotor sequences [231] and tasks requiring smooth bimanual coordination of the wrists 
[225]. The latter skill is thought to be fundamental if technical manoeuvres in surgery are to 
be performed competently. The effects of practice dependent neuroplasticity of the motor 
system have been evaluated in professional musicians who demonstrate enhanced neuronal 
efficiency when compared to musically naïve subjects [266, 267]. Theoretically, expert 
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surgeons honing skills through years of practice and training might be expected to acquire 
similar neuronal efficiency. It is not known whether a similar burden is placed on the 
prefrontal cortex during the initial phases of surgical skills learning, since to date there have 
been no functional studies involving surgeons or surgical tasks. This may be due to the great 
technical challenge of studying moving subjects performing complex tasks with metallic 
surgical equipment. 
Optical techniques such as functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) are non-invasive, 
unobtrusive, portable, robust to body motion Artefact, and allow the subject to be assessed in 
realistic environments. fNIRS works on the principle that near infrared light (700 — 1000 nm) 
will penetrate the cranium and still be detected as attenuated light once it has been absorbed 
and scattered inside the head [133]. The dominant light absorbing chromophores in biological 
tissues are oxyhaemoglobin (Hb02) and deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb) which have different 
absorption spectra in the NIR enabling changes in light attenuation to be converted into 
relative changes in chromophore concentration [135]. NIRS signals can be recorded with 
millisecond temporal resolution and the latest multichannel instruments have more than 
adequate spatial resolution to detect differences in regional brain activation. 
Several investigators have studied optical brain responses elicited by motor stimulation. There 
is considerable heterogeneity between these studies both in terms of the task paradigm and the 
type of NIRS instrument used for optical mapping. Motor tasks have included self-paced 
[146] and externally paced finger tapping [147], finger to thumb opposition [148] and tasks of 
every day living, such as apple peeling [145]. Optical instruments have varied from two point 
measurements [140], custom built systems [148] to commercially available multichannel 
spectrometers [145]. The typical NIRS response observed consists of a rapid increase in Hb02 
and a slower decrease in HHb [140, 147, 148, 153]. The aim of this experiment is to 
investigate the frontal brain response to an open surgical knot-tying task with NIRS. 
Specifically, we aimed to determine if this task induced a recognisable haemodynamic pattern 
of brain activation and to determine the repeatability and reliability of such signals. It is 
anticipated that greater prefrontal activation would be observed amongst naive surgeons. 
D.2 Methods 
D.2.1 Subjects and Task Paradigm 
Seven, healthy male subjects (three surgical trainees and four surgical novices) participated in 
this pilot study (mean age 26.7 +/- 3.3 years), which had been approved by the Local 
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Regional Ethics Committee. All participants were strongly right handed (Edinburgh 
Handedness Inventory [290]). The participants had neither previous history nor family history 
of neuropyschiatric disorders. The four surgical novices (two medical students and two 
electronic engineers), were trained in a single two hour session to perform hand tied surgical 
reef knots using a standard bench top knot-tying trainer (Ethicon Ltd). The motor paradigm 
under investigation was four throws of a hand tied surgical reef knot, performed on the bench 
top knot-tying trainer. The task was introduced in a block design manner. Each block 
experiment consisted of three phases, baseline rest (30 — 60 seconds), trial (self paced reef 
knot) and post trial rest periods (20 seconds). Blocks varied according to the total number of 
repetitions of the knot-tying task (range 3 — 8) and the material used to form the reef knot. 
Training cord and surgical suture (2/0 vicryl) were used as knot-tying material and were 
introduced in a stratified random order. Subjects were tested over a 12-week period with no 
intervening practice on the task. Each subject performed six knot-tying trials in total, three 
trials using training cord and three trials using 2/0 vicryl. 
D.2.2 Experimental setup 
All subjects were monitored using the Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device 
(ICSAD). This consists of a non contact-tracking device (Isotrak II, Polhemus, United States) 
with two sensors that are attached to the back of the subjects' hands in a standardised manner. 
Cartesian x, y and z co-ordinates are converted into dexterity data such as the time taken and 
the number of movements required to complete the task and the distance or 'path length' 
travelled by each hand. Data was acquired at 20Hz and noise was eliminated using a Gaussian 
filter. All trials were videotaped and time linked to motion analysis data for retrospective 
viewing to ensure that the knot tying technique accurately matched that learnt during training. 
Optical measurements were obtained using a 24-channel instrument, the ETG — 100 Optical 
Topography System (Hitachi Medical Co., Japan). A configuration consisting of two 3x3 
probe arrays was used composing ten optical fibre sources emitting NIR light (from laser 
diodes) at 780 and 830 nm and eight optical fibre receivers coupled to avalanche photodiode 
detectors. Each laser diode is modulated at a unique frequency enabling the detected signals 
to be identified by 48 lock-in amplifiers. The optical data was sampled at 10Hz. The optodes 
were held in standard thermoplastic holders (inter-optode distance 30mm) and attached to the 
participant's head using a plastic helmet, affixed with surgical bandage. The optodes were 
placed over the subject's left frontal cortex and positioned according to the international 10-
20 system of electrode placement [122] such that channels 1-12 were centred approximately 
over the frontopolar region (Fp) and channels 13-24 were centred approximately over the left 
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primary motor cortex (C3). A schematic illustration of optode placement is illustrated in 
Figure D.1. 
Figure D.1 (a) A schematic diagram illustrating the approximate positions of the NIRS light sources 
(red), detectors (blue) and locations of corresponding measuring positions / channels (shaded boxes). 
One 3 x 3 array was centred on the frontopolar region (Fp), the other on the left motor cortex (C3). (b) 
Experimental setup showing a subject performing the surgical knot-tying task. Motion tracking sensors 
are attached to the dorsum of both hands. 
D.3 Data Analysis 
All optical data was subjected to an identical processing procedure using the functional 
Optical Signal Analysis program (fOSA, University College London, UK) to convert the 
relative changes in light intensities to changes in haemoglobin (Hb02, HHb and their sum, 
HbT) [293]. The first 10 seconds of each data set (100 sampling points) were averaged and 
subsequently used as a reference baseline from which changes were measured. After the 
conversion to Hb signals, the data were decimated to 1Hz. No further filtering was applied in 
this study, the assumption being that data in the higher-frequency spectrum is of limited 
value. The last pre-processing stage, prior to statistical analysis was to de-trend the time-
course to remove both drift introduced by the system and any slowly changing unrelated 
physiological signals. A first-order linear baseline was drawn as the reference and then 
subsequently subtracted from the activation signal. The linear baseline was determined by 
using all the sample points in the rest period of every block, ignoring the first 5 seconds after 
the end of the activation period. This ensured we utilized only the sampling points where Hb 
changes had returned to baseline (typically about 5 - 8 seconds after end of stimulus). To 
overcome the variation in task duration between subjects, to improve the visualisation of 
results and to permit comparisons between subjects, Hb data was subjected to temporal 
normalisation such that each phase (baseline, task and post task rest) consisted of 30 data 
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points. A process of linear interpolation/decimation was applied to add/subtract values where 
necessary. The normalised data sets were averaged across each experiment, to produce 
individual data sets consisting of 90 data points (30 baseline values, 30 trial values and 30 
post trial rest values) for each NIR channel and Hb parameter. Both dexterity and NIRS data 
were statistically analysed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS v14, 
Illinois,). Performance data was statically analysed employing non-parametric tests of 
significance. Inter group comparisons were analysed using the Kruskal-Wallis and Mann 
Whitney U tests for non-parametric data. fNIRS data was analysed using parametric tests of 
significance. The averaged Hb02 change between rest and task periods for each channel was 
analysed using an independent t-test. A value of p < 0.05 was assumed to be statistically 
significant. We then calculated the cumulative total number of channels in which relative 
change in HbO, had reached statistical significance, for every knot tying trial in each subject. 
D.4 Results 
Both subjective and objective assessments have shown that surgeons performed better than 
either medical students or electronic engineers on all knot-tying trials. As illustrated in Figure 
D.2., medical students were observed to make a number of technical errors. Common errors 
included failed articulation of the knots, unnecessary hand movements and long distances or 
pathlengths to complete trials. 
(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 	 (d) 	 (e) 
Figure D.2 Views of a surgical novices at (a) rest and (b-e) at various stage of himanual knot tying. 
Images demonstrate (b) failed articulation of the knot, (c) unnecessary back and forth hand motions, (d) 
and (e) lengthy distances between hands and target. 
Concerning fNIRS data, all subjects demonstrated a typical haemodynamic response to 
surgical knot-tying in multiple fNIRS channels. As illustrated in Figure D.3, this response 
consisted of an increase in Hb02 and HbT a few seconds after task onset, peaking toward the 
end of the task period and subsequently returning to normal upon task completion. In some 
subjects, a post stimulus undershoot in HbO, and HbT was also observed. Although task 
induced decreases in HHb were observed, changes in this parameter were less consistent than 
those for Hb02. In general, HHb remained relatively constant and in many trials even 
increased in a number of NIR channels. 
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Figure D.3 Time course of changes in haemoglobin parameters for one medical novice during 2/0 
vicryl knot-tying trials (blue windows), in a channel overlying the left primary motor cortex. Rapid 
increases were observed in HbO, (red line) and HbT (green line) in each of the five knot-tying 
episodes. Following both the fourth and fifth knot tying blocks, a post stimulus undershoot in both 
Hb02 and HbT was observed. Changes in HHh (blue line) were less consistent; although low amplitude 
task induced reductions can be seen in the third knot-tying block. 
In three participants (one medical student, one engineer and one surgical registrar), we 
observed global task induced increases in Hb02 in nearly all-24 NIR channels. In the same 
three participants, relative increases in Hb02 were repeatable on subsequent trials performed 
on completely different occasions, regardless of the material used for knot-tying. The 
repeatability of the haemodynamic response is illustrated in Figure D.4. 
Figure D.4 An illustration of averaged Hb02 change in two prefrontal channels, across (a) the first and 
(b) the third cord knot-tying trials, for one medical student subject. The highlighted regions represent 
averaged change in Hb02 during the knot-tying intervals. We observed consistent task induced changes 
in HbO, which were repeatable on completely separate occasions. 
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Statistically significant task related Hb02 increases (p < 0.05) were demonstrated in a similar 
proportion of channels, regardless of expertise. A considerable range in the numbers of 
channels reaching statistical significance (83-139) was observed. Across the entire experiment 
the mean (± SD) number of channels in which Hb02 reached significance was as follows: 
[surgical trainees = 111 ± 27, range (85-139); medical students 101 ± 25, range (83-119); 
electronic engineers 100 ± 19, range (87-114)]. A similar proportion of channels reached 
statistical significance for both cord [126 ± 38, range (93-168)] and vicryl trials [119 ± 42, 
range (82-166)]. In order to compare prefrontal activation, we selected seven channels that 
were centred on the lowermost frontal position as a region of interest. The total number of 
prefrontal channels that reached statistical significance across the knot-tying trials for each 
subject was then calculated. The maximum possible value being 42 per subject (7 channels x 
6 trials). A wide range of prefrontal activation (22-42) was observed, regardless of surgical 
expertise. 
D3 Discussion and Conclusions 
In conclusion, we found fNIRS to be a suitable functional neuroimaging modality for 
studying subjects performing a goal-orientated surgical task. We observed a recognisable 
haemodynamic pattern of brain activation associated with surgical knot-tying in all subjects. 
Consistent and repeatable brain activation was observed in at least three of the seven 
participants. In these subjects, task induced increases in Hb02 were global in nature and were 
repeatable at subsequent knot-tying trials which were separated by several days without 
practice. Similar haemodynamic changes have been observed in other studies assessing the 
brain response to motor stimulation using optical topography [140, 146]. Interestingly, we 
found HHb to be least predictable of the Hb parameters, as we observed channels in which 
Hllb either did not change or even increased. This is consistent with studies suggesting that 
Hb02 is the more reliable NIRS parameter of brain activation. 
In this study, we observed considerable variability in brain activation between subjects and 
this was most pronounced in channels presumed to be located over the left prefrontal cortex. 
This may reflect considerable variation in the allocation of cognitive resources that are 
mobilised to perform a highly attention demanding surgical knot-tying task. Interestingly, the 
degree of prefrontal activation did not seem to be as dependent on surgical expertise as we 
might have previously anticipated, although a larger trial would be required to provide 
statistical confirmation of such a difference. It is must be noted that between-subject 
variability may be due to a host of other factors that are known to affect optical signals such 
as optode movement and contamination due to extracranial Hb changes. Furthermore, global 
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responses in Hb02 may be influenced by stress-induced increases in heart rate and blood 
pressure. In addition, other behavioural factors such as the force of knot-tying may have 
influenced the optical brain response in this study. Future studies might require simultaneous 
measurements of other physiological signals that are known to affect the haemodynamic 
response. Combining optical measurements with 3D spatial localisation of the probes using 
either an electromagnetic tracking system or anatomical MRI could also improve accuracy. 
Obtaining probabilistic optode locations would allow the co-registration of fNIRS signals 
onto anatomical images, thereby enhancing the certainty that optical data was obtained from 
the specific region of interest. 
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APPENDIX E 
Toward Automated Data Integrity in fNIRS 
Experiments: Correction of Optode 
Movement and Signal Saturation Artefacts 
E.1 Introduction 
Data integrity refers to the discrimination of unreliable data which must be rejected. Integrity 
checks are concerned with the assessment of the quality of the signal to be used for further 
analysis. Approaches to date include systematic checks such as those employed by 
Franceschini et al. [374] and Sato et al. [348] and subjective visual assessment [375-377]. 
Despite these attempts, integrity checks have been under-reported in the fNIRS literature, 
with authors frequently omitting their integrity criteria. Visual assessment as a solution for 
data integrity check has a number of drawbacks including (1) subjectivity, (2) being prone to 
errors even when more than one expert assess data reliability and (3) highly time consuming. 
Algorithmic solutions that detect artefacts may automatically reduce the burden of time-
consuming visual assessments. 
In the following section, I outline a few examples of artefacts commonly observed in fNIRS 
data streams associated with surgical tasks which motivated algorithmic solutions for 
detection and compensation. 
E.2 Abrupt Optode Movement 
In Continuous Wave-fNIRS experiments, abrupt optode movements may provoke a sudden 
drop or rise in the signals. Abrupt optode movement must be detected during the integrity 
check stage as it is unlikely to be solved with common NIRS signal processing. A simple 
experiment involving slow, medium, and fast head motions, instrument tool changes, and 
traction on the optode array was designed to investigate the effects of body motion, head 
motion and optode shift on the fNIRS response. 
As illustrated in Figure E.2, sudden changes in NIRS signals appear to be co-incident with 
manual traction of the optode array of interest. Body movement produced by the upper limbs, 
arm and hand motion did not induce any sudden response change. Slow medium and fast head 
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motion did not lead to any substantial response, although head motion is known to affect 
NIRS signals [378, 379]. Only the most aggressive rapid head motion, unlikely to occur in 
practical MIS, introduced sudden changes in the signal amplitude comparable to that of gently 
shaking the optode array. 
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Figure E.1 The central panel show the time course of the Hb species. HHb: Blue line; Hb0,: Red line. 
Abscise axis represent time courses in minutes. Pictures show different snapshots of the video 
recording in different conditions: Top: row, left to right: Head tilting, probe set 1 being moved by a 
second researcher, probe set 2 being moved by second researcher, probe set 1 being moved by a second 
researcher, probe set 2 being moved by second researcher; bottom row; left to right: Rest, movement of 
head upwards, brisk lateral head motion, and two pictures of tool changing. Instances of optode 
movement artefact resulting in sudden raise or drops coincide with manual optode movement (green 
shaded areas), or very brisk head motion (yellow shaded area) which is thought to be accompanied by a 
small optode movement. 
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To detect and compensate for abrupt optode movement artefact, NIRS signals are considered 
as time series, during which a sudden change produced represents a disruption in the normal 
flow on the series. By using a prediction based on exponential smoothing, we expect to allow 
large local variations which are part of the normal flow of the signal. Double exponential 
smoothing is a well known time series model which can make forecasts in the presence of a 
trend. The results illustrated in Figure E.2, demonstrate the ability of the technique to capture 
and compensate for optode movement artefact. 
Time (s) 
(a)  
(b) 
(c) 
Figure E.2 Optode movement artefact detection and correction. Vertical dashed black lines mark the 
locations where optode movement has been detected. It can be seen how the detection algorithm 
accurately marks the occurrence of the artefacts when it is present in cases (a) and (b) and correctly 
does not show any marks on the clean channel in case (c). For cases (a) and (b) the corrected versions 
of the Hb signals as reconstructed by the correction algorithm have also been represented. 
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E.3 'Mirroring Artefact': Saturation of Light Detectors Affecting 
One Wavelength 
Intensity saturation of the light detector may only affect one of the wavelengths being used in 
the modified Beer Lambert law. It is trivial to show that under this circumstance, the 
concentrations changes of the two forms of haemoglobin are related by a negative constant. 
This is termed 'mirroring artefact' and is illustrated in Figure E.3. To detect mirroring, we 
propose a multi-scaled windowed cross-correlation algorithm. 
Figure E.3 Saturation artefacts. Example of experimental data showing changes in haemoglobin 
species HHb (blue line) and Hb02 (red line) affected by saturation artefacts. The shaded patches 
correspond to self-pace knot-tying task blocks. The first stage is only affected by the saturation 
affecting one wavelength, and minoring artefact is clearly observable. From there onwards, the 
detector also gets saturated at the second wavelength and a "non-recording" effect appears. 
Figure E.4, illustrates an example of the success of a mirroring detection algorithm when 
applied to the synthetic data. In terms of reliability, during the 1000 runs, 3353 intervals were 
randomly created. Every single interval was correctly identified in terms of location, duration, 
and presence of the artefact, with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. This should not be 
misinterpreted as a perfect test, as small computational errors and noise might affect the 
accurate estimation of the duration of the episode in experimental data. 
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Figure E.4 Detection of mirroring artefact in random signal pairs using a multi-scale windowed cross-
correlation algorithm. The top plot illustrates a time course of the random signals, with minoring 
episodes artificially introduced (green vertical windows). The bottom plot is a colour representation of 
a binary matrix where red triangles indicate the detected mirroring activity and yellow circles 
correspond to the largest window size at each episode. 
E.4 Conclusions 
Data Integrity checks are an important step in pre-processing fNIRS data. Artefacts owing to 
saturation of one or more wavelengths and due to optode or body movement may adversely 
affect fNIRS data acquired from expert and novice surgeons. As the range of stimuli studied 
using fNIRS continues to expand and involve larger datasets, visual integrity checks are no 
longer practical and significant errors may be introduced. Algorithmic approaches have the 
advantage of limiting subjectivity of visual inspection for artefacts, reduce inter-observer 
variability and strengthen subsequent statistical analysis by means of eliminating or 
compensating for contaminated data. Detection and correction for optode is possible but 
is highly dependent upon the threshold. Sensitivity and specificity against a gold standard 
(visual inspection) are poor and requires improvement. More sophisticated solutions may 
aim at considering data in neighbouring channels as opposed to a channel-based 
algorithmic approach. 
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APPENDIX F 
Registrars Beware: 'The First Shift Skills 
Drift' 
F.1. INTRODUCTION 
The introduction of the European Working Time Directive (EWTD) in the United Kingdom 
(UK) [380], has led to the replacement of on-call rotas (the rota or rosta is a table that defines 
the person (s) responsible for in-patient and emergency care in each 24-hour period) with full 
shift systems that incorporate successive night shifts. Despite reductions in duty hours for 
residents in the United States, night duty remains essential to the provision of 24-hour patient 
care. The risks of night shift work have been described in terms of the disruption of normal 
circadian physiology [381, 382]. Spontaneous circadian rhythms generated by the 
suprachiasmic nucleus (SCN) in the hypothalamus functions to slow down physiological 
systems at night [381, 382]. Additionally, night time release of the 'sleep hormone' melatonin 
diminishes alertness and stimulates a drive to sleep [383]. Night shift workers must battle 
these processes; forcing themselves to remain awake when instinctively they should be asleep 
and vice versa. 
There is evidence to suggest that daytime sleep following night shifts is fragmented and poor 
in quality [384, 385]. Shift workers regularly fail to obtain the recommended eight hours of 
sleep per day [384]. A mounting 'sleep debt' (continued loss of sleep over several days) 
means it is inevitable that shift rotas lead to cumulative fatigue. Although, fatigue impairs 
neurocognitive abilities, [322-327] there is limited evidence to suggest that technical skills 
suffer similarly [328-330]. Only a handful of studies suggest that laparoscopic procedural 
skills are adversely affected by night duties [328-330] and there are reports to suggest the 
contrary [342, 343, 386]. This suggests that further research is required to evaluate the effects 
of fatigue on laparoscopic skills. Furthermore, published studies have evaluated performance 
following one night on call (real or sham) [328, 329, 342, 386] rather than assessing 
variations across successive night shifts. It is the latter data that should be used by policy 
makers to inform decisions about the appropriate design of night rotas. 
Recently, there has been extensive debate regarding the number of successive night shifts that 
are appropriate [387-390]. An audit performed by the Royal College of Physicians (RCP), 
suggests that specialist registrars are at their lowest ebb at nights 4 and 5 but are capable of 
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improving their performance across the rest of the week [387]. Despite this, the authors were 
unable to produce a clear recommendation on whether to schedule 1, 4 or 7 nights for future 
rotas. Some reports have called for a return to the old on-call systems [391] or have 
recommended that doctors be scheduled for single night shifts with one or two night shifts 
over a weekend [390]. Others have criticised single night rotas on the grounds of reduced 
daytime manpower and service provision [392]. The Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) of 
England suggest that night shifts should not include more than 2 to 3 consecutive nights and 
should be followed by two uninterrupted nights sleep before returning to daytime work [388]. 
In spite of these recommendations, surveys have shown that surgical residents continue to 
work between 6 to 8 night shifts consecutively, [388] despite evidence that these patterns are 
associated with poor performance and accidents [393]. At several UK National Health Service 
(NHS) trusts, trainees in surgical specialities continue to work a 'week of nights' (seven 
successive night shifts) without wider consensus on the safety of these rotas [390]. The aim of 
this study was to determine if newly acquired laparoscopic technical skills deteriorate over 
seven consecutive 'real' night shifts. We hypothesised that a stepwise decline in performance 
would occur in conjunction with cumulative fatigue and sleep deprivation. 
F.2 METHODS 
F.2.1 Subjects 
A total of twenty-five junior postgraduate residents were recruited, of which twenty-one 
agreed to participate in this study. The remainder cited clinical commitments as justification 
of their exclusion. Junior residents were recruited from a number of surgical specialities, 
including 7 from General Surgery, 4 from Obstetrics and Gynaecology (O&G), 2 from 
Orthopaedics and 8 from Emergency Medicine (EM). These specialities were selected due to 
the commonality of their shift rotas (seven successive night shifts, 11-12 hours in duration) 
and the fact that residents are frequently required to perform technical procedural skills. 
Informed written consent was obtained from each participant prior to enrolment. 
F.2.2 MISTTM (Minimally invasive surgical trainer) — VR® (virtual reality) simulator 
(Tasks and Skill levels) 
We used performance on the MISTTM in VR® (MISTTM-VR®, Mentice, Gothenburg, Sweden) 
as a marker of technical performance. MISTTM-VR® is an elementary VR simulator, which 
has been previously validated as an effective training tool for the acquisition of basic 
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psychomotor skills [394]. MISTTm-V12® tasks have been discussed at length elsewhere [395]. 
Briefly, they are divided into two sets of core skills (CS) each consisting of six subtasks. The 
tasks involve grasping, manipulating and cauterising either a virtual sphere (CS 1) or a virtual 
length of tissue (CS 2). The tasks for each set of core skills are complementary, with task 6 
(the most complex) incorporating elements of the first five. The tasks can be performed at 
three different difficulty settings, easy, medium and hard. At the higher levels, the complexity 
of the task remains unchanged but greater accuracy is required for task completion. For 
example, the 'manipulate diathermy' task of CS 1 (Figure Fl) involves grasping a virtual 
sphere and keeping it steady whilst applying diathermy to several targets as they appear on it. 
With increasing levels of difficulty, the sphere becomes smaller and must be kept steadier 
during diathermy. Similarly, the 'stretch diathermy' task of CS 2 (Figure Fl) involves 
cauterizing a defined area along a virtual length of tissue whilst keeping it stretched. As the 
levels get more difficult, greater precision is required as the area that can be safely cauterized 
is reduced. 
a 	 b 
 
f 
  
Figure Fl. The diagrams represent sample tasks on the MISTTm-VR® laparoscopic trainer. a acquire 
place; b traversal; c manipulate diathermy; d stretch diathermy [4] Reprinted from American Journal of 
Surgery, Volume 191, Aggarwal R, Grantcharov T, Moorthy K, Hance J, Darzi A. A competency-
based virtual reality training curriculum for the acquisition of laparoscopic psychomotor skill, pages 
128- 133.Copyright (2006), with permission from Excerpta Medica Inc. 
F.2.3 Deployment of a training curriculum 
The participants had a variable amount of prior laparoscopic experience, which in all cases 
was minimal with none of the subjects having performed unsupervised laparoscopy. One 
week prior to study commencement, each participant received supervised training, working 
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through a proficiency-based VIZ® training curriculum previously validated for the acquisition 
of laparoscopic psychomotor skill [4]. This training programme involved completing tasks at 
the easy, medium and then hard level in a step-wise fashion (See Figure F2). All tasks were 
repeated in two separate sessions on the same day, which were spaced at least one hour apart. 
Delivering the curriculum in this way ensured that periods of training were interspersed with 
rest periods, a regimen referred to as 'practice distribution' [94]. 
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Figure F2. A virtual reality-training curriculum for acquisition of basic laparoscopic skills [4] 
Reprinted from American Journal of Surgery, Volume 191, Aggarwal R, Grantcharov T, Moorthy K, 
Hance J, Darzi A. A competency-based virtual reality training curriculum for the acquisition of 
laparoscopic psychomotor skill, pages 128-133.Copyright (2006), with permission from Excerpta 
Medica Inc. 
We determined that subjects were sufficiently 'trained' based on their performance for two of 
the most complex tasks on CS 1 and CS 2. Specifically, the economy of movement for each 
hand, time taken for task completion, and the total number of errors made were analysed, all 
of which have been previously shown to be construct valid (i.e. assessment using these 
parameters can differentiate subjects based on the level of experience). Consequently, scores 
for each participant were compared against a set of proficiency criteria using benchmark 
scores derived from the performance of ten experienced laparoscopic surgeons, each of whom 
had performed more than 100 laparoscopic cholecystectomies [4]. Completion of training 
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depended upon the participant achieving the proficiency criteria for the two higher-level tasks 
on two consecutive attempts (proficiency 1 and proficiency 2). A pilot study demonstrated 
that these proficiency criteria were attainable after approximately three days of practice. 
Training commenced three days prior to the start of night shift duty. This ensured that all 
subjects achieved a pre-defined benchmark the day prior to the start of their night duty and 
aimed to minimise effects of ongoing learning or indeed retraining during the week of nights 
assessment. All 21 residents attained the required proficiency and no subjects were excluded 
from the 'week of nights' assessment. 
F.2.4 Evaluation of technical skills 
Surgical (General Surgery and Orthopaedics) and O&G residents started night shifts at 8pm 
and finished at 8am the following morning. Doctors working in EM performed one of two 
shifts, either 8pm to 7am or 9pm to 8am. Participants' technical skills were assessed between 
the hours of 8am and 1030am following each night shift. The timing of this assessment was 
kept constant across night shifts. Subjects were required to complete the same two higher-
level tasks upon which proficiency had been based. The hypothesis being that since these 
tasks require the integration of a number of skills (e.g. manipulation and cautery) they would 
be sensitive to fatigue-induced performance decline. These sessions were supervised by a 
study co-ordinator and lasted approximately ten minutes, with all performance metrics 
automatically recorded by the simulator. No feedback on performance was provided during 
technical skills assessments. 
Following the assessment, participants were required to complete a questionnaire, and the 
Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), [396] the latter being a validated measure of the likelihood 
of falling asleep [397]. The questionnaire included estimates of total sleep obtained in the 
preceding week, hours of daytime sleep gained prior to each night shift, and the length of naps 
obtained during the night shift itself. Additional questions referred to the quality of sleep and 
included the number of interruptions (`calls', etc). The quantity of caffeinated drinks 
consumed and the number of cigarettes smoked were also recorded. 
The ESS requires subjects to rate a range 'of situations depending on their chances of dozing 
during each of eight scenarios. A four-point scale was used (0 = "would never doze"; 3 = 
"high chance of dozing"), and the total score was recorded each morning. A score of 0 to 10 
is considered to be in the normal range, whilst a score above 12 is considered abnormal. 
Scores in the range 16 to 24 indicate severe sleepiness, usually associated with impaired 
performance [340]. 
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Three parameters were used as surrogate markers of work intensity during each night shift. 
Participants were fitted with a pedometer (Scanner Mark II, Hi Gear, Brentford, Middlesex), 
which was reset prior to commencing each night shift. Participants prospectively recorded the 
number of patients they attended to and 'calls' received during each shift. If applicable the 
number of operations performed or assisted were also recorded. Except for pedometer data, 
all of the above information was captured on the questionnaire. 
F.2.6 Follow-up Testing (`Retention Test') 
All participants returned at least one week after their period of night shift duty to perform the 
same two simulator tasks during normal working hours, in a stand-alone session. This session 
was performed when subjects were alert and well rested. The purpose of the retention test was 
to verify that participants had retained or regained their pre-nights level of performance. 
Consequently, any performance decrements observed during the week of nights would be 
more likely due to fatigue than decay of skills due to the passage of time. 
F.3 Statistical Analysis 
Median values for the total time (seconds), number of errors, and economy of movement were 
calculated for both CS 1 and CS 2 tasks. Median values for the ESS scores, number of 
patients seen, number of calls taken and number of steps walked were also calculated for each 
night shift and for each speciality. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 11.5 
(SPSS°, Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used to statistically analyse the data. Average total 
duration of sleep in the preceding week was compared to that obtained during the week of 
nights using a paired t-test. Non-parametric tests of significance were used to compare 
performance metrics. The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was used to analyse deviations in 
performance parameters from the proficiency baseline (proficiency 2). For each comparison a 
level of p<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. 
F.4 RESULTS 
F.4.1 Implementation of Curriculum 
All subjects reached the required pre-defined proficiency benchmark criteria. All subjects 
attained proficiency after three sets of training sessions, dispersed over three consecutive 
days. Proficiency was obtained the day before night shift commencement. 
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F.4.2 Technical Performance 
Following the first night shift, deteriorations in all performance parameters were observed 
compared to baseline proficiency. This trend is illustrated in Figure F.3, which demonstrates 
variations in total errors and time taken to perform the CSI task across the week of nights, as 
compared to baseline proficiency and follow-up. Residents took longer to perform simulated 
tasks and made more errors following the first night shift. In addition, economy of movement 
scores were highest after either the first (CS2) or second (CS1) night shifts. Improvements in 
performance were observed across subsequent shifts, with fewer unnecessary movements, 
shorter completion times and 
lower error scores. 
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Figure F.3 Figure illustrates performance variation in (a) total error scores and (b) total time taken to 
perform CS 1 task across the 'week of nights' assessment and follow-up. Mean values are given for 
each session: Median proficiency (pre-nights baseline performance), seven night shifts, and the follow-
up session. Error bars represent 95% Confidence Intervals of the mean. Statistically significant 
(p<0.05) deviations from baseline are denoted by a black dot. 
F.4.3 Core Skills 
The statistical analysis of post-nights performance data are summarised in Table Fl. 
Participants took significantly longer (p=0.002) and made significantly more errors (p=0.025) 
on the CS 1 task following their first night shift compared with their pre-nights baseline 
performance. Concerning the CS 2 task, residents were significantly less economical with 
movements following the first (p=0.009) and third (p=0.024) nights. In addition, the CS2 task 
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took significantly longer to complete following each of the first three night shifts (p<0.005). 
There was no statistical difference between proficiency scores and retention tests for any of 
the performance metrics. 
Core 
Skills 1 
Proficiency N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 Follow 
up 
Total 86 (4.5) /00 83 67 67 71 78 84 64 
Error (12.3) (25.1) (21.8) (30.8) (23.3) (26.0) (21.7) (22.1) 
Score 
Total 33 (4.6) 42 34 35 32 33 33 32 32 
Time 
(secs) 
(8.4) (7.5) (5.5) (7.4) (5.0) (6.9) (10.0) (5.3) 
Total 3 (0.9) 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 (1.0) 
Economy (0.9) (0.3) (0.3) (0.2) (0.4) (0.7) (0.5) 
Core 
Skills 2 
Proficiency N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 Follow 
up 
Total 4 (1.7) 7 5 4 5 3 5 4 4 (4.0) 
Error (3.6) (2.8) (3.3) (2.8) (4.5) (4.4) (0.6) 
Score 
Total 36 (9.1) 40 39 39 37 38 37 37 37 
Time 
(secs) 
(10.2) (9.4) (4.2) (5.2) (3.3) (9.8) (8.6) (11.4) 
Total 4 (1.0) 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 (1.4) 
Economy (1.4) (1.1) (0.8) (1.0) (0.9) (1.4) (1.2) 
Table F.1 Statistical analysis of performance data for Core Skills (CS) Tasks 1 and 2 across the week 
of night shifts. Data are Median (Standard Deviation), Significant (p-values <0.05) deteriorations in 
performance from baseline is denoted in bold and italic font (proficiency 2). 
F.4.4 Subgroup Analysis of Performance Decline 
In both EM and general surgical residents, global performance deterioration was observed 
following the first night shift. Statistically significant (p<0.05) deteriorations in technical 
performance were observed in both these sub-groups. Specifically, EM residents required 
significantly more time to execute CS1, whilst general surgical residents took significantly 
longer to perform CS2. Deteriorations in technical performance observed following the first 
shift in O&G and orthopaedic residents, did not reach statistical significance in subgroup 
analysis. 
F.4.5 Sleep Duration and Subjective Sleepiness (ESS scores) 
Participants obtained significantly (p=0.035) less sleep during their week of night shifts 
(mean ± SD = 49.0 ± 5.8) compared with the week preceding night duty (mean ± SD = 44.5 ± 
7.1). Subjective sleepiness scores generally increased across the week of night shifts reaching 
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abnormal levels following nights 3, 4, 6, and 7. As illustrated in Figure F.4 the greatest drive 
to sleep was observed after the seventh night shift. 
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Figure F.4 The variation in introspective fatigue across the 'week of night shifts' as rated by 
participants using the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS). A horizontal reference line indicates the level 
of fatigue typically associated with errors in performance. 
F.4.5 Work Intensity Measures 
Variations in the work intensity parameters by speciality are shown in Table F2. Residents 
working in EM walked more steps and managed more patients during their shifts than 
residents in other specialities. O&G residents walked fewer steps than GS residents, although 
managed more patients. Orthopaedic residents received the fewest calls and attended the least 
number of patients during each of their night shifts. 
F.5 DISCUSSION 
It was anticipated that participants with recently acquired technical surgical skills would 
suffer a stepwise decline in performance across a week of night shifts. Surprisingly, we 
observed the greatest dip in performance following the first night shift with a subsequent 
recovery thereafter. Our findings corroborate earlier evidence suggesting psychomotor skills 
may well be vulnerable to the effects of sleep loss and that significant performance 
impairment follows periods of acute sleep deprivation [328-330]. 
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Intensity 
Parameter 
Subspeciality 
Emergency 
Medicine 
General 
Surgery 
Obstetrics 
and 
Gynaecology 
Orthopaedics 
Number of 6453 (5042 - 	6457 (3492 5801 (4901- 6111 (5066- 
steps taken 7905) —7513) 7792) 8213) 
`on call' 
Median 
(range) 
Number of 
patients seen 
13 (12-15) 6 (6-9) 10 (8-13) 5 (3-6) 
Median 
(range) 
Number of N/A* 11 (9-13) 9 (6-10) 6 (5-8) 
`calls' 
received 
Median 
(range) 
Table F.2 Work intensity measures across the 'week of nights' for each speciality. *UK officers in 
Emergency Medicine do not carry pagers. 
Taffinder et a 1 [328] demonstrated that surgeons made 20% more errors and took 14% longer 
to perform laparoscopic tasks when acutely fatigued. Grantcharov et al. [329] and 
subsequently, Eastridge et al. [330] both verified that night duty leads to impaired accuracy 
and speed in simulated laparoscopic tasks. Unlike the present study, previous trials have 
focused on acute sleep deprivation and were not designed to delineate laparoscopic 
performance over a week of successive night shifts. The current study suggests that junior 
residents are especially vulnerable after the first night shift, even though they were not 
working the day before this shift. Whilst there is limited evidence suggesting technical skills 
are unaffected by sleep deprivation, [343, 386] we like others [398] have reservations about 
accepting the results of negative studies whose findings are contrary to physiological and 
circadian principles. Methodological flaws unfortunately hamper the three studies suggesting 
that sleep-deprivation does not hinder laparoscopic skills. 
Jensen et al. [343] found no significant effect of sleep amongst 40 residents performing basic 
and task specific laparoscopic drills. Selection of subjects was based on their status as 
`residents' and not on the basis of sleep deprivation, resulting in selection bias. Further 
limitations include the lack of purely sleep-deprived subjects (<1 hour sleep), the 
retrospective recall of sleep quantity with no assessment of quality (interruptions, number of 
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calls, etc) and the questionable relevance of basic simulator tasks (pegboard, rope pass). 
Uchal et al. [386] assessed the ability of a post on call group (24 hours of duty) and a post- 
work group (8 hours of duty) to perform a laparoscopic task involving repair of a duodenal 
ulcer on a foam stomach. Although we acknowledge the face validity of the chosen task, the 
timing of the test varied. Specifically, the post on call group was tested during a circadian 
upswing (8am to 9am), whilst the post work group was assessed at a circadian low (4pm to 
5pm), possibly minimising any change between the groups. In addition, the post-work group 
obtained less than the required 8 hours of sleep and were likely to be as chronically sleep 
deprived as the post-call group. De Maria et al. [342] demonstrated that learning on MISTTm-
VR® simulator was not impaired following a single night on call amongst a heterogeneous 
group of residents (PGY 1 to PGY 5). Of the 30 Residents recruited, 13 did not return for post 
call assessment, potentially biasing the results to those with vulnerability to sleep loss. 
Performance decrements were observed for junior residents and the experience of senior 
residents may have prevented an overall deterioration with sleep deprivation. 
A possible explanation for our findings is that junior doctors do not prepare well for night 
shifts and for the first shift in particular. Indeed the median amount of sleep obtained during 
the day prior to the first night shift was only 2 hours (range = 0 - 4 hours), with five residents 
obtaining no sleep at all. Participants reported preferentially using this time on other pursuits 
such as performing daily chores, shopping, visiting friends or other recreational activities. It is 
conceivable that following the first night on-call, residents could have been awake for 30 
hours prior to the technical skills assessments. These findings support evidence that suggests 
that residents fail to utilise time off during the day to adjust their circadian clocks [387]. An 
audit conducted by Horrocks and Pounder on behalf of the Royal College of Physicians, 
which surveyed the shift patterns of 39 UK registrars confirmed doctors obtain inadequate 
rest prior to night shift commencement [387]. The authors found that daytime sleep between 
shifts was generally between 4 and 5 hours in length. The only exception to this was the 
daytime prior to the commencement of night 1, when 72% reported sleeping durations of less 
than 2 hours, and 87% of less than 4 hour. Whilst we accept the difficulty in extrapolating 
results from simulators to real life settings, enough evidence is emerging to emphasise the 
risks associated with the first night shift for the medical community to address this issue now. 
The Royal Colleges of Surgeons and Physicians have issued guidelines to help prepare, 
survive and recover from night shifts. Both Colleges offer strategies for coping with shift 
work at night and both emphasise the importance of getting plenty of sleep before your first 
night shift since `...any sleep that you have missed is unlikely to be made up during the time 
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that you are working at night' [399]. Recent editorials [389, 390] suggested that wider 
education regarding the importance of adequate preparation for night shift rotas is urgently 
required. Perhaps, occupational health departments should conduct seminars incorporating 
advice such as staying up later the previous evening and / or waking later in the morning 
before starting night shifts, to ameliorate being awake at night. Recent evidence suggests that 
tactical napping during extended duty may help to reduce physician fatigue [389, 400]. It has 
been suggested that relatively simple approaches such as these will serve to protect patients 
from sleep deprived physicians as well as enhancing the well being of the doctors themselves. 
Interestingly, the first night shift received the lowest overall ESS scores, with increasing 
introspective sleepiness over successive nights, consistent with a mounting sleep debt 
(approximately 6 hours) and chronic fatigue. It is conceivable that residents did not perceive 
the effects of acute sleep deprivation following the first night shift. It has been reported that 
acute fatigue may alter the judgement of the subject's own performance to the extent that 
obvious mistakes go unobserved [399]. This concept was captured in statements such as 
`While I'm working or I'm busy I don't realise how badly sleep-deprived I am, but once I sit 
on the couch, that's when I crash' [340]. The correlation between poor VR® performance and 
low sleepiness scores may also be related to the methods we used quantify introspective 
fatigue. Concerns have been raised regarding the correlations between introspective (ESS) 
and objective measures of fatigue [401]. It is possible that the ESS is not adequately sensitive 
to the effects of acute sleep deprivation. We acknowledge the possibility that subjects were 
not adequately sleep deprived following the first night shift and that poor performance may be 
due to a host of other factors such as fears surrounding being tested or over exuberance 
regarding the subjects' abilities. 
In our opinion, fatigue induced deterioration in skills is the most likely explanation for our 
findings and is supported by the results of a subgroup analysis which revealed that only EM 
officers and general surgical residents demonstrated statistically significant skills decline after 
the first on-call. With respect to other specialities, deviations from baseline proficiency were 
greatest after the first shift but were not statistically significant. Since EM physicians 
consistently obtained no sleep on-call, and attended the most patients of any speciality, whilst 
general surgical residents walked the most paces and received the greatest number of calls, it 
seems likely that the results reflect a combination of genuine work intensity and circadian 
rhythm related phenomena. 
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The subsequent improvement in performance across remaining night shifts may reflect either 
ongoing learning or adaptation to chronic fatigue. Similar performance adaptation across 
consecutive night shifts has been observed previously [402]. Lamond et al. [402] 
demonstrated improved performance in psychomotor vigilance tasks across a week of night 
shifts, though these shifts were of comparatively short duration (only 8 hours, versus 12 hours 
in our study) and were 'simulated' in nature. To the best of our knowledge this report is the 
first to demonstrate improved technical performance in physicians across successive 'real' 
night shifts. Investigators have demonstrated that if sleep loss can be minimised and a 
circadian phase shift occurs (indexed by a shift in melatonin production) then performance 
adaptation can occur across a week of consecutive night shifts [403]. Our results support the 
notion that technical performance can recover across successive night shifts. Contrary to the 
Royal College of Surgeons of England's guidelines, technical performance may be as good on 
night seven as at night three. Notwithstanding the above, we would be reluctant to 
recommend policy change based purely on our findings, since other aspects of clinical 
practice integral to patient care such as decision-making and cognitive abilities were not 
investigated and there is good evidence supporting the benefits of scheduling shorter rotas 
[326, 327]. 
Deterioration in newly acquired technical skills is maximal following the first night shift, 
emphasising the importance of adequate preparation for night shift rotas. Improvements in 
technical performance are possible across subsequent night shifts, although additional 
research is required to determine the optimal metrics of night shift rotas. It is important to 
configure working patterns and rotas that consider both patient safety and physicians' well 
being. 
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